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About this Guide

Advance Guides
Advance comes with two manuals- the Advance User Guide (this manual) and the
Advance Project Guide. The Advance User Guide teaches you how to use the Advance
tools (Word Processor, Spreadsheet, Database and Graph). while the Advance Project
Guide consists of worked examples of Advance in use. Both show you how Advance
provides solutions to real problems.

The Advance User Guide
The Advance User Guide is broadly divided into four main parts. describing the
Advance Word Processor, Advance Spreadsheet. Advance Database and Advance
Graph. These parts are written as tutorials, so you learn by creating your own work
as you go, following examples from 'real life' situations. The first three tools have
two chapters- Getting started and Learning more, Advance Graph being covered in a
single chapter

Getting started shows you how to create and edit basic documents quickly; Learning
more gradually introduces the refinements you'll want to use later on, to speed up
your work, and make it look even smarter.
Section headings are structured so that the Advance User Guide also serves as a
reference to remind you later how to do things.
Advance Word Processor. Spreadsheet. Database and Graph have been designed to
work together, and within each part of the Guide there are examples of
incorporating information from one application into another. The chapter entitled
Moving data between Advance tools on page 299 summarises how to use Advance
information in different applications, both within Advance. and outside it

Before you start
This Guide assumes you have used an Archimedes computer with RISC OS 3
before. If you haven't, read the Welcome Guide which came with it, to learn how to
use the mouse and find your way around the RISC OS desktop.

ix

Conventions used in this Guide
Choosing menu options
Menu options mentioned in the Guide are usually shown in bold font (e.g.
Utilities). Options available from submenus are shown along with the preceding
'branches' of their menu tree. separated by slashes.
Hence the text "Choose Effect/Text slze/ 12pt" means:
Display the main menu .
2

Highlight Effect, and move the pointer to the right of this option. to display
the Effect submenu.

3

Highlight Text size. and move the pointer to the right, to display the Text size
submenu.

4

Choose 12pt.

Tutorial files
As you work through this Guide. you may notice symbols in the margin like the one
on the left. Where you see one of these symbols. you can load one of the files
provided on the Data discs, either to work on in the tutorial. or to save you time
typing in data. The name of the file to load is shown in the paragraph next to the
symbol.
Data disc A contains four directories - WPtutorial . SHtutorial,
DBtutorial and GRtutorial- which contain the files for use respectively with
the Word Processor. Spreadsheet. Database and Graph tool chapters of this Guide.
To load one of these files:
Insert Data disc A into the floppy disc drive. and click on the floppy drive icon.

2

Double~click

on the relevant tutorial directory (e.g. SHtutorial).

The file you need will be displayed. so that you can open it or import it into your
document. as required.
If you are going to work on one of these fi les. make a copy of it in your own work
directory first. so that you do not overwrite the original.
(Data disc B contains all the files you'll need if you're working through the Advance

Project Guide )

X
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Overview of Advance

T

his chapter presents a general overview of Advance and describes its many
uses. lt also introduces a business venture called Music Matters.

What is Advance?
Advance is an ail-in-one software package which contains the most essential tools
for a computer in the office, school or home:
•

Word Processor

•

Spreadsheet

•

Database

•

Graph.

Advance is an 'open· package- it is easy to share text. graphics and data between
the four tools. Furthermore. it is also open to the outside world. So, not only can
you write a report with the Word Processor, and include tables from the Database
and graphs from the Advance Graph, you can also drop in text from Edit and
artwork from Paint and Draw.

The four tools
You can use each of the four Advance tools individually or in combination. A brief
description of each tool is given on the following pages.
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The four tools

Advance Word Processor
Advance Word Processor lets you create and edit text documents and include
pictures and graphs to illustrate your text. You can use the Word Processor to
create many different types of document. from simple letters like the one shown
below. to reports, product literature. posters and newsletters:
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Advance Spreadsheet
Advance Spreadsheet lets you enter and analyse numbers and create graphs and
tables from the data:
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You can use Advance Spreadsheet to perform calculations upon any kind of
numeric data. The data can either be entered directly, or copied from Advance
Database or Word Processor. You can record and analyse statistics, such as project
data or sales figures. and manage your accounts.
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Advance Database
The Database lets you create a database of related information on 'card' records,
like the one shown below:
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You can store large amounts of information electronically on the Database. search
and sort it and produce graphs and reports from it automatically. You can use
Advance Database to control stock inventories. to store all types of pro ject data.
including pictures. and to create an electronic address book.

Advance Graph
Advance Graph lets you present numeric information from the Database or
Spreadsheet graphically, so that it can be more readily understood. You can create
bar charts. pie charts. line graphs and scatter graphs. in both 2-D and 3-D. You can
drop these graphs into Advance Word Processor and other RISC OS documents.
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An example
The business plan below was created using all four Advance tools. Data stored in
the Database was used to produce the pie chart in the Graph tool, and financial
information from the Spreadsheet was used to build the table. The business plan
itself was created in the Word Processor and the title and company logo were
imported from Draw. This illustrates how the four Advance elements can be
combined to produce an integrated and informative document.
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Advance in practice
However powerful and easy to use Advance may be. its true worth lies in its abi lity
to solve problems and get work done. Accordingly, this Guide teaches you how to
use Advance by getting you involved in realistic work examples from an imaginary
music shop. which we have named Music MaLLers.

About Music Matters

Music Matters is a shop which specia lises in musical instruments. It is a traditional.
family-owned business which first opened in 1952 to supply stringed instruments.
Since then it has grown and diversified and now sells a complete range of musical
instruments along with books. sheet music and musical accessories. The shop
currently has seven departments Brass. Guitar. Keyboard. Percussion. Piano.
String and Woodwind.
Music Matters is located on the High Street of Colebridge in Sussex. England and
employs 15 people. Its proprietor. Bob Davies. concentrates on marketing and the
overa ll administration of the business. He uses Advance Word Processor to
produce sales literature and for his general paperwork The Financial Manager. Jim
Robinson. maintains the accounts and develops the business strategy He uses
Advance Spreadsheet to analyse his financial data. Jane McCluskey is the General
Manager; she oversees the day-to-day running of the shop Jane uses Advance
Database to record and collate information.
The staff of Music Matters swap information freely between the different Advance
applications to create sales and marketing literature. financial forecasts and other
business documentation.

5
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Installing Advance
For full details of the permitted uses of your Advance product. see the End User
Licence Conditions printed on the back cover of this Guide (single user pack) or
supplied as a separate sheet (site licence). Briefly:
•

If you have an Advance single user pack, you can install Advance on a hard
disc (to minimise disc changing during use) or run it on your computer from
floppy discs.

•

If you have an Advance site Ucence pack. Advance can be used on all the
machines on a site, such as a school. You may also apply to buy further
licences which allow you to use Advance cost-effectively off site. If you'd like to
use Advance off site. contact your Acorn Authorised Dealer for more
information.
To use Advance on more than one machine. you can load it from a fileserver. if
your site has an Acorn network. from the hard disc of each individual computer
('single' machine). or you could use a combination of these. If you have
machines without either hard disc or network connection. you will need to run
Advance from floppy discs on these machines.

The following sections explain in turn how to use Advance on floppy discs. a hard
disc and a network.

Running Advance from floppy discs
If you are running Advance from floppy discs. make copies (work discs) of all the
discs; keep the original discs in a safe place. in case your copies get damaged and
you have to make more. See your Welcome Guide or the chapter Discs. networks and
filing systems in the RISC OS 3 User Guide for more information about copying discs.
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When stored on disc. Advance occupies about I MB, which is too large to fit on one
800K floppy disc. though it will fit on a 1.6MB ADFS floppy disc. If you have a
machine with a disc drive that can read 1.6MB discs. make a single 1.6MB ADFS
work disc with a directory structure such as:
~101

Iii !Advance
~01
'--

IDFS::Mirklisc.$
~!Scrap

1'1::!1

•IIIIFiles

).())

Your own work directories

IDFS: :IIDI'klisc.$, !IICINMI

(j !RdvanctDB laf !Rdvance6R fii
~ !Rdvancell' ~ !Boot
~
~ !Runl~ge (lJ
~!Run
111 !Sprihs22 111 !Sprihs23 lfll
• Dffaults llliJ IfExist
•
~ Mtssages
ril le~~Plahs

!RdvanceSH
!Help
!Sprites
Choices
Menus

~
El

Making 1.6MB Advance work discs

Use the following procedure to make work discs:
Format a blank ADFS 1.6MB format floppy disc. then click on the floppy drive
icon on the icon bar to display the root d irectory of this new work disc.

8

2

Remove the work disc and replace it with Program disc I; click again on the
floppy disc drive icon to display the root directory of Program disc 1.

3

Drag the 'Advance icon into the work disc root directory, then change floppy
discs as prompted by your computer.

4

In the work disc root directory. hold down Shift and double-cl ick on the
!Advance icon to display the Advance application directory.

5

Remove the work disc. and replace it with Program disc 2. Display the root
directory of this disc.

6

Drag the !AdvanceWP icon from t he floppy disc to the Advance application
directory on your work disc. and again chang~ discs as prompted.

7

Copy !Scrap in a similar way from your App I floppy d isc to the root of your
work disc.

8

Take backup copies of your work disc for future use. then create further
directories on it to hold you r own files.

Installing and running Advance

Making BOOK Advance work discs

When using 800K work discs. you will need to make a set of work discs each
containing only one or two of the Advance applications. in order to leave room for
your own files. A sensible set of work d iscs might be.
Work disc I

Work disc 2

Work disc 3

!AdvanceDB
!AdvanceGR

!AdvanceGR
!AdvanceSH

!AdvanceWP

Each work disc should have a !Scrap directory. your choice of Advance
applications. and your own files. The disc structure for each work disc should be
similar to that shown below (Work disc 3):

~ !Htlp
!Run
~ !Runljqgt (fl !Sprihs
D !Sprihs22 11J !Sprihs23 ~ Choim
• Dthults II IfExist
• Mtnus
~ lttSSll9fS
!ilil lfiiPhhs
~

Use the following procedure to make each of the three work discs described above:
I

Format a blank ADFS 800K (E) format floppy disc. then back up Program disc I
onto this blank disc

2

With your new work disc in your d1sc dnve. click on the floppy disc drive icon
on the icon bar to display the work disc root directory

3

Hold down Shift and double-click on the !Advance icon to display the Advance
application directory.

4

Select and delete from the Advance application directory any applications not
to be left on the work disc.

5

If you are making Work disc 3. remove the wo rk disc. and replace it with
Program disc 2. Display the root directory of this disc. Drag the !AdvanceWP
icon from disc 2 to the Advance application directory on your work d isc. and
change discs as prompted .

6

Copy ! Scrap in a similar way from your App I fl oppy disc to the root of your
work disc.

7

Take backup copies of your work disc for future use, then create further
directories on it as necessary to hold your own files.
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Installing Advance on a hard disc
If you intend to run Advance from a hard disc, follow this procedure for installing it:
I

Create a new directory on your hard disc. You could cal l this directory
Advance.

2

Place Program disc I in your floppy disc drive; click on the floppy disc drive
icon on the icon bar to display the root directory of this disc.

3

Drag the 'Advance icon into the new directory you have created on your hard
disc.

4

In the hard disc directory display, hold down Shift and double-click on the
!Advance icon, to display the Advance application directory.

5

Remove Program disc I . and replace it with Program disc 2. Display the root
directory of this disc.

6

Drag the !AdvanceWP icon from the floppy disc to the Advance application
directory on your hard disc.

7

Create another new directory (which you could call Tutorial). this time in
your Advance directory, and copy the contents of the Data discs into two
sub-directories. which you could call Data_A and Data_B.

8

If it's not already there. copy !Scrap from your Appl directory to the root of
your hard disc.

9

Remove the floppy disc from the drive. Keep the discs safe. in case you ever
need to re-load Advance. You can now run Advance from your hard disc.

Installing Advance on a multi-user fileserver
If you have an Advance site licence pack. and your site has an Acorn network. you
can load Advance onto networked machines from a fileserver Before you start. you
should choose which machines will run Advance from a fileserver. and which will
be single machines (you can have a mixture). Advance will load most quickly and
conven iently from a hard disc, so it may be sensible to install Advance on all your
machines with hard discs as single machines; those without hard discs would load
Advance from the fileserver.
You then need to decide what levels of access you wish fileserver users to have:

10

•

If you'd like all users to use the same central copy of Advance without the
freedom to save individual configurations. then follow the instructions under
Installing a central fileserver copij of Advance for multi-user access on page II .

•

If you'd like to allow different configurations for different groups of users.
you'll need to install a central copy of Advance on the fileserver. and a
cut-down version of Advance m each user's home directory. This is explained
under Installing a configurable COP!/ of Advance for each network user on page 12.

Installing and running Advance

Installing a central ftleserver copy of Advance for multi~user access

To install a central copy of Advance on a network fileserver:
Logon from a network client station (any networked computer other than the
fileserver) as a System Privileged User. and open the fileserver's root directory.
2

Create a new directory in a publicly accessible area on the fileserver. You'll
probably call this directory Advance.

3

Place Program disc I in your floppy disc drive; click on the floppy disc drive
icon on the icon bar to display the root directory of this disc.

4

Drag the !Advance icon into your new directory on the fileserver

5

In the fileserver directory display, hold down Shift and double-click on the
!Advance icon, to display the Advance application directory.

6

Remove Program disc I, and replace it with Program disc 2. Display the root
directory of this disc.

7

Drag the !AdvanceWP icon from the floppy disc to the Advance application
directory on the fileserver.

8

Create another new directory (which you could call Tutorial ). this time in
your Advance directory, and copy the contents of the Data discs into two
sub-directories, which you cou ld call Data_A and Data_B.

9

If it's not already there, copy !Scrap from your Appl directory to the root of
each user's directory. (Do not place it in the root of the network.)

10 Remove the floppy disc from the drive. Remember to keep your Advance discs
together in a safe place.
II Once you have installed Advance. you need to set the access details of the
fileserver directory. To do this, display the name of the directory on the
Desktop and choose Access from the Filer menu. Enable Public read and
Recurse. but disable Public write. then click OK:

YH
0Loclct41

~e..r ..itt
~P-lic rt141

0
0
0
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You can now run Advance from any machine connected to the fileserver by
displaying the directory containing !Advance. and double-clicking on the !Advance
application.
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This multi-user central network copy of Advance is read-only, and so user attempts
to save either Choices options or default documents will fail with an error such as
:::nsufficient access. In order to maintain a standard configuration for all
users. you may wish in any case to remove these options from the menus For
information on how to achieve this. see Appendix C: Configuring menu options on
page 309
To allow a particular network user to save Choices or Save as default. you should

install a cut-down copy of Advance in their user directory on the fileserver. This is
explained below.
Installing a configurable copy of Advance for each network user

You can set up Advance to allow a variety of different configurations for different
users. For example. you may wish to allow pupils in Year 3 access to Advance Word
Processor alone. and pupils in Year 4 access to Advance Word Processor and
Advance Spreadsheet.
To do this. you install a single central copy of Advance on the network fileserver (as
explained under Installing a central fileserver copy of Advance for multi-user access on
page II). and a cut-down version of Advance (known as the Advance shell) in each
user's home directory. This cut-down version is known as the Advance shell. and
occupies about 64KB.
You may create several different versions of the Advance shell to suit your needs.
I

Follow the instructions under Installing a central fileserver copy of Advance for
multi-user access on page II to install a central copy of Advance on the network
fi lese rver.
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2

Create a new directory in a user's directory. If, for example. you are setting up
an Advance shell for Year 3 pupils. you could call this directory AdvanceY3.

3

Display the fileserver directory containing the central network copy of
Advance. and drag the !Advance icon into the directory you have just created

4

In the user's directory display, hold down Shift and double-click on the
!Advance icon. to display the Advance application directory.

5

Delete !AdvanceDB, !AdvanceGR. !AdvanceSH and !AdvanceWP from the
user's Advance application directory.

6

Now edit the user's! Boot file. Disable access to any applications by editing the
appropriate line(s) to be a comment. and add appropriate Filer_Boot lines to
point to the central network fileserver copy of Advance.

Installing and running Advance

To avoid mis-typing the pathname. type in Fi l er_Boot followed by a
space. Then hold down Shift. and double-click on the central copy of Advance.
You can now drag each of the applications you require into the !Boot file
window to insert the pathname automatically

..

ntt::S.JSaith.RdvinctY3 . !Rduance . !Boot •
!5prltfs
!!.
Stt Fllt$Typt.dft CSU
Stt RduinctSOlr <ObeySOir)
I
IFiler_Boot <RduanceSOir>.!RduanceDB
~
IFiler Boot <RduanceSOir>.!RduanceGR
IFiler=Boot <RduanceSOir>.!RduanceSH
IFiler Boot <RduanceSOir).!RduanceWP
Filer_Joot net:S.Rpps.Rduance.!Rduance.!RduanceDB
1,'
Filer_Boot net:S.Rpps.Rduance.!Rduance.!Rduance&R
It
Filer_Boot net:S.Rpps.Rduance.!Rduance.!RduanceSH
Filer_Boot net:S.Rpps.Rduance.!Rduance.!RduanceNP
'3
~l}t\'\1¢ e::J
¢•

~101

I!Con~prlt~s <U~fY~l~>.

7

Save and close the !Boot file. and close the Advance application directory

You can now copy the new directory contain ing the Advance shell to the home
directory of all appropriate users. You may also wish to keep a central copy of this
directory (and any other Advance shell directories) for future use.
To run Advance from any machine connected to the fileserver, display a user
directory containing the Advance shell. and double-click on !Advance.

Installing Advance on read-only filing systems
If you use a read-only network filing system such as Application Accelerator or
AppFS, or any similar read-only filing system. and you have a network fileserver,
you could place your central fileserver copy of Advance in the read-only filing
system. and a separate Advance shell in a user area of a writable network filing
system (such as a user home directory on a Level 4 fileserver, etc). Otherwise, the
Advance shell could be placed on a loca l dedicated writable media connected to
the computer (for example. an ADFS hard or noppy disc).
To do this, you need to create a modified master copy of t he Advance shell on a
noppy disC:
I

Format a blank ADFS 800K (E) format noppy disc, then back up Program disc I
onto this blank disc.

2

With the backup disc in your disc dri ve, click on the noppy disc drive icon on
the icon bar to display the backup disc root directory

3

Hold down Shift and double-click on the !Advance icon to display the Advance
application directory

4

Delete !AdvanceDB, !AdvanceGR and !AdvanceSH from the Advance
application directory
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5

Now edit the user's !Boot fi le. Disable access to any applications by editing the
appropriate line(s) to be a comment. and add appropriate Fi ler_Boot lines.
To avoid mis-typing the pathname. type in Filer_Boot followed by a
space. Then hold down Shift. and double-cl ick on the central copy of Advance.
You can now drag each of the applications you require into the !Boot file
window to insert the pathname automatically:

net::$.1SRith.RdvanceY3.!Rdvance.!Boot •
!Sprites
Set F1le$Type dfe CSU
Set Rdvance$Dir <Obey$Dir)

'II

I!JIOI

l !con~pr11es { U~PIJ~~ ~>.

~

I

!Filer Boot <Rdvance$Dir). !RdvanceDB
.....
!Filer-Boot <Rdvance$Dir).!RdvanceGR
IFiler:Boot <Rdvance$Dir>.!RdvanceSH
!Filer Boot <Rdvance$Dir>.!RdvanceWP
Filer loot Share::Rpps,$.Rpps.Rdvance.!Rdvance . !RdvanceDB
Filer-Boot Share::Rpps,$.Rpps.Rdvance.!Rdvance . !RdvanceGR
Filer: Boot Share::Rpps,$.Rpps.Rdvance.!Rdvance.!RdvanceSH
Filer_Boot Share::Rpps,$.Rpps.Rdvance.!Rdvance . !RdvanceNP .0.
¢

¢

I
r:J

6

Save and close the !Boot file, and close the Advance application directory.

7

Remove the disc. and label it 'Modified Advance Shell Master Disc'.

You can now copy the modified Advance shell to appropriate locations.

Running Advance
Before running Advance. open a directory display containing !Scrap, so that it has
been ·seen· by RISC OS. If you are running Advance from a hard or floppy disc,
place 'Scrap in the disc root directory. If your system has not seen a copy of !Scrap,
Advance may produce an error such as Not found when you try to save a file
from one tool to another. produce a graph from the Database. or print Note that if
you are running from floppy discs. whenever you change discs. you should
double-click on the ! Scrap fi le of the current disc. This reduces the number of
times you'll need to swap discs.
To load Advance. open the directory display containing the !Advance icon. on your
floppy work disc. hard disc or network fi leserver, then double-click on it The
Advance icon will appear on the icon bar:

Advance icon
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Opening a new Advance document
To load any Advance tool . press Menu over the Advance icon bar icon, and choose
the tool you want from the Create submenu

Rn••c•

Info
~
DocuMnt
9 ~~{I]}J)
IliD\I·
Spreadsheet
Choices ..•
Mini111ise 111e111ory
Database
Quit
Graph
I

I

'

I

A blank document for that tool will be opened on the desktop
If you just click on the Advance icon on the icon bar, a blank Advance Word
Processor document will be displayed.

Loading an existing Advance file
As with most RISC OS applications. when you double-click on an Advance file.
what happens next depends on whether or not the computer knows where to find
Advance in order to load it.
If you are already using Advance. or have been since you last switched off or
reset the computer. or if the Advance program icon has ever been displayed on the
screen during this time. the computer knows where to find Advance. When you
double-click on the file icon Advance will be loaded onto the icon bar (if it is not
already there). and your file will be opened
If you haven't used Advance since you last switched off or reset the computer.
and if the Advance program icon has never been displayed on the screen during
this time. you'll need to load Advance. or open a directory display containing the
!Advance icon. before double-clicking on your file icon to open the file.

If you have a hard disc. you can tell the computer how to find Advance
automatica lly, by saving a Desktop boot file once the computer has displayed the
Advance icon. This way, you won't have to load Advance separately See the
RISC OS 3 User Guide for more information about Desktop boot files.
If you want to open an Advance Database file

If you open a write-protected Advance Database file, all options which alter the
structure of that Database file are disabled. In the case of a write-protected
Database file which contains no records, the file simply does not open because
Edit mode is disabled. Any Advance Database file on a floppy disc which has the
write-protect tab set is a write-protected file.
Remember. you should always make copies of master discs for normal use.
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Using Advance on a 1MB computer

Advance icon bar menu options
If you press Menu over the Advance icon on the icon bar the following menu will
appear:

Rdvtnc•

Info
¢
Create
¢
Choices ...
Mini11i se fllefllory
Quit
Info leads to a dialogue box containing detai ls about the version of Advance.
Create leads to a submenu allowing you to create new Advance Word Processor.
Spreadsheet. Database or Graph documents (see Opening a new Advance document on
page 15).
Choices leads to a dialogue box allowing you to set new defaults for the
Word Processor and Spreadsheet See Customising your environment on page 83.
Minimise memory is provided for machines with limited memory. Clicking on it
wi ll cause Advance to remove from memory any tools no longer in use. For details
on how best to manage your computer's memory, see Appendix B: Using Advance on
I MB or 2MB computers on page 303.
Quit ends your Advance session: if you have not saved any of your files. Advance
will prompt you to save t hem first

Using Advance on a 1MB computer
The more memory your computer has. t he more versatile Advance becomes. When
you using Advance on a I MB computer, there are a few things to remember:
•

You can only use one of the Advance tools- Word Processor. Spreadsheet ,
Database or Graph tool- at a time. On a 2MB computer you can usually run
two at once.

•

You cannot plot graphs directly from t he Spreadsheet or Database: you must
save your data to disc first. then import it into Graph .

•

You may not be able to load some very large fi les. such as large databases
containing many pictures.

•

You may not be able to use t he Spell ing checker in the Word Processor.

•

You will not be able to step t hough all t he worked examples in this and the
accompanying Project Guide.

For more detailed advice about how to ma ke best use of Advance on a I MB or 2MB
computer, see Appendix B: Using Advance on I MB or 2MB computers on page 303.
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Introducing the Word Processor

dvance Word Processor helps you to produce professional-looking documents
A and
publications and lets you present your information in a clear and
structured way.
What is a word processor?
A word processor is a piece of software primarily designed for writing and editing
documents on the screen of your computer. Word processors are closely related to
Desktop Publishing (DTP) programs. but the latter are mainly intended for
producing short documents with complex page layouts. and often have difficulty
handling longer documents.
Advance Word Processor has many of the best features of both worlds- you can
not only write and edit long documents. but also incorporate complex design
elements often associated with DTP software. such as fonts, multi-column layouts
and imported graphics.
You can create a variety of documents with Advance Word Processor. such as
letters. leanets. newsletters and reports. You can also add graphics from Draw and
Paint (including scanned images). charts from Advance Graph, tables from
Advance Spreadsheet and data from Advance Database.

Some examples
The following documents were created using Advance Word Processor. They show
the range of documents that you can produce using this tool. In the next two
chapters you will find step-by-step instructions on how to create the letter and
lea net.
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What is a word processor?
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Getting started with the Word
Processor
his chapter an introduction to the basic features of Advance Word
T Processor.
tells you how to load a document, change its layout. edit text and
is
It

alter its appearance. lt describes how to save and print a document, to create
document templates and finally how to quit the Word Processor.
Loading Advance
First make sure Advance has been instal led as described in the chapter Installing and

running Advance on page 7.
To start using Advance, display the directory containing the !Advance icon on the
screen and then double-click on the Advance icon . This loads Advance onto the
icon bar ready for use.

Double-click on

the!Advanceicon

-rWiu!JIIIlf,J;IMe~
!Advance

When Advance is running
you'll see the Advance icon
displayed on the icon bar

Starting off with a blank sheet of paper
To create a new. blank Word Processor document, see Creating a new document on
page 46.
In this chapter. as an introduction to the Word Processor. we are going to look at an
existing document. and make changes to it.
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Opening an existing document

Opening an existing document
If you want to open an existing Advance document, you do not normally need to
load Advance specifically in the way described in Loading Advance on page 19- it is
enough that the !Advance icon is (or has been in the current session) displayed on
the desktop, so that the computer knows where to find Advance when you want to
open an Advance file.
As an example. open the document called Letter in the WPtutorial directory
of Advance Data disc A. You will see the following document on your screen (click
on the toggle size icon to display the letter across your screen):

~-. - - - - - - - - - - - - • • • • - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - · · · - : · - - - - - - - - - - - • • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • • - - - - - - - - - - . - - - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • :

I

llMusic

I

·

l. .

i

Matters 89 High Street Colebridge Sussex CLl 4XE Tel (0923) 4545

I
l

~Mr W McCabe
j22 Meadow bank Lane
!Snffron Walden
lsF3 421
!12th March 1993

!

!Dear Mr McCabe

!

of all, l would like to thank you for your recent custom. J hope ttult )'ou are slltisfied w i!h your
interesred to hear that Music Matters is holding a mid-season
jsale, running from the 24th l'O die 27th March, in which we are offering a redooti.on of 15% off the price of
:au our musical instruments.
j Fitst

~purchase from Music Matters. You may be

~

l
!
l

l
l

!

!

This is a letter from Bob Davies, who is the proprietor of Music Matters. the music
company we mentioned in About Music Matters on page 5. It is the first draft of a
letter he has written to a customer. telling him about a future sales promotion .
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Click somewhere on a line of text in the open document. You will notice a small red
flashing vertical bar at a point in the text near to where you clicked. This is called
the caret; you place it where you want to type some text.

:. ...............................:

Music Matters 89 High Street Colebridge

Susse~

0.1 4XE Tel (0923) 4545

MrWM(..'Cabe

22 Meadowbank Lane
Saffron Walden
SF3 42 t
12th March 1993
Dear Mr

~

caret

McCabef~

Moving around the document
To see the entire letter, use the window scroll arrows to move around the text.
Alternatively, move the pointer anywhere over the document outside of the text
frame (the area of text bordered by the green line). and it will change into a hand .
Use this hand to drag the document around.
_,_,,,_,,_,,,_,,_,,_

__.

·-··- .. ·-··-

--

- - - - - -

--

···-·····-······-

-·-

- ···-

~---··························-·;

Music Matters 89 Righ Street Colebridge Sussex CLI 4XE Tel (0923) 4545

t

MrWMcCabe
22 Meadowbank. Lane
Saffron Walden
SF3 42 1
12th March 1993
Dear Mr McCabe
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Moving around the document

Scaling the view
Bob has just finished writing this letter. It is too big for him to see much of it at a
time on the screen. so he wants to reduce the size of the letter. He uses the Scale
view option which lets him zoom in and out. This doesn't change the size the letter
will be printed- just how large it appears on the screen .
Bob clicks Menu over the document. From the Advance Word Processor main
menu he moves to the Utilities sub-menu and displays the Scale view dialogue
box. (This process is usually described in this Guide as 'choosing the
Utllltles/Scale view menu option'. )

Insert
Go to page
FS
Find/Replace
F4
Spelling
F6
Start 111ail nerge
Saue as default
Page rulers
~ftp
Print borders

D[ill)a ~ ~~~
ICancel I I Scalf I

Scale

The dialogue box shows that the current scaling factor is I 00%. Bob chooses 33%
and then clicks on the Scale button to confirm the change.
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This reduces the size of the letter so that more of it appears in the window:
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Although he can see all the letter, the text is now too small to read . He'll need to
increase the scaling factor to improve its legibility, so he tries again, this time
choosing 80%. This gives a good compromise between legibility and being able to
see as much of the document as possible without scrolling.

Text editing
Bob isn't satisfied with the layout of his letter. He wants to move a paragraph
nearer the beginning of the letter, and make a few other changes.
Moving text around usually involves three stages:
selecting the text.
2

cutting the text to the clipboard (an area of computer memory). or copying it
to the clipboard. so that the original text stays where it is.

3

pasting the text into the document from the clipboard to the new position (or
just leaving it on the clipboard if it isn't needed elsewhere) .
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Text editing

Selecting text
He selects the paragraph which invites the customer to the sales preview ('We are
delighted to .. .' ). by putting the caret at the start of the paragraph, holding down
Select and dragging the caret down to the end of the paragraph. The selected text
is highlighted :

'"" da)' ool}. oo the 1-llh illld .:!..~h M.l(('h. ~>e :ore otlerir~J the fol io"~ redoctitwt>·
15'" oil .llllllU'>IC'al ill'oliUilll'llh
:!()<; ott ..u bool.b

looli. f<V'I' ard

'«)

mt.ICh to seeifitt }00 then.

I'~ fuuhlul~

There are other ways of selecting text blocks, and these are summarised in the
following table:

To select

Action

Word

Double-click on the word

Line

Triple-click on the line

Paragraph

Click at the start of the paragraph, then drag to the end.
or
Click at the start of the paragraph, then click Adjust at the end.

All the text in
a document

Choose Edit/Select all

To deselect

Click anywhere in the text frame

1-

See also the appendix entit led Keyboard short-cuts on page 319 for quick ways to
select text.

Cutting and pasting
To move the paragraph. Bob chooses Edlt!Cut. This deletes the selected text, but
leaves a copy of it o n t he clipboard. You paste this copy in a new place to complete
the move.
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lA~ 01 all.l ,.ooJd liletotlwll )OU lor ~OOII'(Q!flll'U>tom I hope that )OU .n ~161itd ,.ilh )out
)'oo ma) be Ullere-talto hear tlw ~tU>t.' \b~~ 1> hoi~ • mil .eawn
the !"th~tardl. m "ha.-l1 ,.e ~ore oil~ a rc:lucoon 01 L'' offtbe poce 01·

<~wilt) . " e al ..»tod. a" ide l'all!;eOI
lrom .:J.a:.,i.-.ol. tlwuugh JiiZl. to popul•

-u11ill:>le lot lhe bepmer and 1he

Alter pages ...

~ftR

Select all
Clear

ftA
ftz

He clicks on the blank line at the end of the first paragraph, where he wants the text
to appear, then chooses Edit/Paste . The text is pasted from the clipboard to its
new position.

IDe• Mr~rtc-C&abe.----...--,
AN

1

ol

~

sale.

alloor

-9
RdViiCtlf

f ·1
I

e

)OU lor )our m:m& <'lblllm.

A
y

Edl"t

Effect 9
Ruler
9 Paste
~~~~ Utilities 9

.IU two da) s ont.) •oo lhe 24th
• l.'i<i off all mu:;ical i !Nttll
. y, off all boob;
2.~'l oft' all s~ mi.ISic.

I hopt that )011- <;;~U,foed "'th )our
~bu.er.; 1> holdq! a mJd season
ucducoonOII.'i"" otftbepoce(l{

~u

I) • "

e at !tO ~tocl a " ide r.-.,e of

1 cb.~K:at. ~ J<ll.Z

to popul..r

~ tot 1he begmner and !he

Alter pages .. ,
Select all

ftA

We loci. forward 'et} much toL__ __ _ _ _ _ _ _...J
Yours fanhfull)

Wa rning: If you accidentally touch a key when text is selected. the selected text is
automatically placed on the clipboard : you can get it back by choosing Edit/Paste.
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He presses Return to add an extra blank line at the end of the paragraph, then adds
an extra blank line to the start of the paragraph. His letter now looks like this:

!Me w M<."C.abe

b2 Meadowbank Lane
!Saffron Walden
!SF3.421

!t21hMiirdl l99:\

!Dear~~ MeC®c
!Fitst of !MI. I wouW liliie m lhallk you for yoor rc<>ent c~tom, I hope that you are sa~isfied with your
!purchase:- f!OIU Mtl>i.c MJ4lefli. y 00 tlldy be illkrct>tl:d lo lx:wtbat Mu.s:ic Mllltm is oolding a micJ..~Oil
!sllle. 1\JQiling framthe 24(h to tile '27lh Mar>ch. in whictt we ere offering !l reduaion of 15% off the pri~ of !
!MH our musical imD:\JIJICIW.,,
j
;We ~~re dcligbtcd tOiiWi!e all our exi~ti~ cuMomm to llli>Jli1Ul ...~ prt:l'iew un the ev.:ning 1.1f MAr<.'h
;
!23rd at 7.30 pn, when we wiU be h~ to dis.:~.M) our musu:al mjulrcmcmts in a relaxed lilmospbt:rc over!

!

!wine and cllee;.e. PleasG note iltar )OU we urdet 11() ol>ligationtobuy.

!,\lthough Mlll>ic Ml~UCI'4 '!)tcialilo<=t io 'ellin~ IIIUSical ~of quality, we ah,o ~teek a wide r-c: orl

!$hm m~k ta«:rl~ for a broOO ~Jltl'(Ttlm of musical ras~. ranging from clas.'llcal. through juz m popul.ar :
!music. We al-.o pa>!leS&a ~e ooUe<:tioo of ~look; \>rilletl oo ~ $Uilllble ftll't.be beginl\ef OIIPd the
!
ja<tvam:cd nw~d® alikr.
~

Saving a document
Bob wants to save his reformatted letter. so he chooses the File/Save option :

wilh yotar
ip i a - -- - -...:....u""'' You ma} be mresu:d to
a miQ.seasoo
rtlllllifl& from tlx: 24(11 to dle 27th M.vdl.in \111lirn -..e are ollerilJ¥; a reductioo of 15':i otl'tbepli:e of
our tlllllcie:d imcNillli!l•s.

arc lkl~ed to invire all our ex.isti~~& ('USlOOIEn to u spa:illl salo:!s pre •kw on the ~ng of Marcb
• 7.30 pm. when we will be happy to ditscuss )OUfmul'ical requiremelliS in :a rela~ed atlll08~ <wer

He types the filename he has chosen for his letter. Circular I , and drags the fi le
icon to his work directory.
If you want to catch up with Bob's progress. load the file Let terA from the
WPtutorial directory on Data disc A.
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Deleting Text
Scrolling through the letter, Bob notices that the cut and paste operation has left a
large gap before the final paragraph, caused by surplus Return characters. He
selects these extra lines and deletes them, by choosing Edit/Delete. Like Cut,
Delete deletes the selection, but does not leave a copy on the clipboard. so you
are asked to confirm you real ly do want to delete the selection.

Copying and pasting
Bob thinks it would be a good idea to repeat Music Matters' telephone number at
the end of the letter. Instead of typing it out again. he decides to copy the number
from the top of the letter and paste the copy into the document below his
signature.
To do this. he first selects the telephone number at the end of Music Matters·
address, then chooses Edit/Copy. The words remain in the document in their
original place, but a copy is stored on the clipboard.
He moves the pointer to the very end of the letter and clicks after the last word
'(Proprietor)'. He presses Return once, to move the caret to the line below his title,
and then chooses Edit/Paste to drop the telephone number into the document at
this point

lut\10'0 days only. an 1he 24th and :!:S!ttMwdJ. weareotlerin&thei"ollo'll'iJl& reductions:
15% ufr an mLtSical il'ISiniiDCI1ls
. m, oft all bools
• 2.5% ufr an shiM ffitlSk:.

YOUJ:$ t'althfull)

!
laooOav~
l(froprietar}
jTel (0\12:\)4$45

I
Typing text
Bob next decides to add a personal touch to the letter. He checks the Music
Matters computer database and discovers that Mr McCabe bought a Spanish guitar
just before Christmas. He will mention this in the letter.
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He clicks after the word 'purchase', to move the caret where he wants it, then types
in 'of a Spanish guitar'. He stumbles over the spelling of 'guitar' in the process, but
uses Delete to erase his mistake.
Bob also replaces the word 'then' in the last paragraph with the words 'on the
23rd', by selecting the word. then just typing over it; the original text is deleted.

For two days only. oo lhe 24th and 25th Marcll. we are off.ering the following reductions:
- JS% off all muskal instruments
- :ID% off all boola;
- 25% off all ~t mus.ic..
We look forward very much to:seeingyoo

IIIII

YooJS fa:ithlully

~
~

He saves his letter again . If you want to catch up with Bob, open the file Let terB
from the WPtutorial directory on Data disc A

Changing the appearance of the text
The contents are now fixed but Bob feels that the letter is lacking something He
decides to experiment with the appearance of the text. using the Effect menu
option.
On start-up, the appearance of an Advance Word Processor document is
determined by the default document (more of this later, in Creatirrg a rrew default
documerrt on page 41 ), but you can change the layout and the fonts it uses as you go.

Changing the text font
To emphasize Music Matters' address at the top of the letter, Bob decides to
change its text font. The font (sometimes known as the typeface) defines a regular
appearance for the text. The text of this manual is written in the Novarese font, for
example.
To change its font. he selects the line containing the address by triple-clicking on
it. then goes to the Effect/Text font sub-menu. A list of the fonts that are available
is displayed there.
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Bob chooses the font called Homerton.

ze

Text colour ...
line spacing
AlignMent
Bold
!tal ic
Underline
Superscript
Subscript

"B
"I
~"U
~"J

tl!lll you Of(: ~i;.f'itd w(!h ywr
to hear thai Music Mance; is
in whicll ~are oll'e:ring a r~n

~"K

Musk MMI¢ll' ip«illli'>C' ill ~lli1111 rnu•ial illSlrwllC!'IIi of qlllllity, we abo llt!.X'.k B wide; nll1l;C
cJ~tc:rina fbr a brood spectrum ol' mll$iCI*I taste>. rqing fl'oln cla~cal. lh«lcJgb JalZ to PQPUlar
pcl<:l.seli$. a large coiJeuiQn ofboQ\..i wriua1 on topk~ l>Uitable f()r me ~rtoer ltlld the
muslcilln alike,

The font change takes immediate effect. and the address should now look like this:

_..,..
~.i ;~.
....~
~
.i

I
I

1-,., . ,. "H~h

.,.,.

:

:

...
..

...
..

c•"";g;;·s;;;;e;··;;::;·,xe ,.,..,,~ 4545

Bob wants to bring the words ·special sales preview· in the second paragraph and
'two days only' in the fourth paragraph to the customer's attention by using a bold
font.
So. he selects the words. then chooses Bold from the Effect menu. Alternatively,
he could have typed Ctrl-8.
He also selects all instances of the company name, 'Music Matters'. except in the
address at the top, and changes the font style using Italic from the same menu (or
he could have typed Ctrl-1).
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i

!MrWMcCaN:
i2~ t.ckr-''r--!rl....,...'!ll":;;:r'!!'l
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wine and ch«>e. l'k..ase DOl
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<Jrec rml:>ic cateri~ ror a
roo;;lc. We abo pw!l~:SS a 1a Superscript
i\lLOOugh

adHill<:'ed

musicianalilc-.

fbr lwo da~·s Ollly. oo tbe
• I 5<1 off all ffi\'1'\ ieal i nll r
- 20''\ orr au t>ool..s
· ~.% otl'aU ~ llOC1 mu;.;c.
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I
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Bob has changed the typeface (Homerton) and the style (Bold, Italic) of some of
the text in his letter. He is now going to change the size of the text, but before he
does, he saves his letter agai n.
To catch up with Bob, load the file LetterC from the TtJPtutorial directory on
Data disc A

Changing the text size
The Text size determines the height and width of the characters and is measured
in points (pt). (There are 72 points to an inch, or about 28 to a centimetre)
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Bob changes the size oft he company address to I Opt, by selecting the address I in e.
then choosing Effect/Text slze/ IOpt

ftdv'abe"e., ."
File
9
Edit
9t---...........,:-=:;~--,_,
~9
9
Ruler
9
9
Utilities~ Text colour...
9
Line
spacing
~nl 9
Mr W M<-<'abe
Rli gn111ent
¢
22 Mc:;.Oowhank Lane

------------------- ----

Saffron Waldm

SF3 421
l 21b M:tn:h 199~
0eMM£Mc('.tbc

1
f'ir,t of iJl!, I ~>Wid like I
rur.:ba~ <1f a SpanL•h g~
hQldi,og 11 mid-M:ll'>Qitsa_

IS• < <>ff1he pci~ of all

-~

I

Text size
Condensed
Expanded

-

---- ------- -

8 pt

Bold
nB ."12 pt
Italic
ni
14 pt
Underline
~nu
18 pt
Superscript
~nJ
24 pt
Subscript
~nK
Other
- ______________________

wuhyour

¢ ui~ Mallm ·~1------'erm~ a redtll'flon o

Paragraph border

~ns

¢

We tllk dtligllc:d 10 invite Jll Oilll'e"''tng Cll>tOifit'ri to a s~lat ~Its pre>iew un 1he c:v~ln~ of~'"~'

23rd a~7.,l0 Jn. when we: will be: h;q1py to di«."'lss your muskal n:quirem<:fll~ in a.rd:ued illtm0$pherc ()\<:f
wine &nd cheese>. Please 1101e lha\ } ou are unilet no obHg;Jti•lC! to 1'0),

Changing the alignment
The alignment, or 'justification· of the text determines how the words are
positioned on a line. By default, the text is left-aligned - sometimes known as
'ragged-right'_ In Advance Word Processor, a paragraph of text can be
•

left~aligned :

Around the rugged rocks the ragged rascals ran their rural races
•

right~aligned :

Around the rugged rocks the ragged rascals ran their rural races
•

centred:

Around the rugged rocks the ragged rascals ran their rural races

•

fully~justlfted:

Around

the

rugged

rocks

the

ragged

rascals

ran

their

rural

races
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To make it more symmetrical, Bob centres the company address at the top of the
page and then aligns the date to the righthand margin of the letter.
To centre the address. he selects it and choo ses Effect/Alignment/Centre.
To move the date over to the right. he selects the date and chooses
Effect/Alignment/Right align. The letter now has a more professional appearance:

- ::
:~

''

:' \/:.....
'

''
'
'

''
''
''
''

''
''
'''
'''

'
'''

'''
'

'
'
'
'

'
'

JNsicMatt.,5 69 High. si;;.ei'(;Oifb.idjj&· ~ Olt -'XE T•l (091l3'1 "54.5

MrW Mc(,llbc
22 Meooowbank l.ane
Sllffron Waldm
SF:I~l

Dear Mr McCabe

FUlit of Ill. I 'II'OIJd like to !.bank ~oufor )OUr rcotnt ~-mtom. I hope that )OU are -ai;.fiCd ,.,ilh )'OUJ
You IN) be me~ to lldr th.a Musk Mattn7 i,
1111 ;alllld«a<~~~ sale. flJIIJlina from the :!Aih 10 the :!71h \I well. m "bu:h
arc offttll1@ a reduction

pt«h*'< u( 11 Sp;llli>h JUiw frum MIUI< MQftn-r.

1s~

o« the price of all OIM' musical in.trumt:rb.

•c

Note that you can also set a line or paragraph to be left-justified (the default) or
fully-j ustified (both left- and right-justified) from the Effect menu in the same way.

Changing the line spacing
Advance Word Processor automatically sets the line spacing (the space between
lines of text) when you change the size of a font. to suit the new size. Traditionally,
line spacing is set to be 120% of the font size. so the line spacing used by default
here with 12pt text is 14.4pt Bob would like to increase the spacing of the
customer's address at the top of the letter. He selects the address and chooses the
Effect/Line spacing menu option. This option displays the-line spacing box. where
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the current spacing in points is shown. To increase the line spacing by 25%. he
deletes the current number (using Delete on the keyboard). and types 18 ( 18 is
14 4 plus 25%) in the box. clicking on Set to confirm the change.

File
Edit

IDIDI
Ruler
Utilities

Line spacing

~AL

I

Align111ent

we-~10

Bold
Italic
Underline
Superscript
Subscript
Paragraph border

fiR· -.ohen
,l.\rd allld cheese.
Please note ti!M you are uodcr oo
7_10

.,.IM

1s

I

llthultl dut ) ou att ~:Ill >flied "ilh your
to hear thM Uusi~ MuJtnT b
in • hid! ,.e an: orr~ a reduc:rioo
SllltsPft\lew onthee\c~nu"o(?G'dl
l'ft!UIT-' in II rd.aU'<i ~ O>«

~on to l1u)

He saves his work before going on to improve the layout of his letter.
If you want to catch up to where Bob is with his letter. load the file Let terD from
the WPtutorial directory on Data disc A.
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Other text options
There are also other options on the Effect menu which Bob could have used to
change the appearance of selected text These options are:

•
•
•
•

•

Text colour...
Underline
Superscript
Subscript
Paragraph border.

The Text colour option is used to cha nge the colour of the text in a document (this
option is most useful if you have a colour printer). Selecting Text colour displays
the text colour dialogue box which gives you the choice of changing the colour by
clicking on a colour on the 16-colour palette or by dragging the Red. Green and
Blue (RGB) colour bars to specify a colour created from a combination of these
three colours.

Text colour

The Underline option is used to underline a selected word or group of words in a
document:
These words are underlined
The Superscript option is used to create text as a superscript. for example:
This is a superscript
The Subscript option is used to create text as subscript, for example:
This is a subscript
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Superscript and subscript can be used together to produce fractions. such as 3/ 32 ;
the more common fractions can be entered from !Chars (a RISC OS 3 ROM
application).
Paragraph border leads to a sub-menu. from which you can select
•

Thick and Thin borders to the paragraph (i.e. a box around the paragraph). or
a box with a drop Shadow.

•

Thick and Thin rules- a line under (and as wide as) the paragraph selected.

Defining margins and tabs
Defining margins for the whole document
Meanwhile. back at Music Matters. Bob is continuing to refine his letter. This time
he wants to increase the size of the left and right margins, to make the layout look
less cramped.
To do this. he clicks inside the text frame and then chooses Edit/Alter pages; this
displays the Alter pages dialogue box:

Alter pages

~I
-

Page size
0 A3 ~ A4 0 A5
0 Custo111 Midth :

-

Depth :

For111at

c=J Facing

~ Portrait

0 Landscape

~ Margins

IBott 0111: 11. 45cM I
Left: l1.284clll I Right: IL287c• I

D Header
D Footer

pages

Top : 11. 45c~~t

Depth:
Depth :

.. n. r

.27cM

D Uertical rules

~ Colu111s

lllber: [] Nidth: 118. 429cllll Gaps: l8.635clll
Restart page nulllbering at
ll

I Cancel I

I

OK

I
I

I

I
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He enters the value 2.5 em in the Left and Right Margins boxes and clicks on OK.
The margins increase and the text measure narrows:

De• ~1r Mc:C'abt
h nt of .all. I "ould blr.e 10 1haN. ) ou for ) our rea:~• l"UU>IOOI. J bopc lhoat ) ou are Ill!» lied 111111'1 ) our
purchlbeol a Sp:illlih guiur from MIISJ< Morurs. YOU IIlii) be ner~d ro he•lh:at Mu>k J.tutm-s .,.
~in& 1 rnid>Seasoo sale. runlllr13 lrom the ?Alb to the Tttb March. in •llic:h !'Care offetlllil a I'OOUCiioo of
I S'll ofi'thcpnocofa.ll O!KmLi<ika.lln>trumems.

We m:dcll#led'ta invile aD our t>.~>olil~ ClliUllller>lO a <Jlt'Cllllialoe> prevn on tile e•c:ntDC of L\iarch
2.W a 7 ~ pm. ..-ben"~ ~til be l\;4pp) to cbscu.s )our I'RIJI!.ICal Rqlli~ in a relaxed .tlmo>~ 0\U
••ne and c~. AnR llOC e llllt ) ou .-e Wider no obi !pi ion 10 buy.

,

text measure
narrows~ \

,

/

/

/

l>Cilt Mr McOtbe
1-.,...1 of alL. l •ould I~ tothanL.)ou foe )OX. teeelll ctl5otam. I h\Jpe'lhll )Ouareo;.m<Jied
...h)OOJ ~ot'.t ~msl'l polI I fr001 M~~>ir Mutttn. You rna) be i n l - d wheat
thaMmic M<IIUI'f r. holdlllf..tmldo-~~. l"'lllllinc trom thr1Aibtothe 21lh M•.:b.lll
l'"'luch •-e ~o~re,... a reduatoo of 15'\ olt"thr pnct or all our JN.t>d illl!ln&nm>

text flows
onto another
line - - -

Weare ddigl'tlld to 1mile all Oll'~:tiliting ctlll~H 100. speaahalespmie111 on thee•ening
orM.-.:h 2Jrd at 7J() pm. "ben Wt' will be'hllpp) to dlo\.'lbJI )l'IW: nlU$il:al HqUii'CilltJ-.J. ina
reined lllm~ o•·er ..-u:~e and c~. Please llOii!' ttwl you are lii.'Kier no oblip.ion to

bu).

Setting tabs
By nature a bit of a perfectionist. Bob is not quite happy with the appearance of the
listed items in the fourth paragraph, so he decides to indent them to emphasize
the price reductions.
He does this by deleting the spaces at each side of the dash characters and
inserting a tab in the place of each one by pressing the Tab key. The result is shown
below.
~Mrni~ Matltf'S ~ij~Klalilie> in selling lllli>lcal inlltrllffienb qual II). •-e lb4H10Ck
ide range of •~!eel mu!iic ca1«i at for a broad speclfiWII lllll5i<:al lll!ites. ranJi na rrom

or

or

·I
I

• ai<:.aL. lhrol4h jau. to porpular. nu;ic. We also J)Q>SCIIIi a.lar&e collection uf~ "'ri~o
topics std.allle (ot the llep~~w and tbe advanced musician alike .
,
'or t•o da)J oeJ). on the :?4th and 2Sib ~brch, ..-e are offeq tbe Collooo ing 11.11:b:sioos:
I S'io off :all IDUSM:allllltrummls
20'\olfllll~
olf1U~musk
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Clearly, the default tab settings are too wide for the list. so he changes them using
the rulers feature of the Advance Word Processor.
About rulers
Tabs and paragraph indents are controlled from the ruler. so to change the tabs
Bob will edit the ruler which applies to the area selected.
He selects the sentences containing the listed items and chooses the Show ruler
option from the main menu. The ruler is displayed at the top of the window:

kboo&h Mllsic Murte.J &pccialise:. in selling mlbiL"aa inWII'IIM:i or qualil). 'I.e· a tso ~lod: a
11111v;e ot sheet lllt.bic e~~cnrc rct a brwd spe;."U"OOl at m U$11Cll la>lei. ~ 1rum
through jazz 1o popdw mlii>X' We aJ.o pos.-.o> a lw~ coOea.ion ofbool.> .. nu~n
topto:> ~weal* far the beginner and dx ad\-anced IIIU>ta;IO alile

Rulers can apply to the whole document, just to a single paragraph, or to any
number of paragraphs in between. At present. the whole document is covered by
the base ruler. which is the one displayed. As we mentioned before. rulers control
the positions of margins and tabs. so the whole letter (as well as the area selected)
has the margins and tabs you can see on the ruler.
Bob will edit the base ruler. but because he has selected one area of the letter, this
edit will only apply to the area of text selected- the appearance of the rest of letter
will stil l be controlled by the base ruler.
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The ruler has seven symbols. which represent the left margin. right margin. first
indent and four types of tab stop.
left tab

centre tab

decimal tab

right margin

I first indent

right tab

Bob clicks on the left tab symbo l. and then at the 1.5cm mark o n the ruler. A tab
symbol appears on the ruler at the 1.5cm mark. and the hyphens in the text move
to this position.
Next he clicks on the 2cm mark on the ruler to create another tab there. This time
the tab symbol appears a millimetre past this mark. as hi s hand wasn't very steady,
he drags the tab to exactly where he wants it. and the text moves to the position of
the second tab.

I Copy
,u

new tabs

38
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Setting tabs numerically
Alternatively, Bob could have clicked on the Numeric box and entered the type and
position of the tabs numerically

Ruler setup

~~

, Margins
Left jjlargin

J8.8635c~

Right jjlargin
Go to next tab

----

Go to previous tab ---

l16ctll /

lB. 8635ofl

First line ~argin
1- Tabs
·-...
Tab nu~ber 1

-

IL464ctll

Tab typej Left align

Click here to display
tab menu

~

Enter numeric
values

I Cancel I I

I

I~

-.

OK

Click here to
confirm changes

Naming an edited ruler
Every ruler has a name. so that it can be saved. and used again where the same
format is needed. The origi nal name displayed in the box in the centre of the ruler
was BaseRu ler. Since Bob has been making edits to it, it has changed its name to
BaseRuler * - the sta r shows that it has been changed. Bob gives his new ruler
the name list. which he types in the box on the ruler. and presses Return to
confirm it. The ruler list only applies to the selected area; BaseRuler sti ll
applies to the rest of the letter.
Type new name in here

INuMricll ~
,o
:l

~

,z

.,

I

J:;,

t:. A A
14

J:;,J:;, J:;,

II Deleh II BaseRuhrlt

16
J:;,

18
J:;,

,u
J:;,

Copy
.t14
1

112
J:;,

J:;,

to~
.Iii
1..

118
J:;,

Deleting a named ruler
To delete a named ruler, click on Delete. This deletes the ruler that applies to the
current text and re-applies the BaseRuler.
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Creating bullets
Bob is pleased with the results of his changes, but thinks that the final touch would
be to replace the dashes at the beginning of each list item with a bullet point. To
do this. he deletes the existing dash character and then types Ctrl-Shift-H; a bullet
point is inserted in the text.
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Bob saves his letter, ready for printing it out. The completed letter can be seen in
the file Lett erE on the WPtutor ial directory on Data disc A.
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Printing a document
Bob now wants to print out a paper copy of his letter. Before he can do this. he
makes sure that he has a suitable printer correctly connected and set up and that
he has loaded the !Printers application onto the icon bar (see the RISC OS 3 User
Guide for details).
Printers cannot. of course, print right up to the edge of a sheet of paper; there are
always 'print borders' around the edge which will not be printed. Bob makes a
quick check that his layout can all be printed by choosing Utilities/Print borders
This displays the non-printing area as a grey band around the edge of the letter;
anything to be printed which is covered by this band should be moved inside it.
To print the letter, he chooses File/ Print; this displays the Print dialogue box:

~I

LN II HTX

~ RII O Fro~t

l_ To J _ ..

Copies D[JD
Scale DI UBIII~
~ Upright 0 SidtiA!IS
0 Draft 0 Fit lots
Pause between pages

0

Save

I ICancel l l"""!P~ri~nt-.1
l

He finally clicks on the Print button on the dialogue box to send the letter to his
printer. (For a more detailed explanation of the different printing options on the
Print dialogue box. see Printing on page 73 in the chapter entitled Learning more

about the Word Processor).

Creating a new default document
Bob has to write a large number of letters. and realises that it would save a lot of
time if he didn't have to set up the format of his letter. but could load a blank but
ready-formatted letter each time. It would also give the business a more
professional image if they had a consistent appearance. He also has the thought at
the back of his mind. that. if he could include the company logo and address at the
top of the page automatically, he might be able to save some mo ney on printed
letterheads too!
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There are two ways he could do this:
•

Save a blank file as a template

•

Save the file as the new default Advance Word Processor document.

Saving a blank file as a template

To do this, he would delete all the text he wou ldn't need again- that is, everything
except the logo and the address:

:; ?:
i
~

........
Miallle

1

i
~

~

!.........................!

He would save the 'blank' letter with the name such as Letblank. Next time he
wanted to write a letter from the company he would load this file, rather than
create a new one, remembering when it is finished to save it with a different name,
so as not to overwrite the original template.
Saving a document as the new default
Warning: Saving a document as the new default causes the old default to be lost.
Before you use this option, it is recommended that you save a copy of the old
default layout, so that you can go back to it if you need to in the future. To do this,
open a new Word Processor document (see Creating a new document on page 46).
then immediately save it in your work directory, with a name such as defa ult . If
you subsequently want to revert to this default. open this file and save it as the
default in the way described in the next paragraph

To make the blank letterhead his new default, complete with the address and
Music Matters logo, so that it would appear every time he created a new document,
Bob would choose UtlUtles/Save as default This would become the new default
after he exited Advance Word Processor and loaded it again .
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Bob uses the Word Processor for many more things than writing letters. so plumps
for the first option- saving a blank document as a template- as this gives him
more flexibility.
Bob finishes his session by closing the document. clicking on the close icon on the
document window.

Quitting Advance Word Processor
To leave Advance Word Processor and remove the other Advance tools as well. Bob
clicks Menu over the Advance icon on the icon bar and chooses the Quit option.

Summary of this chapter
In this chapter you've been introduced to the basic features of Advance Word
Processor. You've learnt how to load a document and move around it, to change its
layout in simple ways. to edit text and change fonts. You've been introduced to
printing a document and to creating document templates.
The following chapter, Learning more about the Word Processor, describes the more
sophisticated features of Advance Word Processor. In this chapter. Bob creates a
multi-page document and combines text columns and graphics in a more complex
page layout
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5

Learning more about the Word
Processor
his chapter describes how to use the more sophisticated features of Advance
T Word
Processor to create a new document with a complex layout, containing

imported text and graphics; it also describes how to search and replace text, check
its spelling , and to create mailshots with mail merge.

Introduction
Bob is gain ing in confidence with Advance Word processor, and feels ready to try
his hand with a double-sided leanet to publicise the Music Matters sa le. In it, he
would like to include a brief history of Music Matters. a map of its location and a
detailed description of the price reductions in the sale. He will include the leanet
with t he letter he produced in the last chapter and send a copy to each customer
listed in the Music Matters database.
This chapter provides step-by-step instructions o n how to produce such a leanet
from scratch. (If you would like to see the finished lea net before you start. open the
file called Leaflet4 in the WPtutorial directory on Data disc A).
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Creating a new document

Creating a new document
To make a start, Bob loads a blank document.
To do this, he clicks Menu on the Advance icon on the icon bar. and chooses
Create/Word processor.

Ct·eat e
Choices
Mininise nenory
Ouit
I

I

I

Spreadsheet
Database
Graph

A blank document appears on the screen.

Bob scales it to 80% so that more of the document can appear on the screen, as he
did in Scaling the view on page 22.
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Page layout
Before he adds any text or graphics. Bob needs to make some decisions about the
layout of his leaflet. He decides to make the leafl et two A4 pages which he can
convert to a double-sided single sheet on a photocopier Each page will have two
text columns. divided by a ru led line. and the leaflet will include graphics and a
table.
On a piece of paper he outlines t he following design :

title

title

l

II

L
I

text

text

table

text

1II'~1
I

date and page number

I

I

date and page number

Bob chooses the Edit/Alter pages ... option to translate t his design to the opened
docu ment
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Page layout

The Alter pages dialogue box appears on the screen

~I

Alter pages
Page size
0R3 ~ R4 0R5
........ _.
0 Custo.. Width:Ll }r--] Depth: L29, ?c M

;--

__

,-- Fonat
~ Portrait 0 landscape c=J Facing pages
~ Margins Top: IL45clll IBotto111: IL45cfll I
left: 11. 284clll I Right: j1.287cfll I
c=J Header Depth: l tt(fll
c=J Footer Depth·• nL" ~"7... ~ _ 1, c=J Vertical rules

~ ~ Colu'"s
fllber : [!] Width:

l 18 . 429c~~tl

Gaps: IB. 635clll I
Restart page nufllbering at
It
I

I Cancel I I

OK

I

I

This dialogue box allows you to design the layout of the page, and change it at any
time later on. The layout Bob wants will have two columns of text with a vertical
rule between them, and he'll use repeating header and footer frames to carry the
title and page numbers respectively:
•

He specifies Header and Footer frames. and sets the Depth of the Header
frame to Scm, removing the previous value using Delete.

•

He clicks in the Vertical rules box to specify a vertical line between the
columns.

•

Lastly, he specifies the Columns Number as 2.

He leaves the Page size as A4, the Format as Portrait with Facing pages (the
option to mirror page layout in double-page spreads) not turned on, the Restart
page numbering at 1 and the Text margins at their default va lues.
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Bob clicks on OK to apply the changes and remove the dialogue box. His leaflet
now looks like this (reduced here so that all of it can be seen):

1'6
:·----·-----····················· .. ········-·······-------····--·-················l

...................................................................................,,.

., ...................................................................................
L..........................•..•...............................................•.. ~
It

"

Advance Word Processor will automatically transfer this layout to subsequent
pages of the document.
Bob saves a copy of his work to disc. If you want to catch up with Bob at this stage,
load the file BlankLeaf from the WPtutorial directory on Data disc A.
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Importing text, graphics and data
The following types of file can be imported into an Advance Word Processor
document:

•
•
•
•
•

text files
Edit files
Draw files
Paint files
CSV files .

CSV files are files in which the data items are separated by commas {hence the
name- Comma Separated Value) This type of file is produced by a number of
applications, including Advance Spreadsheet and Database. Advance Word
Processor expands the commas to tabs when importing a CSV file.
Importing text. graphics and data are all covered in more detail in this chapter, but
the principle for importing all these types of file is the same- you just place the
caret where you want to insert the file, then drag the file's icon from a directory
display into the text frame of the open Advance Word Processor document
Provided the file type is one the Word Processor can handle, the file will be added
at that point
Bob now decides to make use of the import facility to add text to his leaflet

Importing text
Before Music Matters bought Advance. Bob had written a short description of
Music Matters on another word processor. To save time and effort. he decides to
copy this text into his leaflet, so he saves it as a plain text file preparatory to
importing it
There's a copy of his file, About, in the WPtutorial directory on Data disc A
To import his file, Bob
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I

opens the directory display where the file is stored

2

drags the About file icon to the first column of his opened document

3

releases the mouse button.

Learning more about the Word Processor

A copy of the text in the file About flows into the first column of his document:

.
....
.................................................................................................................................................
~~-~USlC~"f'l'£1(S::;"'''"'''''''"'''''''''''i

~MUSIC MATTERS"'*' t!IU!bli.'bcd in 1952 w
!provide fine quality l.llll.\kal in:llrumnenb for me

!gtq\lmg

(lr Caleoo•··

P\lfllber
QIU$ician$. 1t
: • • buf.iJICS5 II$ a specialist .uing in~umeo~
!l!Upplier ant !m &looe expmkd to Modt a wide-

i
i

!
:
:

:r~~f13i'flll ~«~ion of musica11n..trumem.~ <•f all

:•ype$.

!MUSIC MATTERS' experienced sal~ ~lf•e

!employed lla'OSS ;;even dep~~rtments. a~refully
:pi:wed in po$l•iQos .,.'hicfl suit thejr own p<>rUCIJI.-

!skill and cmbusiasium. 1'he seven departments
!<X~~:
:- woodwind
~- string
~- keybQiin!

!· ~Uillll'

·~~on

• born

- pi 3.1.1(1

h'bcsak::s~af!'!IR'll!wayw ~'to ild¥ise and rfl(let~
~tbte musi.cal roq~ of theic <.:usmnr.rs. who ~
lrange ftool the beginner to the lldvll!loed mw;ic:illn. j
~MUSIC MA'I'TERS aho ~l:o&. a oomprehenrJve ~
:range ofmuslcld ~- stM mu:;k ant
:
~books. II is open six days a w·t!ell:, 9,00 am tO S.3Q ~
:prn. and is I~ o tl C'olebrid!,'(\'~> Hit;h St~ :
!MUSIC MATI'ERS hils alsomcently opened oew !

,_,ti_H__

I
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Bob also copies a small text file describing the location of Music Matters into the
leaflet in the same way. He wants this article to start at the top of the next column.
so he positions the caret at the end of the imported text and chooses
Utilities/Insert/Column/page break. then drops in the text fi le called Location
from the WPtutorial directory on Data disc A:

..........................................................................................................................................
!tX~OOi'M(J~fCMATrER'S:::···························!

~MUSIC MATTERS wit$ e8Cttbli~ in 1\J52u,

MIJSJC MATIERS i»loet~~e<latt.W HjpStr<>er in

~provide fine quality mliSical ireuumnencs fort he
~~win!t number of Co~e\ musi«<ruls. II

Colebrid8e.lnlhe cemre of the town's popuhv

&IIQPPi.ng area. A ~ <:411 ~off Marktt RoocJ
offim...-oovcmknt pading Klget"her with atlli:S$ to

:~an business as

• ~l)Ccild:ist suing ins.~rumCliJI
~>upp[M:r fll1d has ~ioo: expanded to lilo~-t a wid<>
~tangi~ ;,d«tionllf' mu:>icl\1 in>~tur®ll!$ of 1111

!.he town's other shops and llfl:tenil.ic$.

il) pel>.

~MUSIC MATffiRS' ex~ Mks slllff ~
~employed aci'OS$ sevoo depanmms. carefully

;pt_.in pOO.IiQ!l~ wl'li~-b suit ~.heir own panicuh;r

~ikiU aoo enthuslJ~Sium.. '1'00 seven departmen&s
~co~:
;. woodwind
~- siring
~-

keyhow:d

· percussion

Tel: (0023) 454~

• hom
- pi:ll)<)

~· guitar

~['he sale8 5Wi ~lie al1k"~ happy

'o

advise rmd mew:t~
~Ihe muslc-.d requirelllCif:s ofthcir cusllmll!rs. who ~
!range ftllm the beginn« 10 tile ll!dvl!nced m~~o,ici>Ul.

i

!MUSIC MATTJaRS also •tod.:i a c:ompreheo~ve :
:range of 1'111JS.i(:a.J acce~li. sbed musil; and
~
~boots. It ~open sllf da}S n week, 9.00 am w 5.30 :

su.oea.

:pM.il!ld i%h"*ed 011 C<llebridse'$ H4:Jt
~MUSIC MATTERS has also roromly opemd new
~~~mt\il. intia.mn85-.

Bob would like to insert some more text. describing the sale itself. He wants this to
appear on the next page, so he chooses Utilities/ Insert/Column/page break again
to insert a page break. In this case. there was only one page to start with. so the
Word Processor creates a new one. and moves the cursor to the top of it.
Bob checks that the caret is at the top of the first column of the second page, then
types in a description of the sale.
(There is a copy of the text he types in the file Sale in the directory WPtutorial
on Data disc A. if you want to import it)
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When he has finished. the second page of the leaflet now looks like this:

...
..
.....................................................................................................................................
~-s~iig'Slik:::················· ·······················:

~At MUSIC MATfERS \\~have alwll)'s been

~

~cooocrned w pr<n'i<lc m cxt-elkmtliCIYiCC for our ~
jcll$lonlefS and to maintain a competithe pd<·e rot j
j("lr pxt<.
j

~FCII' two d~ only 11:\i> Spring. we have

ldrnmattcally rodi!CC'd tltt pri«:s tlt' our ffl:tc

~

!

!inS~.rlltlleot:t wllicb oow, lll<l!'e ti!M ever btfo>re. the :

~mmitian ~~ tet!ll'd a~ t n 111~ fur the f\11~.~
~On the 24lh 3nd ~5d! of ~\arQ\. "e <~re mal1ing the
jfollowin& redUCllioM 10 ow: pric:es;
~ • IS% off aU musical itt-ltiJI\li:OOi
: • 3)% off :di boob

:· 25~ off .'>heel

mu~

:

~We3re alsoofl'<'ri~~S C<lft'idel'llble dhOOt)flrs on our ~

!VIIrkd ~k ofmltii!:IJl ~~e~ie:>.

!

~For quality of servicelll an urvivallled C0$1. vi:Qt ~
~the MUSIC MATTERS SpringS..~ Th:{able
~
~~e $1ww.s. a ~liJitive $elel.'lion of ite01~ ~

1-h~

I

Bob saves his work- if you want to pick his leaflet up at this point. you will find his
rough draft in the file Leafletl in the WPtutorial directory on Data disc A.

Text editing
Now that the text ofthe leaflet is in place, Bob would like to make some changes to
it to create a more professional publication.
First he selects all the text and changes the size to 14pt (using Effects) .
He thinks that the columns look too regimented and so, to break up the flow of
text. he decides to indent the first line of each paragraph. To do this, he uses the
rulers feature of Advance Word Processor. introduced in Defining margins and tabs on
page 35.
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First tine indents
To indent the first line of the paragraph, he goes back to page one and selects
the first paragraph of text in the leaflet (excluding the heading) and chooses
Show ruler.
This displays the current ruler for the paragraph, which is still the base ruler.
2

To specify the first line indent he wants. he clicks on Numeric to display the
numeric value dialogue box

j&.8635cllll
j8.897CM

I

llcM

..............
ar89Hish ~
ofthe
~
nearby car [

Cance 1
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3

He specifies a First line margin of l cm and clicks on OK.

4

He wants to apply this change throughout the leaflet. so he clicks on Copy to.
which displays a list of the existing rulers. The way to change a ruler is to make
some local changes. then copy this set-up to the ruler on the list you want to
change; any changes you make will apply to all occurrences of that ruler in the
document. The ruler which applies to all paragraphs at the moment is the
default one. BaseRuler. so he clicks on BaseRuler.

5

A dialogue box asks him to confirm he wants to change BaseRuler
throughout the document; this is what he wants to do. so he clicks on OK.
BaseRuler is now changed, and the whole document is affected by this
change.
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Bob doesn't want the headings and the address to be indented, so he creates a
new ruler for these:
He selects the first heading, which is the first line of text, then clicks on
Numeric.
2

He sets the First line margin back to 0.

3

He gives this new ruler the name Heading (by typing in this name and
pressing Return).

4

He applies it to the other headings and the address by selecting each area in
turn and choosing Ruler/Heading from the main menu:

lin indent
Hanging indent
The leaflet now looks like this:

[AiXiUiM:uSicMA'i''i'Eifs:·.:··· ...................i j)rem'i&s·in'HBSiiii.!S:··· ·· ·········· ·· ·... ·· ·········
!How ll> fl'ld us.MUSIC MATTERS was e!ltoolished in i
!1952 to provide f~~e quality ~n.~sical
! !
MUSIC MATI'ERS is located at 89
~nsrrumnents for the growing number of
1
Higb Street in Colebridge. in ile centre of
~lebridge's musicioos.lt began boiiness as! ~he rown"s popular shopping area. A nearby
~specialist string instrument suppller and
! ~r park off Market Rood offen. oooveoieot
ltas since expanded to stock a waJe-rang,ing ! Pru'kiJ11! rogetber with access ro the town· s
~lectioo of musical instruments of aU types.: !>mer shops and amenities.

i

MUSIC MAT'I'BRS' experienced sol.es

1

!Our address is:

1>taff are entployed across se \len

~ments. carefully placed in posltioos
!whioh suit lbei.r own pill'ficular skill and
~thuslasium. 'The seven deparrments

!Mosie Matters
!89High Street
iColebridge

~prise:

!
i

- w()(')dwind
- litring
- key boon!
-guitar

1

!sussex
- percussion
- fK)I('Il
• piano

ICL14XE

:el:

({)923) 454S

The sales S1affare always bappy to
,
~vise and meet tbe muW:al n:quirements of!
lheiroustomers. who range from the
i
1

:.

.

:
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More text editing

The listed items in the first column of page one were formatted in the original Edit
document by spaces. and have got out of line. Bob decides to format these
properly with tabs. He deletes the spaces (using Delete) between the items on the
same line. and presses Tab between each. once or twice. until they line up like this:

MUSIC MATTERS' experienced sales
aff are employed across seven
t."P'utments. carefully plaood in positions
ltich suit their own particular skill anJ
thusiasium. The sevcndepartmt:nts
1prise:
- pen.'Dss ion
~woodwind
-born
-suing
-keyboard
-piano
• guitar

More text editing
The documents imported into t he leaflet were plain text files and so have very little
in the way of formatting, and no Effects at al l. Bob wants to improve the
appearance of the text. Using the techniques explained in the previous chapter
(see Changing the appearance of the text on page 28) he changes
•

the size of the headings to 18 pt and the font to Bold

•

the minus sign at the start of each listed item to a bullet (Ctrl-Shift-H)

•

the listed items in column I of page 2 to Bold font

•

the font of the words 'two days only' in column 1 on page 2 to Bold Italic.

Using Line spacing to fit text
The greater size of the heading text has now forced the last line of About Music
Matters to the top of the second column on the first page. Bob thinks the layout
would be improved if it could be pushed back to the first column. so that the
adjoining column could start cleanly with a heading.
To achieve this. part of the first article must be compressed. A good candidate for
this is the block of bullet points Bob selects this block. including the blank line
below. then chooses Effect/Line spacing to change the line spacing of the block to
14pt (see Changing the line spacing on page 32 for more information on this option) .
This has the effect of shortening the text column. so that the last line of the article
is brought back to the first column.
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Moving from page to page
So far Bob has used the scroll bars to move from page to page in the leaflet. As an
alternative method, now he has more than one page, he can use the Go to page
option on the Utilltles menu. To do this. he types in the page number he wants in
the displayed box and clicks on OK. This is a particularly useful feature when
working on long documents.

Fll ~
------------------------~ ~---r~------~

Go to page

FindtReplace
Spelling
Start •ail Merge
Save as default
Page rulers
Print borders

FS ~
F4 ¢
F6 ¢

~~ p

roged-.er wuh !iCC~ to lbe town's

hops and amemlies.

addlbs as:

Searching and replacing text
To maintain a consistent style throughout his leaflet and letter. Bob now finds all
occurrences of the text 'MUSIC MATTERS' and replaces them with the words 'Music
Matters' in upper and lower case (i.e. initial capital. or upper case letters. the rest
of the word in small. or lower case letters). To do this. he uses the Advance Word
Processor find and replace faci lity.
He puts the caret at the start of the leaflet, then chooses the

Utilities/Find/Replace option.
This action displays the Find dialogue box. In the Find what box. he types the
words 'MUSIC MATTERS' and in the Replace with box. the words 'Music Matters' .
Then he makes the search Case sensitive and clicks on the Replace all button.
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Once he has done this, Bob uses the search facility again to find each occurrence of
the words 'Music Matters' and changes the font of the words (excluding the title
and address) to Italic using the Ctrl-1 short-cut. This time. he clicks on the Find
next button to start the search. The Text found dialogue box appears:

I Rep 1ace until end of docu•nt I
I Cancel I I Find next I
He presses Ctrl-1 to change the font. then clicks on Find next to move on to the
next one.

Advanced searching
Wildcards

It is not always necessary to specify an exact target when searching. A 'wildcard'
can sometimes be used. Wildcards are characters, which, as their name implies,
can represent more than one other character in a search. Advance Word Processor
recognises the following wildcards:

#

*
@

matches any single character
matches any group of characters in a word
matches any number of words

(A 'character' here typically means a letter. number or punctuation mark.)
For example, if 'music*' were typed in the Find what box, the Advance Word
Processor finds the words music. musical. musician and musicians in the leaflet.
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Finding special characters

Tabs and carriage returns can be found using these codes in the Find/Replace
dialogue box:
{cr}
(tab}

finds
finds

carriage returns
tabs

Other specia l characters may be found by specifying their character number
(preceded by a backslash) in curly brackets. For example,

{\169}

finds

©

The wildcards # • and @can only be found by specifying their character numbers in
the same way, which are 35, 42 and 64 respectively.
The character sets and their corresponding numbers are shown in Appendix H:
Cfraracter sets on page 369.
Bob has finished formatting the text of his leaflet now. so before he moves on to
graphics. he saves his draft. this time using F3 followed by Return. which is a quick
way of savi ng a file which has been saved before. (F3 displays the existing
pathname of the file for you. in case you want to change that- if you don't. just
press Return to confirm it.) There are other such 'keyboard short-cuts', listed in
Appendix D: Keyboard sfrort-cuts on page 319, which you can use to save you time as
your confidence with Advance Word Processor increases.
If you want to catch up with Bob's progress. the latest version of the draft is in the
file Leaflet2 in the WPtutorial directory on Data disc A

Importing graphics
Bob would like to add some graphics to make his leaflet more visually appealing.
In particular, he wishes to add a title. the Music Matters logo and a map showing
the location of the shop.
You can add graphics to a document. in the form of Paint and Draw files. using the
same technique for importing text files described in Importing text on page 50.
To import the map into his copy of the leaflet. he places the caret after the
telephone number where he wants it to appear. finds the Draw file called Map in
the WPtutorial directory on Data disc A and then drags the file icon to the caret.
He releases the mouse button to drop the graphic into the document window.
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A copy of the map appears in the document:
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The graphic is 'embedded' into the text at this point- if text is added above it, the
graphic will move down to accommodate it.
An Advance Word Processor graphic frame behaves very much like a text character
in pagination. and is copied or cut in the same way- see Cutting and copying a graphic
frame on page 62.
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Graphics editing
The map is a little too large for the column. Bob wants to reduce its size and then
move it to fit neatly under the text. To do this. he double-clicks on the graphic to
display the Alter graphic dialogue box.
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You can
•

change the size of the graphic. using the Scale box

•

alter its aspect ratio (the relationship between its height and its width). using
the Aspect X:Y box: a number less than I 00 makes the graphic thinner. a
number greater than 100 increases its width

•

preserve the aspect ratio when resizing a graphic, by clicking on Lock aspect ;
this prevents distortion of the image

•

match the graphic to the size and shape of the graphics frame. using Fit t o
f rame.

(Note that the Alter graphic dialogue box can also be displayed by choosing
Edit/Alter graphic ... when you have clicked inside the graphic frame, so that i
green outline and handles are visible.)
To resize the map, Bob enters 95 in the Scale ratio box and clicks on OK t'
the change. This scales the map to 95% of its original size. so that it fits Wf
the text column.

Note: If you include large and detailed Draw files reduced to tiny sizes
document may fail to print.

Graphics editing

Moving a graphic
Bob makes fine adjustments to the position of the map by moving it around inside
its graphic frame. To do this, he clicks on it and holds down Select; the pointer
turns into a hand, and he can drag the graphic around inside the frame.
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If the frame is too small for you to move the graphic where you want to, drag the
handles of the frame to make it bigger.

Cutting and copying a graphic frame
The graphic frame will always remain anchored to its insertion point in the text.
and its size will be bounded by the height and width of the text frame into which it
has been inserted. If you want to move the graphic frame elsewhere in the
document, you have to select. cut and paste it to a new caret position. as you
would a chunk of text. It is not always easy to select a graphic- try placing the caret
either before or after it in the text story, then clicking on the other side of it with
Adjust. A graphic is selected when it is shown inverted- it is not selected for
cutting or copying when it has been selected by clicking on it (so that it displays its
green outline and resizing handles).
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The first page now looks like this.
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Headers and footers
Bob thinks the page would benefit from the addition of an eye-catching title and
the Music Matters logo. He can put these into a header frame. so that they are
repeated on every page. Accordingly, he creates a Draw file containing some title
text and the logo and imports this into the leaflet. The Draw file he uses is called
Title in the WPtutorial directory on Data disc A.
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He places the caret in the first header. then drags Title into it

- - 1··············································
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i parking together willl <~Ccess to the town's
~xpnnded to :\toek a wide-ran,gi1lg se1.:¢tion i rther s.hops ilnc:l amenirie~.
~-musical instruments of all types.
·
'

i
i
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'

The graphic doesn't fit very well, so Bob enlarges both the graphic frame and the
graphic to fill the header frame (by dragging the handles of the frame with Adjust).
taking care not to drag them too close to the edges of the frame. or the graphic
would disappear!
.....................................................................................................................................
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This title will now be repeated on every page.
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Additional headers and footers
If Bob had wanted a different header on a later page, he could have done this
using New Header/Footer
By clicking on the Header or Footer which .he wanted to change (the one on page
two in his case), then choosing New Header/Footer, he could have added a new
one. applying to that page only.
If a document extends over several pages. and you want a new Header or Footer to
apply to more than one page, you can extend the range of a new Header o r Footer
as follows
At t he first or last page of the range of pages you want the new Header or
Footer to apply to. click on the Header or Footer and choose New
Header/Footer. For example. if you want a new footer fo r pages five to eight.
click o n either five or eight.
2

Go to the page at the other end of the range and click Adjust. In the example. if
you had clicked on page eight. click Adjust on page five.

3

Edit the new Header or Footer for that range.
The contents of the headers and footers both before and after this new range
remain as they were, but you shou ld note that the addition of a new range
splits the original range. So. in this exa mple, you now have three sepa rate
ranges: pages one to four. pages five to eight. and page eight onwards.

Editing headers and footers
To move the caret directly to the first header or footer of a range. double-click on
the header o r footer frame o n any page (if you are aI ready in t he first frame of the
range. just si ngle click) Yo u ca n t hen edit the contents of the frame.

Inserting a page number
Next Bob would like to add the page number and date to the bottom of each page
(in the footer). To edit a footer you go to the first footer of a range. and edit that
one In this case. there is on ly o ne range of footers. so he goes to page one by
double-clicking on either footer.
He chooses Utilities/Insert/Page number.
Advance Word Processor inserts the page number in the footer frame The page
number is also included in t he footer of subsequent pages. incremented by one.
Numbering starts at I by default. but can be set to any number using the Edit/Alter
pages dialogue box (Restart page numbering at): this is useful when a
publicd lion is made up of a number of fi les (chapters. for example). where page
num bering should continue where it left off in the previous file.
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Inserting the date

Bob also wants to insert the date in the footer. on the righthand side, so he creates
a new ruler with a right-aligned tab. Setting tabs on page 36 tells you how to do this.
but here is a quick recap:
I

He chooses Show ruler....

2

He removes the two rightmost tabs by dragging them up and releasing the
mouse button.

3

He clicks first on the right-aligned tab icon and then, to place the tab. he clicks
just below the ruler and slightly to the left of the righthand margin.

4

He renames the new ruler Footer and presses Return .

He places the cursor in the footer after the page number. tabs the caret across to
the righthand side of the footer. then chooses Utilities/ Insert/Current date to put
in the date. The leaflet should now look like this:
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If you want to catch up with Bob. the latest version of the draft is in the file
Leaflet3 in the WPtutorial directory on Data disc A.
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Importing data
Bob would like to include a list of instruments and prices to hi€hli€ht the price
savin€S in the Music Matters sale. He €ives his financial mana€er. Jim Robinson. a
call and finds that the information is already available in an Advance Spreadsheet.
It contains data describin€ the type and make of instrument, its original retail
price. sale price and corresponding price reduction. Jim has saved this as a TSV
(Tab Separated Value) file, and a copy of it is included on Data disc A (Sale_TSV) .
To copy this data to his leaflet. Bob simply places the caret at the bottom of the
text in the first column on pa€e 2, chooses Utilities/Insert/Column/page break to
move it to the top of the second column, then drags the file Sale_ TSV onto the
page. The result wasn't quite what Bob expected!:

fTtie.Spring-Siile;:~----------------------------i

~

A& Mu.rk Matter:r we have always been~

~onoemcd to provide WI t!xcellent service fo~
~r customers and io mrunrain a competiti\'c
for our goods.
1

467.50

82.5{)

!

rce
~

}'(II' tw() dQy$ only this Spring, we have ~
~ramatically reduced the prices of OUT fine
~Rit'TJetlts which now. more than ever
~
~fOJe, tbe musician can regard as an
~
~nvest.ment f()r tbe future.
~

!

Oo the 24th and 25th of March. we nre l
~akin~ the following reduction~ to our

1

!

~':.~:::::::-"-· 1,
• 25% ()ffsbeet. IIUI$k

.

Feldm3n Adler 4 Acoustic Guitar
55{).00

:

Subaro Triumph Electric Guitar
500.00
425.00
75,00
&ceWor Spanish Guitar350.00
297.50
S2.50
2750.00

4SOO.OO
!890.00

Bob is dismayed by the appearance of the table. and begins to wonder whether it
was a €OOd idea to import it at all. The text is obviously too large, so to reduce its
size he selects all of it (the extra text has created and spilled over onto a third
page) and changes it to 9pt (using Effect/Text slze/Other/9).
His next task is to adjust the tabs to fit each entry onto one line.
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Creating a table using tabs
Advance Word Processor has replaced the commas in the TSV file by left-aligned
tabs. Bob would like to line up the columns of figures in his table using decimal
tabs To do this he creates two new rulers. one for the body of the table and one for
the headings. calling them respectively DecimaiTabs and CentreTabs.
He highlights all the text in the table and then chooses the Show ruler option. He
gets rid of the existing tabs by dragging them upwards from the ruler. then
releasing Select. He clicks on the decimal tab symbol (see About rulers on page 37)
and then clicks on the ruler at the 5.2 em marker and agai n at the 6.7 and 8.1 em
markers. He gives the ruler the name Decimal Tabs. Bob's table now looks much
neater:

Next he selects the table headings on ly, and changes the font to Bold (Ctri-B). He
goes to the ruler and deletes the o ld tabs. lle clicks o n the centre tab symbol. then
clicks again on the ruler at 5.2, 6.6 and 8.0cm. lie gives the new ruler the name
CentreTabs (and presses Return).
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The headings line up over their respective columns. and the completed table now
looks like this:
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Bob could also have drawn a box around text. using the Effect/Paragraph border
menu option. but in this case he decides against it as he would like to keep the
layout simple.
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Checking the spelling
Bob is now happy with the contents and layout of his promotional leaflet. but has
noticed. as you might have done, that it contains some spelling mistakes, and
needs spell checking
To do this, he positions the caret in the text and chooses Utilities/Spelling/Check
entire text. This. as its name implies, checks all the text in a document. starting
from the beginning. Check from cursor spell checks the text from the cursor
position to the end of the file.
(Bob is using in his leaflet text written elsewhere. and so has to spell check it as a
block of text. If he had typed in this text himself. he might have used Check as you
type instead. which beeps whenever an incorrectly-spelt word is typed.)
A warning box, telling him that the spelling checker is not loaded, appears:

Na Spelling checker present. Use the
SPELL button to load the default
uersion.

I

Cancel I

SPELL

He clicks on SPELL to load the spelling checker and start it checking.
(Note. To save memory, the Advance Word Processor does not load the spelling
checker automatically at the start of a session. If you would prefer it to be loaded at
the start. see Customising your environment on page 83.)

The checker stops at any suspect word and displays the spelling dialogue box:

~I
The sp ell
checke r's
guess -

I

Main Dictionary

--Insl ru~~tent s

Dictionary
I~ I Guess
)II

I

I

v

Jw, ;I Dictionan

I~~HtNJrJ

I Ignore I
I I Add Nord I

Jinstrunnent~_______-

~

I

Cancel

I

Rep1lace

Click to accep t the guess/
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The spelling dialogue box gives a choice of options:
•

Guess at what the word should be

•

Find the closest match to the word in the dictionary

•

Ignore the word in future

•

Delete the Word from your own dictionary (see Using dictionaries on page 71)

•

Add the Word to your own dictionary (see Using dictionaries)

•

Cancel the dialogue box

•

Replace the misspelt word with the selected word.

Correcting a spelling mistake

Bob chooses the appropriate option (in this case. Replace 'instrumnents' by the
correct spelling guessed by the checker- 'Instruments') and the checker continues
to check the leaflet. Although the spelling checker suggests 'Instruments', with an
initial capital letter, it will match the capitalisation of the word it replaces- in this
case 'instruments' (all lower case letters).
If the checker finds no mistakes, no dialogue box is displayed.
Words not In the main dictionary

When the spelling checker reaches the table of musical instruments, it stops at
each instrument name to question the spelling.
Even though a word or name may be correct if it is not in the spelling checker's
dictionary, it will be faulted. This will include technical terms and colloquialisms,
for example.
To overru le the spell checker, click on Ignore, and it will move on to the next word.
The spell checker's knowledge can be extended by creating extra dictionaries.

Using dictionaries
There are three types of dictionary that can be used:
•

Main dictionary (the spelling checker uses this dictionary automatically; it
contains about 60.000 words)

•

User dictionary (used for specialist words; it can hold up to I ,500 words)

•

Ignore dictionary (used for unusual words or names that you do not want to
add to a User dictionary but would not like the spelling checker to fault).
Ignore dictionaries are created, loaded and edited in exactly the same way as
User dictionaries.
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Creating a User or an Ignore dictionary

Bob uses Advance Word Processor for most of his paperwork and decides to create
his own dictionary containing musical terms and instrument names. Each time a
correct word unknown to the main dictionary appears. he presses Add Word. This
creates then adds the word to his User dictionary. When he quits his document. the
User dictionary is saved as well .
To view his User dictionary. once he has added some words to it. Bob first loads
Edit from his Apps directory. then clicks on Main dictionary; the Dictionary
sub-menu appears. This shows that there are two dictionaries loaded - Ignore and
USERDICT. USERDICT has a menu option Save as text, and Bob drags the
USERDICT file icon onto the Edit icon on the icon bar.
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The words currently held in his User dictionary are displayed. This file will grow as
he Adds more to it during spell checking.
At the end of the session, Bob saves his USERDICT to a file. Because it contains
musical terms familiar to other members of the company. once it has grown to a
reasonable size, he sends copies of it to the other Advance Word Processor users at
Music Matters, to speed up their spell checking.
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Loading a User or Ignore dictionary
When he wants to check musical terms in a document again, he loads his
USERDICT into the Spelling checker by dragging its file icon onto the Dictionary
icon

~I

I

Dictionar~J

Main Dictionary
InstruMnts

Il2l

~

I
I

Guess

FiiCI

I

tel

lllr~

I
I

0Dictionary
I

II

1-

Drag the
dictionary
file here

Ignore
Add Nord

IinstruMnentsl
~

I

Cancel

II

Replace

Editing a User dictionary
Bob can add new words to the User dictionary later by editing it as a text fi le (using
the Save as text option described above)

Printing
Bob decides to check his work by printing the leaflet. He chooses the File and Print
menu options.
This displays the print dialogue box:

Ul II NTX

~I

~ All

0

FroR

To

.,

Copies D[]a
Scale Dl188lll~
~ Upright 0 Side~ys
D Draft D Fit lots
Pause bet.een pages

D

I Save J JCance1I~~P~ri~nt'"""l
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Printing

The dialogue box includes the following options:
•

All or From ...To

prints all or a selected range of pages

•

Copies

prints the specified number of copies.

•

Scale

sets the printing scale.

•

Upright or Sideways

prints upright (portrait) or sideways (landscape) on
the page.

•

Draft

prints a draft version of the document using the
native printer font. devoid of all formatting, effects.
fonts and graphics. This is useful for copy-proofing.

•

Fit lots

fits more than one page on a sheet of paper.

•

Pause between pages pauses the printing, giving you the option to
Continue or Stop printing. This is useful if your
printer doesn't have a sheet feeder.

•

Save

lets you saves your print choices with the document.

•

Cancel

removes the dialogue box from the screen without
printing.

•

Print

starts the printing.

To save paper at this stage, Bob decides to print the leaflet at a scaled-down size as
two A5 pages on a single A4 sheet of paper. (He intends to print the final version of
the leaflet at its original A4 size and then to produce a double-sided leaflet on the
photocopier) .
To do this. he
•

sets the Scale to 66 to define the printing scale for a page as 66%

•

switches on Sideways to define the printing orientation

•

clicks on Fit lots to fit more than one page on a sheet.

A number appears in brackets after the Fit lots option. This is the estimated
number of pages that will pri nt on a sheet of paper at the scale he has specified. in
this case. 2. He clicks on Print to print the leaflet.
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Personalised mailshots with mail merge
Bob has now completed his leaflet. and has checked it through. The final version is
in the file Lea flet 4 in the WPtuto r ial directory on Data disc A
He decides to send a copy of it to each of the shop's recent customers, along with
a letter inviting them to the special Spring Sale preview.
The letter he wrote to Mr McCabe in the previous chapter would be ideal for this
purpose. except that it was addressed to a particular individual. He could rewrite
the letter so that it was not specific to an individual. beginning, for example, "Dear
customer". but this would lack the personal touch on which Music Matters prides
itself. Bob therefore decides to use the Word Processor's mail merge facility to
create personal letters. addressed automatically to all Music Matters' recent
customers.

What is mail merge?
Mail merge is a process which allows you to produce a series of documents which
differ from each other only in minor detail. The classic use of this is to produce
mailshots addressed individually to different people. You do this by combining
two documents- a standard letter and a list of names and addresses- to produce
an individual letter for each of the names on the list. You literally 'merge· them
together.
standard
letter

names and
addresses

D

D
~

~
standard letter

+

personal information

=

personal letters
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T he standard letter
The standard letter is a normal Advance Word Processor document. with codes
entered wherever particular information has to be added. Here is a fragment of
such a letter:

Dear <title> <name> ,
First of all , I would like to thank you for your recent
T he names and addresses
The names and addresses of the customers are imported into the standard letter
from a CSV (Comma Separated Va lue) file. Like the TSV file Bob used in the
previous chapter. a CSV file is a format in which information can be saved from
Advance Spreadsheet or Advance Database. Commas separate information
origina lly held in spreadsheet cells or database fields.
This is an example of a CSV file:
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Creating a standard letter
Bob finds the letter he wrote to Mr McCabe, from which he is going to create his
standard letter. He loads it onto his screen (this is in the file Let terE):
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He decides which parts of the letter he wants to personalise for each customer:
•

The title (Mrs. Mr. Dr etc)

•

The initials

•

The name

•

The address

•

The instrument they bought from Music Matters.

Bob knows that all this information is available. as it is kept on the Music Matters
customer database.
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Preparing a list of names and addresses
Bob makes a ca ll to his Finance Manager, who tells him where to find the customer
database on the company's Acorn Universal Network. He displays t he Advance
Database file on his screen (the file Customers)
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This information will be used by mail merge in the form of a CSV (Comma
Separated Value) file So Bob saves the database file as a CSV file, omitting some
of the fields which contain information he doesn't need. viz:
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•

the date the purchase was made

•

the invoice number

•

any other instrument purchased by the same person.

Learning more about the Word Processor

To do this, Bob 'unticks' the fields displayed in the Save CSV/Fields list, by clicking
Adjust on them:

.! Title
.! Initials
.! Na111e

./Address
./To~

./County
./Post code
./ Inst r. purchased
Date purchased
Invoice nufllber
Instr. purchased
Date purchased
Invoice nufi\ber
When he has specified which fields he wants to use in his mail merge, he saves the
CSV file in the normal way to the same directory as his standard letter, and quits
the database file (without saving it).
The CSV file is included in the WPt u tor ial directory on Data disc A, with the title
Cstmrs_CSV.

Starting mail merge
Bob has what will become his standard letter ready, and his CSV file of names and
addresses. so he is ready to start the mail merge.
He makes sure his printer is set up and ready, then opens his letter to Mr McCabe.
He clicks inside the text frame, then chooses UtJiitles/Start mall merge. The mail
merge dialogue box appears:

RdvanceNP docuAent:

CSU file: :=====::=l::::ii!:::i======;;:

~Filt contains headings
( R~~' I~!_ j
Drop tbe. CSU dab file . into . .this -.indow
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Bob drags the Cstmrs. csv (his CSV file of names and addresses) file icon onto
the dialogue box. The Start merge button appears, and the Headings option is no
longer greyed out
Clicking on Headings, he displays a list of the database field headings he saved
from the customer database.
Taking each one in turn, so that he remembers what goes where, he deletes the
details of Mr McCabe in his original letter, and substitutes them with the Headings
in the list. He adds a line for the county. as the database tncludes county data.
F'or example, he goes to the letter and deletes 'Mr' from the address. leaving the
cursor where 'Mr' used to be. He then clicks on Title in the Headings sub-menu
The formula <Title> will appear in the letter He leaves a space, then goes on to
delete 'W' and replace it by <Initials>. and so on, until the letter looks like this
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When he is ready, Bob saves his standard letter. giving it a name different from the
original one he wrote to Mr McCabe A copy of this letter is included in the
WPtutorial directory on Data disc A. with the name Let termerg.
He now checks the document's print options as he won't get another chance to
change any settings once he starts the mail merge. He clicks on File/Print, makes
!>ure that AJI and Upright are selected and then clicks on Save.
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The next step is now to start merging the two files (the standard letter and the
names and addresses in the CSV file).
He clicks on Start merge . The mail merge print dialogue box appears

RdvanceNP ftli l.erge
RdvanceNP docu~ent:
letterlilerg
CSU file:
Cshrs_CSU
Records to process:
23 I
Records processed:
1
I
c=]Print all records
I Edit II Next II Print
~1£31

I
I
I

The first set of names and addresses is read into the standard letter- Bob checks
that his entries make sense: he presses Next a few times to see how the letters will
be printed He pays particular attention to the instruments his customers have
bought- he doesn't want to sent out a letter thanking any of them for a purchase
of ·a drums', for example!
If he does find he needs to edit one of the letters. he can click on Edit. This halts
the merge so he can edit the letter. He would then need to print it separately from
the rest. and save it with a different file name, so as not to overwrite the original
merge file.
When he is happy with his merged letters, he clicks on Print all records. then on
Print to send all of them to his printer.
Warning If you choose Utilities/Start mail merge and decide to add fields to your
document, and then save it with a different name, the mail merge will refuse to run
when you click on Start merge. denying that you have entered fields. If this occurs.
close the mail merge dialogue box and choose Utilities/Start mail merge again,
and it will use the new file name. Load the CSV file again and proceed as normal.

Extra features of Advance Word Processor
Bob has finished laying out his leaflet. and preparing a mailshot for it. In doing so
he has used most of the features of Advance Word Processor. There are. however.
some which he hasn't touched upon yet. and these are explained in the remaining
pages of this chapler.
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Extra features of Advance Word Processor

Exporting text and graphics
You can also export text and graph ics from Advance Word Processor by saving a
document as a plain text fi le and graphics as a Draw fi le. (For full detai ls of
Advance import and export facilities. see the chapter entitled Moving data between
Advance tools on page 299.)

Saving text
To save a plain (ASCII ) text fi le, click somewhere in t he text (or select a block) and
choose File/Save as/Text:
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This allows you to save
•

t he current selkontained piece of text (the text of the document not includ ing
any header and footer text - click in the header first to save this specifically)

•

by clicking on Selection, just the currently-selected block of text.

You can save the text
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•

with a linefeed (code 10) at the end of each line

•

with a carriage return (code 13) at the end of each line

•

with the Document Description Format (DDF') codes for Effects. such as bold.
italic. font type, font size and ruler formats.

Learning more about the Word Processor

As a general ru le. if you are going to use the text within Edit, choose only the
Linefeeds option. If you wish to save the text in a form that is suitable for another
word processor or desktop publ ishing package, turn off Linefeeds, Returns and
Effects. This means that the Advance Word Processor saves on ly those returns that
you have explicitly typed in the text. Alternatively, if you are sending text over an
electronic mail system. choose t he Returns option. To preserve the appearance of
text that you have formatted, in case you wi ll be re-importing it later into Advance
Word Processor (or another program which understands DDF), choose Effects.
Saving graphics

Advance Word Processor saves graph ics (including sprite files) as Draw files. For
example, to save the Music Matters' map, select it then choose the
File/Save as/Graphic option
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Save the map as a Draw file by dragging the Draw icon to one of your own
directories.

Customising your environment
Once you have experience of using Advance Word Processor you may like to
change some of the defau lt settings so that you can start the Word Processor in
your own customised environment.
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Making your choices
You can establish a default appearance for your documents using the Save default
option described in Creating a new default document on page 41
You can also specify which features of the Word Processor you would like to run
from the start of a session. To do this. display the Advance icon bar menu and click
on Choices....

Create
Choices

o o o

This action displays the Choices dialogue box in which you can register your own
preferences to use as defaults

Choices
- Spelling
c=J Load spelling dictionary
c=J Check as you type

f.JI

-Units
Page: ~ c"'
Ruler: ~ c"'

0•
0•

O in OPt
Oin OPt

- Display
~ Show fra"" outlines
c=J Show print borders
c=J Show page rulers

I Cance 1 II Default II
84

Save

II

OK

I
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You can decide to
•

load the spelling checker automatically (for details of the spelling checker. see
Cftecking tfte spelling on page 70). and choose Check as you type

•

set the page and ruler units (you can specify em, mm, in and pt)

•

show frame outlines, the print border and page rulers.
(Note that you can also use the Page rulers option on the Utilities menu to
toggle page rulers on and off within an individual document)

Once you have defined your preferences. you have the options
•

to Cancel the settings

•

to display the Default settings

•

to Save your new settings for the future use

•

to OK the settings for the duration of the session only

Counting the number of words in your document
Information about the size and content of a document is available using the
File/Info option.
To find out how many words there are in your document (excluding headers and
footers). click in the main body of text and choose File/Info. If you click in a header
or footer, the word count will display on ly the number of words in that header or
footer.

Summing up
In this chapter you've learnt how to create a new Advance Word Processor
document from scratch. with a multi-column layout. headers and footers. You've
imported plain text, graphics and data from other Advance tools into the
document. and used search and replace to edit text You have checked the spelling
and used mail merge to create mai l shots to a number of customers.
You can now use Advance Word Processor to its full potential. but this is only the
beginning. In this chapter you have glimpsed how the Word Processor can work
with other Advance tools to provide integrated solutions to real problems: in the
next chapter you will learn how to use another of these. Advance Spreadsheet. to
record and analyse data.
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Introducing the Spreadsheet

Spreadsheet helps you set out and analyse all sorts of information. You
A dvance
can perform calculations and produce graphs of your results.
What is a spreadsheet?
Traditionally, spreadsheets were used to calculate financial statements. A
spreadsheet was simply a large sheet of paper with rows and columns drawn on it
Numbers were hand-written into the rows and columns. Any calculations were
made by hand. or with the help of an adding machine.
Nowadays, with a computer to do all the hard work. spreadsheets have become
much more versatile. You stil l enter the information in rows and columns, but the
computer automatically calculates and displays graphs of the results. It's simple to
change either the information (data) used in calculations. or the calculations
themselves.
You can exchange data between al l the Advance tools. For example, you can
produce a Spreadsheet file from information in an Advance Database. then plot a
graph with Advance Graph o r produce a report with Advance Word Processor.

Using Advance Spreadsheet
You can use Advance Spreadsheet for
•

budgeting and cash-flow analysis

•

recording and predicting results of experiments

•

recording and assessing sporting or competitive events

•

testing assumptions.

Once you've got a formula right. you can't make any mistakes in a calculation. If
you change any figures. the spreadsheet automatically recalculates the result for
you. The spreadsheet is always correct and up-to-date.
An Advance Spreadsheet can contain up to a maximum of I 0000 cells, though in
practice, the number of cells that can actually contain data will be restricted by the
amount of memory in your computer.
You can have up to four different Advance Spreadsheets on screen at the sa me
t ime. These spreadsheets ca n be interconnected: you can use data from one
spreadsheet in another
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Getting started with the
Spreadsheet
T his chapter introduces you to some basic concepts. When you have finished it,
you will nave learnt enough to create your own Advance Spreadsheet and
produce graphs.
This chapter takes you through the creation of a spreadsheet for our musical
instrument shop, Music Matters. lim Robinson. Music Matters' financial manager.
wants to gauge how the shop is performing financially He's never used Advance
Spreadsheet before. so we'll follow his progress in constructing a spreadsheet.
The best way to learn about Advance Spreadsheet yourself is to duplicate
everything lim does on your own computer. This way you will learn how to build a
spreadsheet step by step. If you don't want to do this. but still want to look at t he
spreadsheet lim creates. then you will find all his files on Data disc A (see Help if !IOU
get lost. or want to save time on page 90).
Mu sic Matters is split into seven departments. each specialising in a type of
instrument : Brass. Guitars. Keyboa rds. Percussio n. Pianos. Strings and Woodwind.

Creating a new spreadsheet
loading Advance
To start using Advance Spreadsheet. lim displays the directory containing the
~Advance icon on the screen and then double-clicks on the Advance icon. This
loads Advance onto the icon bar ready for use

1 Double-click on the
Advance icon

--

2 Advance appears on
the icon bar
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Help if you get lost, or want to save time

Creating a blank spreadsheet
Next, Jim wants to display a blank spreadsheet. He presses Menu (the middle
mouse button) over Advance's icon on the icon bar and chooses the
Create/Spreadsheet option.
2 Highlight the Create option
and move to the right

1 Click Menu over the
Advance icon

~"""""-.~.,......,....,.......,.._,

Word processor

Preferences ...
Mini•ise ~teMry
Quit

l\UIJI.AMM
Database
Graph

3 Click on the
Spreadsheet
option

This displays a blank spreadsheet into which he can begin entering text and data :

Don't worry about what all the different icons mean right now; they are explained
as lim gets to know Advance Spreadsheet in the rest of this chapter.

Help if you get lost, or want to save time
If you're following Jim's examples but don't want to have to type in everything Jim
does, or if you get lost while trying to follow an example, look out for a symbol in
the margin (like the one on the left)
These symbols point to files in the directory SHtutorial on Data disc A. Copy
the file mentioned in the paragraph next to the symbol to your work disc. It shows
you what lim's spreadsheet will look like by the time he next saves it
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I

Insert Data disc A into the floppy disc drive, and click on the floppy drive icon.

2

Double-click on the SHtutorial directory.

3

Copy the file you want to your work disc and open it there.

Getting started with the Spreadsheet

It's best to use copies of the files on the Data disc. That way. you'll still have the
originals to fall back on.
You can open any Advance file by double-clicking on it. as long as !Advance is
already loaded (see Loading Advance on page 89) or the computer has at least seen a
directory display containing the !Advance application .

Starting out
Before you . and Jim. start using Advance Spreadsheet. here are some basics:

Rows, columns and cells
The spreadsheet table is arranged as a series of rows and columns where the rows
are numbered I, 2, 3 and so on. and the columns are lettered A, 8. C ... Z (then AA,
A8. AC ... ).These numbers and letters are the row and column labe ls.
A spreadsheet cell is the area where a column and a row intersect. Each individual
cell has a name like 83 or C6, where the letter identifies the column and the
number identifies the row. The top left cell in a spreadsheet is cell AI (the cell
where column A and row I intersect).
Column B

Untitltd at

tii!JI

~~~ ~~~
B
C/

I s3

A

.3

111~ ~

/

Cell 83

/

'11
'!}

1:

D

F

I

-

2

Row3 -

/

.
.

4

5

6
1

¢

...

....

I'

...

..

-·

-

-·!

.().

Qf:)
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Starting out

What can you put in Advance Spreadsheet?
You can fill each cell with any one of three different kinds of information (or you
can leave it empty):
•

text; such as row o r column headings, or a list of names o r ob jects (like

m usica I instruments!).
•

•

numbers; numbers can be

•

integer (e.g. 247)

•

real (e.g. 247.32)

•

dates (e.g. 3rd Jan 1892)

•

times (e.g. 12:34:27pm)

formulce: these tell the computer how to calculate the value in a particular
cel l. using values from other cells. Formulce obey the normal ru les of algebra
(see Appendix E: Using expressions in Advance Spreadsfreel on page 323).

Help if you make a mistake- error messages
M essages in the Error area

Usually. when you enter something correctly, the Error area just says OK. However.
if you type something into a spreadsheet that the computer can't understand (a
syntax error. in computer-speak!) you'll often see a message in the Error area of the
spreadsheet window:
Warning message

Error area

I

I C6
For example, the message above means that a cell is referring to itself (don't worry
if you don't understand th is yet- you'll learn all about cel l references later in the
chapter).
Messages also appear here if there is not enough memory available for the
spreadsheet to be able to complete a large calculation
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Error messages in a cell

Sometimes you'll see error messages in cells themselves. These messages appear
when the spreadsheet cannot calculate something you've entered because it is
mathematically incorrect An well-known example is if you try to divide a number
by zero

Error message

--

I [i]~ B~rn

I C2

A

I

h •
-~

I
01\l,ll)ll ~ lJ."I'O

8

c

D

That's enough background information for the time being Jim wants to get started
on his spreads heet now ..

Entering data
Jim has created a blank spreadsheet. Now he is going to enter some sales figures
into the spreadsheet.
•

He wants to enter the sa les figures from the previous six months.

•

He'll add some estimates of his own- six months ago he estimated targets
that each department needed to meet for the shop to remain profitable.

•

Once he's done th is. he'll be able to use the spreadsheet to decide how Music
Matters is doing Hopefully, his target figures will have been exceeded.

To start off. Jim wants to enter a title describing the spreadsheet. He's decided to
have a heading "Sales- by department". He wants to put the heading on row 2,
starting from cell B2 (he doesn't have to start at cell AI!) .
The next section shows how Jim enters some text into spreadsheet cell B2.
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Entering data

Selecting a cell
Jim first clicks Select on cell 82. This selects the cell (it is highlighted on the
screen).
The name 82 appears as the selected cell at the top of the spreadsheet. in the
Reference area.

Reference area

Selected cell

2

Next. Jim types in the heading:

Sales - by departme nt
As he types, the text appears in the Entry area (the shaded area right at the
top of the spreadsheet window):
Entry area
D

E

(Note If you make any mistakes while you're typing in data, use the Delete or
Backspace keys to erase them. You can then type in corrections.)

Entering data with the Enter button
Jim clicks on the Enter button to enter the title into the spreadsheet cell 82 (he' ll
come across other ways of transferring what he's typed into a cell in Entering data
with Tab and Return on page 95). You can see that as the text is longer than the cell it
'spills over' into the adjoining cell.

Salts - by departMent
J ~ B~lilll OK

82

B

Enter button

6
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C

D

E

F

Getting started with the Spreadsheet

Entering data with Tab and Return
Now that the main heading is in place, Jim decides to put in the row and column
headings. The spreadsheet will contain sales for the previous six months, so the
month names January to June will be the column headings. The row headings will
be the individual departments within the store.
Jim decides the results for January will go in col umn 8, so he starts by entering the
heading into cell 84:
I

Jim selects cell 84 and types January.

2

Next. he presses Tab on the keyboard. This transfers the data into the
spreadsheet and then automatically selects the next cell to the right.

Janua11
6

Next selected
cell (C4)

7

3

He repeats the process with cell C4 (which is now selected) by typing
February then pressing Tab.

4

lim continues by entering month headings for March to June, pressing Tab
after each month.

Here's what the
spreadsheet looks
like when the month
names are entered.

~

The body of the
spreadsheet has
scrolled left: Jim can
now see column H.

6

7

)im sees that the spreadsheet moves inside the window to show more columns to
the right as he enters the month names.
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Entering data

Now Jim wants to enter t he department names
First. he drags the horizontal scroll bar to the left until he can see col umn A
again.
2

Next he selects cell A5 and types Brass

3

Then he presses Return - thi s transfers what he typed into cell A5 and then
highlights the cell below (cell A6)

Jim enters text in cell A5
then presses Return cell A6 is highlighted

I

2
4

L

5

Apnl

Br""'

~

Jim repeats the process. and types in the headings for the rest of the departments:
Guitar. Keyboard. Percussion. Piano String and Woodwind He ends up with the
department names in cell s A5 to A II.

6

Notice that the contents
of the window scroll so
that the selected cell
stays visible when Jim
presses Return.

M)b<xtrd

ll

f'ei\:US6Kin

'I

Pt.mo

10

Strong

II

Woodw ind

·~

96

Guuar

7
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Widening a column
At the mo ment. the cells are all the same width in lim's spreads heet. li m decides to
widen all the cells in column A slightly:
I

Fi rst. lim positions the pointer over the vert ical line between headers of
column A and column B. The pointer changes to a double-headed arrow.

c

B

A

D

double-headed
arrow

2

Next, he ho lds down Select and drags the col umn divider to the right The
column width changes size. He releases Select when colum n A is wide enough
so that the word Woodwind doesn't look so cramped

...
,,

Jim widens the column by dragging
the double-headed arrow to the right

0\au..r

-;

"C\ "'"''I

l\

r\:n.:u ...,ton

<j

I"'I.U\4.t

((I

Stron,;

II

Wovd\l md

·~
Note Another way to get the right column width is to double-click on the column

label (e g the letter A at t he top of column A) The col umn then changes width to
fit t he widest item .
Yo u ca n apply both these methods to change the height of rows. too.
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Scaling the size of a spreadsheet on the screen

Scaling the size of a spreadsheet on the screen
Jim wants to be able to fit more of his spreadsheet on the screen. so he can see
everything he's typed in so far. He wants to zoom out so that he's looking at the
spreadsheet at 80% of its actual size:
He chooses the Utilities/Scale view option to display the Scale view dialogue
box.
(He could have pressed Fll - the short-cut for displaying the Scale view
dialogue box. See Using menu short-cuts on page 126 for more on short-cuts)

2

He clicks on the 80% default box (there are four defaults) then clicks on Scale.

loW- --

Jim clicks here then chooses
Scale to change the view
to80%

The view of his spreadsheet changes so that it is displayed at 80%.

Note If you don't want to use any of the four default scale factors. you can supply
your own. Type a value in the Scale box. or click on the arrows to alter the scale
factor. You can choose any factor from 25% up to 200%. in whole number steps.
Jim uses the Scroll bar sliders and the adjust size icon so that he can see everything
he's entered so far:

Untitled at

Y

Plano

10
Il

~~ ..
Wood"i n<f

88~

•

11

13

1. Jim drags the sliders until
cell A 1 is at the top left
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2. He drags the Adjust size icon
until he can see everything

Getting started with the Spreadsheet

Saving a spreadsheet
Jim decides that now would be a good time to save the work he's done so far.
Note: If a spreadsheet has any unsaved changes in it. an asterisk appears to the
right of the document name in the litle bar. This reminds you that you have some
work unsaved.

Untitled at

81~

Asterisk indicates that
the spreadsheet needs
saving.

To save his spreadsheet file for the first time:
jim opens the directory in which he wants to save his spreadsheet.
2

He chooses the File/Save option to display the Save as dialogue box.

3

He presses Ctri-U to delete the whole default name in one go. then types in the
new name for his spreadsheet. Jim calls his sheet MonthSales -call yours
something else so you don't get confused!

4

He drags the icon in the Save as box to the directory window.

5

The document icon appears in the directory window when it has been saved.

Entering some numbers
Now that Jim Robinson has completed the outline of his spreadsheet. he wants to
start entering some figures. The Brass sales figure for January will go into B5, the
Guitar sales figure for February in C6 and so on.
If you're following Jim's example but you don't want to enter all the sales figures by
hand, copy the file Jim_l to your work disc and open it. It's in the SHtutorial
directory on Data disc A.
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Entering some numbers

Here are the numbers Jim is going to enter:

Brass

January

February

March

April

May

June

5650

11500

13650

5350

12800

7750

Guitar

5025

7800

7825

11650

6475

7700

Keyboard

4200

2600

8000

9450

8250

5300

Percussion
Piano

2050

2000

2025

3225

750

2600

1890

5430

4640

1890

1350

String

5500

3000
4000

1250

4250

1250

7500

Woodwind

2220

1580

1390

1100

1960

1190

To enter numbers in his spreadsheet, Jim uses the same method as for headings:
Jim first selects cell B5 by clicking on it. The cell name B5 appears in the
Reference window.
2

Next. he types in 5650 (Jan uary's sa les figure for the Brass department) and
presses Tab. The number 5650 is now displayed in cell B5.

3

Jim goes on to enter the figures for February to June for the Brass department.
pressing Tab after he's typed in each number.

E

c

H

Notice Jim's
made a mistake
in cell C5.
He'll correct it
later on!

J
4
6

Cuilar
KeyOO.rd
1\'f'Cu:.ti<.Jo

9

1'\a:no

10

~ng

II

W<>old\<ind

!2

.. ··!· ...................... •·

(Should be
"';

11500)

Next. Jim enters the sales figures for the Guitar department:
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4

He presses the Down arrow cursor key once (cell H6 is selected) then presses
the Left arrow cursor key six times unti l cell B6 is selected.

5

He types in figures for January to June for the Guitar department. pressing Tab
to enter each one.

GeNing started with the Spreadsheet

6

Jim fills in the rest of the figures for the remaining departments using the Tab
and Return keys to move around the spreadsheet. His spreadsheet looks like
this:

IHH
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B
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s.m
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11~
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ll!'lO
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l!<o

1~00
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111111

J\1()(1

1190
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Saving an existing file
Jim reckons he ought to save the spreadsheet again now. As he's already saved the
spreadsheet once, and it has a name. all he has to do is press F3 followed by
Return. (Another way is just to choose File/Save.)

Using a formula
Now that Jim has entered the sales figures, he wants to start using the data to
provide him with information about Music Matters' sales performance during the
last six months.
This is what Jim wants to find out from these figures:
•

the average sales for each department

•

the average sales for each month

•

the overall average sales for the half-yea r (the average figure for each
department each month) .

He'll work out each average using a formula.
Jim wants to analyse these results to find out how lhe shop is doing and to see
which of the departments is performing well.
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Using a formula

How to find an average

As you know, you can find the average of four numbers by adding them up and
dividing by four. If the four numbers are called b, c, d and e, you can express this as:

(b+c+d+e)/4
The"/" means division. The brackets are a convention which means 'do the
calculation in the brackets before performing the division·.
In Jim's spreadsheet. the Brass department's sales figures are held in cells B5, C5,
05. E5, F5 and G5, so the formula for the average sales wou ld be:

(B5+C5+05+E5+F5+G5)/6

Using Edit mode to enter a simple formula
Open the file Jim_2 (on Data disc A) now if you want to see what Jim's
spreadsheet looks like after he's calculated all the departments' monthly averages.
To find out the Brass department's month ly average
Jim selects cell H5. That's where he's going to put the average monthly sales
result

2

He clicks on the Edit mode button. This puts an= sign at the start of the Entry
area, telling the spreadsheet that whatever follows is a formula, not just data.

Notice that the Edit mode button·s icon has changed to a pointer, indicating
that the spreadsheet is in Edit mode.

3

After the= sign, he types in the formula for the Brass department's average:

(B5+C5+05+E5+F5+G5)/6
The Entry area looks like this:
=<B5+C5+D5+E5+F5+65)t~

I HS
4

I ~~ IIJ~[ill]

Now lim clicks on the Enter button. This enters the formula into cell H5.

lim can now see that the average month ly sales for the Brass department has been
put into cell H5. No need to get out his ca lculator- Advance Spreadsheet has done
it for him. What he did was tell the computer to add up the numbers in B5 to G5
and divide the result by six. What he's just typed in is known as a formula.
The formula in cell H5 links the cell with 85, C5, 05, E5, F5 and G5 . Whenever the
number in any one of lhese cells is chan~ed. lhe new dvera~e is immediately
calculated and displayed in H5.
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This illustrates one of the most fundamental features of a spreadsheet. Each cell
can hold a formula and a value
Formula displayed
here

Result of formula
(value) displayed here

:(85+CS+DS+E'5+FS+G5>16

=HS'===r===
:::::~~~=J~~=--=c;J====-=:~=..=lillJ=...>_0_ _E.--r---·_ _0_ _1_1
11

1-.!::1

I

-l./1

Sale.; • by d<paM!etM

·'

J•lUAI)

f<b<ual}

March

Apfil

~ta)

Ju.ne

SI>S<J

11400

l.lt>>O

S\50

llm'l

7750

Another way of getting into Edit mode
Now Jim types in the formulce for the rest of the row averages. For example, he
wants the Guitar department's average to be displayed in cell H6, so he selects cell
H6 and types in the averaging formula:

={B6+C6+D6+E6+F6+G6) /6 and presses Return.
Notice this time that instead of clicking on the Edit mode button. Jim just started
typing. The spreadsheet went into Edit mode automatically.
There are more ways of getting into Edit mode. See Other ways of getting into Edit mode
on page 154.
This is what the spreadsheet looks like when all the row averages have been
calculated.
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Jim saves the spreadsheet again now: he presses F3 followed by Return.
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Using a function
Jim Robinson managed to finish putting in the row averages but he thought that
typing in a long formula was rather tedious and prone to mistakes He was right.
There is an easier way of calculating averages and Jim is going to use it to calculate
the column averages.
To find the average sales for each month, Jim averages each column using a
formula. just as he did for each row average. However, to speed up the process. this
time he can use one of Advance Spreadsheet's standard functions.
For example, the calculation (85 + 86+ 87 + 88 + 89 + 810+ 811 )/7 could be typed
in as

=AVERAGE(B5><Bll)
where AVERAGE is the function . and B5><Bll means the contents of the cells in
the block 85 to B II inclusive.
This is how Jim finds Music Matters' average sales for each department in January:
First. he selects cell B12

2

He then clicks on the Edit mode button and types in the formula:

=AVE RAG£ (85H81U1

I ri1~ liJ~Iilll

I 112
3

Finally, he presses Tab. The result appears in cell B12.
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Repeating (copying) a formula
Jim's already typed in the formula for January's average. but doesn't want to have to
do it all again five more times. He can copy the formula in cell Bl2 into the cells
C 12 toG 12 to calculate the averages for February to June.
Open the file J irn_3 (on Data disc A} now if you want to see what the spreadsheet
looks like when Jim has calculated all the monthly averages.

Selecting a block of cells
In this case. Jim can use a very quick way of copying a formula into a whole block of
cells. This is because the block he wants to copy the formula into (cells C 12 toG 12)
is right next to the cell already containing the formula (B 12).
I

Jim moves the pointer over cell Bl2.

2

He holds down Select and drags the pointer along row 12 until all the cells Bl2
to D 12 are highlighted (Notice he's not dragged far enough! He'll correct this
in a minute.)

3

He releases Select.

The block of cells B 12 to D 12 is now selected. The Entry area shows the contents of
the first cell in the block. and the Reference area shows the range of cells selected:
Contents of first ~
cell in block _..----....

________.,

Range selected
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Repeating (copying) a formula

Changing the size of a selected block
Jim wants to alter the size of the block he's selected.
He clicks Adjust on cell G 12. The Reference area now shows B 12><G 12.
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Jim clicks Adjust
here to increase
the size of the
selected block

\

...ll

H

Note: You can alter the size of a block by clicking Adjust on a cell anywhere within
the spreadsheet grid.

Copying a formula
This is how Jim copies the formula into all t he cells in the selected block
I

He clicks on the Enter button .

2

He clicks on the Accept button when he sees the following message:
Jim clicks here

You are about to change a block of cells
!Accept al~Hysl

ICancel I

Note: If jim had instead clicked on Accept always. it would have stopped the
message appearing next time he changed a block (and on every subsequent
change). However. it's a good idea. while he's still getting used to the spreadsheet.
to have the message displayed every time. It cou ld save him from making a
mistake.
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Advance Spreadsheet fills in the cells 812 toG 12 with the same formula. This is
what the spreadsheet looks like when all the monthly averages have been
calculated:
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This is where Advance Spreadsheet does something clever. jim clicks on the cells
812 toG 12 in turn and looks at the Entry area. He sees that the formula changes to
reflect the new column names. The formula has been copied and adjusted for
position. This means. for example, that the formula in cell H7 refers to other cells
in row 7, whereas the formula in cell H II refers to cells in row II . The formulce all
refer to cells in the same relative positions.
Jim saves his file again.

Using the Function button
jim wants to calculate one more average- the half-yearly average. This is the
average of all the figures in cells 85 toG I l.
Open the file Jim_4 (on Data disc A) now if you want to see what the spreadsheet
looks like when Jim has calculated the half-yearly average.
jim uses some more of Advance Spreadsheet's special features to help him enter
the formula quickly

I

He first highlights cell El4 and types in the text label Overall Average
and clicks on the Enter button.

2

Then, he highlights cell G 14. This is where he wants the overall average to
appear.
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3

Next, he clicks on the Function button (f()) . This brings up a menu of sta ndard
functions that Advance Spreadsheet supplies.
Notice that the pointer changes shape when Jim
moves it over the Function button:

..

Function button
4

pointer changes shape

He chooses the Array/AVERAGE option:

,.; Entty,, ,_.
¢
Ti111es
¢
String
Scientific ¢
Trigono..etry ¢

ra1ap

Rando11
Algebraic

¢
¢
¢

llrl\atl
Rll

lil!Wlld
COUNT
ESTDEU
Ill X

MIN
PRODUCT
STDEU
SUM
An ·empty' function appears in the entry area. ready for Jim to fill in the range
of cells he wants to average. The cursor is placed ready between the brackets:

I=RUERR6E<;>
1&14
5
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Jim types B5><Gll.
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6

Finally, he clicks on the Enter button. The average appears in cell Gl4:

=AUERR6E<85><611>
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Jim saves his work again now, by pressing F3 then Return.

Changing (editing) data in cells
Jim's just about finished his spreadsheet. but he spots a mistake in the February
sales for the Brass department: it wasn't 11400 but 11500. This is how he changes
the figures:

1

First. he double-clicks on the cel l containing the wrong data (C7). The number
11400 is displayed in the Entry area.
The Edit mode button's icon changes to an arrow. indicating Edit mode. and
the caret appears at the end of the Entry area:
1141~

I~~ ~~Iilli

I C5
i\

c

II

0

;Solo • l>y <~<.,..uncllC

:!;

~

'"-.'"at>
5
6

2

llru<

~

.?u••

ms

""'""'fl'

Man:h

1llOO

~25

-

iJ(>w ·

He presses delete three times and types in 500. then clicks on the Enter
button.
The Edit mode button's icon changes back to an= sign. and 11500 appears in
cell C5.
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See how the three averages affected by the change in the figures have
automatically changed to reflect the altered figure. Whenever any cell is changed,
all affected cells are recalculated.
When Jim changed this cell. ..

11581

I C5

I ~~ El~lilll OK
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.fi67.S>11 477()
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14

Note: If a cell contains a long formula that you want to delete, you can click on the
Cancel button to erase the whole formula, rather than holding down Delete. You
can then enter your new formula.

At this point. Jim wants to add a couple more headings to his spreadsheet, to make
it clear which averages are which:
He enters the text Dept. averages in cell H4.

2

He enters the text Monthly averages in cell Al2.

3

For good measure. he enters the text Dept. in cell A4 (to give the column
containing the department names a title)

4

He double-clicks on column As label, to make the column width the right size.
then saves his sheet again:
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Adding rows and columns
In the next section jim's going to include some more figures in his spreadsheet.
He'll need some more room to do this. so first he adds some more columns:
First of all, he selects cell J2
2

Next. he uses the Edit/Columns/Add columns option to display the Add
columns dialogue box.

Paste values
ir ·~

Delete

AK

Replicate
Riter size ...
Rows
ColuMns
Input block ~AFB
Select all
Clear
3

AR
AZ

Delete colu111ns
lock co lu~~n s
~f 'E' c h ·~

He presses Delete once, types in 7, and presses Return.
The total number of columns in the spreadsheet increases to 17. The extra
columns are added after the column containing the selected cell (column J).

Note: You can use this method to add or delete rows or columns. For another way,
see Changing the overall dimensions of a spreadsheet on page 160.

Importing data into a spreadsheet
Now Jim has typed in the sales figures for the last six months. he wants to compare
those figures with some target sales figures that he calculated six months ago. He
can then get an idea of how the company is performing.
When Jim calculated the target figures. he typed them into a special type of file (a
CSV file) called JimsData (there's a description of CSY files in CSY and TSV files on
page 183). Jim doesn't want to have to type the figures again to get them into the
spreadsheet. Luckily, there's an easy way to copy the CSY file into his existing
spreadsheet.
Open the file Jim_5 {on Data disc A) now if you want to see what the spreadsheet
looks like after Jim has imported the fi le Jimsoata.
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Importing a CSV file
This is how Jim imports the file JimsData (there's a copy of this file on Data disc
A, in the SHtutorial directory):
First. Jim opens the directory conta in ing his sa les targets fi le. JimsData.
2

Jim then makes sure t hat cell J2 is selected in his spreadsheet.

3

Next. he drags the JimsData icon over the spreadsheet's window.:
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The data contained in t he file JimsData now appears in the spreadsheet It
looks similar to the existing sales data, but the figures are different
4

Jim double-clicks on the label for column I

5

Jim scales the size of the window to 60% (by pressing Fl l) so he can see as
much of the spreadsheet as possible:
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Finally, Jim saves the spreadsheet

Now Jim looks over both sets of figures. He can see that his targets were quite
reasonable, and have been met pretty easily (with a couple of exceptions). Indeed,
it looks as though Music Matters should make a profit
See Getting data in and out of a spreadsheet (importing and exporting) on page 183 for more
information on CSV files.
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Entering cell or block references with the mouse
Jim wants to calculate the difference between the total sales from the previous six
months and his total target sales. He wants to place the result in cel l Pl4.

~i
~

Open the file Jim_ 6 (on Data disc A) now if you want to see what the spreadsheet
looks like after Jim has calcu lated this difference.
The formula he needs is sum ( B5><Gll ) -sum (K5 ><Pll ):
I

He selects cell 014. enters the heading Di f terence, then presses Tab.

2

He selects cell Pl4. This is where he'll put the result

3

He clicks on the Summation button.

4

He drags the scmll bars until he can see cell 85 in the window.

5

Holding down Select, he drags the pointer from cel l 85 to cell G II . As he
drags. the block is high lighted in light grey (cell Pl4 remains highlighted in
black) So far. the Entry area looks like this:

=SUIICB5H6U)
I ~18111l~lilll
II PH
6

He presses the right cursor arrow once. to move the caret to the right of the
bracket, then types a minus sign (-).

7

Now he clicks on the Summation button again.

8

Next he scrolls until he can see cell K5. and selects block K5 toP 11 by dragging
the pointer. When he drags beyond the window border. the spreadsheet scrolls
automatically to reveal more cells (see the next section for more on this).

9

He clicks on the Enter button. The resu lt now appears in cell P14:

=SOII<B5)(611>-SUM<kSHP 11 >
I P14
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I 0 Finally, he saves his spreadsheet.
Note: Usually, you can only select one block at any time. The exception is when you
are defining a block as part of a formula. as above.
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Extending a block beyond the window borders
Here's a bit more informat ion on selecting blocks. You don't need to copy Jim's
actions: jusl remember the techniques for when you need them.
In lhe lasl section. Jim couldn'l always see all the cells in the block he wanted to
highlight- they lay beyond the window borders. There are two ways Jim dealt with
this:
Dragging the pointe r - When the pointer reached the window border, Jim just
continued to drag the pointer in the d irection in which he wanted to extend the
block. The spreadsheet moved in the window. displayi ng mo re cells. If you are
defining a block as part of a formula. you must use this method to select t he block.
Using Adjust - lim selected the first cell in the block. He then dragged the scro ll
bars until he could see the cell at the end of the block and clicked o n it with Adjust.
Note that you can not use this method if you are defining a block as part of a
formula

Displaying results as a graph
Jim Robinson's satisfied with his work: he's looked at the figures and is sure that
Music Matters' fin ancial situati on is pretty healthy. However. he has yet to con vi nee
his fellow directors, especially Bob Davies. jim decides that the best approach
would be to show them the spreadsheet and a graph of t he resu lts.
lim knows that Bob will probably understand the spreadsheet. but th inks that a
graph will not only look impressive but will also convey the information well.
If you want to know more about plotting graphs from the spreadsheet. see More on
grapfls on page 189. If you want to find o ut more about the Graph tool itself. see lhe
chapter entitled Tfle Graph tool o n page 273.

Special note for 1MB computer users
If you are using a I MB computer, you won't be able to load the Spreadsheet and
Graph tools at the sa me time. Read this section to see how the Graph tool works,
but before you try to plot a graph see Saving data in Grapfl file format o n page I 85 and
Appendix B: Using Advance on 1MB or 2MB computers on page 303. This tells you how to
save your spreadsheet data to a file that the Graph tool can understand. You can
then quit the Spreadsheet tool , start the Graph tool, and plot your graph.
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Selecting which data to display as a graph
Jim's graph is going to have two lines: one for the actual sales averages (from
column H) and one for the forecast averages (from column 0). The headings for the
X axis will be the department names (from column A).
Jim makes sure his spreadsheet MonthSales is open.
2

He selects the block A4><0 I I:

Sending row or column data to the Graph tool
Jim now has to specify how his data will be sent to the Graph tool: as row or
column data. In this case. he wants to plot some columns from his spreadsheet
(see More on graphs on page 189 for plotting from a spreadsheet that has its data
organised in rows).
He chooses the Utilities/Graph type/Plot columns option (the default):

Go to cell
Sort .. .

Graphs .. .
Save as default
Recalculate sheets

~E

Graph type
EIIPty ce II s
Rngle 110de

Protection
Labels

~o
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2

He chooses the Utilities/Graphs ... option. to send the data to Advance Graph.
Note: This is the point where you need to read Saving data in Graph file format on
page 185 or Appendix B: Using Advance on I MB or 2MB computers on page 303 if
you're using a I MB machine.

A graph window is displayed (at the moment it looks empty, but in fact Jim's
data is there waiting to be used) :

Untitled it 47%•

~1 0 1

1

I

Clear

Setting the X axis labels
Jim wants the labels for the X axis to be the department names.
I

He clicks Select on the X data button.
When Jim moves the pointer over
the X data button, it changes to a menu
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2

jim chooses Dept . from the X axis menu .

•• X, ill!.i$J

<None>
Dept .
Notice that there is one item in the .11m
X axis list for every column of data I January
Jim selected in his spreadsheet
I February
(including blank columns*)
I March
I April
A hash sign {#) means the - - - ...1 May
column contains numbers
1 June
I Dept, averages
*This column corresponds _ ___.,.. Dept.
to the blank column I in
Dept.
Jim's spreadsheet (the Graph
1 January
tool still gives it a name and type)
1 February
I March
I April

The X axis box
now reflects Jim's
choice:
~101

[I]I Dept. I

001

I

I Nay
I June
I Dept. forecasts

Choosing which data sets to plot
Jim wants to plot two sets of data: the departmental averages. and the
departmental forecasts.
I

He clicks on theY data button.

2

He clicks Adjust on Dept . averages (to keep the menu on the screen) then
clicks Select on Dept . forecasts .
....,..,...,,,.....""'.,;..v""
,····u""n'""s.-:
_j£
- i!£
- ..&
. ..,

.

<None>
"~''

January
February
March
April
May
June
Jim clicks _ _ _ _ __,.../I Dept. averages
I
I
I
I
I
I

Adjust here...

Notice that some items are
now greyed out - Jim can't
choose blank columns or
text as Y data

lt C ~ ,
!)

p '

January
February
March
II April
II May
II June
I
I
I

If you choose the wrong
data set by mistake, click
on it again to deselect it.

·J!·II!· Bll.J

... then Select here ---t~-l:J:•:::G•II·m·

E!·
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Plotting a bar graph
Jim wants a simple bar graph. so he clicks on the Bar graph type button.
2

Now Jim simply clicks on the Draw button.

Untitled at 47% •

MonthSales

[iJ
Jim clicks on
Bar...

~

- - - -•...

[

.-----.ill
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•

... then on Draw
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I

20

Draw
Clear

......_. - ...... Uepo..
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SWI!

W(lo.odwu•

•

Jim's graph is displayed in the Graph window. He can see that for the most part his
forecasts were quite reasonable- all the departments except Percussion have
exceeded his forecast targets- so Music Matters is doing quite well. See More on
grapfrs on page 189 if you want to know about plotting other graph types.

Displaying a grid and a key
To make the graph easier to fol low. Jim decides to display a grid:

I

Jim chooses Graph/Options/Grid.

2

He clicks on the Draw button again.

Jim's graph is redrawn, showing the grid
Note: A key is drawn by default. If you don't want a key on your graph, choose the
Graph/Options/Key option before drawing.

Editing text in a graph
lim wants the title of his graph to be Departmental sales. instead of MonthSales
(the Graph tool picks this up by default from the spreadsheet file name).
Jim moves the pointer over the existing title. The pointer changes to a hand.
2
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lie double-clicks over the title. The pointer changes to a caret shape, and a
caret appears in the title.
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3

Jim deletes the word Month from the title, and changes it to read
Departmental Sales.

This is what Jim's graph looks like with the grid and new title:
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Saving a graph
jim wants to save his graph file. He's got two choices:
•

He can save his graph as Graph Data. This produces a file that the Graph tool
can understand. It contains the raw data jim saved from his spreadsheet. and
stores any data sets and effects that jim set (whether the grid was turned on.
whether a key was displayed. and what type of graph was drawn). It does not
remember any changes he made to the text (he changed the title).

•

He can save his graph as a Drawfile. This produces a file that Draw can
understand. It is an exact copy of the graph displayed in the graph window.

Jim decides to save his graph using both methods. That way, he'll be able to use
the Graph Data file to reproduce his graph. Should he want to add anything extra to
his graph, he can do it using Draw.
First. Jim chooses the File/Save as/Draw option.
He changes the name in the Save as box to JimsDraw and saves it.
2

Next, he chooses the File/Save as/Graph option and saves the Graph Data file
as JimsGraph.

There are copies of both these files in the SHtutorial directory on Data disc A.
If you want to know more about plotting graphs from the spreadsheet. see More on
graphs on page \89. If you want to find out more about the Graph tool itself, see the
chapter entitled The Graph tool on page 273.
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Printing a graph
This is how lim prints his graph
He makes sure he's got the correct RISC OS printer driver running and that it
has been set up correctly for his printer
2

He makes sure his printer is set up and ready to print

3

He presses the Print key to display the print dialogue box.

4

He clicks on Print.

5

When his graph has printed out. he clicks on the Close icon to quit the graph .

6

He chooses Minimise memory from the Advance icon bar menu . This frees up
any memory used by Advance Graph.

Jim cou ld also have printed the Drawfile version of his spreadsheet (JimsDraw).
The easiest way would be to drag the file's icon onto the printer icon on the icon
bar.
If you're not sure how to set up your printer. see the chapter entitled Printing in the
RISC OS 3 User Guide.
Now Jim's saved and printed his graph. he quits his graph file by clicking on the
Close icon .

Printing a spreadsheet
lim wants to print out a copy of his finished spreadsheet First of all. he makes sure
•

he's got the correct RISC OS printer driver running and that it has been set up
correctly for his printer

•

his printer is set up and ready to print

If you're not sure how to set up your printer. see the chapter entitled Printing in the
RISC OS 3 User Guide.

Turning off the grid, and row and column labels
Jim clicks here ...

l

Jim decides that he only wants to print the portion of the spreadsheet that is being
used. not the whole file (which includes empty rows and colu mns). Also, he
doesn't want the grid, or row or column labels to print out. This is how he does it:
First. Jim chooses the Utilities/Grid option. The tick next to the Grid option
disappears. and the grid is turned off.
(Choose this option again if you want to turn the grid back on! l
2

... then here
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Next. he chooses the Utilities/Labels option The tick next to the Labels
option disappears. and the row and column labels are turned off.
(Choose this option again if you want to turn labels back on!)

Getting started with the Spreadsheet

Printing part of a spreadsheet
Jim realises that he probably won't be able to fit all of his spreadsheet on one sheet
of paper. so he decides to print it in two parts.
First. he selects the part of the spreadsheet that deals with actual sales figures
by dragging the pointer:
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Then he presses the Print key on the keyboard, to show the Print dialogue box.

3

He clicks on the Selection button.

4

He clicks on Sideways That way, his selection will be printed out landscape
(sideways) rather than portrait (upright).

5

He clicks on Print.

O RB ~ Selection•

Jim clicks here ...

Copies: a D!JII
Scale: al188lll %
0 Uprigltt ~ Sidmgs
0 Draft

Condeased
Chars per line:

a

~~

l)

...then here ...

II
-

... thenonPrint

The first part of his spreadsheet prints out after a few moments.
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6

Next he selects the second half of his spreadsheet
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7

He presses the Print key again . The settings in the dialogue box have been
saved from the last time, so he just clicks on Print.

More on printing on page 187 tells you about other ways of printing.

Closing the current spreadsheet
Jim decides he's done enough for the time being, so he closes the spreadsheet
window by clicking on the Close icon at the top left of the window.

Quitting Advance altogether
To remove Advance from his computer's workspace altogether, Jim chooses Quit
from the Advance icon bar menu:

¢

Create
¢
Choices ...
Mini111ise fllefllory
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Note If you have unsaved spreadsheets in memory you will see a dialogue box
reminding you to save the spreadsheets. Click on Cancel and save the
spreadsheets (if you want to) then choose Quit again. Just choose Discard if you
don't want to save your spreadsheets.

1 filt 110difitd

Click here to quit
without saving changes

Click here to cancel
the quit command

The next chapter, entitled Learning more. describes the steps you take to perform
each spreadsheet command. You'll meet Jim again in the next chapter too. as he
gets to grips with some of the more advanced features of the spreadsheet.

Summing up
In this chapter you've been introduced to the basic features of Advance
Spreadsheet. You've learnt how to create a spreadsheet and move around it. to
enter data and formulae, to edit data, to import a CSV file. to produce a graph and
print a spreadsheet.
The following chapter, Learning more about tfre Spreadsfreet describes the more
sophisticated features of Advance Spreadsheet. In this chapter. Jim creates a more
complicated Spreadsheet. and learns how to change the appearance of the text
and numbers. He also learns how to create links between Spreadsheet files.
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Learning more about the
Spreadsheet

T fris chapter introduces tfre more sophisticated features of Advance Spreadsheet.
You'll/earn now to format and sort spreadsheet data. use complicated
functions and formul~. and create links between spreadsheets.
Jim Robinson is satisfied with his progress so far. He can quite happily create a
simple spreadsheet and produce a graph that shows effectively what all the figures
mean. Now Jim's eager to lea rn more.
This chapter explains t he more compl icated features of Advance Spreadsheet Jim
will try o ut most of the techniques as we meet them. They will save him time and
enable him to make more efficient use of Advance Spreadsheet.
There are copies of Jim's files on Data disc A. so you can try whatever Jim does.

A couple of hints before you start
Before Jim starts work on a spreadsheet. here are some short-cuts that will help
you and lim to get around spreadsheets more quickly lim wont start work on a
spreadsheet until Changing a spreadsheet's appearance on page 128

Moving around the spreadsheet
These short-cuts are especially useful if you can't see a particular cell or block that
you want to select.
•

Pressing one of the four cursor keys (up, down. left or right arrows) selects the
adjacent cell (as long as the spreadsheet is not in Edit mode)

•

Using the Shift key with the cursor keys moves the selected cell one window's
length in the direction of the cursor keys.

•

The Page Up and Page Down keys select the cell at the top or bottom of the
window (in the same column as the currently selected cell).

•

Ctrl up arrow and Ctrl down arrow select the top or bottom cell of a column.

•

Ctrl left arrow and Ctrl right arrow select the cell at the start or end of a row.

•

The Home key selects cell A I and places it at the top left of the window.

•

The Utlllties/Goto ceU option leb you :.deLL d fJdrlicular cell. and places it so
that you can see it in the spreadsheet window
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There is a short-cut which will display the Go to cell dialogue box without you
having to use the Menu button: press F5.
lt0tt etll
Current cell: C2
Go to cell: I

ICancel I I

I

l

I

Go

The next section tells you more about short-cuts. Appendix D: Keyboard short-cuts on
page 319 lists the complete range of short-cuts.

Using menu short-cuts
lim has noticed that when he displays a menu. there are often symbols (such as")
and characters next to some of the menu options. For example, F5 appears next to
the Goto cell option.

Scale vie11
./ Grid

Fll ¢
F18

------------------------¢
Go to cell
Sort. ..
Graphs,, ,
Save as default
Recalculate sheet s

Graph type
E111pty cells
Angle 111ode
Protection
./ labels

FS

...__- -

...........

F5 short-cut

F6
F7
ftE
¢
¢
¢

fto

These letters and symbols are keyboard short-cuts. which save using a particular
menu option:
•

The 'hat' shape " represents Ctrl. Press and hold down Ctrl. then press the
appropriate key to make the selection.

•

The 1t represents Shift. Press and hold down Shift and then press the
appropriate key to make the selection.

•

The symbols Fl to Fl2 denote the function keys along the top of the keyboard.
Press the appropriate function key to make the selection .

Try out some short-cuts as you go through this chapter. Jim will come across some
from time to time. but feel free to try out any you notice that aren't mentioned
specifically. The more you can remember and use. the better - they'll save time.
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Selecting whole rows or columns
Sometimes you need to select a whole row or column at once. All you have to do is
click on the label of that row or column.
Click here to
select the whole of
column A

Selecting the whole spreadsheet
To select a whole spreadsheet, click on the Select all cell:
Click here to
select the whole
spreadsheet

-

r:

Clearing a selection

There are three ways to clear an existing selection:
•

Select another cell or block.

•

Choose the Edit/Clear option.

•

Use the Ctri-Z short-cut

Now that Jim knows about a few short-cuts. he wants to spend a bit of time
sprucing up the appearance of his fi le MonthSales that he created in the
previous chapter. Getting started with the Spreadsheet.
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Changing a spreadsheet's appearance
Jim now wants to format his spreadsheet MonthSales. to make it more visually
appealing To do this he's going to use the Edit/Effect options
Jim wants to try out as many of these options as he can to start with He realises
that having lots of different effects in one spreadsheet will probably make it look a
bit too 'busy·. but once he's got an idea of how to use all the options he'll be able
to use the ones that he likes best.
If you want to follow what Jim does. open a copy of the file Jim_6. If you want to
see what his spreadsheet looks like after he's done all his formatting, open a copy
of the file MonthSales (this takes him up to Entering data into the spreadsheet on
page 137). Both files are in the SHtutorial directory on Data disc A.
Jim starts Advance. opens his file, and makes sure that t he labels and grid are
displayed (Fl 0 turns the grid on and off. Ctrl-0 turns labels on and off)

Changing the text font
Jim wants the title Sales - by departmenL to be bold, so he chooses a new
font. He highlights cell B2 and chooses the Effect'Text font/Homerton option.

T
S1Jste11
Corpus
¢
!ii@§I§!.M¢
Portrhouse ¢
StliiiJn
SIJShl'l

Trini tiJ

¢
¢

Making text bold

To make the title bold. Jim chooses the Effect/Bold option. (He could instead have
chosen the Effect'Text font/Homerton/Bold option in the previous section.)
Jim applies the same formats to cell K2. Here's what his spreadsheet looks like:
c

6

.
Text is now_
bold
~
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Making text itaUc

Jim doesn't actually want any italic text in this spreadsheet. but it's easy to do: just
choose the EffectfltaUc option Text can be bold and italic at the same time.
Note: There are short-cuts available for making text bold or italic Ctri-B for bold .
Ctrl-1 for italic. (Use these short-cuts to remove bold or italic formats too)

Changing text size
Now Jim wants to change the size of the title text. as he thinks the titles look good
but are a bit too small. First. he selects cell 82, goes to the Effecvrext size menu
and clicks on 14pt. The text grows in size.
1\

II

u

Salta- by dlpnntnt

r
-

Then lim uses the same method to increase the size of the title in cell K2.

Changing text colour
Next Jim wants the text in the title to be blue
With cell 82 selected. he moves to the Effecvrext colour option and clicks on
the blue box.
2

He clicks on OK.

--

Jim chooses this
colour... ----.

... then clicks

on OK

Note: To start with (because the cell is stil l selected) the cell looks blue and
the text looks white. The text shows up in blue as soon as lim selects a
different cell.

Jim carries on sprucing up the spreadsheet by changing the effects applied to the
department names and column titles (months and so on)
3

He selects the label of column A (i e the letter A itself) . This selects the whole
column.
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4

He uses the Effectsrrext colour option to change the colour of the
department titles to green. He changes the font to Homerton Bold (which is
easier to read).
A
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5

Jim changes the colour and font of the names in column J as well. using the
same method.

6

He then selects row 4 and changes the text font to Homerton Bold, the text
colour to red, and the text size to 14pt.

Next. Jim wants to enlarge and colour the overall average for the whole of Music
Matters (cell Gl4). He changes the text size to 14pt. the font to Homerton Bold,
and changes the text colour to red. He then repeats this process on cell P14.
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Resizing cells
Jim decides to change the height of the cells containing the titles. as the text is now
a little large for them.
Jim simply double-clicks on the label of row 2 This increases the height of all the
cells in row 2 to accommodate the largest item (which is the title)

Jim double-clicks
here and the row
increases in height
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Note: There are other ways of resizing cells and blocks by changing the column and
row widths and heights: by dragging with the mouse or by using menus.
Changing cell size using the mouse

Jim uses the method in Widening a column on page 97 to widen column H.
You can also use the mouse to adjust the height of a block of rows (or width of a
block of columns) in a single operation Move the pointer into the label area of the
last highlighted row or column Move the potnter to the edge of the row or column
so that the pointer changes to a double headed arrow Now hold down the Select
button and drag o n the last highlighted column or row. This changes the
width/height of all highlighted columns or rows
Changing cell size using the Rows and Columns menu options

By using either the Edit/Columns menu or Edit/Rows menus, you can set the
selected column width or row height in inches or millimetres. You can change
either a single column or row or a selection.

Rows
Add rows

c>

~c>

8.871

I

Delete rows
lock rows

Changing the cell size using the Alter size ... menu option

If you want to change the size of every cell in a spreadsheet. use the Edit/Alter
size ... option. See Changing the overall dimensions of a spreadsheet on page 160.
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Adding and changing borders round a cell or block
Jim thinks it would be useful to put borders round the two sets of data (actua l sales
and forecasts) to differentiate between them more, and to put a border round the
cell containing the difference between the two (cell Pl4).
With block A2><H 14 selected. Jim chooses the Effect/Cell border option to
display the Cell border dialogue box.
2

He clicks on Box and then on Set. A border appears all the way round the cells.

Cell border
,...- Opt ions

0
0

Rbm

0

Left ~ Box

0

Right

Below

ICancell i Clear I[lliJ •111
3

Next. he selects the block }2><0 14. and chooses Box and Set from the Cell
border dialogue box.

4

Fina lly, he puts a border round the cell P 14
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Here's a summary of what all the options in t he Cell borders dia logue box do:
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•

Box option draws a black outline around your selected cell or block.

•

The Above, Left. Right and Below options draw lines on the appropriate
edges of each cell in your selected block.

•

Cancel removes the dialogue box from the screen without applying changes.

•

Clear deletes lines from borders already specified.

•

Add adds lines to borders already specified.

•

Set deletes any previous border set up and replaces it with a new one.

Learning more about the Spreadsheet

For example. to delete the left and right borders on cell P 14:
I

Jim selects cell Pl4.

2

He displays the Cell border dialogue box

3

Then he clicks on the Left and Right buttons

4

He clicks on Clear.
This looks more complicated than
it reall( is. The vertical line is actually
part o a ~rinting guideline (it shows yo u
how muc of the spreadsheet would
print on a whole page at current
print settings.

Ctll lllrftr

...- Options

0

Above

~ left 0 Box ~ Right

J

0 Below
950

ICancei iB a ~ I

Set I· ·~

-

4785.7 142

3930

1000

7150

3650

R7~

{lj()

1175

1108.3333333333

~246.42115

4000

43113.~7 1 4

Difference 22065

This deletes the borders on the left and right sides.

Changing the cell background colour
Jim wants to change the colours of cells E 14 and 0 14
He selects cell E 14 and chooses the Effect/Cell colour option to display the
Cell colour dialogue box.
2

He clicks on the light green colour then on OK. The cell's colour changes to
green.

Jim chooses
light green ...
... then clicks on OK

3

He does the same to cell 014.
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Changing the number format
Jim thinks that the numbers in his sheet should be displayed in pounds and pence.
with a pound sign in front. He wants amounts that are greater than a thousand to
have a comma separator (i.e 2345 will be displayed as £2.345.00).
This is how Jim changes the number format:
I

To select every cell in the spreadsheet. Jim clicks on the Select all cell. in the
top left corner of the spreadsheet.
Note: He could instead have chosen the Edit/Select all option or used the
Ctrl-A short-cut.

2

Jim chooses the Effect/Number format ... option to display the Number
format box (he could have used the F8 short-cut):
.,.,. wr ,., "' " "

Number format box
showing default
settings

''I!Wtr flf'llt.

.-lYPI!
r- HI!gatiYI! display----0 Intl!gl!r
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0 Currenc'.l
r-Thousands separator-~ None
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Deci~~~al places: lai[!JD
0Co~~~~~~a 0Spm
Before nullber:
l Cancel I Apply
Rfttr nullbtr:

D
0

I

3

Then he chooses the Currency option.

4

Next. he changes the number of decimal places to two.

5

Then he types a pound sign (£) in the Before number box.

6

He clicks on Comma as a thousands separator.

7

Finally he clicks on Apply to make the changes.

il:IIUIIIr>ferlltt

- TIJpe
- Negative display----~ -99
0 lnte91!1'
OHM
0 Fixed deci.al 0 Date
0 99
0 Scil!ntific 0 61!nl!l'al 0 (99)
~ Curmcy
- Thousands separator -0 Mont 0 Ptriod
DeciMal placts: a~lal
~CoMa 0 Space
Bl!fol'l! nullbtr I
ICancel I Ap,ly
Rfter nullber:

m

0
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The number format Jim has defined applies to the whole spreadsheet- any more
numbers Jim enters will also have this format. The format does not affect cells that
only contain text.
There's more on displaying numbers in More about number formats on page 178.

Tidying up cell widths
Some of the figures and headings are now too wide to fit in their cells properly.
Jim widens columns A, H. and 1by dragging the column header dividers (see

Widening a column on page 97).
2

He widens column 0 by selecting the whole column. choosing the
Edit/Columns/Width, and increasing the width to 3.6cm.

3

He selects columns B toG and drags column G's column divider to the right
until all the figures and headings fit properly in their cells.

4

He does the same for columns K toP.
This shows the fi rst half of Jim's sheet
after it's been tidied up a bit!
...
i

9aiH - by dtpanment
Dept.

January
t:S.6SO.OO

Brass

March

April

tll.$00.00

tH.bSO.OO
£7.SZS.OO

t!i..\50.00
£1 1.6$0.00

lli.OOO.OO

t9.~SQ.OO

i.t.ii.<Mo

u.muo

Dept. averages
1.'1.450.00
t7.745.S.I
U..:lUO.OO

£2.025.00

0.22$.00

11"150.00

£2.(,00.(1()

tl.IOII.~~

ili.MO.(lO

i £1~

t1.~5(to(l

t.\IH~.~~

£5.0~.00

a.1100.oo

lil.200.00
QJJ50.00

.. tl,(,UO.OO
tl..otnUO

'£l.IWQ.(K)

1.:<.4~0.00

i.s.~oo.(~

·~co

;t;~,wl.UO

'a.220.00

.

;LI.Sl!O.OO

Monthly werages :0.790.71

;mhliloo

£1 .250.00
il.l'JO.OO
£S.6SV\6

Gull_.,

l<fl~"""'

l'ltrruMion

Aarto

f!lrlng
lwooow!nd

..

••;

June

February

;May

i£11.900.00
I>M7S.OO

I·

1:1.150.00
... £1.700.00

ill.250.00

Ltu~

t7.S00.tJ(l

t:l.~tl.:tl

tl.IOO.OO

i£1,%0,00

£t.~n~t~

£5.666.4~

Jt:~.761.116

11.190.00
£1.770.00

1:4 ,881.31

I

.

Changing cell alignment
Now that all the numbers are displayed in pounds and pence, Jim thinks that all
the decimal points should line up to make things look neater.
To start with, he selects the block B5><H 12.
2

Then, he moves to the Effect/Alignment menu option and chooses Right.

lliiditlt
left
ftF5
Centre ftF6
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All the numbers in this block are now aligned to the righthand sides of their
cells (this has the desired effect of lining up all the decimal points)

ea•s. by c»panmel"'

Dept.

JIIOUII)'

February

March

Aprn

June

May

Dept. averages

!!rasa
Gu:lar

1>.65'1.00

~lt.<ooOO

(lJ.b.<o.Q<J

..~.,<()(k)

0!.800.00

17.1~1C))

~.<12~.00

tUOOOO

i.lt.C.<o (k)
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l.7,70ll00

.0.'45 ~'

KeyboiRl
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t:I..IIJ(JOO

tl.I<JOOO
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UI.(X-J.(XJ
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i~.\(XIOO
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i,_1,!25 (k)
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£1.~~()1)
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tl.llOliOO
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(\0.\3,11

is.rlng
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UIJIJIIOO

Ll.l."l.W

i,.l.l$()1-.J

11.2$000

!wOOdwind

£1.~~00

.tl.¥10.00

11.10000

.:1.96000

t.~..~···J)
tl.I ..... IJJ

Mo"'lhly .-.eragu

0."7'10.71

tAbeOOO

~.h~!SO

~.6t.b.~

£;1.16" 86

u "D) II)

t!M<oOIJ

£!.108."
0...... "
(1_<"1 "

£4,881 .31

Jim changes the alignment cells in the block K5><0 II in the same way.
Aligning l ong text strings

A text string is a computer term that means "a series of ASCII characters to be
treated as text". You don't need to worry too much about this; it really means "one
or more letters". Sales - by department is an example of a text string.
If a text string is too long to fit inside a cell. it overflows into adjacent empty cells.
The direction in which it overflows depends on the way text alignment is set.
•

If the string is right-aligned, then it overflows into empty cells on the left.

•

If the string is left-aligned. it overflows into empty cells to the right.

•

If the string is centred, then it overflows into cells on both the left and the
right.

If the adjacent cells already contain data . the string does not overflow; it aligns into
what space remains, but is truncated at the cell border. Don't worry- this just
means that you won't be able to read the whole string - the missing text is still
there; it hasn't actually been deleted ! If you do want to be able to read all the text.
Just alter the size of the column (see Resizing cells on page 131 ).
That's the end of Jim's practice at formatting spreadsheets. He saves and quits his
MonthSales sheet. In the next section he's going on to some more calculations.
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Entering data into the spreadsheet
Jim has had a phone call from Bob Davies. who wants to know how much he has
put into a savings scheme run by Music Matters. He also wants to know how much
interest he's earned. Jim thinks it would be a good idea to have a spreadsheet to
keep a record of the savings scheme. as Bob. Jane and he all put money into it
Copy the file Jim_A (in the SHlulorial directory on Data disc A) to your work
disc and open it now if you want to see what Jim's spreadsheet looks like when he's
entered the headings and data (this takes him up to Filling a block of cells with the same
formula or data on page 141)

Speeding up data entry using an input block
First of all. Jim creates a blank spreadsheet He decides what information the
spreadsheet will need to contain, adds three extra columns (see Adding rows and
columns on page Ill) and fill s in some row and column headings. His spreadsheet
looks like this:
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Jim now wants to enter the amounts that people have paid in each month. He
decides to try the Input block option to speed things up a little. Here's the first set
of figures (see how lim enters them after the table)
Jan

Feb

Mar

30
20

40

Bob

50
60

Jane

30

Jim

30
40

30

He selects the block of cells B5 to D7.
2

He chooses the Edit/Input block option (he could have used the keyboard
short-cut Ctrl-Shift-F8)
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3

He selects cell B5, and notices that a black outline has appeared around his
chosen input block:
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Filling an input block row by row

lim starts to enter the savings figures.
With cell B5 selected. Jim enters all his own savings figures first, pressing Tab
after each number.
He sees that when he enters his figure for March (50) and presses Tab, cel l B6
is highlighted next, instead of E5. ready for him to start entering Bob's figures

Cell B6 is
highlighted
instead of ES

2

I 86

He enters all Bob's figures, then Jane's, pressing Tab after each one.

So, in this case the input block fills up row by row. The selected cell cannot go
outside the input block while he's entering data like this. Once he gets to cell D7,
he can't enter any more data.
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When he's finished. the spreadsheet looks like this:

31

I D7
c

8

1\

[)

u

f

L.

I

Jon

Jim
6

Bob

7

Jane

.1» ' '
I~
Ill

'I'd>
I

·~
;.'!!

;4!

K

.....
Mar

Jon

Apt-

.~

f

r
'

Jim would have found this very handy when he was entering the sa les figures into
his spreadsheet in the previous chapter!
Changing the Input block

Jim decides to define a new input block, so that he can enter the savings figures for
April to June. These are the figures he wants to enter:
Apr

May

Jun

Bob

40
60

50

Jane

50

40
60
60

Jim

30
30

He selects cells E5 to G7.

2

He presses Ctri-Shift-F8 disable the previous block.

3

He presses Ctri-Shift-F8 again to enable his new block.

4

He selects cell E5, ready to start entering figures:
New input block
enabled
(l

0

! Jun

II

P>lidt<>J•• h

6

1
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Filling an Input block column by column

Jim starts to enter the figures into his new input block·
He selects cell E5. enters his own savings for April (40) and presses Return
instead of Tab. This selects cell E6.

2

Now he enters Bob and Jane's savings for April. pressing Return each time.
This time the block fills column by column. When he's entered all April's
figures. cell F5 is selected. ready for him to start entering May's figures.

3

Jim finishes entering all the figures. pressing Return after each one.

:

Jan<

4

= =-

=·
.~

-«)

~ : ,:·

~

~00

r···-.-

ft.lltoJene

Jim cancels the input block by pressing Ctri-Shift-F8 again.

Next Jim decides that he wants all the numbers in the spreadsheet to be displayed
in pounds and pence.
He selects the whole spreadsheet by clicking on the Select all cell.
2

Then he displays the Number format box (by choosing Effect/Number
format... ) and fills it in so that, for example, 40 appears as £40.00 (see
Changing the number format on page 134 for more on this)

....... fiPMt

Type
0 Integtr
O n•
0 Fixed deci.al 0 Dah
0 Scientific 0 &enml
~ Currenc!l

r-

Deciaal places:

ai.JJa

Before nullbtr: []]
ftfhr nullbtr:
3

0

_,

r- lttati~t
~

display ----Jim fills out
the Number
format box
like this.

099
0 (99)
-- Thousands separator -~ lone 0 Period
0 Co.-a o spm

ICancel I

I ftppty I

Then he
clicks on
Apply

He chooses Edit/Clear to clear the selection .

Jim saves his spreadsheet now. He calls it MMSavings . (If you're following Jim's
example. give your file a different name. to avoid confusion .)
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Filling a block of cells with the same formula or data
Next, Jim wants to fill a block of cells with the same formula. He wants to calculate
how much everybody has paid in to the savings scheme for the first half of the year,
and how much interest they've earned.

~~
~

Copy the file Jim_ B (in the SHtutorial directory on Data disc A) to your work
disc and open it now if you want to see what Jim's spreadsheet looks like when he's
entered the formu lce and data (this takes him up to the beginning of Sorting
spreadsheet data on page 144).
To start with, jim's going to calculate the amounts paid in . He's going to fill a block
with the same formula (which will be ad justed for position). This is how he fills the
block:
I

He starts by selecti ng the block of cells H5 to H7.
Now he enters in the formula. He does this by clicking on the Summation
button then selecting the block B5 to G5:
2. Jim clicks on the summation
button, then drags to select B5><G5

6

Jon
t.'l\.00
£20.00

1

00,00

I'd>

r~~
£30.00
£10.00

Mar

~00

1. Jim selects
H5><H7

Jun

Apr

..........

Bal. to Ju.oe

[i.!§,(J()

ll>IJ~J

llAI~)

t.l!J.OO

1"50.00

. !ll().OO
!ll().OO

£50.00
~0.00

a
Notice that he only enters the formula as if it applied to row 5. the first row in
the block.

3

Next he clicks on the Enter button to apply the formula. He is asked to confirm
that he wants to change the whole block.

You art about to change a block of cells
!Accept alwaysj
ICancel !
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4

He then clicks on Accept to confirm the block fill. The correct totals appear in
all three cells. Advance Spreadsheet has adjusted the formula automatically.

.••
~.'

0
0
0

.lun
OO.IXI
£1€1.00
{.~00

Next, Jim wants to fill a block of cells with the interest rate that Music Matters pays
every six months on its savings scheme- 10%.
This is how he fills the block:
He starts by selecting the block of cells 15 to 17.
2

Now he types in the interest rate. in this case 0. I (which means I 0%) and
presses Return. He is asked to confirm that he wants to change the whole
block.

3

He clicks on Accept to confirm the block fill and 0.1 is copied into all three
cells in the selected block.

Note: At this stage, the spreadsheet displays £0.10 in these three cells. This is
because of the way Jim has set up the number format. He selects the three cells
again presses F8. and changes their number format to General so that they show
0. I (More about number formats on page I 78 tells you how to alter this) .

Jim changes the
number format
to General

...

Jim now fills in the other empty columns with their formulre:
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I

He selects the block 15 to 17.

2

He clicks on the Edit mode button .

3

He clicks on cell H5, types a multiplication sign(*) then clicks on cell 15.

Learning more about the Spreadsheet

He clicks on the Enter button and Accepts the block fill.
The spreadsheet looks like this:

4

(-JWII) ... ..,.. ..,...,.

luw
Bob

.....

lim

hn

I'd>

t."\000
t.!O.OO
t."\0.00

00.00
t:lO.OO
t;JO.OO
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i'UOO

~

~

j,l().()l)

.;woo

0000
1.!000

MOO

®.00
00.00

.f.'I<.IOO
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t.'OOO

P.id w Jun Ire R•
C.lO.OO
0.1

t~OO

CIIO.OO

Q.J

tJ(JO(I

C~O.I(I

0.1

........

BalooJ-

...

I

Cells )5 to 17 now calculate the interest earned after six months
Now he calculates the total balances after six months:
He selects the block K5 to K7.

2

He clicks on the Edit mode button, then cell H5, then ceiiJ 5. then the Enter
button.

3

He clicks on Accept to confirm the block fill . This puts the formula =H5+J5
into the Entry area. The spreadsheet now looks like this:

C\>rnp.ill)""''""""""""'\19:1
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t"IOO
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Jim decides to save his work now.
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Sorting spreadsheet data
Before he proceeds any further with this spreadsheet. Jim decides to sort the data
so that the three names are in alphabetical order. He wants to make sure however
that the right savings figures stay with the right names! He can use the
Utilities/Sort ... option (or the short-cut- F6) to do this.
Copy the file Jirn_c (in the SHtutorial directory on Data disc A) to your work
disc and open it now if you want to see what Jim's spreadsheet looks like when he's
sorted his spreadsheet data (this takes him up to the beginning of Copying. pasting.
deleting and moving on page 146)
I

He selects the block A5><K7.

2

He chooses the Utilities/Sort ... option to display the Sort dialogue box (he
could have used the F6 short-cut).
11!:11

"
Block to be sorttd:
Sort by

<> Colu111

Order
Ascending
Descending
~ em insensitiiJI!
~

~r

<>

ColuMn

aQ::Ja

...

;;E rev 1
0 hiJ 2
0Key 3 t

I
3

'*

mm

.........

~ Row

Most of the options on
the Sort dialogue box are
self-explanatory.
Key rows and column'"are explained below.

Sort

Cancel

I

:r

'

1

I

Sort

I

He leaves all the settings as they are and clicks on Sort,

The block of data is sorted so that the three rows swap positions (Bob's row of
figures is now first):

.\

Bob's row is
now first

4
(•

7
11

All the savings figures and formulre are swapped too. so that they still apply to the
right person. This is why Jim selected the whole block, If he had just sorted the
three names, Jim's balance would have appeared against Jane's name.
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Defining a key row or column
Jim changes his mind about the way he's sorted the savings figures. He now thinks
he'd prefer to sort the data in o rder of descending values of total savings. so that
the highest savings figure is at the top of column K. and the lowest at the bottom .
Column K will be the key column this time
I

Jim selects the block B5><K7

2

He presses F6 to display the Sort dialogue box.

3

He clicks on the Descending button so that whatever he sorts will be in
descending order. instead of ascending order (the default) .

4

He changes the Key I box so that the key column is column K. not column B
(the default key row/column is always the first in a block) and clicks on Sort.

Block to be sorted:
Sort by------,
~ Row

R5HK7
Order - - - - - - - ,

0

Rmnding

~ Descending~
~ Cue insensitive

0 Colullll

Colu•

~ Kty 1
0 Kty 2
0 KfY 3

I

Jim clicks on
Descending

Cancel

aCI:Ja
I

... then clicks on the right
arrow until K appears

... and finally clicks on

Sort

All the rows in the block are swapped round. this time using the data in column K
(the key col um n) to decide the order.
Rows are ordered according
to descending value in column K

Jim saves his spreadsheet again.
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Sorting by column

The same principles apply to sorting by column. When you sort by column. the
columns in the selection change places. rather than the rows. You need to define a
key row to govern the sort order.
You'l l find extra information on sorting and sort keys in More on sorting on page 176.

Copying, pasting, deleting and moving
lim wants to be able to copy cells and blocks of data around in a spreadsheet.
without having to retype things al l the time.
Copy the file MMSavings to your work disc and open it now if you want to see
what Jim's spreadsheet looks like when he's finished this spreadsheet (this takes
him up to the beginning of Designing a more complicated spreadsheet on page 158).

Copying and pasting a cell or block
Jim decides to add to his spreadsheet. He thinks it would be a good idea to set up
a blank table so he can enter people's savings for the com ing six months as they
pay them in. month by month .
Jim thinks it will save him time if he copies the existing layout he's already
designed, as it contains all the formulce he wants. All he then needs to do is edit a
few cells and he'll have a 'template' set up ready to enter more savings figures.
I

First, Jim selects the block A4 to K7.

2

He chooses the Edit/Copy option (he cou ld have used the Ctrl-C short-cut).

3

Next. he selects cell A9.

4

He chooses the Edit/Paste option (he could have used the Ctrl-V short-cut).
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The block (containing both data and formulre) is copied to the new position. All
cell references in the copied formulre are adjusted. so they refer to the right cells.
For example, the formula in cell KIO is HIO +J I O, whereas the formula in the cell
this was copied from is H5+J5. Note that all the formatting information (number
formats. in this case) has been copied as well.
At the moment, the month names are wrong in the block he's just pasted. He'll
change these later. For now. Jim saves his spreadsheet again.
M aklng multiple copies with Replicate

Here's a bit more information on copying. Jim doesn't need to use this technique
right now, but it's useful to know about it.
Edit/Copy followed by Edit/Paste only performs a single copy. However you can
use Edit/Copy followed by the Edit/Replicate option to make multiple copies of a
cell or block.

Select the cell or block you want to replicate and choose Edit/Copy.
2

Select the first cell you want your copies to start from and fill in the Replication
box from the Edit/Replicate menu.

Norizontal:JCic=YCJial
Utrt ical: ICIIJJII
~I OK
3

I

Click on OK.
Note: If you select a block after you've copied a formula, you won't need to
change anything in the Replicate box (the correct number of horizontal and
vertical copies will be filled in automatically). Just click on OK.

•

Horizontal copies are repeated along the horizontal axis. side by side. from
left to right.

•

Vertical copies are repeated on the vertical axis, running downwards. one
below the other.

•

Horizontal and vertical copies run across and down.

Replicate will automatically adjust any formulre for position.
Hint: If the cell you're going to replicate happens to be the first cell of the block you
want to fill. just select the block. press Return and click on Accept to fill the block.
This cuts out the need for using Replicate. and saves time.
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Deleting a cell or block
Having copied and pasted the block. Jim now needs to make a few changes. For a
start. the month names are wrong. Also. he needs to remove all the savings figures.
so when the time comes he can start filling in new ones. There are two ways he ca n
remove data from the spreadsheet.

Removing with Delete
First. Jim corrects the month names:
Jim selects the block 89 to G9.
2

He chooses the Edit/Delete option (he could have used the keyboard
short-cut Ctrl-K)
The existing month names are deleted. but the block remains selected.

3

He selects cell 89.

4

He types in the month names July to December (using three-letter
abbreviations. Jul. Aug etc.) pressing Tab after each name.

5

He changes cell H9 to read Paid to Dec and widens column H so the text
fits properly.
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6

He changes cell K9 to read Bal . to Dec.

Removing with Cut
Now. Jim deletes the incorrect savings figures (at the moment. they're just copies
of the first six month's figures):
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I

He selects the block Bl O><H 12.

2

He chooses the Edit/Cut option (he could have used the keyboard short-cut
Ctri-X). The savings figures are removed from the block.
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The Cut and Delete options remove everythi ng from a cell. including any
formatting information . This means that when Jim comes to enter some more
savings figures into the blank cells, they will not be displayed as pounds and
pence. The next time he enters a figu re into that block it will be displayed as 40 (for
example) instead of £40.00.
So. Jim sets the number format for this block
I

He selects the block B I O><H 12.

2

He displays the Number format .. dialogue box and fills it in so that numbers
in this block are displayed to two decimal places with a pound sign in front.
There are no numbers in the block yet!

Note: Cell height and width are not affected when you use Cut or Delete- these are
properties of rows and columns, not individual cells. See Changing the overall
dimensions of a spreadsheet on page 160 and Resizing cells o n page I 31.
Difference between Cut and Delete

Both Cut and Delete remove data and effects from the selection . The difference is
that after a Cut you can Paste or Move the data back into the Spreadsheet. or Paste
it into another Advance application . Delete throws away the data (or formula)
entirely.
Empty cell values

Here's some information Jim might find useful later on (he's not going to use it
right now) It's a good idea to bear this in mind when deleting cells.
Because the Cut and Delete commands both destroy part of the spreadsheet.
references from other parts of the spreadsheet to removed cells are no longer valid .
When a cell is empty. its content is normally taken as zero for calculation purposes.
However if you want to guard against using empty cells by mistake. choose the
Utllltles/ Empty cells/Error option :

~
~
When Error is set. Advance Spreadsheet will warn you whenever it tries to access
the contents of an empty cell. The following error message is displayed:

Reference to undefined c e ll
Note: This affects the whole spreadsheet; you can't set some cells to be zero when
empty and others to be Error.
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Moving a cell or block
Now Jim's going to move some blocks of cells to different positions in the
spreadsheet. but keep the logic of all the formula: the same.
This is so he can carry the balances from the first half of the spreadsheet forward to
the beginning of the second half. He'll do this in the next section. but first needs to
move a block of cel ls to make room :
Jim highlights the block 84 to Kl2.
2

He chooses the Edit/Cut option .

3

He wants to move the block one cell to the right, so he selects cell C4.
(In general. the cell you choose as the starting position for a moved block can
be either within or o utside the original highlighted block)

4

Now he chooses the Edit/Move option. The block is now replaced in the
spreadsheet. but it's moved one cell to the right:
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Next, he decides to move the final balances so they're easier to see.
He Cuts the block L9><L 12.
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He selects cell Ll4 and chooses Move.

3

He changes the heading in cell Ll4 to Fina l balance.
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4

He copies cells AI O><A 12 and pastes them. starting at cell K 15.
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Note: Be careful when pasting/moving a block. The block will overwrite any cells
that are in its way.

Jim saves his spreadsheet and takes a short break. He'll start work again at Copying

the result of a formula into a cell or block on page 152.
Difference between Paste and Move

Here's a brief aside- some background information that will help Jim understa nd
an important concept.
The main difference between Paste and Move is what happens to cell references
and formulae that use them. It's easiest to explain this difference with a simple
example- try it yourself.
Open a blank spreadsheet. select cel l AI . then choose Error from the
Utilities/Empty cells option (see Empty cell values on page 149 for more on this).

2

Enter 1 into cell AI. and 2 into cel l A2 .

3

Next select cell Cl and enter =Al.

4

Next select cell 84 and enter =Cl.

=Cl

I B4
B

A
I

2

.. <11\1 ...

3
4
<

.............

Cell C1 "points to" (refers to) cell A 1
Cell 84 refers to cell C 1

c
· ~ ··

~

..
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5

Now Cut cell Cl and Paste it into cell C2:

=A2
IC2

I ~~ GI~Hilll
A
I

l

~

2

B

J

c

R~fcrmc" '" unddined cell

ol

"

Cell C2 now refers to cell A2 formu la in C1 transferred and adjusted
Cell 84 still tries to refer to C1 ,
which is now empty

With Cut and Paste, cell 84 does not know that the contents of C I are now in C2,
and so an error is given.
If you had chosen M ove instead of Paste, the spreadsheet would have looked like
this:

=Al
IC2

I~~ G~lilll
A
I

I

2

~

B

3
ol

I

<

c

Cell C2 refers to cell A 1 formula in C1 transferred exactly

Cell 84 now refers to cell C2 it has "followed" the moved cell

So, if you Move a cell. any other cells that refer (point) to it know that it has moved
and can refer to its new position . This doesn't happen with Paste .
That's the end of this aside. Jim can get back to work now.

Copying the result of a formula into a cell or block
Now Jim wants to carry forward the balances from the end of June He wants to put
the balances in cells 8 I 0 to B 12. Here's how he does it.
He enters the heading Bal a nce into cell 89.
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2

He selects cells L5 to L7.

3

He presses Ctri-C to copy the block's contents.

4

He selects cell B 12.
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5

He chooses the Edit/Paste values option.

Cut
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Paste

Jim chooses Paste values
NOT Paste
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Now cells B I O><B 12 contain just the results of the formulce in cells L5><L7.
Note Jim couldn't simply use Paste in this case That would have copied the
formulce in cells L5><L7 into cells C II ><C 13. which would be wro ng because:
•

The formulre would have been copied and adjusted. but the cells they
referenced wou ld not (so they would use the wrong data).
(There is a way Jim could have got around this problem - see Defining a fixed
reference on page 155.)

•

In this case, the adjusted formulce would have tried to reference cel ls to the
left of column A. which is impossible.

Editing existing data or formulm (Edit mode)
There is one more correction Jim needs to make. The final balances are wrong at
the moment. because they don't take the first six months' savings into account.
Here's how Jim corrects them·
lim selects the block LI5><Ll7.

2

He clicks on the Edit mode button, then on cell BI 0.

=Ili+UI+Bl.
l us><L17 I ~~ [I]~Iilll
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3

He clicks on the Enter button and chooses Accept when asked to confirm the
block fill. Now Jim's final balance (for example) is calcu lated like this:
Jim's final balance =
amount paid in Jul to Dec
( =I12)
+ interest earned in Jul to Dec
( =K12)
+ balance brought forward from Jun (=B12)

Jim saves his spreadsheet MMSavings. He's finished with it now. He can tell Bob
that so far he's paid £280.00 into the savings scheme, and earned £28.00 interest.
giving him a total of £308.00.
The next couple of sections contain some more background information that it's
well worth knowing about. Jim's going to take a rest and start a new spreadsheet in
Designing a more complicated spreadsheet on page 158.
Other ways of getting Into Edit mode

There are actually five ways of entering Edit mode (in each case. the Edit mode
button's icon changes to a pointer):
•

Selecting a cell or block and pressing the Ed it mode button (as Jim has done
above).
The cursor appears at the end of the Entry area.
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•

Selecting a cell or block and pressing F2 (as Jim has done above).
The cursor appears at the end of the Entry area.

•

Double-clicking on a cell.
This only allows you to edit one cell at a time. not a block. The cursor appears
at the end of the Entry area.

•

Selecting a cell or block and typing a character or pressing Delete.
Whatever you type appears at the end of the existing data or formula, and will
affect every cell in the selection when you apply the change. (Note: If the
current selection is empty, pressing Delete won't put you in Edit mode)

•

Selecting a cell or block and clicking in the Entry area.
The cursor appears wherever you click in the Entry area (not necessarily at the
end. as above) so you can start editing a formula half-way through if you wish.
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Leaving Edit mode

I·

11

There are three different ways of leaving Edit mode:
•

Click on the Enter button
This enters the contents of the Entry area into the selection. leaving the
current selection highlighted.

•

Press Return or Tab.
This enters the contents of the Entry area into the selection and selects the
next cell down or to the right.

V

(g).

Click on the Cancel button
This leaves Edit mode without applying any of your changes to the current
selection.

Defining a fixed reference
Earlier. when Jim was carrying forward savings figures to a new column. he needed
a way of copying a cell's contents without Advance Spreadsheet adjusting the
formula in that cell automatically. He used Paste values to copy the result from
the cell. but not its formula
Jim cou ld instead have defined a fixed reference to the cell. That way, if for any
reason the value or the formula in the cell had changed. the reference would have
been updated . The fixed reference would always refer to the same fixed cell
position
Jim's still taking a bit of a breather. Have a go at the next two examples yourself.
They illustrate how fixed references work.
Example I

Open a new blank spreadsheet.
2

Enter 1 in cell AI.

3

Enter =@A@l in cell Bl (the@ sign is the symbol for a fixed reference) :
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Now, let's see what happens when you move either of these cells:
Select cell 81 and choose Edit/Cut
2

Select any other cell (cell 82 for example) and choose Edit/Paste or Edit/Move
(they have the same effect in this case).

:@ft@l

I s2
B

A

.l

2

Cell B2 now points to cell A1
because of the fixed reference

c

·· -

3

Now select cell AI and choose Edit/Cut.

4

Select any other cell (C4, say) and choose Edit/Move (not Edit/Paste).

1
A

B

c

2

Cell B2 now points to cell C4
(notice that after cutting cell
A 1, cell B2 is undefined until
you move A1 to C4)

j

4

Here's a description of what happens:
•

If you Cut/Move or Cut/Paste a cell containing a fixed reference. it sti ll points
to the same cell (its formula is not adjusted).

•

If you Cut/Move a cell to which other cells refer (see Moving a cell or block on
page 150) any fixed references now point to the new (Moved) cell position.

•

If you Cut/Paste the contents of a cel l to wh ich other cells refer (see Difference
between Paste and Move on page 151) the fixed reference is lost: those other cells
wou ld still point to the original cel l position. which would now be empty.

You can quit this spreadsheet without saving it.
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Example 2

You can fix one or both parts of a reference. leaving the other part to be adjusted
when the formula is copied (e.g. @AI, A@ I, or @A@ I). Create a new spreadsheet
and try the following example. which will display a full set of multiplication tables
(up to 12 x 12). You might have to think a bit to see how this works!
1

Select a cell (it doesn't matter which one) and add 2 extra columns.

2

Enter the following:
Cell or block

Enter this:

AI

=1

BI><Ll
A2>< Al2
B2><Ll2

=Al +l
=Al+ l
=B@l*@A2

this formula will be adjusted for position
this formula will be adjusted for position
only parts of this formula will be adjusted

Here's what the resultant spreadsheet looks like.
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You can quit this spreadsheet without saving it (unless you can't remember
your multiplication tables!).
lim 's ready to get back to work now. He's going to start a new spreadsheet in
the next section.
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Designing a more complicated spreadsheet
Jim knows how to enter simple formulce. Now he wants to perform more
complicated calculations.
Note: This example is quite long and challenging (it runs until Other spreadsheet
features on page 176) but it's worth persevering. It shows how versatile a

spreadsheet can be. If you get lost trying to follow what Jim's doing, don't worry:
Jim's saved this spreadsheet at various points in its tlevelopment. so you can open
one of his intermediate files and carry on from there. Just remember to look out for
the signs in the margin and open copies of the relevant files on the Data disc!
It might be that you aren't familiar with some of the mathematical concepts that
Jim uses. but if you do exactly what he does you'll soon see what's going on.
Music Matters orders new stock once a month. lim is going to use a spreadsheet to
keep track of what is selling, and calculate how many instruments to order.
In a database file. Jane McCluskey (Music Matters' manager) has entered
information about every model of instrument that Music Matters sells. This
information covers the last six months. Jim reckons he'll be able to use some of
this information to perform the necessary calculations.
Some thought is called for before Jim starts to create this spreadsheet. He lists
some things that the spreadsheet will need. First. he decides what information
exists in (or can easily be calculated from) Jane's database:
•

How many of each instrument does Music Matters sell in a week. on average?

•

How long will present stocks last?

•

What is the delivery time for each instrument?

From this. he'll calculate how many instruments to order each month.
Read the following section before Jim gets started on his new spreadsheet. It
contains some important and useful information that Jim will need to know as he
works. Jim will actually start work on his new sheet in Changing the overall dimer~sions of
a spreadsheet on page 160.

More about formulce and functions
Before Jim starts putting data into his new spreadsheet. here are some guidelines
on using formulce and functions to perform calculations.

Formulce
There is a detailed description on how to combine mathematical expressions into
formulce in Appmdix E: Usir~g expressior~s ir~ Advance Spreadsheet on page 323 . Here's a
brief introduction:
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You can combine numbers using standard mathematical symbols. such as:
" (power). +. -, * (times) and I (divide). Multiplications and divisions take place
before additions and subtractions. but you can alter the order by using brackets;
anything inside brackets is evaluated first. Brackets are free- use them if you are in
any doubt as to the order in which an expression will be evaluated.
You can build formula= from
•

numbers and text strings

•

values in other cells

•

standard functions

•

conditional expressions (see Using conditional expressions in a formula on
page 170)

Formula= are 'bolted together' using algebra. much like simple sums. Here are
some typical formula=:
Formula

Action

Al+l

add one to the contents of cell AI

B3*3+C5/7

multiply cell 83 by three and divide cell C5 by
seven and then add the two results.

(B3+B5)*(B3- B5)

first add cell B3 to cell B5. then subtract cell B5
from cell B3; finally multiply together the two
results.

Functions

A function is a special type of formula that takes one or more arguments (a
mathematical term for information that you supply) performs some operation on
them and then returns a result. You can use functions on their own, or as part of
more complicated formula=.
Advance Spreadsheet has a wide selection of standard functions for
trigonometrical, algebraic and other types of calculation (Jim will use some in Using
Time functions in a formula on page 167). You can see all the standard functions that
are available by clicking on the Function button (f()). They are all explained in
detail in Appendix F: Using Advance Spreadsheet functions on page 333 and Appendix G:
Spreadsheet functions reference on page 341.
For example. you can use the function Sqrt to work out square roots. Standard
functions are followed by their arguments in brackets, like this:

Sqr t (B2+B3)
This means 'display in the selected cell the square root of (B2 + B3)'
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You can find out about other functions, and how to use them, in Appendix F: Using
Advance Spreadsheet functions on page 333 and Appendix G: Spreadsheet functions reference
on page 341 .
Here are some examples of commonly used functions:
Function

Action

SUM(Al><A3)

Adds the cells AI , A2 and A3

AVERAGE(AI><A3)

Calculates the average of cells AI to A3

LEN ("Pub I ications")

Counts the number of characters in the text
string Publications.

You use functions by entering them into the entry area. The rules for writing a
function in an expression are called syntax. All functions have the same basic
syntax as the following function, which rounds the number 4.73 to one decimal
place:
Function name: ROUND

Arguments: 4.73 and 1

1\

ROUND(4 . 73,1)
Open;ng /
bracket

Comma
separator

I

~s;ng

bracket

Function arguments can be numbers. text. arrays, error values, cell references or
other formula:. The argument you give can be anything that returns the correct
data type for the function.
That's enough about formula: and functions for the time being! Don't worry too
much if you didn't understand all the terms in this section -you'll soon pick up
what Jim's doing. Now it's time for him to start work on his new spreadsheet.

Changing the overall dimensions of a spreadsheet
To get started. Jim opens a new spreadsheet and fills in some column headings:
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He changes the headings to Homerton bold. 14pt, in red. and widens the columns:

Is3

I ~~ El~lilll

I

"

Model

B

t'

D

1-.

~

Delivery {weeks) Average/week Stock left Stock lasts Buy how many?

2

'

~

'
He saves this spreadsheet. ca lling it MMOrders. (If you're copying what Jim does.
save your file to your work disc and call it something else)
Adding or deleting rows and columns

Before using functions and formula= in his spreadsheet MMOrders. Jim needs
change its size. so he'll have enough room for all the data and calculations.
The default size for a new spreadsheet is 28 rows by 10 columns. lim is going to
need more rows than this (Music Matters sells 42 different instruments. so Jim will
need 43 rows. including headings) but he's only using six columns.
He clicks Menu over the spreadsheet wi ndow and chooses Edit/Alter size ... .
This displays the Alter size dialogue box:

Alter sin
Rows: liOIJa
Colu111ns: llm:::Ja
Ro• height: BIII!!Ja <cA.>
Colu..n •idth: II[I![]a <cA.>
ltancel l

on

2

He changes the Rows box to read 43 and the Columns box to 6.

3

He clicks on OK.
A message appears warning him that he may lose some data:

RdYanceSH
So..e data ..ay be lost, are you sure?

I Cancel I
4

OK

Jim clicks on OK. (Note I overleaf explains why Jim can ignore the message.)
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The number of rows and columns in the spreadsheet changes accordingly, but
the column widths have been set back to their original (default) sizes :

IAl
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The columns are now too
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7

5

Jim double-clicks on the column headers for columns B, C, D. E and Fin turn to
make sure that the text fits again.

6

The spreadsheet is going to be quite large. so Jim presses FI I and sca les the
spreadsheet so he's viewing it at 80% of its ful l size.

7

He saves his spreadsheet again.

Note I: Using the Alter size box. rows and columns are added to or deleted from
the end of the spreadsheet (i.e. the righthand column o r the bottom row). In Jim's
sheet. the four columns he deleted were empty.
Note 2 You can also add or delete rows or columns using Edit/Rows or
Edit/Columns options (for example. see Adding rows and columns on page Ill). If you
add rows or columns this way. they will be inserted after the current selection.
Problems when deleting columns

Be careful when you are deleting columns: if you delete too many columns, the
spreadsheet window will shrink so that. for example, you will not be able to see any
error messages. One way round this is to sca le the view (use the Fll short-cut) so
that you're viewing the spreadsheet at 200% of its actual size.
Changing the height and width of rows and columns

You can also use the Alter size ... dia logue box to change the height and width of
rows and columns (but remember it makes all rows or columns the same size)
You can also change t he height of rows or columns using Edit/Rows or
Edit/Columns.
Inserting rows (or columns) before row I (or column I)

Rows or columns are always inserted after the currently selected row, column or
cell. If you want to insert a new row before the existing row I. start by inserting a
new row after row l, then Cut and Move the existing row l into it. This will give you
a blank row I. The same principle applies to adding a new column I.
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Copying data from another spreadsheet
Jim needs to use the information in Jane's database. Luckily, Jane has imported her
database file into a spreadsheet of her own. called JanesSheet (Saving CSV and
TSV files on page 260 of Learning more about the Database tells you how to import data
from Advance Database to a spreadsheet file) .

~;

~

Copy the fi le Jim_D (in the SHtutorial directory on Data disc A) to your work
disc and open it now if you want to see what Jim's spreadsheet looks like when he's
copied everything he needs from Jane's sheet (this takes him up to the beginning of
Locking and unlocking a row or column on page 167).
Jim opens the spreadsheet JanesSheet . There's a copy of it on Data disc A
Jim wants the first column of his spreadsheet to show the different instrument
models. so he copies the instruments in column C from Jane's spreadsheet:
He selects cells C2 to C43 in Jane's spreadsheet
2

Next he chooses Copy from the Edit men u.

3

Now lim brings his own spreadsheet's window to the front and selects cell A2.

4

He chooses Paste from the Edit menu.

5

He widens column A so t he names fit
Colu mn A in his sheet is now the same as column C in Jane's sheet:
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Now seems a good time for Jim to save what he's done so far.
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Using references to another spreadsheet
The next three columns in Jim's spreadsheet will contain the following information:
•

The delivery time in weeks

•

The average number of each instrument sold per week.
To calculate this. Jim needs to know the total number sold in the six months.
This data is in column D of Jane's spreadsheet

•

The number of weeks that the instruments remaining in stock will last.
assuming that they sell at the average rate above.
For this calculation. Jim needs to know how many instruments are in stock
right now. This data is in column F of Jane's spreadsheet

Thinking ahead. Jim realises that Jane will update her spreadsheet every month. So.
the data he wants to use will change (as more instruments are sold. and
instruments that have already been ordered arrive).
Jim can use this fact to his advantage. Instead of just copying the columns from
Jane's spreadsheet straight into his own. he can use references to the cells in Jane's
spreadsheet that will change.
This works in exactly the same way as a reference to a cell or block in Jim's own
spreadsheet. When Jane next changes her spreadsheet. Jim can automatically
incorporate these changes into his spreadsheet
For now. Jim just enters the references into his spreadsheet. He'll use them in
calculations in the next section This is how he enters the references:
First Jim selects cells 62 to 643 in his own sheet. MMOrders.
2

Next. he clicks on the Edit mode button

3

Now he brings Jane's spreadsheet to the front and clicks on cell 12. The Entry
area in his own spreadsheet now looks like this.

=!JmsShut .I2

I 82><843

I (i]f8J llJ~Iilll

The exclamation mark shows that this is a reference to another spreadsheet
The name before the full stop indicates which spreadsheet is being referenced.
The actual cell being referenced appears after the full stop.
4

Jim now clicks on the Enter button, then clicks on Accept when the
spreadsheet asks him to confirm that he wants to change the block.

Advance Spreadsheet treats cell 12 as the start of a block All the cells in Jim's
column 6 are filled with references to the correct cells in column I of Jane's
spreadsheet. adjusted for position .
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jim's colu mn 8 looks exactly the sa me as Jane's column I (except for the title!)
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Col umn 8 in Jim's spreadsheet still shows the delivery time in days. This is how he
changes the numbers to show the delivery time in weeks:
Jim selects the block 82><843.

2

He presses F2 to go into Edit mode. The cursor appears at the end of the Entry
area and the Edit mode button's icon changes to a pointer.

=!JanesSheet.I2j
I 82><843 I ~~ ~~m
3

Then he types /7 and clicks on the Enter button. He clicks on Accept when
asked to confirm that he wants to modify the block. Column 8 now shows the
delivery time in weeks.

4

With column 8 still selected, Jim presses Ctrl-F6 (the short-cut to centre text)
then presses F8 and sets the number format to Integer:
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Now Jim enters references to Jane's column Din his own column C.
First Jim selects cells C2 to C43 in his own sheet.
2

Next. he clicks on the Edit mode button.

3

Then he brings Jane's spreadsheet to the front and clicks on cell 02.

4

Then he clicks on the Enter button . and clicks on Accept when the spreadsheet
asks him to confirm that he wants to change the block.

5

He presses Ctri-F6 to centre the text in the column .

Then. using the above method. he enters references to Jane's column F to his
column D. and centres that text. His spreadsheet looks like this so far:
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The figures in columns C and D still need some calculations performed on them to
make them mean what the column headings say! Jim will do this in a while (in
Using Time functions in a formula on page 167). For now. he saves his spreadsheet
again.

Updating references to other spreadsheets
Jim is not yet at the stage when he needs to update any references to lane's
spreadsheet. but it's worth mentioning now how he it's done. There are two ways of
updating references:

•

If Jane is just about to update her spreadsheet. she can open Jim's spreadsheet
too. Then. any changes she makes will automatically appear in Jim's
spreadsheet as she updates her own.

•
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If Jane has already updated her spreadsheet. Jim must open both
spreadsheets. then select a cell in his sheet and choose the
Utilities/Recalculate sheets option
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Locking and unlocking a row or column
lim thinks it would save him some time if he could always tell which column a
selected cell was in. without having to scroll back up to the top of his spreadsheet
to remind himself of the column title.
This is what he does:
First . he selects row 1. by clicking on the row label.

2

Next. he chooses Edit/Rows/Lock rows.

Now. when he scrolls down to the bottom of the spreadsheet window. the first row
is locked (a copy of it remains immediately below the column headers) so that it
stays in view all the time.
~1£31
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You can also lock a column in the same way. If you decide later on that you don't
need a row or column to be locked any more. choose the Edit/Rows/Free rows or
Edit/Columns/Free columns option

Using Time functions in a formula
Note Don't worry if. in following this part of Jim's example. you get different
results! Jim is going to use a time function that takes account of the actual date
when he works on the spreadsheet This is bound to be different from the date on
which you happen to be reading this example and trying to copy what Jim does.
Column C in Jim's spreadsheet only contains data at the moment (even though
that data comes from another spreadsheet). Jim now wants to perform some
calculations with that data.
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Copy the file Jim_ E (in the SHtutoria l directory on Data disc A) to your work
disc and open it now if you want to see what Jim's spreadsheet looks like when he's
calculated the values in column C properly (this takes him up to the beginning of
Using conditional expressions in a formula on page 170).
What he has in column Cat the moment is the total number of each instrument
sold in six months. What he actually wants is a formula to calculate the average
number sold per week. For example. to find out the average number of John
Padinger Triumph cornets sold per week, he must divide the contents of cell C2 by
the number of weeks that have passed so far this year.
However. when Jane updates her spreadsheet next month, the total numbers of
each instrument sold will hopefully increase. So, next month, to calculate the
averages properly, Jim's formula will have to change (to take account of the extra
month) Jim can use special functions to do this automatically.
Here's how Jim enters the formula
First, he highlights cells C2 to C43.

2

He clicks on the Edit mode button . The caret appears at the end of the Entry
area.

3

Jim types a slash followed by an opening bracket:
=!JanesSheet.~2t(

I C2)(C43

I [i]18]1IJ~Iilll

(the slash is the symbol for division)
4

Next. Jim clicks on the Function button and moves into the Times menu.

5

He chooses MONTHS by clicking Adjust (to leave the menu displayed).

6

Then he chooses NOW by clicking Select

Jim clicks Adjust on MONTHS
then clicks Select on NOW
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7

Then he moves the cursor two places to the right and types

*4)
Note the closing bracket. The Entry area looks like this:

=!JanesSheet.D21MBMTHS<NON<>>•4>

IC2)(C43

I ~~ EHtllilll OK

The formula means "Jane's cell 02
divided by the number of weeks
that have gone by so far this year"
(assuming that Jim does his calculations
at the end of the month!).

8

Jim clicks on the Enter button to enter his formula. He clicks on Accept when
asked to confirm that he wants to change the block.

9

Finally, Jim uses the Effect/Number format ... option to show all the numbers
in this column as Fixed decimals, to two decimal places (see More about number
formats on page 178 for more on this).

Now column C shows the average number of each instrument sold in a week.

Jim saves his spreadsheet now, and takes a breather.
MONTHS and NOW are just two of the functions you can use in calculations to do
with time. There is some more information on how to display Times functions in
More about number formats on page 178. You'll find a full description of all the Times
functions in Appendix F: Using Advance Spreadsheet functions on page 333 and Appendix
G: Spreadsheet functions reference on page 341 .
In this case. it happens that Jim has supplied a second function (NOW. which
needs no arguments) as the argument to the first function (MONTHS). The result of
this combined function is a number between one and twelve which indicates how
many months have passed so far this year Jim multiplied that by four to give the
number of weeks (roughly).
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Advance Spreadsheet has many more functions ava ilable to make calculations
easier. Jim will use a few more in t his spreadsheet. You can find out about the rest.
and how to use them, in Appendix F: Using Advance Spreadsheet functions on page 333
and Appendix G: Spreadsheet functions reference o n page 34 1.
Updating spreadsheets that use Times functions

The Times functions use the computer's internal clock to keep track of the current
time and date. Next month. when Jim opens his spreadsheet, al l he has to do is
choose the Utilities/Recalculate sheets option, and his formula will automatica lly
calculate averages over seven months instead of six.
Note: In this case, Jim's spreadsheet also contains references to another
spreadsheet. JanesSheet . Jim must open this other spreadsheet before using
the Recalculate sheets option, otherwise each cell that refers to JanesSheet
will show an error message like th is:

Reference to non-exist ent spreadsheet

Using conditional expressions in a formula
Copy the file Jim_F (in the SHtutorial directory on Data disc A) to your work
disc and open it now if you want to see what Jim's spreadsheet looks like when he's
calculated the values in column E (this takes him up to the beginning of Calculating
how many instruments to buy on page 172).
Calculating how long present stocks will last

In column E Jim wants to calculate how many weeks present stocks of instruments
will last. assuming that they sell at the average rate in column C.
The formula for this is quite simple
No. weeks stock lasts= Stock left I Average rate
For example, there are enough John Padinger Triumph cornets left to last
3 I 0.37 = 8.1 weeks (or eight weeks. to the nearest week). Jim fills in column E:
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I

He selects cells E2><E43.

2

He clicks on the Edit mode button and types D2 IC2.

3

He clicks on the Entry button and Accepts the block fill.

4

With the block still selected, he presses F8 and changes the number format so
that numbers are displayed as fixed decimals, correct to two decimal places.
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5

He presses Ctri-F6 to centre the numbers in the column .

Column E now shows how long present stocks of each instrument will last.
However. lim notices some of the cel ls in column E have an error message in them:
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The spreadsheet cannot divide a number by zero. and some of the cells in column
C contain zeros. Here's how Jim solves this problem
With cells E2><E43 selected, Jim presses F2 to go into Edit mode. The cursor
appears at the end of the Entry area.
2

He presses Ctri-U to delete the present formula. then types
=IF C2=0 THEN 0 ELSE D2/C2 ENDIF

=IF C2=8 THEN 8 ELSE D2tt2 ENDlf
I E2><E43 I ~[8] El~lilll OK
3

He clicks on the Entry button. and Accepts the block fill. The new formula is
copied into each cell in column E. and adjusted for position.

Jim has used his first conditional expression. In this case it means "If cell C2
contains a zero then place a zero in cell E2. otherwise place the result of D2/C2 in
cell E2".
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Here's the pattern you need to remember when writing conditional expressions
•

Between IF and THEN you write a condition. that is. an expression which you
expect to be true in some cases. or false in others.

•

Between THEN and ELSE put an expression which you want to be used if the
condition is true.

•

Between ELSE and ENDIF put an expression which you want to be used if the
condition is false.

•

You must enclose any text in conditional expressions in double quotes.

•

Conditional statements can be nested (lim will write a nested conditional
expression in the next section). In that case. all the ENDIFs go at the end of the
expression. As a gu ide. you must have as many ENDIFs as there are THENs!

IF. THEN, ELSE and ENDIF can be in lower case if you prefer. There's more on
conditional expressions in the next section.
Calculating how many instruments to buy

Now Jim's spreadsheet contains all the information he needs to work out how
many instruments to buy each month .
Copy the file MMOrders (in the SHt utorial directory on Data disc A) to your
work disc and open it now if you want to see what Jim's spreadsheet looks like
when he's calcu lated the va lues in column F (this takes him up to the beginning of
Other spreadsheet features on page 176).
First of all. lim needs to know what formula to use. He's done a bit of background
work and come up with the conditions that determine how many of each
instrument to order:
If his current stock will last at least four weeks after the next delivery time. he
doesn't need to order any now.
2

If the present stock will last beyond the next delivery, but not until he
re-orders. he needs to order four weeks' stock less the amount of his current
stock he will have left after the next delivery.

3

If the present stock will run out before the next delivery and before he
re-orders. he needs to order four weeks' stock.

As an example. looking at row 2 in his spreadsheet. Jim decides this is how he
should calculate how many John Padinger Triumph cornets to buy:
2
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If

( E2- B2) ;;:: 4

If

4 >

(E2-B2)

> 0

then

don't buy any

then

buy (4 - (E2 -B2 )) *C2
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3

If
(E2-B2) s; 0
then
buy 4 *C2
(Cell 82 =delivery time in weeks
Cell C2 =average number sold per week
Cell E2 =number of weeks present stock lasts (which= stock left/C2))

Now Jim has the problem of how to enter this into his spreadsheet ! It's not a
simple formula. but Advance Spreadsheet can understand formulae with nested
(multiple) conditions in , as long as they're entered accordi ng to the special pattern
on the previous page. This is how Jim goes about i t.
First. Jim selects cells F2><F43.
2

He clicks on the Edit mode button. and types the following after the= sign :

IF (E2-B2) >= 4 THEN 0 ELSE IF 4 > (E2 -B2 ) > 0 THEN
(4-(E2-B2)}*C2 ELSE 4*C2 ENDIF ENDIF
Notes: Jjm has to type this all on one line. lie enters the cell references by
clicking on the cells to save typing them.
(If you make mistakes typing in this rather long formula, you can edit or correct
it later. If you can't see the bit of the formula you want to change- the formula
is much longer than the Entry area- move the cursor with the left and right
arrow keys when you're in Edit mode.)
3

He clicks on the Enter button. then Accepts the block fill.

4

He presses F8 and changes the number format so that these numbers are
displayed as integers (he can only order a whole number of instru ments!)
Ji m's spreadsheet now looks like this
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Jim can see. for example. that this month he doesn't need to order any John
Padinger Triumph cornets, but he needs to o rder two Cat King 2 saxophones.
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He saves his spreadsheet again. and takes a rest. He's got one last thing to do
before he's finished with this sheet for this month (in Protecting cells on page 175).
Until then. here's a bit more useful information on using expressions:

Entering text and special characters in expressions
There are two special cases that you must consider when entering expressions: text
strings and special characters.
Text strings

If you want text to appear as part of a conditional expression. you must enclose it
in quotes.
For example. if )im had wanted the word None (instead of a 0) to appear in the
Spreadsheet, to signify that he need not order a particular instrument. he would
have typed in his formula like this:

IF ( E2-B2} > = 4 THEN "None" ELSE IF 4 > (E2-B2} > 0 THEN
(4-(E2-B2})*C2 ELSE 4*C2 ENDIF END IF
Special characters

The characters " and\ have special meanings to Advance Spreadsheet. To include
either character in an expression (i.e to make either character appear in a cell as
part of a result of a formula) place a\ (backslash) immediately in front of the
character.
For example. if lim had wanted the word None to appear In quotes in his
spreadsheet, he would have written it like this in his expression :
"\" None\ ""
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Protecting cells
Now that Jim has successfully entered a rather complicated formula. he wants to
make sure that he can't change it by accident He decides to protect the cells
containing the formula :
He selects the block F2><F43

2

He clicks on the Utilities/Protection menu
A tick appears next to the menu option. indicating that protection is enabled
on these cells.

ltti.li.tits
Scale view
F11 ¢
.I Grid
F18
Go to cell
Sort...

FS ¢
F6

Graphs...
F7
Save as dl!fault
Recalculate sheets ftE
Graph type
Enpty cells
Angle "ode
.t~mm••·"
..t labels

¢

¢
¢

fto

This now means that Jim cannot alter the contents of any of the cells in the
selected block. If he tries to edit one or more of the cells while protection is
enabled. he will see the following error message
One or more cells are protected
Note: You can protect as many blocks in a spreadsheet as you want by repeating
this procedure. When a cell is protected. the value of the cell will still be altered if
it is dependent on another cell.
Turning off cell protection
All Jim has to do if he wants to be able to edit hi s formula once more is select the
relevant cells and choose the Utilities/Protection men u option again. The tick will
disappear and protection will be turned off.
Jim has now finished with his spreadsheet MMOrders for the time being. Next
month he'll be able to tell at a glance how many instruments to order. This should
save him a good deal of time. Jim saves the spreadsheet and quits it.
Remember! : Next month. when lim wants to update this sheet. he'll have to open
JanesSheet too. select a cell in his sheet and press Ctri-E (the short-cut for the
Utilities/Recalculate sheets option)
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Other spreadsheet features
This section describes spreadsheet features that Jim hasn't used yet.

More on sorting
Defining a sort order

Sort order defines whether the sort is in ascending or descending sequence.
Ascending sorts in ascending numeric sequence ( 1-9 etc.) and normal alphabetic
sequence (A-Z).
If you choose Case Insensitive, the sort order takes no account of t he case of
letters. If Case insensitive is not selected. the sort treats capital letters as lower in
value than lower case letters.
Defining more than one sort key

When sorting by row (for example) you can define up to three key columns. That
way, if two or more cells in your first key column are the same. the order of the sort
will take account of the second key column. If two or more cells in the second key
column are identical. then the sort order is governed by the third key column.

Block to -. sorted:

Rl><Rl
Sort by------, Order-- - - - .
~ Bsctnding
~Row
0
Dtscending
0ColuM
I@ Cast instnsitille
C'olulllll

ac:oa
J

Clicking on these
~Keg 1
buttons determines -===---~---"~Ke11 2 ~ ~· ·~ · ·

0
0

:~:u~!~Y sort keys

I

Key 3 !; [

Cancel

I I

~

] 11
Sort

When sorting by column. the sort dialogue box changes automatically so that you
can specify up to three key rows. When sorting by row, the sort dia logue box
changes automatica lly so that you can specify up to three key columns.
Note: The key row or column must be part of the block to be sorted .
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Text or numeric sort

There are actually two types of sort:
•

text- sort by letter first (A. B. C. . Z. I, 2. 3 ... )

•

numeric - sort by number first (I. 2. 3.. .A. B. C

)

The spreadsheet will automatica lly choose which type to perform, depending on
the contents of the first cell in the key row/column.
Hint Try and arrange your data so that any key rows/columns only contain text or
numbers. not both.
Sorting blocks that contain references

Take special care when sorting blocks of cells that contain references to other cells
(either in the same spreadsheet. or another one).
If the block to be sorted contains both the cells containing references and the cells
they refer to. there is no problem On the other hand, if you're sorting a block that
contains references to another spreadsheet, or a cell outside the current block.
beware: unless you've defined fixed references. the sort will not work properly.
Sorting times and dates

When you sort a spreadsheet or part of a spreadsheet. you always sort on the
values contained in cells. This may be different from what is actua lly displayed in
cells:
Under certain conditions. such as the date d isplay format. the items which are
shown in the cells are not the same as true va lues. As an example, consider
two dates displayed in your spreadsheet as Wednesday 5th February 1992 and
Thursday 6th February 1992. You have previously used t he Number format
option to change two time values into t hese date formats. If you sort these
cells in increasing order. you get the dates arranged sequentially and correctly
as their values indicate. If Advance Spreadsheet were to sort purely on what is
displayed in the two cells. it would rank the string "Thursday" as coming before
"Wednesday" - (T comes before Win the alphabet)- which is not the result you
want.
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More about number formats
The Number format ... option lets you change the way numbers, times and dates
are displayed in your spreadsheet. )im has already used some of the options in the
Number format dialogue box. Here's an explanation of what all the options do
g
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r-T!JPt
.-Negative displag ----0 Integer
Oli~ee
~ -99
0 Fixed deci.al 0 Date
0 99
0 Scientific ~ 6entril 0 (")
0 Currency
.-Thousands separator~MOH 0 Period
Decillal places:
Otow 0 Space
Before nu~er: ~
ICancel I Apply
After nullbtr:

arna

I

0

I

Setting the number Type

If you want to change the way a number is displayed in a cell, select the cell and
choose a Type from the Number format box. For example. here are the different
ways you can display the number I 234.56789:
Type
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Description

Example

Integer

This displays numbers rounded to the nearest whole number.

1235

Fixed
decimal

This displays numbers rounded to a fixed number of decimal
places, which you can define in the Decimal places box.

1234.57
(2 dec. places)

Scientific

This displays numbers in scientific notation. You need to fill in
the Decimal places box.

1.23e+03
(2 dec. places)

Currency

This displays numbers as monetary amounts- you can fill in
the Before number and After number boxes when the
Currency option is tumed on.

e.g.
£1234.57
(2 dec. places)

Time

See Time and Date formats on page 179

Date

See Time and Date formats

General

This displays numbers as accurately as possible, using as
many decimal places as necessary. (The exception is when
there are more than 15 digits in front of the decimal pointthe number will be shown in scientific notation.)

1234.56789
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Displaying negative numbers

There are three ways you can show negative numbers:
•

with a minus sign in front. e.g. -1234 .56789

•

highlighted in red

•

in brackets. e.g. (1234.56789).

Note: This does not affect the Type you have defined.
Thousands separator

You can choose one of four ways of showing numbers greater than 999 by having
one of the following thousands separators

Comma

1234.56789
I ,234. 56789

Period

1.234,56789

Space

I 234 .56789

None

(the decimal separator changes to a comma)

Text before and after numbers

You can place up to three characters before and after numbers that are displayed in
Currency format. For example, you cou ld have£ 1234.57DR to signify that you were
overdrawn (by rather a large amount. in this case!).
Time and Date formats

You can use the Time and Date types to display temporal values. For example,
here's how to insert the current date into a spreadsheet cell
I

Select a cell.

2

Click on the Function button f() .

3

Choose the Times/NOW option .

4

Click on the Enter button
Initially, a long number appears in the cell (e.g. 62883081377). This is just the
spreadsheet's internal representatio n of the current time and date.

5

Display the Number format box (press F8) .

6

Choose the Date type and click on Apply.

To change this to the current time. change the Number format to Time. To update
the current time or date. press Ctri-E (Recalculate sheets).
Note: If you type in a date (e.g. I Jan 1993) to an empty cell that has a Date format,
this will actually enter an internal representation number. If you want to see this
number instead of the date, change the cell's number format to General.
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Entering any time or date

You can enter any time or date into a spreadsheet cell. To do so. you must set the
Number format of the cel l to Time or Date before you enter anything You can then
enter your chosen time or date. Below are some va lid ways of entering times and
dates:
Enter this

Time displayed

Enter this

Date displayed

143624

2:36:24 pm

101292

10th December 1992t

14,36,24*

2:36:24 pm

10:12:1592

1Oth December 1592

2 36 24 pm

2:36:24 pm

1 Jan 87

1st January 1987

051506

5:15:06 am

1Jan1287

1st January 1287

515 06 am

5:15:06 am

3rd 3 45

3rd March 1945

051506

5:15:06 am

12th:04 90

12th April 1990

• If there are no separators or spaces between the fields. you must specify the
time in 24-hour format (i.e. prefix hours before midday with a zero). If there are
separators. you must specify pm if you want it. or am wi l l be assumed.
t If you don't specify the century. the current century is assumed
t You can use spaces. commas or any non -numeric characters as separators
between fields .

Cha nging the default time and date formats

The default ways in which times and dates are displayed are actually set up in the
file ! AdvanceSH! RunApp. They are set by the variables
AdvanceSH$TimeFormaLand AdvanceSH$DateFormat . Youcanchange
these variables if you want.
The variables use the following date/time building blocks:
%se
%mi
%12
%24
%am
%pm
%we
%w3
%wn
%dy
%st
%mo
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seconds
minutes
hours in 12 hour clock
hours in 24 hour clock
the string am
the string pm
Weekday name in full (Monday)
Weekday name as three letters
Number of weekday (0 for Su nday)
Day in month
'sl', 'nd', 'rd', 'th' as appropriate for the date
Month name in full (September)
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%m3
%mn
%ce
%yr
%wk
%dn

Month name as three letters
Month number (I for January)
Century
2-digit year in century
Week number in year
Day number in year

These are the defaults that Advance Spreadsheet uses:
•

Time format: %z12: %mi : %se : %pm
(displayed in the form 8:02:06 pm)

•

Date format: %zdy%st %mo %ce%yr
(displayed in the form 9th September 1992)

For example if you were to use:
%we the %dy%st %m3 %yr
as a format. the cells would display temporal values in the form
Wednesday the 9th Sep 92.
If you were to use:
%12:%mi:%se %pm
as a format. the cells would display temporal values in the form:
08:02:06 pm
Where numbers are output, they are generated as fixed width. leading zero values
(e.g. %mi gives a result of 02) To remove leading zeros. prefix the code with a z (e.g.
%zmi gives a result of 2)
See Appendix F: Using Advance Spreadsheet functions on page 333 and Appendix G:
Spreadsheet functions reference on page 341 for a full description of the Times functions
that you can use with the Time and Date formats.
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Setting spreadsheet defaults
You can change the way a blank spreadsheet looks when you create it, by setting
the defaults below.
•

The text settings (font, size. colour and so on) used by the whole spreadsheet.
including row and column labels (default is 12pt Trinity Medium) .

•

The number and size of rows and columns

Alter size
RollS:

ColUMIS:
Row height:
ColuMI width:

aD!Ja
aooa
aC!J!Ja
aELIDa

(Cillo)

These are the
default settings

(Cillo)

ICancel I L!J

•

The background cel l colour (default is wh ite) but not border settings

•

The number format (defau lt is genera l format- this uses as many decima l
places as are necessary)

•

The cel l alignment (defau lt is left aligned)

•

The grid and label settings (on by default)

•

The empty cell values (default is zero)

•

The angle mode (default is degrees)- this defines whether trigonometrical
values are dealt with in radians or degrees- see Angle mode on page 192.

Warning: Before you change any defaults, save a copy of the standard defau lt
document somewhere. so you can return to it if you want.

This is how to change the spreadsheet default settings:

I

Open a blank spreadsheet.

2

Select cell AI and apply all the settings you want to be used as defaults

3

Choose the Utilities/Save as default option.

The settings in cell AI are used as the new defau lt settings (although the cell
dimensions are taken from the last dimensions specified in the Alter size ...
dialogue box).
From now on. every time you create a spreadsheet. it will open automatically with
the new default settings.
Note: If you want to change the units that row and column sizes are measured in.
choose Choices ... from the icon bar menu and change the Page units in the
Choices dialogue box.
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Getting data in and out of a spreadsheet (importing and exporting)
CSV and TSV flies

Often. you'll have some data that you want to incorporate in an Advance
Spreadsheet. This can be
•

part of an Advance Database or Advance Word Processor file

•

data from another spreadsheet package

•

a simple text file (experimental results. say. or a league table) .

This is easy to do. as long the data is in a form that the spreadsheet can
understand. In fact, there are four types of file you can import d irectly into an
Advance Spreadsheet:

jcsvj •

CSV (Comma Separated Value) is the standard spreadsheet format used for
importing and exporting data files to and from Advance Spreadsheet. As well
as Advance Spreadsheet, Advance Database and Advance Word Processor. it is
recognised by Lotus 1-2-3. Microsoft Excel and other spreadsheet programs.

•

TSV (Tab Separated Value) is another standard format used for importing and
exporting data files to and from spreadsheets. word processors and databases.

•
•

WKI (Lotus 1-2-3 file format) .
Sheet (Schema I file format) .

Importing CSV and TSV files

To import a CSV or TSV file into an open spreadsheet file:
Select a cell in an open spreadsheet. This cell will be at the top lefthand corner
of the data when you import it

2

Drag the CSV or TSV file's icon over the spreadsheet window.

You can also import WK I and Sheet files in the above way.
Note If you import a CSV or TSV file into a new. blank spreadsheet. the
Spreadsheet will change size to fit the data exactly If you import into a
spreadsheet file that already has data in it, you need to make sure that there are
enough blank rows and colu mns to take the imported file. otherwise your data may
get truncated.
Saving (exporting) data from a spreadsheet to a CSV or TSV file

To save a spreadsheet in CSV format:
Use the File/Save as/CSV optio,l to display the Save as box.
2

Fill in a name (or use the default name of CSV) .

3

Drag the CSV icon from the Save as box to a directory display.
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The same principle applies to TSV files. TSV format can be exported to Advance
Word Processor and Database. CSV can be exported to Advance Database. See
Appendix A: Moving data between Advance tools on page 299 for more information.
Remember CSV and TSV format only save data values. not formulce or formatting.
Writing CSV files

If you want to create a data fi le from scratch (i.e in a plain text editor, not a
spreadsheet or database) you need to know how to write a CSV or TSV file.
Here's a quick example. Say you have some raw data. written on a piece of paper.
that looks like this:
Total rainfall

days with th under

days with fog

Lairg

113

0

3

Bala

197

I

4

Belfast

74

0

0

To create a CSV file of this data:
Create a blank Text file (using Edit. for example).

2

Type in the data. so that the text file looks like this:

adfs::IDEDisc4.$.Proiects.Textfile •
~ · . ~Total rainfall","days with thunder","days with fog"
~' La1r2" 113 8 3
"Bala ,197 U
"Belfast" ,t4,8,8
~101

¢

~'Iff '1:\!l ~-.~

"'I

~

[1-'

=
~

.::. ~. . ~..~. JQ e::J

Note:

•

Items on a line are separated by commas.

•

Text is enclosed in quotes.

•

Each line is term inated by pressing Return .

•

Blank cells are formed by commas with no text between them (see the
lefthand end of the first line in the text fi le).

3

Save the text fi le to a directory display.

4

Click Menu over the file's icon to d isplay t he Filer menu.

5

Move to the File/Set type option and change the fi le type to CSV.

You're now ready to import the CSV file to a spreadsheet file (see Importing CSV and
TSV files on page 183).
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A good idea if you get confused about how to create a CSV file is to work
backwards: create a fairly simple spreadsheet. save it as a CSV file. then drag that
CSV file into Edit (or print it out)- you can then see what a CSV file should look
like!

Writing TSV files
To write a TSV file. use the same technique as for CSV files. but note that items are
separated by Tab characters (ASCII character 1091) instead of commas. and you
need to miss out any quotes. Here's what the little weather file on the previous
page looks like as a TSV file:
~1 01

.

adfs::IDEDisc4.$.Projects.TSU •

[89JTotal rainfaJJ[89ldays with thunder[89ldays with fog
air~[89l113[19JI[I9l3
BaJa 89l197[19l1[89l4
Belfast[89J74[89l8[89l8

~
I"':!

~

¢•

<

1¢ e:J

It's very easy to write a TSV file using Advance Word Processor. TSV files have the
file type Text. so you don't need to change it using Set type.

Saving spreadsheet data in other formats
The following options in the Save as menu let you save your spreadsheet in
several different output formats However you should also always save your
spreadsheet as a spreadsheet file on disc. so you've got a copy to work from.

Remember: Use a different filename for the export file to avoid accidentally
overwriting the spreadsheet file.
You can export part of your spreadsheet by clicking on the Selection box of any

Save as: dialogue box.
Saving data In Graph file format
This is extremely useful if you have a machine with o nly I MB of memory. In such
cases, you won't be able to load both the Spreadsheet and the Graph tools at the
same time, so you need another way to draw graphs:
From your spreadsheet file. choose either Utilities/Graph type/Plot rows o r

Plot columns.
2

Select the block you want to use as your graph data (if it's the whole sheet. you
don't need to do anything) .

3

Use the File/Save as/Graph option to save your selection as Graphdata to a
directory (change the default name if you want)
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4

Save and quit t his and any other spreadsheets

5

Quit the Advance Spreadsheet tool (choose the Minimise memory option
from the Advance icon bar menu) .

6

Double-cl ick on the Graphdata file and (assuming the computer has already
seen the 1AdvanceGR application in a d irecto ry display) a graph window will be
displayed .

7

Draw the graph in the normal way (choose the X axis label, theY data. the
graph type, then click on Draw - see Displaying results as a graph on page 114 and
More on graphs on page 189 for more information).

Saving data in Draw file format

You can use Draw files (saved in Draw File format) to move spreadsheet data to any
RISC OS appl ication that imports Draw fi les, incl uding Advance Word Processor.
Import spreadsheets into Draw with the File/Save as/Draw option and use the
drawing faci lities to give your spreadsheet printouts a professiona l presentation
Saving data as formulae

When designing spreadsheets it is very usefu l to have a reference to the logic
contained in the spreadsheet. This option lets you save the formulae you have in
your spreadsheet as a text file. You can view the result or print it out. Often,
viewing the logic makes it easy to spot a mistake. Here's an example of a
spreadsheet saved as Formu lae:

A5
A6
A7

Brass
Guitar
Keyboard
=Average(B5><C5)

To save your spreadsheet's formu lae use the File/Save as/Formulae option
Saving data as a Text file

You can use Text files to move spreadsheet data to other RISC OS applications.
This option saves the values of the spreadsheet cells. Row and column labels are
included in the fi le. Printing this file produces the same output as is produced by
the Draft print option on the Print dialogue box (see More on printing on page 187)
To save your spreadsheet as a text file use the File/Save as/Text option
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Saving part of a spreadsheet
You can save a selected part of a spreadsheet in any of the formats mentioned in
the previous section. To save part of your spreadsheet:
Highlight t he part of the spreadsheet you wish to save.
2

From the File/Save option display a Save as box.

3

Click on the Selection button.

4

Type in a name and drag the icon to a directory window.

More on printing
From the Print dialogue box you can choose how many copies you want to print.
and at what scale you want them printed. You can print your copies out portrait
(Upright) or landscape (Sideways) .

l
Portrait

Landscape

If you want to print out qu ickly, click on the Draft box. This prints your spreadsheet
out as a text file (with no formatting).
If you click on the Condensed box, Advance Spreadsheet will attempt to fit as
many characters on a line as possible (you can only do this with the Draft box
selected).

LN II NTX

~I

~ Rll 0Sell!ction

Copies: 110011
Scali!: ll[ill]ll ~
~Upright 0Si de~~ays

0 Draft

Condl!nsed
Chars per line:

mal

la3

~~I Print

I
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Saving Print options

When you click on Print. your spreadsheet is printed and all the options you have
set are remembered next time you print the same file. If you just want to save the
options without actually printing. click on the Save box.
Seeing the page layout

If you click on Save in the Print dialogue box. the spreadsheet wi ll display black
lines showing wh ich part of the spreadsheet will fit o nto the current paper size
defined by !Printers (it will save all the print options too).
Try clicking on Upright and Save, then Sideways and Save. You'll see the black
li nes in the spreadsheet change position .
Other ways of printing

You can print spreadsheets simply by pressing the Print key and clicking on Print
when the dialogue box is displayed. The type of output generated depends on the
print parameters that are currently in force. For example. if the last printout used
landscape print. then pressing the Print key will produce a printout with these
same characteristics.
You can also print spreadsheets in the standard RISC OS manner. by dragging a
Save as box or a file icon onto the printer driver icon. From the Save as menu you
can print your spreadsheet (or a selection) in most of the formats mentioned in
Getting data in and out of a spreadsheet (importing and exporting) on page I 83:
•

Spreadsheet - prints as an Image print (looks exactly the same as the
spreadsheet window on the screen).

•

CSV - prints as a comma-separated variable text file

•

TSV- prints as a tab-separated variable text file

•

Draw- prints as a DrawFile

•

Formulre - prints a long list showing each cell 's contents.

If a cell contains a formula. then the formula itself is printed. rather than the
result.
•
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Text- prints as a text print (this is equivalent to the Draft option in the Print
dialogue box)
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More on graphs
There's more information on the Graph tool itself in the chapter entitled Tile Graph
tool on page 273. This section explains in a bit more detail how to plot graphs from
a spreadsheet.

Plotting column data
The Graph tool always expects data to be supplied to it in column format, and this
is the default way in which the spreadsheet sends data to the Graph tool. Consider
this simple example spreadsheet:
First column gives X axis data
First cell gives X axis title

Rest of columns are Y axis data sets

Plotl st at 118%
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Choosing Utilities/Graph type/Plot columns will produce the following graph ,
showing departmental figures for each month
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Plotting row data
Suppose you want instead to have a graph the shows t he monthly figures for each
department (i.e. you want the rows in the spreadsheet to be the datasets, instead
of the columns). You need to change the X axis title to Month :
First cell gives X
axis tit le (rMonth)

I D6

-----.......

.I

Rest of rows are
Y axis data sets
¢

.

Plotlest at 188% •
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Choosing Utilities/Graph type/Plot rows will produce the following graph:

Untitled at 47% •
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A couple of points to remember when plotting graphs from the Spreadsheet:
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•

You don't have to choose the first row/column in the selection as the X axis
data.

•

If the X axis title cell is blank, the Graph tool wi ll supply the title Records.

•

If a dataset has no heading, t he Graph tool will give it a name of the form
Fieldx, where xis the number of the row or column in the spreadsheet.
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Plotting numeric data on X and Y axes
The previous example showed numeric data plotted on one axis only (theY axis)
You can easi ly use Advance Spreadsheet to plot numeric data on both axes with
the Graph tool This allows you to plot mathematical fun ct ions really easily.
Here's a quick example. showing how to plot a graph of the funct1on y=x 2 ... 2 over
the range of x values -I 0 to+ I 0:
I

Create a blank spreadsheet. with 22 columns and 2 rows.

2

Enter the followin g data and formul cc
Cell or block

j

A1

A2
81
f-

I

Enter this
X

·- 10
-

C1><V1

=81+1

_

82><V2

=81 "2 +2

3

Choose Utilities/Graph type/Plot rows.

4

Select the whole spreads heet.

5

Press F7. choose X as the X axis. Y as theY axis. and plot a line graph with a
grid

Untitled it 47%•
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Summing up

Angle mode
Jim hasn't really got any call for doing trigonometrical calculations. If you need to.
there is a facility which allows you to treat angles as being expressed in degrees or
radians This affects the scientific and trigonometrical functions in the Entry menu.
To do this. use the Utilities/Angle mode option This sets the angle mode for the
whole spreadsheet (not just selected cells)

Summing up
That's the end of Jim's work with Advance Spreadsheet. If you've followed his
progress through this chapter. and the previous chapter, you should be quite
confident about using Advance Spreadsheet. If you've read all of this chapter. you'll
know more than Jim does' In th is chapter, you've learnt how to
•

change the appearance of a spreadsheet using effects

•

sort Spreadsheet data and define key rows or columns

•

copy and move data around a spreadsheet whilst maintaining the logic of all
the formulae

•

write conditional expressions using complicated formulae and functions

•

create and update references to other Advance Spreadsheet documents

•

import and export data in different file formats

•

plot more complicated graphs

The next chapter introduces you to Advance Database In it. and the following two
chapters, you'll meet Jane McCluskey, Music Matters' manager, and follow her
progress as she gets to grips with the Database.
After that, you'll find more information about Advance Spreadsheet in three of the
appendices: Appendix E: Using expressions in Advance Spreadsheet on page 323, Appendix
F: Using Advance Spreadsheet functions on page 333 and Appendix G Spreadsheet functions
reference on page 34!.
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Introducing the Database

A dvance Database can be used to create a database which you can sort and

..l"l. search in various ways, use to produce graphs and tables. or produce files
that can be used by Advance Word Processor and Advance Spreadsheet.
What is a database?
A database is simply a store of information which is usually held on a computer.
One very large database that can be found in almost every home is a telephone
directory. This is a database where each entry contains three pieces of information:
a name. an address. and a telephone number. These entries are sorted into
alphabetical order using the surname. This means that if you want to look up the
telephone number of John Smith. then you first go to Smith. and then to John
Smith (if there are several John Smiths you would also have to check the address)
But what if all you could remember was the first name. John, and his address? You
would have to look through the entire telephone directory trying to find the
address! If all the information in a telephone directory was kept in a database on a
computer. you could search for a name or an address. Being able to search through
large amounts of data for specific information is just one of the advantages of
using databases on computers.
Advantages of a database on a computer

•

It can store immense amounts of information.

•

You can search through this information for specific data.

•

You can sort information into any order you wish.

•

If the information includes numbers (e g sales figures) you can produce
graphs from it.

•

You can extract and print out any usefu l subsets of information.

Some examples
The following two database records were created using Advance Database. You can
think of a database record as a card that records all the information you need about
one specific object. or event. or person. In the top example, one record stores all
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the details about a particular musical instrument sold by the Music Matters shop
If the shop had one of these records for every musical instrument it sold, then the
complete collection of records would form a database

4

~lusic

1\fatters

,-----

I

Department Br.M
Instrument lcn:n<'l
J"hll

!'.,don~'"

1~~1
l

[ IIUtn_!?h

Number sold

Retail price :~

Stock left:

Tr<>\< hnJg,•
SU0..:4\CJ\

'-------

Wholesale pnce

,

~"
days wnh ~no"'

days with htul

dnys with thunder
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.1

I
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Jan 1990

Bala

--··lion

tfl

J
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Address: Th<l H~the'

DeiJVery 1.; d.>)'

I

d;ul} hour-. ol >IA'l,htne
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"' er.~e d.ul) ten~r.11ure

(I

°C

maxunum 1empen11ure

1~.1

°C

nummum

·-t7 °C

.tH'f3~~

t emper.~~ure

tcll•d r.unlall

2M

111m
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Getting started with the Database

T

his chapter is an introduction to Advance Database. When you have finished
it you will have learnt enough to create your own Advance database.

This chapter takes you through the creation of a database for our musical
instrument shop. Music Matters. Jane McCluskey, the manager of Music Matters.
designs and creates a database, and then enters data about the instruments the
shop sells into this database.
Jane McCluskey has been eagerly awaiting her copy of Advance. For some time she
has been dissatisfied with keeping information about Music Matters on cards that
have to be re-typed every time any data needs changing She sees a computer
database as an ideal way to store all that information much more efficiently. And
as a bonus she can use the database to sort her data, search for useful information,
and even produce graphs and reports.
The best way to learn about Advance Database yourself is to duplicate everything
Jane does on your own computer. This way you will learn how to build a database
step by step. If you don't want to do this. but still want to look at the database Jane
creates. then you will find her database, and all her files, on Data disc A.

Creating a new database
Loading Advance
To start using Advance Jane, displays the directory containing the !Advance icon on
the screen and then double-clicks on the Advance icon. This loads Advance onto
the icon bar ready for use.

1 Double-click on
the !Advance icon

2 When Advance is running
you'll see the Advance icon
displayed on the icon bar
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Creating a blank database
Jane presses Menu (the middle mouse button) over Advance's icon on the icon bar
and chooses the Create/Database option.

2 Highlight the Create option
and move to the right

1 Click Menu over the
Advance icon

3 Click on the
Database option

A blank Layout Editor window appears:

Fields

rn
:/·
t ; j t 'f
i

l,l ~·'
~(i¥

Before Jane can use this window to design her database, she'll need to know a few
things about Advance Database.

Starting out
Here is some basic information that will help Jane get started. She'll actually start
work on her database in Creating a layout on page 200.
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Jane moves the pointer into the Layout Editor window. Four dashed lines appear
and the pointer changes shape:

It

.1\~
Fields

~ ,;
t"'- .•tn1

.,

·- ·----------------< ~

~,-z

Ql (l;
ICancel l

DD
The pointer indicates that Jane is in Field mode, and can now create a field; the
dashed lines specify the position and size of a field. Fields and t heir properties are
described in Fields on page 198, creating and positioning fields is described in
Creating a layout on page 200. Before Jane creates any fields you should first
familiarise yourself with the Layout toolbox.

The Layout toolbox
The Layout toolbox is to t he left side of the window. There are three modes
available:
W"~·

-- -

Select mode

In this mode you can select any text. fields or pictures and then either move them
elsewhere in the layout window, or use the Layout menu (described later) to
change their appearance (e.g. you cou ld change the size and colour of text) .
Text mode

In this mode you can insert new text anywhere in the layout window, or change text
that is already in the window.
R;-7) M

Field mode

~:!JD·~

In this mode you can insert fields anywhere in the layout window.

GJ ~
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Fields
Fields are the areas on a record where you enter information. Each field comprises
two parts. a field title and a field box.

•

t

field title

field box

The field title is a piece of text that acts as the name of the field. and the field box
is an area where you can enter data. So. in the following example. Department:
is the title of the field. and the field box is the rectangle with 1 text inside it.
As the field title can be moved without moving the field box, whenever the word
'field' by itself is mentioned it refers to the field box and the field title. For
example. the phrase. ·move the pointer to the left of Field I·. wou ld mean move the
pointer to the left of both the field title and the field box. In the above example
therefore. you would move the pointer to the left of the word Department
Types of fleld

You can specify the data type for each field you create using the following buttons:

Fields

J,Z . - Boolean
~ll ~·l . _ Real
f~¥'

Text Integer Date

--..

[!E) ~ . - Graphic

Data types determine what sort of data you are allowed to type into a field box. The
six data types you can specify are:

~~

Text - allows you to enter text.

[tf

Integer- allows you to enter only a whole number. for example 34.

:6J

Date- allows you to enter a date.
Boolean - allows you to enter a yes or no value.
Real - allows you to specify a number with a decimal point. for example 34.5.
However. numbers with trailing zeroes. e.g. 34.00, are displayed as integers. e.g. 34
Graphic- allows you to drag a Draw file or Sprite file to the field.

For a full description of data types see Data types on page 263.
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Designing a database
Jane needs to decide what information she wants to store in her database. An
Advance database is made up of a series of records. One record can contain up to
a page of information Once Jane's decided what data she wants to appear in each
record. she can begin to design the layout of her database.
This is like designing a form for people to fill in. Jane will use the Layout Editor to
create a template that will be used by all the records in her database.
As Music Matters sells musical instruments. Jane decides that each record in her
database will be devoted to one particular instrument. The information about each
instrument that she thinks will be essential to store is
•

which department the instrument is sold in

•

what the instrument is

•

the exact model of the instrument

•

how many have been sold this year

•

how many are left in stock

•

how much they sell the instrument for (the retail price)

•

how much they buy the instrument for (the wholesale price)

•

the name and address of the supplier

•

how long it takes to deliver the instrument once it is ordered from the supplier.

On a piece of paper Jane now draws a rough plan of the way she wants each record
to be laid out:

Department:
Instrument:
Model:
Retail price:

Number sold:
Stock left:

Supplier:
Address:

Delivery:

Wholesale price:

It will be useful to have this drawing handy when she starts to lay out her database
in the next section (it will make it easier to visualise what she's doing).
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Creating a layout
lane has now identified the information she needs to know about each instrument
in the music shop. Each piece of information wil l require its own field Some fields
will contain text. some will contain numbers. and others will contain pictures. To
help her line up these fields accurately when she creates them, Ja ne decides to
superimpose a rectangular grid on the Layout window.

Using the Grid option to help position fields
When Jane first moved her pointer over the Layout window she was immediately
put into Field mode. but before she creates any fields she wants to display a grid
on the Layout page.
She goes into the Utilities/Grid dialogue box.

2

By defau lt the grid is not d isplayed and the lock is set to off. To display the grid
on the Layout window she
•

clicks on Show

•

clicks on Lock

•

sets the spacing to 44. This spacing is ideal for 12 point text.
The box now looks like this:

kid
Spacing affilJII
~Sholl ~ lock

ICancel II
•

OK

I

finally, she clicks on OK. The grid is now displayed on the Layout window.

Note: As a short~cut. pressing FlO will toggle the grid off and on.

Creating database fields
Creating the first field

Jane already knows how she wants to position her fields, and she has decided that
the first field will contain the name of the department:

r1
·-=
--.
,...
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I

She begins by clicki ng the Text field button in the toolbox and then moves
back into the Layout window. She can now create a text field (in fact, when Jane
first entered the Layout editor she was already in this particular mode by
default)
As soon as the pointer moves inside the window it changes shape into four
arrows. The pointer is attached to a rectangle which defines the default width
of the field box (7 grid units wide by one grid unit deep)

Getting started with the Database

2

She moves the pointer so that the right side of the rectangle is over the
thirteenth grid position from the left. and the bottom of the rectangle is over
the fifth grid position from the top
6th grid position from the left

13th grid position from the left

'
Fitlds

'

.. ---------

;

..

4th grid
position
from the
top

----- ~r

5th grid
position
from the
top

3

She then clicks Select. The pointer disappears and <Fie l d name> appears
to the left of the rectangle.

This is a default title for this field, and to remove it Jane types the word
Department: (don't forget to include the colon at the end of the word) . As
soon as Jane begins to type the default title disappears:
Departrnent: fi"k.;------------·---~

'-------------,.,·--·---·

1 text also appears inside the field box. The 1 means that this field is Field
number I . Each time a field is created it is given a number one higher than the last
field. These field numbers do not appear on the records in the database, but they
do determine the order in which you enter data into records in the database.
The word text signifies that this is a text field.
Note: Only field types Text, Integer, Real and Date are given field numbers.
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Adding the remaining fields
To create the second field Jane moves the pointer one grid position lower (the

thirteenth grid position from the left and the sixth grid position from the top),
clicks Select. and gives the field the name Instrument:.
Jane now creates the remaining eight fields giving them the following names:
Field 3
Field 4
Field 5
Field 6
Field 7
Field 8
Field 9
Field 10

Model :
Number sol d:
Retail price:
Stock left :
Supplier :
Address:
Delivery :
Wholesale price:

When she finishes. the layout page looks like this:

Deparunent:; I text
!nmument:

i2 text

M <del: i'.\ text

Number ~old: i4 text

Ri.~<ul prkc: !5 text
Swd Jcl't:

if, text......... _______ ___...

Changing the data type
Now that Jane has created all her fields she wants to change some of them from
being text fields to fields of a different data type.

12
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I

She begins by clicking the Select mode icon in the toolbox.

2

Field boxes 4, 6 and 9 must hold integer numbers. so she highlights them
(using Adjust to add or remove a field box) and then clicks Select on the
Integer button.

3

Field boxes 5 and I 0 must display the retail and wholesale prices. so she
highlights them and then clicks Select on the Real button.

Getting started with the Database

.\a

lane is thankful that all that editing is finished. but when she looks at the layout
she notices that instead of naming the second field Ins t r ument. she's actually
typed in Insrument. It's no real problem though, all she does is click the Text
mode button in the toolbox. move the pointer (which is now a caret) between the
·s· and 'r' in Insrument . and type in a 't'
Note If you create the same fields for yourself, don't worry if you create a field in
the wrong place. changing the position of a field is straightforward and is described
in the following section.

Changing the size and position of fields
Now that Jane has created her data fields she wants to alter their sizes and
positions to make them easier to see and use. She begins by changing the sizes of
the field boxes.
Changing the size of a field box
The default length for a field box is 7 grid units (assuming the grid spacing is 44)
This length is either too little or too much for most of the field boxes that lane has
made. so she has to change their size·
I

She begins by clicking Select mode in the toolbox.

2

Next she moves the pointer to the Instrument field (Field 2). When the pointer
is over the field box it changes shape to a hand She then clicks Select. The
field box is highlighted and a small handle appears at the bottom right hand
corner:

o 3

handle

She now moves the pointer over the handle (the pointer changes again, this
time to a cross). She presses Select and drags the mouse until the field box is
13 grid units long (ie. to the 19th grid position).

Jane now changes the size of the other field boxes:
4

Field boxes 3. 7 and 8 are all Text fields that may have to accept several words
(e.g. the name of a street). so she high lights them all using Ad j ust. and then
drags the handle on one of them until all three fields are 13 grid units long.

5

Field boxes 4, 5, 6. 9 and I 0 are Integer or Real fields. and as they will never
need to accept very large numbers (unless Music Matters becomes world
famous) they can be much shorter. so she decreases them to 3 grid units long.

6

Finally, field box 8 is going to contain the address of the supplier. so it must be
able to accept three lines of text Jane increases the depth of the field so that
it is 3 lines deep.
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Note: If there are several field boxes that need shortening or lengthening by the
same amount. you can select them all (by clicking Adjust on each one) and then
drag any of the displayed handles to the required length. All the highlighted field
boxes will be resized . Jane's layout page now looks like this:

l~punmcm ii~~;,---------------:
Jn,uum~nt

'uml>..•r-.old
Re~.lllpnc~

.

L--------------,

I

2 ~M

1

J

~1m~.,..

,5 re-dl

!r-------·--·---------!

I
I

Stocl.. k1t :~~~~'!=~~-:

Supphcr; i?~;,------------------------------1
Ad<.lrc''' ~M ~l<l•

:I

....

I

'
I

________________ J
()c;Jt\CI)

~~;;.~~-:

. Whole;,ut.• pnc" i~~ !~(1_1_ __i

Changing the position of a fleld

Now that the field boxes are the correct size Jane wants to re-position them. She
begins by moving field 6
I

She clicks Select mode in the toolbox.

2

Next she moves the pointer over field box 6. She presses Select and. keeping
Select pressed down, she drags the field to the right, so that its right hand edge
aligns with the righthand edges of fields 2 and 3. The field name is also
dragged

Having moved this field. Jane moves several other fields
3

She drags field 5 down one grid position .

4

She drags field 4 to the right. so that its righthand edge aligns with the
righthand edge of field 6, and then she drags it one grid position lower.

5

She drags field I 0 so that its righthand edge aligns with the righthand edge of
field 6

6

Finally she drags field 9 down one grid position.

Note: If you drag a field, make sure that you move the pointer over the field box
before clicking Select to drag it. If you click Select over the field Litle C:tnd drag, you
will only move the field title.
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lane's layout page now looks like this:

~------------------·

~Xro.mment: ll

ceM

1

L--------------.,
:
:

I

rn,uumera: :2 text
ModeJ:iJ text

- . ..... ...----------··-------··-----·-- ... -~ J

.

Num~r 6old:

,- -- - -

i4 1111tt;er

Stock Jet\: ~-i!,V~er

I

:

i

Suropl.er: 7~~;~- -----------------------------1
AddreS6:

:s !txt

!•••••·•••••••

••-•n•••"l"••••,•••••.••-••••oooo.ooo;••••••••O•o•

I
looo•••• • •noo•••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •• ••• •· ·· ~

I

'

'

'

'

'

l

1

I
··•••o4
I

~·--··------------~------------------J

)ane decides to reduce further the size o f fields that will contain numbers. so she
reduces the Retail price and Wholesale price fields to two grid units. and the
Number sold, Stock left and Delivery fields to one grid unit.
The Number sold, Stock left and Wholesale price fields are no longer aligned with
the other fields correctly, so she drags these three fields so that they once more
line up with the Model field. Her layout now looks like this

Dep:v~ment: ii~~·;~----

•
Jn.,nurn~nt: l2 text

--------··--:

L---------------.,:

Model. ~~-~-~------------------ ____________ j
,--,

.-----,

Rerrul pnce. ~ -~1_!

Numher ...,ld l-' W,
Stodleh

~-~

~------------------------ ----------~

Surorol ier: f7 teM
AddreS>: ls w:AJ

:

:

J•••••.•· ..···"·············~·············· .. •••• .. ~~···~ .................. .,

I

I

, .........................................................~ •. ··•·•••••• I
.
•
'
,
I

~----------------------------------J

Note: When Jane shortens a field so that the text specifying the data type of that

field Connol fit inside the field box. the text is clipped So, ror instance, '::l in
appears inside the Delivery field instead of 9 integer.
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Saving a database layout
After creating all her fields Jane thinks it's about time she went out for a bite of
lunch. but before leaving she saves her work.
She begins by inserting a work disc i nto her floppy disc drive and creating a
new directory ca lled DBWork. She then opens this directory.

2

Leaving the directory displayed on her screen, she returns to the Layout
window and clicks on the OK button in the toolbox The Save layout box is
displayed:

0 ~-+-- file icon
I AdvanceD~ II!!]
\

filename

This dialogue box contains an icon. an OK button and a box into which Jane
can type the name she wants to give her file.

3

She deletes the default name. AdvanceDB, and types in a more appropriate
filename. MusicDB. She then clicks Select on the file icon and drags it to her
new directory.
After she has dragged the file icon to her new directory, the Layout window
closes and the One Record window is d isplayed:

lllsicDB at 188%

~10 1

'11

~_J

'{)>

&

""'
~
~

DepJnmem J
hl•u ..uem
\1,del

Rtcords:

•

Unsorhd
[f) Rdd
GDel

Number><lld
Rl:uul pn.-c

Supplli!'r
Addrc"'

Deh-.-n

¢
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In fact this is the main editing window for her new database. and every time she
opens her database file it is this window which is opened. It is known as the One
Record window, but as jane is not yet ready to start entering data she clicks on the
close icon in the top left corner of this window. She now goes off to lunch .

Returning to the Layout editor
After lunch lane returns to finish off her layout and start entering some data. The
first thing she does is to double-click on her new file MusicDB. However. instead
of seeing a window containing her unfinished layout. she sees the One Record
window. As jane is not yet ready to start entering data she returns to the Layout
window by clicking Menu and choosing Edit/Edit layout
The One Record window closes and the Layout window opens where she left off
before lunch.
If you are following the layout lane is creating, but don't have time to duplicate
everything she does, a copy of the work she has done so far is contained in the
database fi le Janel in the DBt u t o r ia l directory on Data disc A. To open this
fi le, just double-click on its icon. You will see the same file that lane sees when she
opens her own file.

Justifying data in a field box
When you type data into a field box it is left-aligned by default, so that the first
character you type in appears to the left of the field box. Sometimes data looks
better right-aligned; the last character typed in appears to the right of the field box.
Left-aligned

Number sold: Ll1_
2 _---'

Right-aligned

Number sold:

1--'
21

L
l
._ _

jane decides to make all t he integer and real fields (Number sold, Retail price.
Stock left. Delivery and Wholesale price) right-aligned:

~ ""

I

She goes into Select mode and then highlights all the fields to change

2

She then chooses Effect/Alignment/Right align.

The numbers in the changed fields are re-displayed to the right of the fields to
signify that these fields are right-aligned.
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Adding and changing text
Adding text
Having specified all the fields of data she wants, Jane decides to add the word
'days' after the Delivery field box, to remind herself that this delivery period is in
days, not weeks:
~

I

She goes into Text mode.

2

Then she clicks Select to the right of the Delivery field (but not in it). A caret
appears and she types days

Unfortunately the word days is not lined up to the Delivery field, so Jane goes
back into Select mode, clicks Select on the word days, and drags it so that it sits
to the immediate right of t he delivery box:
. Delivery: ~~~days

Adding a title

Jane wants to smarten up each record with a title. To do this she goes into Text
mode, moves the pointer (now in t he shape of a caret) to the sixth grid position
from the left and the third grid position from t he top (just above field I). and types
in Music Mat ters .
Changing text

If you want to change any text you have added to the Layout, go into Text mode,
click Select in the text box you wish to alter, and change the text

Changing the appearance of text
Changing the size of text

Jane thinks the title shou ld stand out more clearly from the rest of the record, so
she decides to increase the text size of the title:
She goes into Select mode and high lights the text Music Matters.
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2

Then she chooses Effect/Text size/24 pt
Choose this option to
~ change the text font

AdYallefPB
" ~ Effect,*
¢ Text font
File
9
¢ lmWJHEdit
¥19
¢ Text colour
¢
Uiew

111m-¢ ---- ·-----·--·-----

~I
Edit fields¢ Italic
~B
Bold
Utilities ¢ ------------------line spacing ~~l 9
AlignMent
9

Choose this option to
change the text size

~

Choose this option to
change the text colour

.............. ........................

Fill colour
Border

¢

The highlighted text is now increased in size to the new font size.
After looking at the title for a few moments Jane thinks it still needs 'beefing up' a
little. so she decides to make it really stand out by changing the font to bold. As
the text 'Music Matters· is still highlighted. she goes back into the Effect menu and
clicks on Bold. The title is immediately changed. She then moves the title up
nearer the top of the layout
Note: Alternatively, Jane could have chosen Effect/Text font/Trinity/ Bold (or just
typed Ctri-B).
Changing the field font

Now that Jane has changed the title font she decides to use a different font for the
field titles to distinguish them from the font that will be used to enter text and
numbers into the fields.
The title is still highlighted. so Jane clicks Select over a blank part of the layout
This clears any fields that are highlighted (choosing Edit/Clear also deselects
any highlighted fields).
2

She's already in Select mode. so she clicks Adjust on all the field titles (making
sure that she doesn't accidentally click on any of the actual field boxes) All the
field titles are now highlighted.

3

Finally she chooses Effect/Text font/Homerton/Medlum.

All the text in the field titles are changed to the new font
Note: If Jane wanted to change the font for the field boxes on ly, she would either
highlight all the fields and then click Adjust on all the field titles (so that only the
field boxes themselves remained highlighted). or drag a rectangle over just the
field boxes. She could then change the font (or font size etc) using the Effect menu.
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Removing the Grid
Jane is finished with the Layout editor for now, but she wants to see what her
layout looks like without the grid, so she presses Fl 0 to toggle the grid off. Jane's
finished layout looks like this:

Music Matters
---i

Department ~~~~;,------------

lnstrument:i2rext

----------------:

Modet:i~~~~·-------------------------------J
,--,

Number sold: ~er:
__ J
Stock left ~er:
Supplier: f7~~;,------ --------

----------------- l

Address: is
teM
f•
I

.... ... ..~...

!~

i

.•...,
. .•. ••• • • ...• ·•·· ...

I

·····II
I

L----------------------------------J
Wholesale price: [~~~~]

Quitting the Layout editor and going to the One Record window
Now that Jane has finished her layout. she wants to save it and then go to the One
Record window. She clicks on the OK button . This saves any edits she has made.
closes the Layout window. and opens the One Record window.
Removing any edits and going to the One Record window

If Jane wanted to quit the Layout editor and go to the One Record window without
saving her edits. she could click on the Cancel button. This wou ld display a
dia logue box allowing her to return the layout to the state it was in before she
began editing, close the Layout window. and open the One Record window.
Quitting the database altogether

If jane had wanted to quit o ut of her database file altogether. she would have
clicked on the close icon in the top left corner of the Layout window. This would
have displayed the same dialogue box as clicking on the Cancel button . After
choosing whether she wanted to save her edits or not, the database file would have
been quitted altogether
If you want to catch up with where jane has gollo with her layout, look at the file
J ane2 in the DBtutorial directory on Data disc A.
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Entering data
The One Record window
The Layout window allowed Jane to design and create the template for the records
in her database. The One Record window displays a copy of that template where
she can start to enter her data.
When lane first enters the One Record window she sees the following:

I t?

•

Music Matters

Hew

Department: I

T
I

Instrument:
Model:

Records:

•

Unsorted
[f}Bdd
GDel

Number sold:
Stock left:

Retail price:
Sup~ier:

Address:

'

Delivery:

day>

Wholesale price:

To the left side of th is window is the Record toolbox which allows her to add or
delete records, and move between the records in her database.
The field boxes to the right of the field titles are blank. lane can now fill the field
boxes in each record with her own data. The first record she fills in is for a trumpet:
Because Jane has just opened the One Record window, there is a caret already
in position at t he beginni ng of field I (the Department field) She types in the
name of the department, Brass. and presses Return. The caret moves into
the next field box (the I nstrument field) .
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2

She now enters the rest of the information for this record. pressing Return after
typing the data into each field:

Field

What Jane types In

Instrument

Trumpet
Falmo Classic

Model
Number sold
Retail price

3
625

Stock left
Supplier

2

John Tullen & Co
17 The Causeway
Bulhampton
Warwickshire

Address

Delivery
3

28

Next she types 440 (the wholesale price) but does not press Return

-•

Her first record now looks like this

A c;:

I \I

Nu

~

I

Music Matters
Depar1mei'C. 811t>>
Instrument Trumpet

Model. F.almo Ct..>)..:

RPcords:

•Unsorttd

Retail pliOe

<>25

Number sold: 3
Stock left 1

[±)Rdd
GDtl

Supplier: Jolvl Tullcn &. Co
Address. 17 The c .. ~cw..y
Bulh.trnptm
Wurwt~k>hu-e

Delivery: 28 dny6

4

212

Wholesale price:

4~

Finally she presses Return. The dialogue box disappears and a new blank
record is displayed ready for entering more data.
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Adding a second record

The next record Ja ne wants to create is for a guitar She types the following data
into this second record. pressing Return after typing the data into each field:
Field

What Jane types In

Department
Instrument

Guitar
Electric Guitar

Model

GX

Number sold

7

Retail price

750

Stock left

2

Suppl ier
Address

Gantry Electric
Guitars Ltd
13 TavisLock Way
Wake[icld
Yorkshire

Delivery

14

Finally, she types 550 (the wholesale price) but she does not press Return: she
wants to check the data she has just typed in before moving to the next record.

Moving between fields and editing text
After Jane has entered the last field. she sees that she has typed Tavistick instead of
Tavistock in the address field. To correct this she positions the pointer over the
mis-spelt word. cl icks Select. and corrects the spelling. When she has done this.
she clicks on the Add button in the Record Toolbox (this button looks like a card
with a plus sign on it) and a new blank record is displayed.
Instead of using the pointer to move to a particular field. Jane could use the Tab key
or cursor keys.
•

The up and down cursor keys move you up and down in the field boxes
up cursor key moves caret to previous line
down cursor key moves caret to next line

•

The Tab key moves the caret from the field box you are on to the beginning of
the next field. Shift Tab moves the ca ret to the end of the previous field .

If the caret is in the last field box of a new record . pressing Tab saves the record and
displays a new blank record
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Importing data from a CSV file
Creating a CSV file

I;, SetcsuJh!! I

There are still 40 more records to fill in and Jane has a lot of other pressing work to
do. so she asks one of her assistants to create an ordinary text file on her work disc
and type in all the details for the remaining records. After her assistant has
finished typing in the data she names the file MusicData. Jane then changes the
file type of this fi le from a text file to a CSV fi le (by highlighting the file. choosing
File/Set type from the Filer menu. and typing csv into the Set type dialogue box.
CSV file format

When Jane's assistant types the data into the text file she uses CSV format In this
format
•

each field in a record is separated by a comma

•

the contents of text. boolean and date fields are enclosed in double quotes

•

if a text field is split into several lines. as in the supplier's address field. each
line of text in that field is separated by a backslash followed by an ·n· (\n).

•

the first line in the file usually contains the title of each field .

For example:
" Department "," lnstrumenl", "~ode! ", "NL:.mber solci ","Retail pr:.ce ",
"Stoc k left ", "Supplier•, " Address ", "Del i v ery ", "':Jt:o:esale price "
" Brass ", "Cornet ", "John Paciinger Tr i umph ", 9 , 900,3 ,
"Arno~d Templeton ", "The t-:y::t:es\n':'ro,.;bridge\nSussex", 14 , 675

Note: The CSV file called Mus icDa ta (typed in by Jane's assistant) has been
included in the DBtutorial directory on Data disc A.

Importing a CSV file
When she is free again. Jane imports the data from the CSV file into her database
file. Importing is the phrase used for copying data from another file into a database
that you are currently editing.
She drags the fi le called MusicData from her work disc to the toolbox in the
One Record window and releases the Select button.
2

A window now appears with the title Map f i elds. At the top right of this
window is a button marked Merge. After a quick check of this mapping
window. she clicks on Merge.

Although the data from the file now fills up the next 40 records. bringing the total
number of records to 42, there is no visible change to the One Record window. It is
only when Jane uses the toolbox to move arou nd all her new records that she sees
the imported records.
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If you want to catch up with where Jane has got to with her database, look at the fi le

Jane3 in the DBtutor i a 1 di rectory on Data disc A
For more information on importing data from CSV and other files. see Importing data
from other files on page 253 For information about creating CSV files from an
Advance database. see Saving CSV and TSV files on page 260

The Record toolbox
When lane wants to add new records. delete old ones. or just examine specific
records she uses the Record toolbox. This toolbox allows you to

Records:
42
Unsorhd
[!)Add
GDel

•

move between records

•

add new records

•

delete records.

It also displays how many records there are in the database (underneath the word
'Records'). and shows the number of the record you are currently working on (in the
middle of the four move buttons).
The subset button is described in Searching on page 230.

Moving between records
There are four ways to move between records in your database
Using buttons

The buttons at the top of the toolbox are used to move around the records:

A

The First Record button takes you to the first record .

.A

The Previous Record button takes you to the previous record.

~

The Next Record button takes you to the next record

I

The Last Record button takes you to the last record

Using the drag bar

You will see a drag bar to the right of the four buttons. The small rectangle shows
you whereabouts you are in the database
beginning
of database
middle of
database

end of
~- database
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To use the drag bar to move between records. you can
•

point to somewhere on the bar and click Select

•

drag the small rectangle up or down t he bar.

Try it and see what happens.
Using the record number

If you want to move directly to any specific record. and you know the number of the
record. you can:
click Select on the record number (in the midd le of the four move buttons). A
caret wil l appear to the right of the record number
2

press Delete to remove the record number already there

3

type in the number of the record you want to see

4

press Return.

Using Go to record

Go into the Utilities/Go to record dialogue box and type the number of the record
you wish to go to.
Note: A special editing window is available which allows you to scroll through the
records in a database. This window is described in The All records window on page 267.

Deleting a record

G

To delete a record. move to it (so it is d isplayed in the wi ndow) and then click on
the Del button (the button with a minus sign on it) in the toolbox.

Saving your data
Advance Database automatica lly saves every record you type in or import. so there
is no need to save your database. The o nly time a record is not automatically saved
is when you go to a particular record and change it in some way. If you do this.
Advance Database will prompt you to save that record.
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Saving data into a new file
Normally you do not have to bother saving your work because Advance Database
saves it for you. but if you want to save your database into a new file (for example.
as a backup or experimental copy) do the following:
t

Choose the File/Save option:

2

Save leads to a Save data box allowing you to save the database into either
the file you created when you first quitted the Layout Editor (as described in
Saving a database layout on page 206), or into a new file of your own choosing.

For a description of the Save as options. see Saving data in different formats on
page 268.

Printing a record
Now that lane has finished entering data into the Music Matters database. she
decides that she wants to print one of the records. Before she tries this she makes
sure that she has a suitable printer correctly connected and set up. and that the
!Printers application is loaded onto the icon bar
She presses the Print button on the keyboard to display the Print dialogue box:
~I

LN II HTX

~ All O Fro11

to

1

Copits: D[]JD
Scale: DW!JD~
~ Upright 0 SidetAys
0 Drift

~ ~IPrintl
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Quitting the database

She then does the following:
•

clicks on From and replaces 21 in the to box by I

•

clicks on Print to print her record.
~I

ORll

LN II NTX

~Fro• OJ to OIJ
Copits:
Scale:
~
~ Upright 0 SidtAYS

DOJa
Dll!!Ja

0 Draft

~ ~IPrintl
For a ful l description of Print, see Pri11ti11g on page 268.

Quitting the database
Jane decides that she has done enough work on her database and quits it by
clicking on the close icon in the top left corner of the One Record window.

Quitting Advance altogether
As she doesn't intend working any more today at all, Jane decides to quit Advance
altogether. so she presses Menu on the Advance icon on the icon bar and then
clicks Select on the Quit option.

Summing up
In this chapter you've been introduced to t he basic features of Advance Database.
You've learnt about creating a layout. entering data and moving around records.
The following chapter. Leami11g more about tfte Database. describes the more
sophisticated features of Advance Database In this chapter. Jane adds pictures and
colour to her database. and then sorts her records into a more useful order. She
goes on to create some graphs from the data in her database. and finally she
produces a sa les report.
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Learning more about the
Database
his chapter describes how to use the more sophisticated features of Advance
Database. You'll/earn how to include pictures, change the colour of text and
fields, sort records into a more useful order and search for information, You' II also
learn how to create a graph and produce a report.

T

After installing Advance on the icon bar, Jane double-clicks on her new file
MusicDB. When the One Record window opens she returns to the Layout window
by choosing Ed it/Ed it layout.

Using menu short-cuts
Jane has noticed that when she displays a menu. there are often symbols (such
as ") and characters (such as F5) next to some of the menu options. For example,
F5 appears next to the Go to record option .

..-- - F5 short-cut

Search
Sort
Graph

F4
F6
F7

These letters and symbols are keyboard short-cuts, which save using a particular
menu option:
•

The 'hat' shape " represents Ctrl. Press and hold down Ctrl, then press the
appropriate key to make the selection.

•

The ft represents Shift. Press and hold down Shift and then press the
appropriate key to make the selection.

•

The symbols Fl to Fl2 denote the function key along the top of the keyboard.
Press the appropriate function key to make the selection.

Try out some short-cuts as you go through this chapter. Jane will come across some
from time to time, but feel free to try out any you notice that aren't mentioned
specifically. The more you can remember and use, the better- they'll save time.

Appendix D: Keyboard short-cuts on page 319 lists the complete range of short-cuts.
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Adding pictures
Inserting a background picture
Jane thinks the Music Matters record would be greatly improved with a picture in
the top lefthand corner. One of her sales staff is quite artistic and has created
severa l Draw files and Sprite files of musical notes and instruments. She has
copied these files onto her work disc and intends to add one of them to her layout
by dragging it onto a background field. This picture will then appear on every
record in the database. She begins by adding a background field to her layout:
1

She sets the Grid to Show a spacing of 44.

2

Then she chooses Utilities/ Insert/Frames.

3

Next she positions the pointer (now shaped as four arrows) just above and to
the left of the second grid position from the left and the first grid position from
the top

4

Then she clicks Select and drags the pointer to the third grid position from the
left and the third grid position from the top.

5

Finally she releases Select and a background field appears:

Jane moves the pointer
here and clicks Select ...

Mus
Department~~-~~---

... then drags the pointer
to this grid position
and releases Select

Now that she has created a background field, Jane drags the Draw file called Clef
(in the DBtutor ial directory on Data disc A) to her new background field , and
releases the Select button. The picture is immediately visible.

]1l
·~-'

Mus

For a description of how Draw files and Sprite files are mapped to a background
Frame see Data types on page 263.
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Zooming into the Layout window
Jane isn't satisfied with the positioning of her title, so she decides to use the

Scale view option to help her position it exactly where she wants.
I

She turns off the Grid and goes into the Utilities/Scale view dialogue box. This
shows that the current sca le is I 00%:

Scale Yiew

D lmlii:J % ~=~~~:!

Scale

I Scale J
2

Jane increases the scale factor to 300%, and then clicks on the Scale button.
The contents of the Layout window are now trebled in size:
Default scale (1 00%)

.,
I~

I!EI

%\a

fitlds

OjH"

Scale increased to 300%

.•,

~

Music Matters
0~1'1t.I IIC>I

~......-

lnft~rt;h;>t

........•....

~

j

Mocltl'.h: ...

•T•·t

~r.oti~t1

~i

I

S1octtleft»<f:

rx··

·~

Fi•l•

-~-'

B'IZl '·1">2
lii 't'l
~

l!l!ill)

00

I

DO

Mu

Department:!1 text
Instrument: !2 text

3

Next she goes into Select mode and drags the text. 'Music Matters·. to the
exact position she wants.

4

Finally she returns to the Scale view dialogue box and clicks on I 00%. She
then clicks on Scale. The contents of the Layout window are then returned to
normal:
Position text exactly

,..,

~r

-~
[s;]

IIJ
II@

fid4s

·•\!J !
12 l·l

IM
.
I USIC
L

(.Q tf;

11'il

Return to Default scale (1 00%)

Department: il text
lnstrument: i2 text

1

•

ft'
~j Music Matters

;\a,
fitlH

&1 $

12 1·2

g lf

i

~~~~---·· .. ·····

~.~---··········· ····--·

-...J
"1

~· ::~. ---- ----·········-- ::.1
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Inserting a different picture on each record
Jane is very pleased with the clef. and thinks it would be a good idea to have a
picture on each record that changes depending on which department that record
deals with . She does this by creating a field with a data type of Graphic.
I

She presses Fl 0 to display the grid, and then clicks on the Graphic button in
the Toolbox.

2

Next she moves the pointer to the fourteenth grid position from the left and
the first grid position from the top. She presses Select and drags the pointer to
the 19th grid position from the left and the fourth grid position from the top.
She then releases Select

3

A field with the appearance of an envelope appears. with the default title
<Fie ld name> to the left of it Because she does not want a field title to
appear she immediately presses Return. Her layout now looks like this:

'l'

'

'

' '

j~j ·Music Matters •
Department: 11-;;t----------------~

.

. . . I . .
Instrument: 12 text

..

Model :l3~xt

'

.

.

.

---------------,
:

.

·

.

·

.

.

!

1:-----··-------------·--·---·- - --------·

~ber sold: ~;,1
.

Stock left: ~~~

Sur.lJiler:i7-;;t---------~---.-------------------~

Address: is text

:

•••• , .. ,,1
I
I
, ...................................................................... 4
!''•~•.••~~••n••~Jo.~••<-~•••<>v,oh•1•"•••••••0.V••••.••~uoo-.ooo

'
'
·'
•·
'
·
II___________________________
_• ____
_ __ JI

When Jane comes to edit her database in the One Record window, she can now
drag a Draw file or Sprite file to each record to make it obvious which department
the record refers to. For instance. if the instrument the record deals with is in the
percussion department. she would drag a Sprite file of a percussion instrument to
that record.
Note Graphic fields do not have field numbers.

For an example of how to drag a Draw file or Sprite file to a graphic field. see
Dragging pictures to a grapfric field on page 225.
For a description of how Draw files and Sprite files are mapped to a Graphic field
see Data types on page 263 .
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Adding colour and borders
After adding a background picture to every record. and a field allowing her to drag
different pictures to it. Jane wants to add the finishing touches to the record. That
means using colour. There are three ways you can use colour on a record:
•

changing the background colour of the entire record

•

changing the colour of text on the record

•

changing the background colour of fields and text.

Changing the background colour of a record
Jane decides that a plain white background on her records makes them too stark. a
cream colour would be easier on the eye. To change the background colour she
goes into the Utilities/Background colour dialogue box:

cream

dark green

At any time there are sixteen standard colours. These are shown in the boxes at the
bottom of the Colour dialogue box. Jane chooses the cream patch (the fifth colour
along the bottom row) by clicking on it and then clicking on OK
Mixing your own colour

You can mix your own colours by setti ng t he intensities of red. green and blue in a
colour. The intensity of red, green and blue is expressed as a percentage between
I% and I 00%. There are three ways of adjusting the intensity:
•

Drag a slider to the level you want.

•

Click on the number next to a slider. and type in a new value.

•

Click on the left and right arrows.

You can start off by clicking on a standard colour, then fine-tuning it to get the
colour you want. As you mix a colour, it is shown in the colour mixing box in the
middle of the dialogue box. When you have selected t he shade you want. click OK.
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Changing the background colour of fields
Now that the record has a cream background. Jane wants to change the background
colour of some of the fields on her layout.
I

She types Ctri-A This highlights every field on the layout.

2

Then she moves to the Effect/Fill colour dialogue box and selects cream.

3

Now that the entire record is cream, she highlights fields I, 2, 3, 7 and 8. The
fields and their field titles are highlighted. She only wants to change the
background colour of the field boxes. so she clicks Adjust on the field titles.

4

Finally she moves to the Effect/Fill colour dialogue box and selects wh ite.

Changing the colour of text
Jane wants to change the colour of the title. so she highlights Music Ma t t e rs ,
goes to the Effectrrext colour dialogue box. and changes the colour to dark green.

Adding field borders
Jane wants to make one final change; she feels that some of the fields should stand
out so she decides to put a border around them.
She highlights all the fields (including the graphic field) except field 9. Then
she clicks Adjust on the field titles of those fields so that only the field boxes
remain highlighted.
2

Next she chooses Effect/Border.

The final layout of Jane's record now looks like this:

!~J Music 1\tlatters

Etl
rAa

Fields

' '~ :
-..

l~

,;:

I'

~·

l,Ji

~· Hlt!
ICancel!

DO

I

Department: te.,r
lnsrrument:r-.2...:.
te...:..
xt _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Model:c:..3...:.re...:.
.xt _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Retail

priee:l S rent I

·~-r-

Number sold:~
Stock left:~

Address::::~~::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :

1

Wholesale· prtce·lto re••l
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Dragging pictures to a graphic field
lane returns to the One record window to complete her editing. All that remains for
her to do is to insert a picture or a musical instrument into the graphic field on
each record
She begins by displaying the directory on her work disc containing all the
Sprites of musical instruments
2

Then she works through each record. dragging the appropriate Sprite file to the
graphic field.

The Sprite files in Jane·s directory (these Sprite files are also in the DBtutorial
directory on Data disc A) correspond to the following departments:

Sprite file

departme nt

Brass
Guitar
Keyboard
Percussion
Piano
String
Woodwind

Brass
Guitar
Keyboa rd
Percussion
Piano
String
Woodwind

So, for example. if a record cont ,ined information about an instrument in the Brass
department, she would drag the Sprite file Brass to the graphic field on that
record

·-. -,JA

1
~

I
Rl!cords:
42
Unsortl!d
[±)Add
GDI!l

4 Music Matters I~<J
Department: Br.¥>;

J

!'---

]

Instrument: Cornet
.lotw• Padmger Tnumph

Retail prioe:l

9<101

~

Bl

s he drags Sprite
file Brass
to this field

Number sold:
Stock left. 3

Supplier: Arnold Templeton
Address: 'fheHy1~

jrnN bndgc
~U~:>.
DeiNery: 14 dd)"

Wholesale

fn::e :~
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Sorting records
The Sort window
When Jane created her Music Matters database, the records she typed in appeared
in the order in which she entered them. She thinks this is a little slipshod, so she
decides to sort her records into logical order. She chooses Utilities/Sort. The Sort
window then appears (pressing F6 also takes you to the Sort window)

I Clm I

~J Music Matters

~

Oepa.rtment
Instrument

I Sort I

I
~--------------------~

~:~--------------------~
Number SOkt.

D

Slocktett:D

=1 mm

ml

.......................................................................

...--~

Delivery:L_jdays

Wholesale sQ:e:

0

Sorting in ascending order
She begins by sorting her records into ascending order using the Instrument field:
She clicks Select in the Instrument field. The text 1 A-Z appears inside the
field. The 'I' indicates that this is the first sort field. 'A-Z' indicates that this is
an alphabetic field which will be used to sort the records into ascending order.

Sort

2

Next she clicks the SORT button.

After a few seconds Jane is returned to the One Record window. The records have
been sorted into alphabetic order using the contents of the Instrument field box
and are now in the following order:
Record
Record
Record
Record

I
2
3
4

Record 42
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Acoustic Guitar
Acoustic Guitar
Acoustic Guitar
Cello
Violin
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Sorting in descending order
Jane now wants to try sorting the Music Matters database into descending order:
I

She returns to the Sort window. The Instrument field still contains the label 1
A-Z to show the most recent sort operation.

2

She clicks Select over the Instrument field . The 'I' stays, but 'A-Z' is changed to
Z-A. This indicates that the records will be sorted into descending order.

3

Finally she clicks on SORT

The records are then sorted into descending alphabetic order:
Record
Record
Record
Record

I
2
3
4

Record 42

Violin
Violin
Violin
Viola
Acoustic Guitar

Cancelling a Sort

ltancell

To return to the One Record window without sorting. click on the Cancel button.

Clearing a Sort

To clear all sort options you have entered into the Sort window. click on the Clear
button. All sort options will be removed and you can enter new ones.

Sorting on more than one field
It is often useful to sort records using several fields. For instance. Jane wants to
organise the records in her database into the best order for the way she works:
I st sort • by department
Jane thinks of Music Matters primarily as several departments. so she decides to
sort all the records into department order. This means that all the records for the
Brass department would come first. then all the records for the Guitar department
would come next. and so on.
2nd sort • by Instrument
Within each department she would like to organise the records into instrument
order. so that in the first department- the Brass department- all the records for
cornets would come first. then all the records for saxophones. and finally all the
records for trumpets.
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3rd sort ~ by retail price
As there can be several models of the same instrument (for example, there are
three types of trumpet) she thinks it would be a good idea to sort the records for
each particular instrument into retail price order. so that the cheapest trumpet
would come first. then the next most expensive, and so on :

1 st sort
All records are sorted
into Department order

~

~

::-nlll

.·

Woodwind

~~

___,..,~ 11!~]1Percu~:~~o
JJ;
JJL

Keyboard

String

_

Guitar

- - Brass

3rd sort
Different models of an instrument
are sorted by retail price

2nd sort
Instruments within departments
are sorted alphabetically

1500

~"~ ~~ (~1 ~

l J
625

Trumpet

j

Trumpet

Brass

To perform these three sorts Jane does the following
She goes into the Sort window and clicks on Clear. This deletes any previous
sort entries.
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2

Then she clicks Select on the field she wants the database to be sorted on first.
the Department field. The label 1 A-Z is displayed

3

Next she clicks Select on the Instrument field. The label 2 A-Z is displayed
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4

Then she clicks Select on the Retail price field. The label 3 1 9 is displayed.
The '3' indicates that this will be the third field used to sort the records. and
' 1-9' indicates that this is a numerical field which will be used to sort the
records into ascending order
The Sort window now look like this:

I Clm I

!I1~!J Music Matters

~

Department:~IA.z

I s.rt I

I

t~rum.~~-_A_·z__________________~l
Model:

~--------------------~
Number sold

Retail pti<»:l 3

1·91

Stock

0

ten:O

.....
I
Adaess :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·
DeliYery: CJruy~

5

Wholesale ptice. O

Finally she clicks on SORT.

The records are sorted into order using the three fields lane selected. and she is
then returned to the One Record window The records in the Music Matters
database are now in the following order:
Record
Record
Record
Record

I
2
3
4

Record 42

Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass

Cornet
Saxophone
Saxophone
Trumpet

Woodwind

Recorder

900
1450
1750
625
130

Automatic sorting
Advance Database always remembers the last sort order you specified. After you
type in a new record, it is automatically sorted into the correct position within the
database using this sort order.
Note: If you clear all the fields in the Sort window. this is equivalent to instructing

the database not to sort any new remrcls t h.=~t you create Until you specify a sort
order. new records will rema in at t he end of t he database.
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5muGhin~
Jane sees the search facilities within her database as the key to monitoring how
well the different departments in Music Matters are performing. To enter the
Search window she chooses Utilities/Search. The Search window then appears
(pressing F4 also takes you to the Search window) :

4 Music Matters
~·~~~~
<>••it
[ !~]
~

IStii'Ch I

~~:'~---------------------~
Model:t~._____________________

....J

Number

Retail prioe:C ]

soktO

StocktettD

Supplier; I

Ad«fi~L---------------------_....J

The Search window displays a blank Music Matters record. You can type text into
one or more of the blank fields and then
•

search the whole database for all records that match that text in those fields.
The records that match your search are put into a subset of the whole database
and displayed in the One Record window.

•

search the whole database for all records that do not match that text in those
fields. The records that do not match your search are put into a subset of the
whole database and displayed in the One Record window.

If you want to search the whole database again to create a new subset. then you
should return to the Search window. click on New, type in your new search, and
click on Search.
If. however. you want to continue working on the subset you have created you can
return to the Search window and
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•

refine your subset by searching the records in it for something else. Only those
records that match this second search are then put into a new. smaller subset.

•

add to your subset by searching the whole database for a different set of
records and adding those to the subset you have already created.
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Finding a specific piece of data in a field
Jane decides that the first thing she wants to do is find out which instruments are
not selling at all. To do this she searches her database for every instrument that
has got a
in the Number sold field box:

·o·

I

She moves the pointer to the Number sold field and types in 0.
Number sold: ~

R&tail price:O

2

Stockleft:D

Then she clicks on the Search button.

As soon as Jane clicks on Search. the whole database is searched for records where
the Number sold field contains ·o·. When the search is finished, the Search window
disappears and Jane is returned to the One Record window. Instead of the 42
records that Jane would normally expect to see, only five records are now
contained in this window:
5 records - -

Records:

5

1 ~U;-ns-o~rt~ed-:- 1

[±} Rdd
GDel
subset - -

button

@ subset

Number sold:

R&lail price:I

35ooi

Stock left:

[QJ

OJ

Supplier: Ad(rn Gates Ltd

Address: .34 Se.tview Strut
linlecaster
Durham

The five records that are displayed in the One Record window are the records that
contained fields matching Jane's search. The subset button at the bottom of the
toolbox is switched on. This signifies that the One Record window is only
displaying a subset of the whole database.

Saving a subset
Now that Jane has found the poorest performers in Music Matters she wants to
store them into a separate database for further consideration (perhaps she might
consign them to the Bargain Basement) She saves the subset by going into the
File/Save option, typing Slowmovers into the Save subset dialogue box. and
dragging the icon to her work directory.
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Restoring the full database

Jane can display her full database again by clicking on the subset button (clicking
on this will toggle between the full database and the subset)

Finding similar pieces of data in a field
Jane wants to find all the records relating to Ivan Bandinski & Son. so she returns
to the Search window. This time the New button is displayed as available (before it
was shown in light grey). giving her the choice of searching the subset she has
already created, or searching the whole database and creating a new subset.
Wildcards

Jane starts to type the supplier's name in the Supplier's field but realises she can
only vaguely remember how Bandinski is spelt. so she decides to use a wildcard
character to help her. Wi ldcards are characters that you can substitute for other
characters and are used
•

if you can only remember part of the text you wish to find

•

if you want to search for slight variations of text.

There are two wildcard characters:
?

Using a ? anywhere in a word indicates that any single character can be
matched to it. For example, C?op would match to Crop, Chop, Clop and Coop.
Using a • indicates that any number of characters before or after the search
letters can be present as long as the rest matches. For example:
Elec*
*tar
*iol*

would match anything begin ning with 'Eiec', such as 'Electric'
would match anything ending in 'tar', such as 'Guitar'
would match anything containing the letters 'iol', such as 'violin' .

To use wildcard characters to help her find all t he records relating to Ivan Bandinski
& Son, Jane does the following:
She types *Ba * into the Supplier field.

[]!!]

2

She clicks on New.

3

Then she clicks on Search.

The whole database is searched and a new subset is created containing only those
instruments supplied by Ivan Bandinski & Son.
Note If Jane had not clicked on the New button. only the subset created from her
previous search (when she looked for instruments selling badly) would have been
searched . This is because once a subset is created, the search window wi ll use that
subset for subsequent searches. unless instructed otherwise.
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Finding data using operators
As well as searching for fields that match a specific piece of data you can also
search for data in a more general way using operators. Operators are standard
mathematical symbols, such as:
>
<
<=
>=
<>

greater than
less than
less than or equal to
greater than or equal to
not equal to

The following examples show how these operators might be used to search the
Music Matters database.
Note If you type a search string into a field box, and the string is actually longer
than the field box itself, don't worry, you ca n use the cursor keys to scroll the text
you typed in.
Fields above a certain value

You can search for fields that contain numbers or text above a certain va lue using
the greater than(>) or greater than or equa l to(>=) operators:
Department: >K

Search for all Departments that start with a letter after
K (e.g. Percussion and String, but not Keyboard)

Delivery: >=21

Search for all Delivery fields that contain a va lue
greater than or equal to 21.

Fields below a certain value

You can search for fields that contain numbers or text below a certain va lue using
the less than (<) and less than or equal to (<=) operators
Department: <G

Search for all Departments that start with a letter
below G.

Delivery: <=28

Search for all Delivery fields that contain a value less
t han or equal to 28 (i.e. a delivery of 28 days or less).

Fields not equal to a certain value

You can search for fields that contain numbers or text not equa l to a particular
value using t he not equal to(<>) operator
Department: <>Brass

Search for all Departments that are not equal to Brass
(i.e. all departments except Brass).

Delivery: <>28

Search for all Delivery fields that contain a value not
equal to 28 (i.e. all deliveries other than 28 days) :
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Fields between two values

You can search for fields that contain numbers or text that lie within a specific
range by using operators combined with the AND operator:
Department: (>=C) AND (<T)

Search for all Departments that start with a letter
greater or equal to C and below T.

Delivery: (>20) AND (<29)

Search for all Delivery fields that contain a value
between 21 and 28.

Fields containing one of several values

You can search for fields that contain one of two or more values using the OR
operator:
Department: (Brass) OR (String) Search for all Departments that are either Brass
or String.
Delivery: (7) OR (>14)

Search for all Delivery fields that contain a 7 or a
value greater than 14.

Combining operators

You can combine the AND and OR operators to search for fields that lie within a
specific range, or satisfy one or more other conditions:
Delivery: (>14) AND (<29) OR 7 Search for all Delivery fields that contain a value
between 15 and 28, or contain a 7.

Finding data in two or more fields
Jane has decided to search the Music Matters database for all instruments that sell
quickly but have a long delivery period She is worried that the shop might run out
of their most popular instruments and that, rather than waiting for new ones to be
delivered, customers might go elsewhere to buy them. So. to ensure sufficient
stocks of their best selling products. she performs the following search:
She goes to the Search window and types >1 4 into the Delivery field

2

Next she types > 4 into the Number sold field.

3

Finally she clicks on New, and then clicks on Search .

The database is searched and thirteen records are found answering both these
conditions.

Leaving the Search window
If you are in the Search window, and you want to return to the One Record window
without searching for any data, cl ick on the Cancel button.
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Refining a subset
Jane has a few ideas for new window displays, but first she wants to create a subset
that contains all the best selling instruments.
She types > 8 into the Number sold field.
2

Then she clicks on New.

3

Finally she clicks on Search.

The database is searched and. from the original total of 42 records in the whole
database. II records are found and placed in the One Record window:
subset
Search
Whole database

11

42

(loolooo>,. ......

~------------~ 1

2

whole database

all popular instruments

Jane now wants to perform further searches on this subset One idea she has is to
create a window display of all the most popular instruments under £500. She has
already created a subset of popular instruments. so to perform this second search
She returns to the Search window and types < 500 into the Retail price field.
2

She checks that the Found records and Keep buttons are on. These restrict
the search to the current subset instead of the whole database.

3

Finally she clicks on Search.

The subset is searched and five instruments are found and put into the new subset:
refined subset

--;,....,,.,...;-~·0.."") .. _..

Nw~e>•l$0!3

1

all popular instruments

2

·~----

a.--,

l'......

.....,_...,... C!E

1

popular instruments under £500
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Adding records to a subset
Jane looks at the five records in her subset and notices that four are guitars and
only one is a drum. She would much prefer a window display with more drums so
she goes back to the Search window and does the following:
She types <6 00 into the Retail price field.

2

Then she types Percussion into the Department field.

3

Next she clicks on Whole database. This forces the search to use the whole
database. and add any records it finds to the records already in the subset The
button above the Omit button will change from displaying Keep, to displaying
Add. as a reminder of this.

4

Finally she clicks on Search.

The whole database is searched and two records (both drums) are found. These are
added to the subset bringing the number of subset records to seven (four guitars
and three drums)

Removing unwanted records
As well as searching for records and placing them in a subset. you can also search
for records that do not match your search data and put those into a subset For
instance. Jane wants to create a subset containing every instrument except for
those supplied by Charles Stanton Ltd. so she goes to the Search window and
types Charle s Stanton L t d into the Supplier field
2

clicks on OMIT

3

clicks on New. and then clicks on Search .

The database is searched and forty records are put into a new subset. The two
instruments supplied by Charles Stanton Ltd are omitted from the subset.

Finding a specific date
Although there are no fields in the Music Matters database that have the data type
Date. you can search for dates in other Advance databases using several formats.
For example, you could search for the month of February in a field box with the
field type Date by typing in any of the following

26 02 91

26 Feb

12 2 I 02 BC

You can also search for a range of dates by using operators. For example:
(>Feb 1990) AND (<March 1991)
would find any date bel ween. and including. March 1990 and February 1991 .
For details of all the date formats see Data types on page 263.
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The Report Editor
Although it is possible to save your database as a simple text file (using the Report
option in the Save menu. described in Saving data in different formats on page 268). it
is far more useful to create a report using the Report Layout editor. The Report
Layout editor allows you to organise your data into a fully laid out report In
particular you can
•

design a title to appear on the first page

•

specify which fields should be included in the report

•

include special summary fields that add up the contents of field s

•

create column headings that will appear on every page

•

include page numbers and the current date on every page.

Creating a simple report
The structure of a simple report can be represented as follows:
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Page header

This is material that appears at the top of every page. For example:
column headings or a report title.

Body

This contains fields from your database. It appears on every page
between the Page header and Page footer.

Page footer

This contains information that appears at the bottom of every page.
For example: page numbers. a date, a subtitle .
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Jane has been asked to p repare a report for Bob Davies which summarises the sales
figures for Music Matters. To prepare the report she uses the Report Layout editor.

The Report Layout editor
The Report Layout is separate from the Music Matters layout Jane has already
created. To go to the Report Layout window in the Music Matters database. she
opens MusicDB and then chooses VIew/Report. The Report window opens At
this stage the Report window looks very similar to the ordinary One record window.
She then chooses Edit/Edit layout The Report window closes and the Report
Layout window opens. This window is identical to the ordinary layout window. but
can be used to create a special layout used only by the Report window.

Body area
Jane's first task is to edit the existing layout so that it becomes the body of her
report. The body of a report usually consists of a row containing one or more fields
from the database layout. When the report is generated this row is repeated for
every record in the database. forming a series of columns. The report that Jane is
preparing will contain four columns
She begins by deleting all fields and text in the layout except the 'Department'.
'Model' , 'Number sold' and 'Retail price' fields. When all the other fields are
deleted these four fields are automatically renumbered I. 2. 3 and 4
respectively
2

Next she puts the grid on. then goes into the Background colour option in the
Utilities menu and changes the background colour to white.

3

Then she deletes all four field titles. and shortens fields I and 2.

4

Next she changes the background colour of fields 3 and 4 to white.

5

Finally she drags the four fields so that they form a row

lllsicDB at

Fields
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Page header area
Jane now wants to create a large title and some column headings.
I

She chooses Utilities/Header/Footer/Page header A dotted line appears
four grid units from the top of the window The four fields are automatically
moved below this line. A column appears between the toolbox and the window
and the words 'Page header' appear inside this col umn ·
1 1 . -'. ..

-= i
[l]~

,..., l

I~

~ __ .,. __ ., __ ,_ __.__ ~-----'---·-----•-------·--""-----·----------------·------- ... -

Fields
·.-:::.

~

-· v

12 1;2
Q';J r.lf
ICancel l

DLl
2

Jane now goes into Text mode and types Music Matters Sales Report
at the top of this area. She changes the size of the text to 24 pt. and makes it
bold

3

Next she enters the headings Department. Model, Number sold and
Price near the bottom of the Page header area She changes the size of all
the words to 14 pt. and changes the font to Homerton bold. She uses the grid
to line the text up with the four boxes so that they can act as column headings.

4

Finally she drags the boxes so that they are just underneath the header area:
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Page footer area
Jane now wants to add in a page number and today's date at the bottom of each
page in the report. She chooses Ut1Utles/Header/Footer/Page footer A Page
footer area now appears. and each of the three areas is indicated in the column to
the right of the toolbox:

Music Matters Sales Report

Inserting the current date

Jane goes into Text mode and clicks in the bottom left of the Page footer area. After
the caret appears she chooses Utllitles/Insert/Current date. The cu rrent date
appears to the right of the ca ret.
Inserting page numbers

Still in Text mode. Jane now clicks in the bottom right of the Page footer area. After
the caret appears she types in the word Page followed by a space. Then she
chooses Utilities/Insert/Page number. The page number appears to the right of
the text she typed in
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The Report Window
lane hasn't finished editing her Report layout yet. but she wants to see how the
report will look as it currently stands. so she saves the layout as normal. using the
File/ Save option.
Then Jane clicks on OK. The Report Layout window closes and the Report window
opens. After scrolling the window to the left she sees the following:

A

[J

A
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I

[!!]
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The Report window displays each page in the report as if it were a sheet of A4
paper. as this is how it will appear when printed When Jane scrolls down the report
she can see that each page has the ful l title at the top, and the page number and
current date at the bottom . However. there are several things on the report that can
be improved. so she returns to the Report Layout editor to make some changes.
I

The first improvement she makes is to remove the field borders from the four
fields (by highlighting them all and choosing Effect/Border).

2

The rows are too widely spaced at the moment in the actual report. so the next
improvement she makes is to close up the Body area. She selects the four
fields and moves them up so that they are just beneath the bottom of the Page
Header area. Then she positions the pointer over the dotted line at the bottom
of the Body area. The pointer changes into a double arrow to signify that it can
be used to enlarge or red uce the Body area. She drags the dotted line up so
that it is just beneath the four fields.

3

The next change she makes is to move fields 3 and 4 to the right. as the
Number sold field is too close to the Model field . She then moves the page
number in the Page footer area to the right so that it lines up with the Price
field agai n.
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The final change she makes is to increase the space between the title, 'Music
Matters Sa les Report'. and the column head ings. She clicks on the dotted line
at the bottom of the Page header area and drags it down. She then highlights
the column headings (Department, Model, Number sold and Price) and drags
them down so t hat they are once more at the bottom of the Page header. She
then lines them up against the four fields, but this time she moves the text.
'Number sold', slightly to the right.

4

The final edited layout now looks like this:
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When Jane clicks on OK to go to the Report window, her amended report is much
clearer
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Creating a full report
Jane is pleased with her report so far. but she knows that she has to include some
calculations in it before it is ready to hand over to Bob Davies. The final stage is to
convert her simple report into a full report This involves returning to the Report
Layout window and using the Header and Footer options again. so that the report
looks more professional and includes summaries of all the figures
The structure of a full report is slightly different from a simple report; it contains
five areas instead of three:
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Header

This is material that only appears at the top of the first page

Page header

This is material t hat appears at the top of every page except for
the first page. For example: column headings or a subtitle.

Body

This contains text or fields from your database. It appears on
every page.

Page footer

This contains information that appears at the bottom of every
page. For example; page numbers or a date.

Footer

This contains fields that total. count, or average entire columns
of data. The contents of this area are positioned immediately
after the Body area on the last page of the report.
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The difference between the two types of report can be summarised as follows:

Simple report

e~e<y

l

Page header

appea" at the top ol

Body

appears on eve<y page between
Page header and the Page footer

Paxefooter

appears at the bottom of every page

page

th~

-

Full report
.._
~
~

Header

appears only at the top of page 1

Page header

appears at the top of every page
except page 1

Body

appears on every page between the
Page header and the Page fo oter

Page .footer

appears at the bottom of every page

Footer

appears on the last page ben eath
the Body area

~
..._
~

~

..

-<:
"

"
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~
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A full report differs from a simple report as follows:
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•

The Header area only appears on the first page: it can be used to create a full
front page heading

•

The Page header area only appears on page 2 onwards. It can be used to supply
a title and column headings that will only appear on page 2 onwards.

•

The Body and Page footer areas remain identical; they appear on every page.

•

A new summary area is available (the Footer) which will only appear on the
last page, immediately beneath the final row of data in the Body area.
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Header area
Jane wants to create a more interesting title on the front page of her report. so she
returns to the Report Layout window. puts the grid on, and does the following
She chooses Utilities/Header/Footer/Main header.

2

A Header area appears above the Page header area at the top of the layout
Jane wants this area to be larger, so she moves the pointer over the dotted line
at the bottom of the new area and drags it down severa l grid units.

3

She wants the Header area to have the same column headings as the Page
header area. so she highlights the column headings in the Page header area,
copies them. and then pastes them into the Header area using Ctri-V.

4

She then creates a background field in the top left of the Header area using
Utilities/Insert/Frames (described in Inserting a background picture on page 220).
and drags the Draw file MMTitle to it.

5

Finally she goes into Text mode and types in Music Matters and Interim
Sales Report - 1992. She changes all this text to Homerton bold, and
changes 'Interim Sales Report - I 992' to 18pt, and 'Music Matters' to 24pt

Changing the Page header

The Page header will on ly appear on page 2 onwards, so, to make 'Music Matters
Sa les Report' appear as a subtitle. Jane reduces its size to 18 pt.
The layout now looks like this:
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Footer area
Jane now wants to add a summary field on the last page of her report: in particular,
she wants to display the total number of instruments sold.
She chooses Utilities/Header/Footer/Main footer. A Footer area appears
below the Page footer area at the bottom of the layout
2

She highlights the Number sold field in the Body area and drags it down to the
Footer area. When she releases Select a highlighted copy of this field is
displayed with 'Sum' inside it. She widens the field so that all the text inside it
·sum(Number sold)' is visible.

3

Then she goes into Text mode, and types in Total number of
instruments sold to the left of the summary field.

4

Finally she highlights the new field and text. and changes them to Trinity 14 pt.
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Summary fields can add up the figures in a column, average the figures displayed
in a column . or just count up the number of records in a report. To change the
function ol a sum mary Held. highlight it and then go into the Edit fields/Function
submenu and click on Sum. Average or Count.
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Jane clicks on OK to go back to the Report window. She checks her new Header at
the top of the first page.
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Then she scrolls to the end of the report to check that her summary field is correct.
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Deleting a Header, Page header, Page Footer or Footer
To delete a header or footer in the Report Layout. go into the
Utilities/Header/Footer/Add/Remove menu and deselect it by clicking on it.

Printing a report
Jane has checked over her report in the Report window and is satisfied with it. She
now wants to print it, so, after ensuring that she has a suitable printer correctly
connected and set up, and that the !Printers application is loaded onto the icon
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bar. she presses the Print button on the keyboard. The Print dialogue box is now
displayed She wants to print the entire report. so she clicks on All. Then she clicks
on Upright. and finally she clicks on Print to send the Report to the printer
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Saving a report
Jane decides she would also like to save her report as a plain text fil e, without any
pictures. but laid out in the same format as it appears in the Report window. She
does this by choosing File/Save as/Report. Note that if you save a Report text file
for a database which has a field of type 'boolean·. the values of the boolean fields
are not output in the text.
File/Save as/Draw saves the current page as a Draw file (includ ing any pictures).
File/Save as/CSV and File/Save as/TSV can only be used to save the entire
database, not the report.

Creating other reports
To overwrite an existing Report layout. go into the Report Layout editor and
choose Edit/Delete layout. This will delete the existing Report layout and replace
it with the ordinary database layout. You can then create a new Report layout.
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Creating graphs
Jane wants to get a quick overview of how many instruments have been sold by
each department. and she thinks a bar chart would show this very nicely. To create
a bar chart using data from Music Matters. she opens Musi cDB and chooses
Utilities/Graph. The Graph window appears

001

I
I

[!!II
t _,
'
£

J

I "

•
I

ii
,, "'

20

Clear

I

The Graph window is divided into two parts : a blank area for displaying the graph,
and a series of options allowing you to define exactly what sort of graph you want

001.__ __,

1

Jane moves the pointer over the X data button at the top left of the window.
The pointer changes into a small pointer attached to a tiny menu ·

2

She clicks Menu and a list of the fields in the Music Matters database appears
I

3

Xuis:
<Monp)
DPpartMnt
InstruiiiPnt
Mod PI
I MufllbPr sold
I RPtail pricP
I Stock left
SuppliPr
RddrPss
I DPl imy
I WholPsalP pricP

Jane moves down the list and clicks on the Department field . The list
disappears and the name of this field is displayed next to the X data button.
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4
~~

Then she moves the pointer over the Y data button, clicks Menu , and when a
list of the fields in the Music Matters database appears, she clicks on Number
sold.
Four d ifferent types of graph are available depend ing on the sort of data to be
plotted These are
•

Bar charts

•

Scatter graphs

•

Pie charts

•
Line graphs
Three of these are highlighted to show t hat t hey are available to plot Jane's
data. The only type of graph she can not choose, and which is not highlighted,
is Scatter.

5

To display the data as a bar chart she clicks on the Bar button, which is then
highlighted in black.

6

Keys are displayed on graphs by default, but Jane doesn't want a key to appear
on this particular graph, so she moves the pointer over the graph display area,
goes into the Graph/Options submenu, and makes sure that the Key option is
not ticked .

7

Finally she clicks on Draw; the bar chart is then displayed in the blank area

l :f!M

Draw

Gm~epart~~~en~

MusicDB

~ lu111ber soil

I ,Pi~
'

I~

t M'

-]

l:fl+ l~l
I* LJft! I ~
•

20

I

Draw

I

Clear

llr·-

Moving an axis title

The X axis title (Department ) at the bottom right corner of the graph is sl ightly
too long to fit into the graph display area, so Jane highlights the title and drags it
down and to the left to make it fully visible.
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Displaying a pie chart in 30
Jane is pleased with her bar chart but she wants to see what the same data would
look like as a 3D pie chart. with the highest selling department ·exploded', i.e
separated from the rest of the pie. This would mstantly make it clear which
department sells the largest number of instruments.
She clicks on the Pie button and then clicks on the Pie type button to the right
of the Pie button. Cl icking on this button cycles around three options whole
pie chart. one segment exploded, and all segments exploded. She selects the
one segment exploded option.

2

~

whole

~

one segment exploded

~

all segments exploded

She moves to the 20 button. As she clicks on this button it cycles around three
options 2D, 3D, and outline She selects 30 (by leaving it displayed).
•

2D
3D

0 Outline
3

Then she clicks on Draw. and the pie chart is displayed in 3D

OO~epart111enq

[!!}lu111ber soli

Music DB

•• I~
LiM

IB

3D
Dra11
Clear
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Improving the appearance of a graph
Changing the title

By default the title that appears on a database graph is the name of the database
file. Jane wants to change this to something more informative. She double clicks on
the title. MusicDB. A caret appears in the text and she changes the title to
Number of instruments sold. When she comes to the end of 'sold' she
presses Return . This takes her to a new line. and she types in by Department.
This second line is automatica lly centred beneath the first line.
Moving the pie chart

Jane now decides to move the pie chart down slightly.
I

She moves the pointer away from the title and clicks on a blank part of the
graph . The pointer changes from a ca ret back to an arrow.

2

She then moves the pointer to the bottom left of the piechart (just below and
to the left of 'Keyboard'). clicks Select and. holding the Select button down.
moves the pointer above and to the right of 'Brass' and then lets go The pie
chart and all the text on the pie chart are highlighted. She moves the pointer
over the pie chart and drags the chart and text down .

Changing the labelling on the pie chart

While the chart and text are still high lighted Jane chooses Effect/Text sl:re/24 pt
The text is re-displayed at the new. larger size She then clicks on the pie chart and
text to deselect them. Finally she drags three of the pie labels- String. Woodwind
and Brass- so that they are positioned more legibly:

Number of instruments sold
by Department

Clear
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Printing a graph
Jane wants to print the pie chart now. Before she tries this. she makes sure that she
has a printer correctly connected and set up. and that the !Printers application is
loaded onto the icon bar She then presses the Print button on the keyboard. When
the Print dialogue box appears she clicks on Print:

Lll II NTX
Copiu:

arna

ICancPl l I Print I
When the graph is drawn on the printer it fills an entire A4 sheet of paper.

Saving a graph
Jane could have saved her fi le as a Draw file by choosing File/Save as Draw. She
would then have been able to edit the graph inside Draw. Alternatively she could
have saved her file as a Graph data file. Graph data files allow you to re-create a
graph quickly and easily without opening the Database first.
For a full description of saving a graph as a Graph data file. and then using this file
to re-create the same graph . see the section entitled Saving a graph on page 295.

Quitting the Graph tool
Jane now wants to quit the Graph tool and return to her database. so she clicks o n
the close icon in the top left corner of the graph window. A dialogue box appears
allowing her to save her graph as a file. or quit the Graph tool without saving her
graph. She clicks on Discard to quit the Graph tool without saving her graph .
For a full description of the Graph tool see the chapter entitled The Graph tool on
page 273
In the following section. Jane imports a CSV file into a new database she has
created . The rest of this chapter then describes some facilities that Jane has not
used. and provides more detail about features she has used already.

Importing data from other files
As well as entering data di rectly into an Advance database you can also import
data into it from other files The types of file you can import are
•

CSV (Comma-Separated Values) files

•

TSV (Tab-Separaleu Values) files

•

other Advance Database files.
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For a description of CSV and TSV files. and in particular the format of a CSV file, see
Importing data from a CSV file on page 214.

Importing data from CSV and TSV files
If you are in an Advance database and you wish to import data from a CSV or TSV
file. all you have to do is drag the file onto the toolbox in your One Record window
and release Select. A Mapping window wil l then appear and you can either accept
the mapping as it stands or change it to something more useful. For example.
when Jane imported a CSV fi le containing 40 Music Matters records into her own
database (described in Importing data from a CSV file on page 214), she saw the
following Mapping window:

Copied fro11:

1.
2.
I.
<4.
,S•.
6,
7,

Copied to:

.hpartl~nt

InstruMrll
MDdtl
I!Wtr sold
Rthilf price
Stock ltft
Suppl'ier
8', Addrtss
9. Dtlivery
'! I• llltles•le prict
{blti'nlt}

1. Dtparh•ent

~

2• InstruMnt
3.11oftl
4. HUibtr sold
~· Rtt~jl prict
6. Sh1ck left
·7. Suppl itr
8\ lfddress
'· hlifti'V

11. Mholesale price

11,

In this case Jane cou ld see that the ten fields in the CSV file (shown in the Copied
from column) corresponded exactly to the ten fields in her Music Matters
database. so she clicked on Merge.
However, there are situations when there wil l be no exact correspondence between
the CSV file and the database file, for instance:
•

where the CSV file contains more fields than the database

•

where the CSV file contains less fields than the database.

In these cases you m ust edit the Mapping window to ensure the correct fields in
the CSV file are mapped to the equiva lent fields in your database.
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For example. Jane has created the layout of a database. Discount (this file is in
the DBtutorial directory on Data disc A). that wil l contain information about
discounts offered by suppliers This layout contains three fields which will hold the
name of the supplier. the type of inst rument. and the model of that instrument. It
has a further th ree fields which will hold details of the various discounts offered by
that supplier. She knows that she can save time typing in the details for the first
three fields by import ing this information from the Music Matters database.
I

She goes into the Discount database. At this time it contains empty fields:

Discounts available from Suppliers
Supplier

Instrument
Model

1 · 10
11 - 20

2

Next she drags t he CSV file. Musi c Data , onto the toolbox in this window The
following Mapping window is t hen displayed:

Copied fro11:

C.pitd to:
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The three fields of interest to Jane are the Supplier, Instrument, and Model
fields (fields I, 2 and 3 in the Copied to column). These correspond to fields 7.
2 and 3 respectively in the Music Matters CSV file.

3

Jane can swap fields over on the Mapping window by dragging one onto
another. To make the Mapping window do what she wants, Jane makes the
following alterations in the Copied from column.
She drags field 7 (Supplier) to just above field I (Department). When she
releases the Select button field 7 is displayed in position I, and field 1 is
automatically shunted down to position 2.
she drags
field 7 to ~
position 1

.
......,.

Copied fro11:

'M•Sjpplier

1.

1. ttflrfllftt*

2.
field 1 i s /
3.

shunted to
position 2

2.
3.
4.
5.

Inst~tWat

• !1

Jill;

4. IIIIMtr' nld
.s, llttai I t ioe

Copied to:
Supplter
lnstruMftt
IWtl
1 . 11
11 - 21

' · 21+
(delettd>
(deleted)
(deleted)

6 .
. . lift"'
'!!.

1
~· .

''· llldHSs

) . Ml[vtrv
11. llltlenle. p~ioe

<·deleted>

Next she drags field I (Department) between field 5 and field 6. Field I is
then positioned between these two fields and fields 2, 3. 4 and 5 are shunted
up by one position.

she drags
field 1 to
between
field 5 and
field6 ~

Copied froa:
~1. SUpplier·
2t Iasti'Wftt
3. llldtl"

Copied to :

1. SliPPUtr

4. luiMrsoltl -

s: t{afl irlci

=:.=c:;_....,;;.....;...

t. . . . .

........

r. Sttot lift
t. hUMJ...
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4

Jane now scrolls the window slightly so that three <blank> fields are visible
beneath field I 0 (Whol esale price) She highlights t hese three blank fields
and drags them between field 3 and field 4. The three blank fields now fol low
field 3. Fields 2 and 3 are already in the correct position so they can be left
unchanged
The Mapping window now looks like this:

Copied to:

Copied fro":
l, Supphtr,.
2. IutrUMtt

1. $upplier

3. Medel

3. MIHI

t.

<~lank>

4. 1 - 11
5. 11- 21

<~l•nt>

<blink>

'· 2tt
(dfltttd)
<dtltttd)
<dtltttd)
(dtltttd)
(dtltttd)

•· Nwer uld
5. Retail pri~e

1. Deparfilfnt
'· Stock left

·~ lkldrt$5

(itlete4)
(deleted>

9, hliMrt

11• .lll.elenle price
5

Inltl'uMt!nt

Jane now scrolls the window back up so that the MERGE button is visible and
clicks on it. All of the records in the CSV file are copied into the new database.
However, only data from three fields in the CSV file is written into the new
database - from the Supplier, Instrument and Model fields (fields 7. 2 and 3).
The three discount fields are left blank. ready to be filled in later:

Discounts available from Suppliers
Supplier

Instrument
Model

Amo!d Templeton

Corne\
John Padlnger

1 -10
11 . 20
20+
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The deleted box
An alternative way to map fields to each other is to use the <deleted> box in the
Copied to column. For example. by dragging <deleted> boxes opposite those
fields you do not wish to import, you can achieve exactly the same mapping as Jane
did when she used <blank> boxes in the Copied from column:

7. Supplitr

Importing data from other Advance Database files
Importing data from one Advance database into another is identical to importing
data from a CSV or TSV file. you simply drag one database onto the toolbox of a
One Record window in another database. The same Mapping window will appear
For example, if Jane dragged MusicDB (not the CSV file MusicData) to her
Suppliers discount database. she would see the following mapping.

Copitd fro11:
1. hHI"tMit
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Creating a database to match a CSV or TSV file
There is no automatic way to create a database from a CSV or TSV file. If you have a
CSV or TSV file of data. and you want to create a database to hold it, you must first
create a database layout to receive the file of data.
A typical way to accomplish this would be as follows:
I

Make a list of all the fields in the file, noting which fields contain text. integers,
real numbers, dates etc.

2

Open a new database. Create the same number of fields in the Layout editor as
there are in the file, making sure that you give them appropriate field names
and identical field types (e .g. if field 4 in the CSV file is an integer. then field 4
in the new database must be an integer field also).

3

Save the layout and go into the One Record window.

4

Drag the CSV or TSV file onto the toolbox in your new database. When the
Mapping window appears click on MERGE.

If the fields you created in the layout match the fields in the file. then your new
database will be filled with data .

Error messages
If. when you click on Merge, the data in the file you are importing does not match
your database layout you will see an Error box. For example, if you tried to import
a real number into an integer field, you would see the following:

&Pill"' f1'11 llllfllll NUIIIII.

Invalid integer

OK
The import will be stopped at the last record in the file that contained a full set of
correct fields.
Correcting errors

The simplest way to correct import errors is to check your data file thoroughly, and
ensure that the contents of every field in it match the field types in your layout. It is
usually best to begin by checking the line in the data file following the last line that
was successfully imported.
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Saving CSV and TSV files
You can save some or all of the data from a database into a CSVorTSV file. You can
then drag this file onto the window of a spreadsheet or word processor file.
Any fields in a database. except graphic fields. can be saved as a CSV or TSV file.
For example. to save fields in MusicDB. open t he file and do the following:
Choose File/Save as/CSV. The Save CSV dialogue box will appear

I CSU_f ilelll@
Fields ~
Headings ~
2

Move the pointer over the Fields button. The pointer will change into a small
pointer and a sma ll menu. Click Select and a list of fields will appear:

liitldJ
.I Depart Rl!nt
.I Inst ruRI!nt
.I Model
.I Hulllber sold

.!Retail pric. .
.I Stock left
.I Supplier
.I Address
.I Del iveriJ
.!Wholesale price
By default all the fields will be ticked. If you only want to save some of the
fields in your database. click Adjust on the fields you do not want to save.
3

Come out of the Fields menu. type in a new filename if required. and drag the
CSV file icon to your directory.

Headings
Normally when you save fields to a CSV or TSV file the titles of the fields will
appear on the first line of the file. If you do not want these titles on the first line
click on the Headings button to turn them off.
Importing a CSV or TSV file with no headings

To import a CSV or TSV file that does not have any titles on the first line. you must
first turn off the Headings option in the Save CSV or Save TSV dialogue box. This
instructs Advance Database not to expect titles on the first line of the file.
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Editing fields in the Layout editor
Editing fields
Fitlds
Title ¢
Type
¢
Ualues ¢

Once a field has been created you can use the Edit fields submenu to change its
title, data type. or specify a set of values that it can accept.

•

Title leads to a box allowing you to enter a new title for that field.

•

Type leads to a submenu which allows you to change the type of data a field
can accept. The various data types are described in Data types on page 263 .

Renullber 9

Note· If you use this option to change the data type of a field. and you have
already inserted some data into the database, then when you come to save
your edited Layout you will have to edit a Mapping window This is because
there will be a data conflict between the data you have already typed in. and
the new data type you have specified for that field.
•

Values leads to a box allowing you to enter a series of values that a field might
contain.
For example. if you highlighted the Department field in the Music Matters
layout window. and typed the following into the Values dialogue box:
Brass.Guitar.Keyboard.Percussion.Piano,String,Woodwind
and then went to the One record window and clicked Select in the Department
field, the following menu would appear:

Uallls
Brass
Guitar
Keyboard
Percussion
Piano
String
Wood111ind
You could then click on one of the values. e g Guitar. That value would then be
tiCked 1n the menu and would overwrite whatever was currently displayed in
the Department field.
This option is ideal when you have a field into which you will insert one of a
sma ll number of values. It does not stop you from entering a value not in the
values list.
When a values list is displayed in a field you can remove it by pressing Esc. and
re-display it by clicking in the field
•

Function allows you to define the action of a summary field in the Report
Layout editor. It is described in Summary fields on page 246.

•

Renumber leads to a box allowing you to change the order of that field. It is
described in Renumbering fields in tfre Layout editor on page 263.
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Deleting a field in the Layout editor
If you have created a field which you need to delete (perhaps because you pasted it
incorrectly), highlight the field. and then choose Edit/Delete. The field will be
deleted and all the fields that follow it will be shuffled down by one.
So. for example. if there are I 0 fields and you delete Field 6, then
what was Field 7 will become Field 6.
what was Field 8 will become Field 7 and so on.

Copying fields in the Layout editor
Sometimes it is useful to make copies of a field you have already created.
especially if you have edited the field to make it a certain size. colour and typeface.
You can use the Copy and Paste options in the Edit submenu to duplicate a field:
Go to the toolbox and click on the Select mode button. Return to the Layout
window, move the pointer over the field you want to copy and click Select.
2

Click Adjust on Copy in the Edit menu.

3

Now click Select on Paste. The menus will disappear and the cursor and fiE'Id
outline will be displayed . Move the cursor to wherever you wish to paste tl.e
field you have copied and click Select. An identical field will appear. You can
continue pasting new copies as many times as required .

Fields that you paste will have the same field names. size, data type. colour and
typeface as the field they were copied from .
Note: Instead of using Copy and Paste from the Edit menu you can use Ctrl-C for
Copy and Ctri-V for Paste.

Changing line spacing
Where a field can contain more than one line of text. you can adjust the spacing
between the lines by highlighting the field, choosing Effect'Line spacing, and
typing a new value into the Line spacing dialogue box.
For instance. when Jane created the Address field, she increased the depth of the
field so that it could hold an entire address. Increasing or decreasing the line
spaci ng va lue would give you the following effect:
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t3 Tavistock Way
Wakefield
Yorlcshire

13 Tavistock Way
Wakefield
Yorkshire

13 Tavistock Way
Wakefield
Yorlcshire

Line spacing = 13

Line spacing= 14.5

Line spacing = 16
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Renumbering fields in the Layout editor
If you want to change the order of fields you can use the Renumber option. For
example. if you want to make the Retail price field follow the Model field:
t

Htghlight Field 3 (the Model field)

2

Go mto the Edit flelds!Renumber box, type 2 and press Return . The fields will
be renumbered as follows:

Department:
Before renumbering

Instrument

1 teM

I

r---------1.
2 te\.t
r---------

_______

Model .___
3 te\t

After renumbering

Department: I text
I
r---- - ---....L
Instrument: 3teM
Model

1----- -- - -

2te~t
'---------

What was Field 3 will become Field 2, and what was Field 2 will become Field 3.
Fields 4 onwards wi ll be unaffected. Notice that the fields are not physically
rearranged.
Note If you try the above example you can return the fields to their original order
by highlighting the Instrument field (which will now be Field 3). going into the
Renumber box, and typing 2

Highlighting all text and fields
A quick way to highlight all the fields and text on the layout is to press Ctri-A (this
is equivalent to choosing Select all in the Edit menu).

Data types

Boolean
Integer
Real
Datt
Graphic

Each field you create in the Layout editor must be one of six data types. You can
change the data type of a field using the data type buttons in the Layout toolbox.
or by choosi ng them from the Edit fleldsiType submenu.
•

Text allows you to specify free-format text with word-wrap

•

Boolean allows you to create a Yes/No field Clicking on this field in a record
will toggle a tick (for yes) or a cross (for no) in the field If you save your
database as a CSV or TSV file. Yes or No will be written to the appropriate
field position in the file depending on whether you ticked or crossed the box.

•

Integer allows you to specify an integer.
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•

Real allows you to specify a floating point number Trai li ng zeroes are
automatically removed from real numbers. For example

34.00
•

•

will be displayed as

34

Date allows on ly a date to be entered. There are a number of different formats
in which dates can be entered
Format

What you type in

What it becomes

Day, Month , Year

26 2 1991
26Feb9 l
26th February 1991

26th Feb 1991
26th Feb 1991
26th Feb 1991

Month. Year

2 1991
Feb 1991

Feb 1991
Feb 1991

Day. Month

42
4 Feb
4th February

4th Feb
4th Feb
4th Feb

Year

91
91AD
191

1991
91AD
191

Month

February
Feb

Feb
Feb

Day

2nd

2nd

•

Advance Database will always convert a cardinal number for the day of the
month (e.g. 22 Feb. 3 Feb) into an o rdinal number (e.g. 22nd Feb, 3rd Feb).

•

When displaying a month name. Advance Database will always display the
standard three letter abbreviation for that month.

•

You can add AD or BC after the year. This is essential where you want to
specify a year before l 00 AD.

Graphic allows you to drag a Draw file or Sprite file to the field.

When you drag a Draw file or a Sprite file to a graphic field the aspect ratio of
the picture is not changed The picture is displayed in the centre of the field,
filling as much of the field as possible. without being stretched horizontally or
vertically. You shou ld note that if you include large and detailed Draw files
reduced to t iny sizes. your document may fail to print.
Note: Once you have dragged a Sprite file or Draw file to a Graphic field.
changing the o riginal Sprite file or Draw file will not change the picture
displayed in the Graphic field If you change the original Sprite file or Draw fi Ie.
and you want this new picture to replace the picture in the Graphic field, you
must drag the <"h<~nged file to the Graphic field. The new picture will then
replace the old one.
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Aligning fields
The Utilities/Snap to frames option allows you to align one field with another
field. With this option switched on, any field you drag will snap to the edge of the
nearest field to it on the layout
•

A right-aligned field will snap to the right edge of the nearest field

•

A left-aligned field will snap to the left edge of the nearest field

•

The top edge of any field will snap to the top edge of the nearest field

•

If you drag the handle of a highlighted field it will snap to the right edge of the
nearest field.

Guidelines
When you create a layout, it is sometimes useful to display guidel ines to help line
up fields and text. To display guidelines choose Utilities/Guidelines. When t his
option is switched on, four lines radiate from the field or piece of text being
dragged. These lines help to show the field's position relative to other fields
Two vertical guidelines

I
I
I
I

F~eld

-------i-----------.

I :~~·~l__J___________ i
I

I

I
I

'I

'

I
I

I

I
+
......

'----y---' ;
I
field being
i
dragged
i

>Two
horizontal
guidelines

I
I
I

Saving default values in the Layout editor
When you create a new layout (or edit an existing one) you can save the effects that
you select (from the Effect submenu) by choosing Utilities/Save as default.
Thereafter, every time you create a new database, the Layout editor will be opened
with the same effects that were in force when you saved them .
You can use Save as default to create a new set of defaults whenever you want.
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Editing records
Copying records
It is often useful to copy all the data from one record into a new record. This is
especially useful when you want to create several very similar records. and you
don't want to re-type identical data into each one.
To duplicate a record:
Go to the record you wish to duplicate.

[±)

2

Type Ctri-R or click Adjust on the Add button in the Toolbox.

A new record will be displayed containing the same data as the origina l record. You
must edit this new record in order to save it.

Copying and pasting text
If there is some text in a field box that you wish to copy into another field box
(either on the same record or another record):
Select the text you want to copy by highlighting it. Click on Copy in the Edit
menu. The text you highlighted will be copied to the clipboard.
To copy the text from the clipboard into another field:

2

Move the pointer to the required position in another field box and click Select.
Then click on Paste in the Edit menu. The text from the clipboard will now be
pasted to wherever the caret is.

Deleting text
Select the text you want to delete by highlighting it and then click on Cut in the
Edit menu . The text will be deleted but will also be copied to the clipboard; this
gives you the option to paste the deleted text back to its original position or to a
new position on a different record.
Note: If you click on Delete instead of Cut, the text will be deleted but will not be
copied to the clipboard.

Select all
To select the entire contents of a field for copying or deleting, click inside the field
and then choose Edit/Select all. The entire field wil l be highlighted. even if it
stretches over several lines (as in t he address field in MusicDB)

Clear
To deselect any text that is highlighted. click on Clear in the Edit menu.
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The All records window
This is a special editing window which allows you to scroll through the records in a
database and edit them. To go to this window choose View/All records.
To scroll through records in this window you can
•

click on the scroll up or scroll down arrow

•

drag the slider up or down the scroll bar

•

click just above or just below the slider on the bar

•

press Page Up or Shift-ito go back one record, and Page Down or Shift-J.. to go
forward one record.
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Using the scroll bar does not change the record number in the toolbox. When you
begin to edit a record the number of that record is displayed in the toolbox. and a
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Saving data in different formats
The Save option in the File menu leads to a Save box allowing you to save the
database into either the file you created when you first quitted the Layout Editor.
or into a new file of your own choosing
The Save as option in the File menu allows you to save your database in any of
four formats:
•

CSV leads to a Save box allowing you to save the database as a file of Comma
Separated Values. where the data for each field is separated by a comma. You
can then read and edit this file using Edit. Only textual fields are saved.
graphic fields are ignored . So if you saved the Music Matters database as a CSV
fi le, only the first I 0 fields would be saved.

CSV fi les are very useful if you want to export your data to other database
packages For more info rmation about savi ng CSV fi les, and exporting them to
Advance Spreadsheet or Advance Word Processor. see Saving CSV and TSV files
on page 260.
•

TSV leads to a Save box allowing you to save the database as a file of Tab
separated values. Only textual fields are saved, graphic fields are ignored.

•

Report allows you to save the records as a simple text file. Pictures and
colours are not stored. and all text is saved in one standard font and font size.
The text is laid out in the same format as it appears on the records.

•

Draw allows you to save the record (or the current page of a report) you are
working on as a Draw file All parts of the record are saved. including colours
and graphic fields.

Printing
Before you try and print any records. make sure that you have a suitable printer
correctly connected and set up, and that you have loaded the !Printers application
onto the icon bar (see the RISC OS 3 User Guide for details).
To display the Print dialogue box choose File/Print or press the Print key. The
following box will be displayed:
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0 Drift

~~ IPrintl
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Learning more about the Database

To print one or more records do the following:
I

Select whether you want to print all the records, or a range of records.

2

Specify how many copies you want.

3

If you want to print the record smaller or larger. specify a new sca le.

4

Select whether you want to print the record upright or sideways.

5

By default the complete record will be printed, including pictures. exactly as it
appears on your screen . If you want to print just the text click on Draft

6

Click on Print.

Print options
All - if selected. all records in the database will be printed

From ... to - if selected. the range of records in the adjacent boxes will be printed .
Note: Print will analyse the printed size of a record to determine how many it
can fit on one sheet of paper in t he printer. If it can fit two or more records on
a sheet then it will amend the range given in the to box. So. for instance. if you
wanted to print a range of records from the MusicDB database. the range
displayed wou ld be from I to 21. even though there are 42 records. This is
because Print decides it can fit two records on one sheet of paper. If you were
to reduce the sca le of the record. even more records could be fitted onto one
sheet of paper.
Copies - determines how many copies of each record wi ll be printed.
Sca le - affects how large the printed record will appear when it is printed. 100% is
full size. The left and right arrows next to the scaling field allow the scale to be
increased or decreased in steps of I%.
Upright or sideways- controls whether records are printed upright or sideways
Draft - if selected. prints just the text parts of the records using 12pt text and
Corpus font.
Note: Because Draft prints on ly 12pt Corpus characters, you may find that
field boxes containing more than one line of text appear to have incorrect
horizontal alignment. Although this does not affect the appearance of records
within your database, you may prefer to avoid it by designing your database
layout using 12pt Corpus.
Save- saves the settings in the Print box.
Cancel - quits out of the Print dia logue box without printing.
Print - click on this to print your record.
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Altering record sizes
The Print dialogue box of Advance Database has a writable Scale icon. As well as
allowing you to alter the magnification of printed documents. it also controls the
area available for you to place fields on each database record.
If you are laying out a database. and finding it difficult to find room for all the fields
you want on each record. you can follow this procedure:

2

View/One
record .
Choose
.
'
Choose File/ Print....

3

In the Print dialogue box. alter the Scale: icon to read less than I 00%. e.g. 50%.

4

Click on Save to confirm the setting.

~.

When you now edit your database layout. you will have more room available to
arrange your field s on each record.
Note that if you set the Scale to greater than I 00%. when you next choose
Edit layout the record space is reduced. and you may not be able to see al l your
fields. To correct this. perform steps I to 4 above. but set Scale: to I 00% at step 3.

Summing up
In this chapter you've learnt how to use Advance Database to sort and search
records. import data from CSV files. create graphs and produce reports.
In the next chapter you wi Ill earn how to use the Graph tool to produce both simple
and complex graphs.
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Introducing the Graph tool

A dvance Graph allows you to convert data from the Spreadsheet and Database
.

..l"l. into clear, informative pictures.
Types of graph

Any data in a spreadsheet or database tells a ·story'. Often the quickest and easiest
way to see that story is to display it as a graph. How well the story is conveyed to
the observer depends on the type of graph used. and the way that the graph is
presented. The Graph tool provides four different types of graph .
Examples of graph types

The following are examples of the four different types of graph .
Total Sales- by Department

Sales of Sheet Music
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Rainfall in Wes1 Scotland
April1990

Sales of Jazz Sheet music
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Scatter graph

Pie chart
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What makes up a typical graph
The bar chart below shows some of the basic components that make up a graph:
title

'Total Sales- by Department'

axis labels

'I 0000, 20000, 30000, 40000, 50000, 6000'

axis titles

·sales(£)'

key

'Brass Guitar Keyboard Percussion Piano String Woodwind'

Total Sales - by Department
!

__, Department

I B~
0Guitar
1

' - - _j

-··-

J IKey~
1

I ~r,"USSJOO
0Piaoo
I Siring

0Woodwind

Options
The Graph tool also provides a series of options that allow you to
•

select special types of graph, such as exploded pie charts or stacked bar charts

•

change the size of a graph and the scaling of the axes

•

display graphs in 2-D. 3-D or outline

•

overlay graphs on top of each other

•

add text to any part of a graph

•

display graphs on top of a grid

•

save graphs as Draw files.

For a full description of all the graph types. and the sort of data you might plot
using them. see Selecting the right graph on page 28L
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The Graph tool

he Advance Graph tool allows you to create simple or complex graphs, and
then change their appearance by displaying them in 3D. overlaying them on
T
top of each other. drawing them over a grid and adding text.
In the first part of this chapter Jane McCluskey, the manager of Music Matters,
creates a simple graph and then modifies and improves that graph The second
part of this chapter describes in more detail the different graph types available.
and the options that can be used to control their appearance
You can create a graph in one of two ways:
•

by opening a Database or Spreadsheet file and then going to the Graph tool

•

by opening the Graph tool and then dragging a Graph data file or CSV file to it.

When you go to the Graph window from the Database or Spreadsheet, you
automatically take your plotting data with you.
•

Creating graphs from the Spreadsheet is described in Displaying results as a graph
on page 114. and in More on graphs on page 189

•

Creating simple graphs from the Database is described in Creating graphs on
page 249.

Note· Once you are in the Graph window, you use the same facilities to edit graphs
regardless of whether you imported your plotting data from a Graph data file or
CSV file, or brought it to the window via the Database or Spreadsheet.

Creating a simple graph
It's the end of the financial year and Jane McCluskey decides that she would like to
see how sales of sheet music have performed. This information is not kept in the
main Music Matters database, but in a second database called SheetMusic (this
file is also in the GRtutorial directory on Data disc A). In particular she wants to
see how sales of Classical sheet music have fluctuated throughout the year.
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Creating a simple graph

She opens the SheetMusic database and then presses F7 to go to the Graph
window. To the left side of this window is the Graph toolbox. This allows you to
specify the data you wish to plot. and the type of graph to use to plot that data.

Toolbox

•

2D

Clear

Button

action

X data

displays a menu of data you can plot on the X-axis

Y data

displays a menu of data you can plot on the Y-axis

Pie

selects a pie chart

Scatter

selects a scatter graph

Bar

selects a bar chart

Line

selects a line graph

20

selects 20, 30, or outline

Draw

draws the graph in the graph area

Clear

deletes the graph in the graph area, and clears the
data in the X and Y buttons

Jane now specifies the data she wishes to plot on the horizontal and vertical axes
(the X-axis andY-axis)

line,
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I

She moves the pointer over the X data button at the top left of the window.
The pointer changes into a small pointer attached to a tiny menu

2

She clicks Menu and a list of all the fields in the database is displayed. She
clicks on Month. The name of the database field is displayed in the box next to
the X data button (the # indicates that the field contains a number)

3

Next she clicks Menu over the Y data button. The same list appears and this
time she clicks on Classical (this field contains the monthly sales figures for
Classical sheet music).

4

The Graph tool analyses the data that Jane has specified and highlights three
of the four graph buttons to show that she can plot her data using these graph
types. She clicks on the Line button .

The Graph tool

Draw

5

Jane does not want a key to appear in this graph, so she goes into the
Graph/Options submenu. and makes sure that the Key option is not ticked.

6

Finally she clicks on Draw. The line graph is then displayed:
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Making a graph 30
Jane now wants to see what the graph wou ld look like drawn in 3D.
•

She moves to the 2D button. As she clicks on this button it cycles around three
options 20, 3D. and outline. She selects 3D .

2D

•

2

2D

0

3D

•

Outline

She then clicks on Draw and the graph is redrawn in 3D.
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Drawing multiple graphs

Adding a grid
Displaying a graph on top of a grid is very useful if you want to know whether a
particular point on the graph is above or below a certain value. To display a grid on
her graph, Jane presses Fl 0. She then clicks on the Draw button to redraw the line
graph .

~~ Month I
CY!Jiclassicall

SheetMusic

!. Pi~ . I~
!

} •t

l

......,.I_,....
B~r........,J ~

M!i.!MI~I
•

3D

I

Draw

I

Clear

Drawing multiple graphs
Overlaying one graph on top of another allows you to compare
•

the relative performance of two or more sets of data against each other

•

the difference in trends (such as seasonal variation) between the data.

lane wants to look at all three sets of sales figures, so that she can assess how they
are performing relative to each other.
She clicks Menu over the Y data button. The same list of fields appears as
before, with a tick next to Classical. This time she clicks Adjust on Popu lar and
Jazz. All three fields are now ticked.

Yaxis:
<Hone>
./II Classical
./II Popular
./II Jazz
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Drawing multiple graphs

Finally she clicks on Draw.

~~ Month

I

~~al,Popuq

•
I

Popular
Jau

SheetMusic

2D

Drall

I

Clear

The key is a big improvement. and 2D lines make it easier to read the exact value of
each point. As soon as she looks at the three lines. she can see that classica l sheet
music sales far exceed the sa les of popular and jazz sheet music. and that the sa les
of all three types of sheet music increase rapidly in the Christmas period .

Changing the graph type
The next th ing Jane wants to produce is a graph showing not on ly how well each
type of sheet music is sel ling, but also how well combined sa les of all three types
of sheet music are selling each month. Stacked bar charts are ideal for this. so she
clicks 30 back on aga in. and then clicks on the Bar type button until it shows
stacked bar charts. Fina lly she clicks on Draw.
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The Graph tool

Editing text on a graph
Jane is almost ready to print the graph, but first she wants to edit the graph to
make it more informative and readable.
Changing the title

By default the Graph tool uses the filename of the database or spreadsheet file as
a title for the graph To change the title Jane does the following

I

She moves the pointer over the title, SheetMusic. and double clicks Select
A ca ret appears in t he text and she changes the title to Sales o f Sheet
Music - 1992.

2

She then moves the pointer away from the title to a blank part of the graph and
clicks Select once. The pointer changes back to an arrow.

3

She moves the pointer back over the title. It changes to a hand. She now clicks
Select once. A rectangle appears around the text She then chooses
Effect/Bold

Changing the axis titles

When drawing a multiple graph , theY axis title is a combination of all the fields
that have been selected, so on this graph theY axis title is displayed as
Cl assica l Popular Jazz on three separate lines. This looks confusing, so
Jane decides to change theY axis title to something shorter and more informative.
She double clicks Select over the axis title. A caret appears inside the text and
she changes the text to Sales ( £).

2

The new title is now too far above theY axis. so she moves the pointer away
from the new title to a blank part of the graph and clicks Select once. The
pointer changes back to an arrow. She moves the pointer back over the axis
title. clicks Select, and drags it back to it's original position at the top of theY
axis.

3

Finally she highlights the X axis title. Month. and drags it down so that it is
level with the X axis labels.

Note: Changes to text are not saved if you draw a new graph. So only change text
when you are satisfied with the rest of the graph.
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Drawing multiple graphs

Her graph now looks like this :
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For a full description of how to edit text and objects (such as the key) on a graph
see Editing a graph on page 292.

Printing a graph
Jane now wants to print the graph she has created. Before she tries this she makes
sure that she has a printer correctly connected and set up. and that the ~Printers
application is loaded onto the icon bar. She then presses the Print button on the
keyboard. When the Print dia logue box appears she clicks on Print:

LN II HTX

IIOJII
!Cancel I I Print I
Copies:

When the graph is drawn on the printer it fills an entire A4 sheet of paper.

Quitting the Graph tool
Jane now wants to quit the Graph tool and return to her database. so she clicks on
the close icon in the top left corner of the graph window. A dialogue box appears
allowing her to save her graph as a fi le, or quit the Graph tool without saving her
graph. She clicks on Discard to quit the Graph tool without.saving her graph.
For a full description of saving a graph as a Graph data file. and then using this file
to re-create the graph, see the section entitled Saving a graph on page 295.
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The Graph tool

Selecting the right graph
When you draw a graph you want it to present data in the most informative and
visually interesting way possible. This means
•

choosing the best type of graph to display your data

•

deciding whether the graph should be drawn in 2-D. 3-D. or outline.

What type of graph is best?
The following table is a summary of the different graph types you can use:

Pie charts
show a total broken down into its individual parts

Examples:
Showing the share of votes each party has in an election
Showing the share of a market different organisations have

Bar charts
show differences between separate sets of data

Examples:
Comparing the sales performances of different products
Comparing the number of eggs laid by different chickens

..

Scatter graphs
show the distribution of data

Examples:
Showing the distribution of population in different age groups

L

Showing the amount of rainfall in an area by land height

Line charts
show trends in data

Examples:
Showing the sale of ice cream over 12 months

L

Showing the change in temperature of the polar ice caps
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Selecting the right graph

Should the graph be 2-D, 3-0, or in outline?
If you open the SheetMusic database and go to the Graphs window. and then
select Month in the X data field and Jazz in the Y data field. you can display the
data as a 2D. 3D. or Outline graph If you selected Bar charts as the type of graph,
the same data could be plotted in any of three ways :

2-D

the normal way of displaying a graph

3-D

displays the same graph in 3-D

Outline

Selecting 2~ 0 ,

3~ 0

displays the same graph in
outline, with no shading

or outline

•

2D To display a graph in one of these three ways, click on the 20 button. As you click
on it, the button will cycle around three options: 2D. 3D. and outline; at the same
3D time the icon to the left of the button will change to reflect the mode. When the
Outline button shows the option you want. don't click any more. You can then click on
Draw to display your graph.

•

0

Outline graphs are sometimes clearer than 2D or 3D graphs when drawn on a dot
matrix printer. They also allow you to colour the graph in yourself.
Which of these three ways of displaying a graph you choose is a matter of personal
choice.
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The Graph tool

Pie Charts
Pie charts are ideal for showing the breakdown of a total into its individual parts,
and they do this by showing the total as a pie and then showing how big a slice of
that pie each of the components have. So, in the example below. the whole pie
represents the total sa les of Jazz sheet music sold by Music Matters over a I 2
month period, and the individua l slices show the amount sold each month as a
percentage of that total

Sales of Jazz Sheet music

Types of pie charts

To select a particular type of pie chart click on the Pie type button. As you click on
it, the button will cycle around the three types available. and the pie chart
displayed on the button will change to show that particular type. When the button
shows the type you want. don't cl ick any more.

~Whole

lSI One section out

!It] All sections out

Whole

whole pie charts show the relative values of a set of categories

All sections out

used as an alternative to whole pie charts.

One section out

pie charts with one segment exploded are used to highlight the
segment contain ing the largest value (or the first segment if all
the segments have the same value).

Remember that pie charts do not provide a means of absolute measurement- bar
charts or line graphs are better for this.
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Selecting the right graph

Barcharts
Bar charts are ideal for showing differences between separate sets of data. So. in
the example below. the individual performance of each department in Music
Matters. in terms of total sales. can be clearl y and easily compa red
Sale. (£)

Total Sales - by Department

Oepanment

I Bra;,
0

G UIUf

I K c) lxl:Ud
I Per\.'\.1~'-I<Wl
0Pu;no
I Srrin'

0Wo...J,.md

Types of bar chart

To select a particular type of bar chart click on the Bar type button. If you are
plotting a single set of data. only the normal type is available. If you are plotting
more than one set of data. the button toggles between stacked and clustered The
tiny bar chart displayed on the button changes to show the type currently selected .

liJ Norma l

Iii

Stacked

~

Clustered

Normal

each bar represents a va lue in a certain ca tegory.

Stacked

each column represents 100 percent. The bars in each column
make up that I 00 percent.

Clustered

sets of bars are used to show multiple data.

Stacked and clustered bar charts both use shaded bars to represent different sets
of data. To tell you what the shaded bars refer to. you should always include a key
when you draw a stacked o r clustered bar chart
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Scatter graphs
Scatter graphs are used to display relationships between two (or more) sets of
related data. In the example below. the amount of rainfall at seventeen weather
stations in West Scotland has been plotted against the height of those weather
stations.

Rainfall in West Scotland
April1990
• +

,.., Raonllill
rmml

Types of scatter graph

D

To select a particular type of scatter graph click on the Scatter type button. As you
click on it. the button will cycle around the two types available. and the scatter
graph displayed on the button will change to show that particular type When the
button shows the type you want . don't click any mo re.

.,
'

k. ·.· ! Normal

l::.l with regression

Normal

draws one marker for each set of data points

with regression

draws a best tit line through all the markers
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Line graphs
Line graphs are used to show trends. usually over a period of time. So, in the
example below, it is clear that sa les of all three types of music sheet generally
improve around Christmas. but sales of Classical music sheets do not perform very
well in March and April compa red to Popu lar and Jazz sheet musie:
Sales(£)

Sales of Sheet Music

Classical

(()0

Popular

Jazz
/

/

~)

100
o-+--~-~--.--...-.---.---..-..---.---.--..

Jan Fl•b Mar Apr

Ma~

Ju11 Jul Aug

~cp Oct

No'

(.)t:,·

Types of line graph

To select a particular type of line graph click on the Line type button. As you click
on it. the button will cycle around the three types available. and the line graph
displayed on the button will change to show that particular type. When the button
shows the type you wa nt, don't click any more.

..
~~~ line
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lt::J markers

E] line and markers

line

displays a line connecting each value

markers

displays a marker for each val ue but does not draw a line

line and markers

displays a line connecting each value and a marker for each
value

The Graph tool

Grouping
You can use grouping to display how many records in a database fall into a series
of ranges
For example. if you want to show how many instruments in the Music Matters
database fall into a series of retail price ranges. you would do the following:
I

Open Mus icDB and sort the records into ascending o rder using the Retail
price field .

2

Go to the Graph window and select Retail price on the X axis.

3

Select Bar chart. and press Fl 0 to display a grid

4

Choose Graph/Grouping. The Groupmg d1alogue box will appear Click on the
Use grouping button. Now click on the th ree buttons above this button . Then
enter 500 in the Size of ranges box, 0 in the Start of ranges box. and I 0 in the
Number of ranges box. Finally click o n OK.

2

r

Click on all
three range
buttons

l
~

Click on the
Use grouping
button

1
5

&ro•in9
~Size of ringes
I 5881 IBBIB
~Start of ranges
I 8 IBill
~MuRber of ranges I 18
IBIBB
~ Use grouping o use string

I Cancel I

I

OK

Enter required
values into
range boxes

I .-

4

Click on OK

Click on Draw. A bar chart wil l be displayed showing the number of
instruments in the database within each retail price range
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You can also display the same data as a line graph or a pie chart
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The Grouping box

When you first go into the Graph/ Grouping dialogue box all the range buttons and
range boxes are greyed out to show that they are currently unavailable

range buttons

i

GrouPint
Size of ranges
Start of ranges
.
Mu~er of ranges
(>Use grouping

I Cancel I

DG
DO
O@J

...

t

range bo>es

(>Use string

I

OK

I

If you click on Use grouping, the range buttons and range boxes become available.
The range boxes work as follows:
Size of ranges

specifies how wide a range is
If the values in a field vary between land 4500, and you
enter 500, then each range will cover 500 units.

Start of ranges

specifies the start of the first range
If you enter l, and Size of ranges is 500, then the ranges
would be: l - 500. 50 I - I 000 etc.
If you enter 0, and Size of ranges is 500. then the ranges
would be: 0-499, 500-999 etc.

Number of ranges

specifies the maximum number of ranges that will be displayed
If you specify too many ranges. only the number of ranges
that are required by the data are displayed.
If you specify too few ranges, then the last range will extend
itself to include the highest value.
If there are no values in the database for a particular range,
that range will not be displayed

Note If you enter a va lue for Start of range that is greater than one or more va lues
in the database. the first range will extend itself to include all the lower values.
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The Use string option

The Use string option gives you flexibi lity over the ranges you want to display. In
particular it allows you to specify ranges of different sizes.
For example. to display the ranges:
I -499

500- 1499

1500-2499

2500-3500

Click on Use string.
2

Type 1,500.1500,2500.3500 into the string box. then click on OK:

&rt.ilt
Siu of nngts
Start of ranges
MuNier of rangts
0 Use grouping <$> Use string
.1,588 ,1588,2588,358.

I

string box

3

EJD
DO
DO

I Cancel I

I

OK

I

I

Finally click on Draw. The following graph would be displayed
[[] ~tail priq

001

I

MusicDB

I

Pie

~~

r=:li=nt=;j
•

~

IE]

2D

I

Draw

I

Clear

~ 1 '1.)

I ...~

14()0

Although entering a string in this way allows you to specify ranges of different size.
those ranges must follow each other. To display ranges that are not continuous you
can specify ranges using 'to' . For example. to display the ranges
I -499

1500-2499

2500-3500

you would type the followin~ in to t he string box ·

I 1 to

499, 1588 to 2499, 2511 to 358~

I
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Changing the axis scaling
When you draw a graph the axes are scaled automatically. On scatter. bar and line
graphs you can adjust the origin or axes manually.
The database file RainfallDB in the GRtutorial directory on Data disc A
contains data for rainfall at seventeen weather stations in West Scotland. If you
draw a scatter graph from this file, plotting rainfall on theY axis and height above
Mean Sea Levei(MSL) on the X axis. it would be displayed as follows:

RainfallDB

Rnmfall (mm)
:!00

100

u·-1-~-~~---.-~~--.---~-- lfetght
()
J()(J
~00
db<>\ c
M~L

To plot this same graph with the origin. X axis. or Y axis scaling changed. choose
Graph/Scale. The following Scaling box wi ll appear
S~ali~~cl

Y llax:

,,

~Auto

)~

fl

Origin:
XMin:

"

..

XMax:
!

c

'

YMin:

~

I

l• ! , I

' ""'

Cancel

I

OK

I

Click on the Auto button to turn automatic scaling off
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2

Enter new values into the Y max. Y min. X max. X min or Origin boxes.

3

Click on OK. The sca ling box will disappear.

4

Click on Draw to redraw your graph .

The Graph tool

Here are some examples of different values:

Y max changed to 300

Y min changed to - 100

RainfaiiDB

Rainfai/DB

200

·.

IQO

I(JC}

+-------~------r-----~
JOJ
::!0>
~

•.

M..'iL

o-1----------r--- ue;,.,
100

t~h.r..e

MSL

X max changed to 400

X min changed to - 100

RainfaiiDB

too-

Rainfai/DB

·.

too-

o-l-----~
,00-----~~---~~-~~!~

·.

~----~-~----~----100
100
200

M~L

H~
~

MSL

Origin changed to 50,100

""'"""'"'"'>
lOO

Rainfai/DB

·~

••

Vl)
,..

~
MSL
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Editing a graph
The graph area is composed of t hree main elements the graph (which includes the
axes and the grid) , the key and text (which includes the axis labels and the key
legends). These elements can be edited in various ways:
•

the graph can be moved, copied, or deleted

•

the key can be moved, copied, or deleted

•

all text can be changed, moved. deleted , re-sized or coloured .

In addition. new text can be inserted anywhere in the graph area .
Note: all editing changes are lost if a graph is re-drawn . If you want to save your
graph, including any edits you have made, save it as a Draw fi le.

Editing text
After a graph has been drawn you can change the characteristics of the text on that
graph as follows:
I

Move the pointer over the text to be changed , the pointer will change to a
hand. Highlight the text by clicking Select once.

2

Go into the Effect submenu .

3

Click on the required option (e.g. Italic or Bold if you want to italicise or
embolden the text. Text font. Text size, or Text colour to change the font.
size, or colour of the text).

Altering existing text

To edit existing text. for example, changing the word Shee t Mu s i c to Sa l es of
Sheet music, do the following:
Move the pointer over the text. The pointer changes to a hand .

2

Click Select twice. The pointer appears inside the text as a caret.

3

Change the text as required.

Restoring the pointer

You will now be in Text mode. Even when you move away from the text you have
edited, the pointer wi ll still be a caret. To restore the normal pointer. move the
caret away from the text and the graph and then click Select once.
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Adding new text
To add new text to the graph , for example. inserting the words 'Classical', 'Popular'
and 'Jazz· next to the th ree lines in the example on page 293. do the following:

I

Move the pointer to the approximate position you want to insert some new
text and double-click Select

2

A ca ret will appear and you can type in your text.

After you have finished typing in your text move the pointer away and click Select
once. This will restore the normal pointer.
For example:
Before editing

Classical
Popular
Jau

ShBBtMusic

....
•
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After editing
Y axis label changed, border and fill colour added

title changed

I

'

ls,.bHJI

Sales of Sheet Music
ClasSical

""'
~ new
text

axis labels
increased
in size

X axis label with border and fill colour

Moving the graph
The graph (including the axes and grid) can be highlighted separately and dragged
to a new position.
The key, key legends and axis labels can also be highlighted and dragged to a new
position.

Changing the size of a graph
It is easier to position new text on a graph if you zoom into the area to be edited.
For instance. to zoom into the graph shown in Editing text on page 292
Press Fll to display the Scale view dialogue box:

This box shows that the current scale is 47%.

2
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Click on the pre-set scale button that says I 20% to increase the scale factor.

The Graph tool

3

Then click on Scale. The contents of the display area are now zoomed in from
47% to 120%
Default scale (47%)
!!]~

[!lf.t,Populj

Scale increased to 120%

:!JCE!C

::!Jt••·'''""
~

A

,., Iii:!!
•

l5a

Classical

Popular

s

Jazz
700

3t

:=EJ
CTI!E:J

600

~~~======================~¢~ ~~~=========t~~==~====~
To return to the normal scale go back into the Scale view dialogue box and click on
the pre-set sca le button that says 47%. Then click on Scale.

Saving a graph
As a Draw file
You can save a graph as a Draw file by going into the File/Save as Draw dialogue
box. typing in a new filename (unless you want the file to be called DrawFile).
and then dragging t he Save as icon to a directory:

The Draw file will save everything displayed inside the graph area. including any
new text you have inserted.
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As a Graph data file
You can save your graph as a Graph data file (that can then be used to re-create
your graph) by going into the File/Save as Graph dialogue box. typing in a new
filename (unless you want the file to be ca lled GraphData ), and then dragging the
Save as icon to a directory.

Re~creating a graph from a Graph data file

A Graph data file contains all the information required to re-create a graph. Once
you have saved a graph as a Graph data file you can re-create it by double-clicking
on the Graph data fi le icon, or opening the Graph tool and dragging the Graph data
file to the Graph window.
You can then re-draw the same graph by clicking on Draw.
Note:

The Graph data file saves information such as whether you specified a key, grid. or
a new scale, and also any effects (text size. fill colour etc) that you applied to the
title. axis titles, and axis labelling
It does not save any new text you have added to the graph. changes to text that you
may have made. nor grouping data.

Printing a graph
Printing from Draw

You can print a graph by saving it as a Draw file and printing it from Draw.
Printing from the Graph tool

To print a graph directly from the Graph tool:
Make sure that a suitable printer is correctly connected and set up, and that
the !Printers application is loaded onto the icon bar (the RISC OS 3 User Guide
describes this).
2
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Create a graph in the Graph window.

The Graph tool

3

Press the Print button on the keyboard to display the Print dia logue box:

Ul II NTX

4

Type in the number of copies you want and click on Print

The graph area in the Graph window represents a horizontal (sideways) piece of A4
paper, so when the graph is drawn on the printer it fills an entire A4 sheet of paper

Quitting the Graph tool
To quit the Graph tool click on the close icon in the top left corner of the graph
window. A dialogue box will appear with the following three choices:
Discard

closes the window without saving the current graph

Cancel

removes the dialogue box and leaves you in the Graph window

Save

allows you to save your current graph as a Graph data file

Unless you wanted to save your current graph as a Graph data file you would
normally click on Discard .

Saving default values in the Graph tool
If you change the axis title or axis labels using the Effect menu. you can save these
effects for any future graphs you draw by choosing Utilities/Save as default
Thereafter. every time you display a graph, the axis title and axis labels will be
displayed with the same effects that were in force when you saved them.
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Appendix A: Moving data between
Advance tools
Memory permitting (see Data transfer on machines with limited memory on page 302) you
can move data in most directions between the four Advance tools- Word
Processor. Spreadsheet, Database and Graph, as well import and export data to
and from other applications.
This can be done in two ways:
•

Cutting or copying and pasting between tools.

•

Dragging files of compatible types into tool windows.

Cutting or copying and pasting between tools
You can cut or copy and paste data between different Advance tools in much the
same way as you can inside the same tool, assuming your computer has sufficient
memory to have two tools active at the same time. Data here means plain text.
although there are some exceptions. such as the ability to cut and paste graphics
from the Database to the Word Processor. Effects are mostly or completely lost
during cut and paste operations.
You must make sure that the destination window has the input focus (you have
clicked in it. and the title bar has turned yellow) before you paste in the data.
The procedure may be summarised as follows:
Select the text (or cells) to be cut or copied.
2

Cut or copy it to the clipboard .

3

Place the cursor (or select a cell) in the destination window.

4

Paste in the data

Note the following details of cut and paste operations within Advance:
•

Spreadsheet data is pasted into the Word Processor as a TSV file (i.e. rows
generate newlines. columns go to tabs).

•

When pasting data from the Word Processor into the Spreadsheet. include
newlines to change row. and tabs to change column.

•

When pasting data from the Word Processor and Spreadsheet into the
Database in browse mode. if the caret is not inside a record. CSV- and TSV-type
data will be pasted into fields 1n a record.
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Dragging files of compatible types into tool windows
Compatible RISC OS file types
In common with much RISC OS software. Advance tools ca n impo rt data from
compatible RISC OS file types, such as
•

Draw files

•

Sprite files

•

Edit files.

The Data transfer diagram on page 30 I shows which RISC OS file types individual
tools can import.
You import such RISC OS fil es into an Advance document by placing the cursor at
the position required in the target document. then dragging the RISC OS file icon
into the target document.

Importing (and exporting) standard file formats
Work ca rried o ut in an Advance tool is usually saved in that tool's native file format.
and such a file can only be interpreted subsequently by the same tool However.
data can be exported by tools in other standard formats which may be acceptable
to another Advance tool and to other applications altogether. Such formats are:
•

CSV (Comma Separated Value)

e

Plain (ASCII) text

•

TSV (Tab Separated Value)- plain text with tabs.

These formats can also often be generated by other applications and imported by
Advance tools. See the Data tra11s{er diagram on page 30 I for details of which tools
can import and export which of these formats.
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Data transfer diagram

This diagram shows how data may be transferred between Advance tools and to
and from other applications. using compatible file formats. Tools can also, of
course. save files in their own native format
To other
applications
Export as
Tex1
Drawfile 1

...
Import

Export as
Drawfile

csv

WP

csv
TSV

~ DB

AGraph

From other
applications

SH~

Import~
Drawfile
4

Sprite

GR

TSV
Formulae
Text
A Graph

TSV
Text"

Export as
Drawfile

Export a
Drawflle

csv

4

csv

TSV
WK1 5
Schema

Import

csv

1 Illustrations only
2 Jncluding Document Description Format (DDF)
3 To a Text field
4

To a Graphic field

5 Lotus 1-2-3 file format
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Data transfer on machines with limited memory
On machines with limited memory, it is not always possible to run more than one
Advance tool at once. This restricts the transfer of data by cutting and pasting
between two open tools. Accordingly, in such cases you must transfer data using
the alternative method described in Dragging files of compatible types into tool windows on
page 300:
save the data in a file type compatible with the destination tool
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2

quit the tool

3

choose Minimise memory from the Advance icon bar menu

4

display the destination tool window

5

drag the file into the destination window.

Appendix B: Using Advance on 1MB or
2MB computers

This appendix contains hints and tips for making the best use of Advance on a
computer with I MB or 2MB of RAM. If you have a 2MB computer. you'll probably
only need to read Swapping between Advance tools.

Swapping between Advance tools
Advance has a modular structure. made up from the following tools:
•

AdvanceWP (Word Processor)

•

AdvanceSH (Spreadsheet)

•

AdvanceDB (Database)

•

AdvanceGR (Graph)

When you create a new Advance document. or double-click on an existing Advance
document in a directory display. the corresponding tool is loaded automatically
into the computer's memory (if it isn 't loaded already). It then remains loaded in
memory until you quit Advance or choose the Minimise memory option.
On a computer with 4MB or more. you can load any or all of the tools at once. On a
1MB computer there is only room for one Advance tool to be loaded at a time. On
a 2MB computer. any two can be loaded at once (providing other RISC OS
applications aren't taking up too much memory).
If you try to load an Advance tool when there's not enough memory available. you'll
see a message like this:

Appl icat ion needs a t leas t 384K t o s t a r t u p
This means you'll need to quit the Advance tool you're currently using to make
room to load another. For example. if you're using the Word Processor. and want to
use the SprearJsheet next:
Save any Word Processor documents you're working on and close their
windows.

2

Click Menu on the Advance icon on the icon bar.

3

Choose Minimise memory. This will
from memory.

remove the Word

Processor application
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4

Create a blank Spreadsheet document. or double-click on a particular
Spreadsheet fi le you want to open

An alternative is to save all your files. reset your machine. then reload Advancesee Resetting the computer below.

Producing graphs on a 1MB computer
On a I MB computer. you can't draw a graph directly from the Database or
Spreadsheet (by choosing Utilities/Graphs or pressing F7) as this requires two
tools to be loaded at once.

Producing graphs from the Database
To plot a graph from Advance Database on a I MB machine:
Save the data that you want to plot as a CSV fi le.

2

Save any Database documents and close their windows.

3

Click Menu on the Advance icon on the icon bar.

4

Choose Minimise memory.

5

Choose Create/Graph (this opens a blank Graph document) .

6

Drag the CSV file's icon over the Graph window. and then plot the graph as you
would normally.

Producing graphs from the Spreadsheet
To plot a graph from Advance Spreadsheet on a I MB machine:
Select the data you want to plot and choose Utilities/ Graph type/Plot rows or
Plot Columns (see Sending row or column data to the Graph tool on page 115).
2
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Choose Save as/Graph and drag t he GraphData icon to an open directory
display. This saves the data from the Spreadsheet in AGraph format. which the
Graph tool can understand.

3

Save any Spreadsheet documents and close their windows.

4

Click Menu on the Advance icon on the icon bar.

5

Choose Minimise memory.

6

Choose Create/Graph (this opens a blank Graph document).

7

Drag the Graph Data file's icon over the Graph window. and then plot the graph
as you would normally.

Using Advance on 1MB or 2MB computers

Resetting the computer
Some tools such as AdvanceWP need relocatable modules (software extensions
to the operating system) to be loaded. When you remove such an application from
the icon bar. it may leave some or all of these modules behind. since they may be
needed by another tool. However. when you are very short of space, this behaviour
-normally helpful - may mean that you don't have enough space for the next tool.
It's therefore a good idea to reset the computer before loading Advance. Before
doing this, make sure you save any work you have done, as it will be lost from the
computer's memory when you reset.
To reset the computer, press Ctrl-Break or Ctri-Reset. Then load Advance.
If at any stage you find that there's not enough memory to finish a task while you're
using Advance, try saving your work. then resetting as above before reloading
Advance.

Resetting without running a boot file
If you have a I MB computer with a hard disc containing a boot file that starts some
applications each time you switch on, carry out the reset by holding both Ctrl and
Shift while pressing Reset; this will prevent the boot sequence from being
executed .

Choice of screen mode
The appendix entitled Screen modes in your RISC OS 3 User Guide lists the screen
modes that are available on RISC OS computers. The table there shows the
memory used by each screen mode. If you are very short of memory. you should
use mode 12 for a colour display (even if you have a multi-frequency scanning rate
monitor). If you are happy with a monochrome display, you can save even more
memory by using mode 0. 8 or II on a standard-resolution monitor or mode 19 on
a multi-frequency scanning rate monitor.

Opening directory displays
When you open a display for a directory containing applications. the computer
runs the boot file for each application. This loads the applications· sprite files.
which then occupy some of the computer's memory. For example. if you have a
hard disc and you keep a lot of applications in a single directory, their sprites might
take up as much as 30K. If you are very short of memory, you cannot afford to waste
this space and you should therefore not open directories containing applications
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you do not want to use. The chapter entitled installing and running Advance on page 7
shows you how to install in a directory containing just the Advance icons (and
!Scrap on a floppy disc) .
If you hold down Ctrl when opening a directory by double-clicking. the sprites used
by any applications are not loaded into the sprite pool; this also saves memory.

Printing
If you don't intend to do any printing during your session. don't load !Printers at
all. If you do intend to print. since Advance enables you to print by selecting a
menu option (rather than by dragging a file to the printer driver icon). you can save
some space by first loading 'Printers and then removing it again by choosing Quit
from the icon bar menu. This leaves behind the printer driver module. which is all
you actually need in order to print from Advance. You will of course need to do this
after resetting the computer.
If you are using Edit. you must have the full Printer manager appl ication loaded for
Edit to print correctly. Edit will not print with only the printer module loaded .
For non-PostScript printers. the printing process also requires memory to use as a
buffer space; the more that is available for this. the faster printing will be. You can
increase the free space by temporarily switching to mode 0 while you print.
Finally, note that on non-PostScript printers. printing in landscape format uses
more memory than printing in portrait format

Optimising memory usage
Use the Task manager to display the computer's current memory usage. You can
change any of the red bars to release as much memory as possible for applications
Candidates for reduction include:
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•

Module area
While using Advance. free space in the Module area can build up, so
occasionally it may be worth displaying the Task manager window and
reducing this.

•

Font cache
Set this as a compromise between window redraw speed and space occupied;
if redrawing the screen takes a long time. you have made the font cache too
small.

•

System sprites
This can be reduced to zero for Advance

Using Advance on 1MB or 2MB computers

Setlcons application
Setlcons can use up a significant amount of free memory. up to 60KB. If you need
this extra memory for runn ing appl ications. do not use Setlcons

Using a RAM disc
If you are using a I MB computer. use either no RAM disc or only allocate a very
small amount of space to it while using Advance

Installing more memory
Perhaps the easiest way to get the best out of your computer is to fit additional
memory (RAM). Most RISC OS computers can be expanded beyond I MB. With 2MB
o r more. memory constraints are rarely a problem and you wo n't need to use most
of the memory-saving measures above.
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Appendix C: Configuring menu options

You may wish to restrict the functionality of your copy of Advance. in order to make
it easier for others to learn, perhaps, or to impose a house style on Advance
documents. You can do this by configuring the menu options. so that a more
limited set is available.
Advance menu options are configured by editing the menu file for each tool. We
tell you how to do this below.

Configuring the Advance icon bar menu
You can determine which of the Advance menu options appear when you click
menu over the Advance icon bar icon

Info
¢
Create
¢
Choices ••.
Mini 111i se IIM!IIlory
Quit

To do this, follow these steps:

Shift-double-click on the !Advance application icon; the contents of the
Advance application directory will be displayed, including a menus directory.

2

Open this directory, and you will see menu text file icons for four of the
Advance tools. You will be changing the shell file.

3

Just in case something goes wrong, make a copy of the shell file, giving it a
different name, such as oldshell. This way you can restore the original
set-up in future by discarding the new, edited shell file you are going to
create. and renaming oldshell as shell.
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4

Double-click on the shell file icon, and the following text file will be
displayed

vance:
ces
se lllel!lory 4tQuit
tDocu~~~ent:~tWord processor,6tSpreadsheet,7tDatabase
,8tGraph
I

I

I

,

5

To remove a menu option. type a #character in front of the name of the menu
option to be deleted.

6

To confirm the change, save the text file. Quit Advance if it is loaded. then load
it again. Click Menu on the icon bar icon, and the changed menu structure will
be displayed.

The Advance tool which is loaded when you click on the Advance icon bar icon (by
default. Advance Word Processor). will always be t he first one in the Create
sub-menu. So. if you remove word processor from the sub-menu . Advance
Spreadsheet will be loaded when you click on the icon. as it is now at the top of the
list.

Configuring Advance Word Processor menus
To remove options from Advance Word Processor men us. you need to change the
Word Processor's menu file:
Shift-double-click o n the !Advance application directory.
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2

Open the Menus subdirectory.

3

Click menu on the file WP and use the Copy option to make a copy of the file.
Call it WPold.

4

Open the file WP.

Configuring menu options

5

Options appear on the Word Processor menu if there is a Y (or a y) before the
menu text in this file. So, to remove an option. all you have to do is to replace
a Y with anN. Do not make any other changes to the file.

Change this to an N
to remove an option

· SaYe
flsat:y
MSag:y
· Edit
*:ut:y
MCop:y
MPas:y
MDel :y
Mnhf:y
MAps:y
MAlg:y
MSlT:y
Mcls:y

Text
Graphic
Cut
COP!I
Paste
Delete
Hew HeadertFooter
Alter pages .. •
Alter graphic •••
Select all
Clear

¢

6

Save the file. quit and reload Advance for the new menu structure to be
operative.

You can restore the original menu structure in future by discarding the new. edited
WP file. and renaming oldWP as WP. Quit Advance then reload it for the original
structure to apply.

Configuring Advance Spreadsheet menus
Disabling menu options
To remove options from Advance Spreadsheet menus. you need to change the
Spreadsheet's menu file:
I

Shift-double-click on the !Advance application directory.

2

Open the Menus subdirectory
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3

Click menu on the file SHand use the Copy option to make a copy of the file.
Call it SHold.

4

Open the file SH:

en ry

Ti111es

DRYNUMBER,
DRYS"
HOUR:.
MINUTtS
MONTHRD6,
MONTHS,
NOW

SEC6NDS,
TIME~

TTIMt

YERRR6D,
YEARS,

5

IIRYHUIIIER
IIRYS
IIIOURS
IICIHUTES
IIIIHTHRDD
IIIIHTHS
IliON
NSECOHDS

lfTIII
1fTTill

NYERRRDD
NYERRS

To disable a menu option. delete the line containing that option in the file SH.
For example. to disable the File/Save as/Formulae option. delete the line
shown below:
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6

Press F3 to save the file SH. Then quit the file.

7

Use the icon bar menu to quit the 'Advance application. Then restart it by
double-clicking on the application icon. Next time you open a spreadsheet.
the File/Save as/Formulae option will not appear in the menu structure.

Configuring menu options

You can disable a whole submenu, not just one option, using the same method.
For example, to disable the Scientific functions when clicking on the Function
button, delete the following line:

!rJgonoM~!r~,MTRIG

Rrray,MRRRRY
RandoM,MMRRHD
Rlgebraic,MRLG

$

%
MENU 11i ndow
Save as
csu
TSU
Graph
Draw
ForMulae
Text

> SSTCSU
> SSTTSU

> SST&R
> SSTDRRM
> SSTFORN
) SSTTEXT

;

.

~

You don't need to delete al l the lines defining the Scientific function options
themselves; only the line that defines the submenu entry.

Reverting to the original spreadsheet menu options
As long as you made a copy of the origina l file SH, you can go back to using all the
original menu options:
Either rename or delete your edited version of the file SH.
2

Rename your copy of the original file (which you probably called SHold) to
SH.

3

Quit Advance. then restart it The spreadsheet application will now use the
original menu structure.

Configuring Advance Database menus
Disabling menu options
To remove options from Adva nce Database menus, you need to change the
Database's menu fi le:
Shift-double-click on the !Advance application directory.

2

Open the Menus subdirectory.

3

Click menu on the file DB and use the Copy option to make a copy of the file.
Call it DBold.

4

Open the file DB.
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5

To disable a menu option. delete the line containing that option in the file DB.
For example. to disable the Utilities/Guidelines option in the Layout editor.
delete the following line:

delete this line
to disable the
Utilities/Guideline
option

:
:
:
:
:

Saue as default
Utilities
Scale uiew Fll
Insert
Go to record FS

As there are several windows in the database. each with its own menu
structure, you must take care to delete the right option in the right menu. For
instance. there are several definitions of a Utilities menu in the DB file
(each window has a slightly different Utilities menu). The one used by the
Layout editor can be identified because it is defined as Uti l sLat the
beginning of the file, inside LayoMenu:

~ Menu description file for Advance Database~
this line
identifies
which Utilities

la~oMenu

F1lel
Ed!tl
Ed1torl

.

menu to ed1t ""- _

H!f~~

:
:
:
:

AduanceDB
File
Edit
Uiew

; ~~tfcL~Id§

"( Ut i Is."l"'_ ___,_:_,U
"'t". .,il"'-1t,_,1"'es~;
DataMenu
: AduanceDB
: File
FileD
EditD
: Edit
Editor
: Uiew
UtilsD
: Utilities
¢•
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6

Press F3 to save the file DB. Then quit the file.

7

Use the icon bar menu to quit the !Advance application. Then restart it by
double-clicking on the application icon. Next time you enter the layout
window, the Utilities/Guidelines option will not appear in the menu structure.

Configuring menu options

Vllf:)IIIOI

111\...IIU VtJl.IVI I .;).

Either rename or delete your edited version of the file SH.
2

Rename your copy of the origina l file (which you probably called SHold) to
SH.

3

Quit Advance. then restart it. The spreadsheet application will now use the
original menu structure.

Configuring Advance Database menus
Disabling menu options
To remove options from Advance Database menus. you need to change the
Database's menu file:
Shift-double-click on the !Advance application directory.

2

Open the Menus subdirectory.

3 Click menu on the file DB and use the Copy option to make a copy of the file.
rvu'Uolld rWl:!a\'6 uerete a11 me 11nes aennmg me ;:,on uwmes opuons
themselves; only the line that defines the submenu entry.

Reverting to the original database menu options
As long as you made a copy of the original file DB. you can go back to using all the
original menu options:
I

Either rename or delete your edited version of the file DB.

2

Rename your copy of the original file (which you probably called DBold) to
DB.

3

Quit Advance. then restart it. The database application will now use the
original menu structure.

Configuring Advance Graph menus
Disabling menu options
To remove options from Advance Graph menus. you need to change the Graph
tool's menu file:
Shift-double-click on the !Advance application directory.

2

Open the menus subdirectory.

3

Click menu on the file GRand use the Copy option to make a copy of the file.
Call it GRold.

4

Open the file GR.
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5

To disable a menu option, delete the line containing that option in the file GR.
For example, to disable the Graph/Grouping option in the Graph tool. delete
the following line:

---------

delete this line
to disable the
Graph/Grouping
option

-------------

SelectRll : Select all ARl
Al
Clear
: Clear
6ra11_hllenu : Gra11.h
JirOUPHOX
:6roupJM)
: !YPe
!!IP~IIenu
Scale
: Scale
StyleMenu : Options
StyleMenu
: Style
Ke~
: Ke~
&rtd
: Grtd
FU
¢1

6

Press F3 to save the file GR. Then quit the file.

7

Use the icon bar menu to quit the 'Advance application. Then restart it by
double-clicking on the application icon . Next time you enter the Graph tool,
the Graph/Grouping option will not appear in the menu structure.

You can disable a whole submenu, not just one option, using the same method .
For example. to disable the Effect submenu in t he Graph tool, delete the following
line:

delete this line
to disable the Effect
submenu

Italic
Bold
LineSpace
Rlign
--------Text Back
Border

:
:
:
:

ltal ic
Bold
line spacing
Rlign111ent

~Al

----------------

: Fill crlour
: Border

¢

You don't need to delete all the lines defining the Effect options themselves: only
the line that defines the submenu entry.

Reverting to the original Graph menu options
As long as you made a copy of the original file GR. you can go back to using all the
original menu options:
Either rename or delete your edited version of the file GR.
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2

Rename your copy of the original file (which you probably called GRol d) to
GR

3

Quit Advance. then restart it. The Graph tool will now use the original menu
structure.
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Appendix D: Keyboard short-cuts

Th is append ix l ists the keyboard sho rt-cu ts avai lable in each Advance tool. Yo u' ll
n eed to know t h e fo llo win g termino logy:
•

1\

X

m ean s

p ress Ctrl-X

•

fi' F IO

m ean s

press Shi ft- Fl O

•

1\

fi' F8

m ean s

press Ctri-Shift- F8

Shaded items are commo n to a ll tools .

Keyboard short~cuts
Key sequence

Word Processor

Spreadsheet

Database

Graph

F3

File Save

F4

Find

F5

Goto page

Goto cell

Goto record

F6

Spell check

Sort

Sort

F7

Graph

Graph

F8

Number format

F10

Display grid

Display grid

Display grid

File Save

File Save

File Save

Search

F11

Scale view

Scale view

Scale view

Scale view

fi'F1

Scale 10%

Scale 10%

Scale 10%

Scale 10%

fi'F2

Scale20%

Scale20%

Scale20%

Scale 200k

fi'F3

Scale30%

Scale30%

Scale30%

Scale30%

fi'F4

Scale40%

Scale40%

Scale 40%

Scale40%

fi'Fs

Scale 50%

Scale 50%

Scale 50%

Scale500/o

fi'F6

Scale60%

Scale60%

Scale60%

Scale60%

fiF7

Scale70%

Scale70%

Scale70%

Scale 70%

Scale SO%

Sca!e .8 0%

Scale60%

Scale90%

Scale90%

Scale900/o

1l'Fa
fi'F9

"''

,,

Scale SO%
Scale90%
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Keyboard short-cuts

Key sequence

Spreadsheet

Database

Graph

Scale 100%

Scale 100%

Scale 100%

Scale 100%

Scalexo.s

Scale xO.S

Scale xo.s

ScalexO.S

About this file

About this file

About this file

About this file

"F2

Close window

Close window

Close window

Close window

"F3

Save texVgraphics

"F5

Left align

Left align

Left align

"F6

Centre align

Centre align

Centre align

"F7

Right align

Right align

Right align

"F8

Fully justify

fiF10
1l'F11

r"F1

-

Word Processor

--

---"F9

View Single record

"F10

View All records

-

-

"F11
Input block

"1l'Fa
"1l'F10

-

View Report

Edit Layout

"1l'F11

Scale x2

Scale x2

Scale x2

Scale x2

"A

Select all

Select all

Select all

Select all

118

Bold

Bold

Bold

Bold

Copy

Copy

Copy

Copy

f--

"C
1--

Duplicate record

"D
1-

1-

liE
IIF

Recalculate sheets
Spell check from caret

Add empty record
Insert frame

1-

f-

IIG

Page break

Ill

Italic

Italic

Italic

Italic

IlK

Delete

Delete

Delete

Delete

Cut line

Cut line

1--

Ill

Cut line

1-

liN

Next page

"()

Frame outlines on/off

-
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Labels on/off

Keyboard short-cuts

Key sequence

Word Processor

"P

Previous page

"0

Select word @ caret

-"S

Spreadsheet

Database

Graph

Select word 0 caret

Swap case of char
·-

"U

Delete from Entry area

"V

Paste

"W

Spell check word

"X

Cut

"Y

-

---

Cut

Cut

Cut

Clear

Clear

Clear

Select paragraph
Insert single opening
quote

-Insert single closing

"\

"1tD

Paste

·Clear

"I

"1tA

Paste

Move

"Z

1\@

Paste

quote
Alter pages

--- 1-Insert current date

I

I

I

I

Insert bullet character

"1tH

-"1tJ

Superscript

"1tK

Subscript

"fl'L

Line spacing

Line spacing

"fl'P

Page rulers

Insert page number

"fl'R
---:--

Show ruler

-

-.

1\ns

Other text size

"nu

Underline

"11')

Insert double opening
quote

-

- ---

"11'\

Insert double closing
quote

Pnnt

Display PRINT dbox

Display PRINT dbox

Other text size

Other text size

DISplay PAINT dbox

Display PAINT dbox
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Keyboard short-cuts

Key sequence

Word Processor

Insert

Paste

Delete

Delete caret left

Home

Spreadsheet

Database

Graph

Paste

Paste

Delete caret left

Delete caret left or
Delete record

Delete caret left

Start of document

Select first cell

Start of line

Start of text

Copy

Delete caret right

Delete caret right

Delete caret right

Delete caret right

"Copy

Cut line

Select line

Select line

Page Up

Scroll up 1 window

Scroll up 1 window

Previous card

Top of text

Page Down

Scroll down 1 window

Scroll down 1 window

Next card

Bottom of text

Cursor up

Caret up 1 line

Select 1 cell up

Edit previous field/card

Caret up 1 line

Cursor down

Caret down 1 line

Select 1 cell down

Edit next field/card

Caret down 1 line

Cursor left

Caret left 1 char

Select 1 cell left

Caret left 1 char

Caret left 1 char

Cursor right

Caret right 1 char

Select 1 cell right

Caret right 1 char

Caret right 1 char

1lcursor up

Scroll up 1 window

Scroll up 1 window

Previous card

Top of text

1lcursor down

Scroll down 1 window

Scroll down 1 window

Next card

Bottom of text

1lCursor left

Caret right 1 word

Caret right 1 word

Caret right 1 word

Caret right 1 word

1lCursor right

Caret left 1 word

Caret left 1 word

Caret left 1 word

Caret left 1 word

"Cursor up

Start of document

Select top cell

First card

Start of text

"Cursor down

End of document

Select bottom cell

Last card

End of text

"Cursor left

Start of line

Select left cell

Start of line

Start of line

"Cursor right

End of line

Select right cell

End of line

End of line

"1lCursor arrows

Same as clicking on
Scroll arrows
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Appendix E: Using expressions in
Advance Spreadsheet

This appendix tells you about mathematical expressions (formulce) and how you
can use them in Advance Spreadsheet to calculate values for you It is intended as
reference material. useful as a guide when formulating complex expressions. You
don't need to understand all of this chapter for everyday use of Advance
Spreadsheet. Some of the material has already been covered in earlier chapters.
but it's useful to have all the information in one place
Expressions are worked out by applying mathematical operators (e.g.+ and-) and
sta ndard functions (e.g. SORT and SUM) to operands (see below) The order of
application is governed by the algebraic rules of precedence (see Rules of precedence
on page 330) For example. in the expression

SQRT(G5 + 5 .7)
the operands (values) are the contents of cell G5 and the number 5.7. These values
are added together by the+ operator and then the standard function. SORT. is
applied to the result to give a final value.

Operands
Operands ca n either be fixed explicit values (constants) or variable values, such as
the contents of a cell in the spreadsheet which may change.
Constants can be grouped into four d ifferent types:
•

An Integer. or whole number in the range -2147483648 to 2147483647

•

A real number - a number written with a decimal point. or in 'scientific'
notation (or both) . Such numbers are handled with about 15 places of
precision and a range spanning IOe-320 to 10e307. So it may be that a
calculation that uses more than 15 decimal places will vary at the 15th decimal
place.

•

A string or sequence of characters of any lengt h.

•

An error marker. which i s the result of a forbidden operation such as division
by zero.

For most practical purposes you do nol have to be aware of these different types.
since Advance converts between them automatically.
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Integers
The usual way to write an integer constant is to use the standard decimal notation :

34

1234

0

(i.e. no decimal point)

You can also use hexadecimal numbers (base 16) and the hexadecimal digits. 0 I 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E and F.
You must precede hexadecimal numbers by the code OX- you can use either upper
o r lower case letters. For example

0XFFFFFFC4

Ox fOOd

Hexadecimal numbers are intended for specialised purposes- if you don't know
what they are. you can ignore them.

Real numbers
A real number constant is usually written as a sequence of digits with a decimal
point. For example:

3.14159265
0 . 00006875

123.0
10 . 89

Sclentlftc notation
For very large or very small numbers. you can use an exponent or scale factor
which indicates how many places the decima l point must be moved. Positive
exponents move the decima l point to the right. and negative exponents. to the left.
In both cases. any necessary zeros are inserted automatically. The sca le factor is
written as an ordinary decimal integer. preceded by an ·e· (or an 'E'). and possibly a
minus sign. For example:

24 . 65e7 means 246500000.0 (decimal point 7 places right).
3 . 4e-10 means 0 . 00000000034 (decimal point 10 places left).

String constants
A string consta nt is basically (a lmost) any sequence of characters enclosed in
double quotes. like this:

"Archimedes "
"Leapt from his bath"
If you have to include .. or\ inside the string constant. you must precede each of
these signs with the backslash character. Note that all control codes are forbidden
in a string
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Spreadsheet cells
In addition to constants, you can also use references to spreadsheet cells as
operands. You specify them by quoting their column name immediately followed
by their row name (or in the form R<Row Number>C<Column Number>).
Fixed and external references

You can use a fixed reference as an operand by prefixing either the column or row
(or both) identifier with the@ symbol (see Defining a fixed reference on page !55) If
the cell is in another spreadsheet then you can refer to it by putting
! <Name of sheet>. in front of the cell (see Using references to another spreadsheet
on page 164). If this is not present the reference is assumed to be in the current
sheet For example:
CCII
means
!Fred.@B@2 means
R4C3
means

Cell in Column CC. row II in this sheet
Cell in column B, row 2 in sheet Fred
Cell in column C, row 4 in this sheet

When a cell reference is encountered in an expression, the value of that cell is
substituted for the cell reference. If the cell has no value then either 0 or the error
Reference to undefined cell will be used depending on the Empty cell
rule (see Empty cell values on page 149).

Conversion between types
Whenever necessary, Advance Spreadsheet will convert operands from one type to
another The following conversions can take place:
•

An integer can be converted to a string. It appears as a sequence of decimal
digits. For example, 137 becomes" 137".

•

A real number can be converted to a string. It appears as a decimal number,
with as many places after the decimal point as are necessary (i.e. in General
format). For example, 23 456 becomes "23.456". If the number is very large or
small. it appears in Scientific format.

•

A string can be converted to a number (of either type). The system starts at the
left and uses up as many characters as make sense, ignoring the rest:
"78"

"34 4"
"19th Century"
"Seven·
•

becomes
becomes
becomes
becomes

78

34.4
19
0

A real number can be converted to an integer. In this case the fractional part is
discarded, so that 34.567 becomes 34.

These conversions only take place when the context requires it - that is, when a
string appears in a cell which is within a block being summed.
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Operators
Operators fall into the following groups:

•
•

•
•

•

Arithmetic
Logical
Relational
String
Block .

If any operator is applied to an error value. in most cases the result is the same
error value. If it is applied to two error values the result can be either of them.

Arithmetic operators
One arithmetic operator (initial minus) takes a single value and returns its
negative. This is called monadic minus. Monadic minus is indicated by a minus
sign at the beginning of an expression or immediately following a left-hand
bracket Every other arithmetic operator takes two operands and combines them.
according to certain rules. to produce a result. Such operators are called dyadic
The dyadic arithmetic operators include
"

I
-+

MOD or%

(to the power of)
(multiplication)
(division)
(addition)
(subtraction)
(remainder) .

+.-and • can all take a pair of integer values and produce an integer result. or a
pair of real values and produce a real result. Type conversions are applied as
necessary. For example:
3 + 2 = 5
(no conversions- integer result)
3.2 - 1.7 =1.5
(no conversions- real result)
4 * 1.5 = 6.0
(4 is converted to 4.0- real result)
("12"
is converted to 12 and "3 dozen"
"12" +"3 dozen" =15
is converted to 3).
7 + Division by zero= Division by zero.
If the result of an integer operation is too large to be stored as an integer. it is
automatically converted to the real form .
I (division) and MOD or% (remainder) always convert their operands to real form
and generate real answers. Division or remaindering by zero is forbidden and
produces an error message.
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Advance Spreadsheet provides a ·raise to the power of' operator, written as " (up
arrow). A"B means 'A raised to the power of 8'. The two operands may both be
integers or real numbers. but if A is negative. B must be an integer.

Logical operators
Unless you need to use logical operations. you can skip this section.
Logical operations all take place on integer quantities. which are assumed to be
represented by 32-bit signed binary numbers in 2's complement notation. If an
operand of a logical operator is of type real or string. it is converted to an integer,
using the rules given in Conversion between types on page 325. The logical operators
are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

NOT

(alternative form : not)

AND

(alternative forms: and, &)

OR

(alternative forms: or. I)

NEO

(alternative forms neq, • *)

<<

(logical left shift)

>>

(logical right shift)

The NOT operator is monadic: it takes a single value, and inverts every binary digit
in it For example:

NOT Ox12345678 = OxEDCBA987
All the other logical operators are dyadic. and take two operands each.
AAND B

produces a value C where a bit is set to I wherever the
corresponding bits in both A and Bare I ·s.

AOR B

produces a value C where a bit is set to one if either (or both) the
corresponding bits in A and Bare I 's.

ANEOB

produces a value C where a bit is set to I wherever the
corresponding bits in A and Bare different (an exclusive OR) .

A<< B

produces a value C which is A shifted B binary places to the left.
The left-most digits of A are lost. and the new value is padded
with zeros on the right.

A>> B

produces a value C which is A shifted B binary places to the right.
The right-most digits of A are lost. and the new va lue is padded
with zeros on the left.
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Some examples of logical operations are

OxC AND OxA
OxC OR OxA
OxC NEQ Ox A
OxC << OxA
OxC >> 1
OxABCD754 >> 8

=
=
=
=

Ox8
OxE
Ox6
Ox300
Ox6
Ox00ABCD7 5

Relational operators
A relational operator compares two values and generates a result which is always 1
if the relation is true. and 0 if the relation is false.
The relational operators can be applied to pairs of numbers, pairs of strings. or
even (in some cases) to pairs of error markers. The six operators are:

<>

<
<=
>
>=

(equa ls)
(not equa l to)
(less than)
(less than or equa l to}
(greater than)
(greater than or equa l to)

For example:
7 = 7 gives 1
7 = 9 gives 0

(because it is true that 7 = 7)
(because it is false that 7 = 9)

" Henry" <> "George" gives 1
(because it is true that "Henry" is not the same as George)
The type conversion rules for relations are somewhat different from those used
with other operators.
•

If both operands are numbers. then the comparison is numerical. so that, for
example. 9 <I 0 is true.

•

If both operands are strings, then the comparison is alphabetic and uses the
ASCII ordering of the characters. Since string comparison is an entirely
different process from numeric comparison, this can sometimes produce
logical but unexpected results. For example:
"Arch i medes " < "BBC" is true, and
"9" < " 10" isfalse(!)

•

If one of the operands is a string and the other is a number, then the number is
converted to a string for the comparison . For example:
" 5 67 " = 567istrue.and " 8 1 " > 12345isalsotrue(!)
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The main use of relational operators is in conditional expressions. which are
described in Conditional expressions on page 331 and Using conditional expressions in a
formula on page 170. However, they can also be used in t heir own right. For
example, consider the situation where the royalty payable is 15% on the excess
over £2000, (if any). If the actual sum to be taxed is held in cell G5, a suitable
expression would be:
(G5 > 2000)

* (0 . 15 * (G5- 2000))

Notice that the multiplier (G5 > 2000) is zero if the condition is false. This ensures
that the royalty does not work out as a ne€ative number for sums less than £2000.

String operators
The only string manipulation provided as an operator is concatenation. written
CAT (or cat). This operator takes two strings and joins t hem together. If either (or
both) the operands are numbers. they are converted to strin gs. The resu lt of the
operati on is always a string. Examples are:
"Lucrezia " cat "Borgia" = "LucreziaBorgia " (sic-nointernal
space)
"Henry" cat"

"cat "VIII "

"Henry VIII "

34 cat 45 = "3445"
12 + (3 cat 7) = 49

!BASIC experts may note that cat is similar to the 'string+' operator in BASIC The
plus sign cannot be used here because the possibility of type conversions would
make it ambiguous.]

Block operators
Certain standard functi ons. such as those you would use to calculate the sum or
the mean of a group of numbers. use blocks as their operands. Any two cell names
in the same spreadsheet can be made into a block by using the block operator><
The cell names are taken as opposite corners of the block.
For example. a block of 20 cells (5 ro ws and four columns) is specified by:

FS >< J8
The same block can also be written as J8><F5, F8><J5 , or J5><F8.
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Spaces between operations
Some operator types require a space after them when they are followed by further
operations within an expression For example:

A3 MOD 4
The spaces after the A3 and MOD are essentia l. Similarly:

" abc " CAT CHR( 55 )
The space after CAT is essential.

Standard functions
In an expression. standard functions are written with their operands enclosed in
brackets and separated commas. as in

SQRT (V5 )
MID (X7, 4, 3 )

Each standard function is described in Appendix F: Using Advance Spreadsheet functions
on page 333.

Rules of precedence
When an expression is eva luated. t he order in which the operators are appiied is
normally controlled by the rules of precedence. These rules place the operators in
an ordered hierarchy, and specify that operators nearer the top are applied first To
give a simple example. * has a higher precedence than+. so in an expression like

Al + A2 * A3
the multiplication is done before the addition. (This is entirely consistent with the
normal rules of algebra). When two or more operators are to be found at the same
level of the hierarchy, they are evaluated from left to right The precedence
hierarchy is
Top:
Next:
Next:
Next:
Next:
Next:
Next:
Next:
Last:
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Monadic minus. NOT
"
*.I and MOD. cat
+and >>.<<and>>>
=. <>.
<.<=.>.>=
AND
OR. NEO

Using expressions in Advance Spreadsheet

You can change the order of evaluation by using brackets or the symbols IF. THEN.
ELSE and ENDIF (see the next section). Following the conventional rules of
algebra. any part of an expression which is enclosed in brackets is evaluated first.
This applies recursively to nested brackets. For example, in the expression
(Al+A2)

* A3

the addition is done before the multiplication Errors involving the rules of
precedence are quite common. For example, it is easy to forget that<< has a lower
precedence than+. and to write
A4 + 4<<3

with the intended meaning of A4 + 32. but with an actual effect which is entirely
different! The best way of.preventing these errors is to use plenty of brackets:
A4+(4<<3)

or even
(A4+ (4«3))

Conditional expressions
You can use the symbols IF .THEN ... ELSE ... ENDIF to build conditional
expressions. and allow parts of expressions to be skipped altogether. In an
expression which uses these symbols, you would place a sub-expression after each
of the first three symbols. like this:

IF <sub-exp 1> THEN <sub-exp 2> ELSE <Sub-expr 3> ENDIF
This construction has the following effect:
First, the system works out <sub-exp I>. If its va lue if anything other than zero. it
uses <sub-exp 2> and skips <sub-exp 3>; but otherwise it discards <sub-exp 2>
and takes <sub-exp 3> instead. For example.

IF X5 >= 50 THEN "PASS " ELSE "FAIL" ENDIF
first compares X5 with the number 50. If the relation holds. the system delivers the
constant "PAss··; otherwise it delivers "FAIL".
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The sub-expressions can be of any complexity; they may even contain nested
IF...THEN ... ELSE ... ENDIF constructions. The whole construction itself can be used
as an operand and combined with other elements of an expression. For example:

IF VS < 18 THEN "Chi ld "
ELSE
IF V5 >= 65
ELSE "Adul t "
END IF
END IF

THEN "Pensioner "

and

V4 + IF G6

= H7

THEN VS - 7 ELSE 7 - V5 ENDIF * 6

Notes: don't forget you actual ly have to write expressions on one line!

You can use upper or lower case (or a mixture of them) for the keywords IF. THEN
ELSE and EN DIE An alternative form of ENDIF is written Fl.
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functions
You've already met functions in Using a function on page I 04 and More about formul~
and functions on page 158. As well as repeating some of the things with which you
might already be familiar. this appendix contains much more technical information
about the standard functions that come supplied with Advance Spreadsheet. You'll
find it useful to have all this information here for reference.

Spreadsheet functions summary on page 336 gives a brief list of all the standard
functions available in Advance Spreadsheet. Appendix G: Spreadsheet functions reference
on page 34 1 explains in detai l how to use each function.

Function arguments
The general format of a standard function is:
name (arguments)

where name is the name of the function itself (e.g SORT or LOG) and the
arguments are the items you want used in the calculation You specify the
arguments by enclosing them in brackets after the function name There are several
types of argument:

•

number -a numeric value (eg 34.23 567. l 3e-12)

•

string - a string value (e.g. some text. enclosed in quotes)

•

value - either a number or a string

•
•

block - a block address or block name (e.g. Cl2><G22)
val u e~Ust -

•

list - a list of one or more arguments.

a list of one or more values

Number
You can specify a numeric value in two ways: by typing it directly into the function.
or by enabling Edit mode and then clicking on a cell. For example
INT(23.45)

Number typed directly

INT (! sheetl. E7) Cell address
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String
Specifying a string value is similar to specifying a numeric value. When you enter a
string as an argument to a function. however. you must enclose it in quotation
marks:
LEN( "horse")

String typed directly. Must be enclosed in quotation marks.

LEN(!sheetl.A5)

Cell address (cel l A5 contains a string) .

Block
Some standard functions use a block of values as an argument To specify a block.
type in the cell addresses of the two opposite corner cells separated by the><
symbols (e.g. A2><F5) . Alternatively, go into Edit mode and drag the pointer over
the block of cells you wish to use as a block argument (see Entering cell or block
references with the mouse on page 113).
Notes:

Upper and lower case letters are equivalent in function names .
Where arguments are described as 'numbers', strings are acceptable and are
automatica lly converted to numerical values using any leading decimal digits.
Thus the string" 17 ora nges and 8 apples" would be converted to the number 17.
Where arguments are described as 'strings·. numbers are acceptable and are
automatica lly converted to string form. If a number is not an integer. the required
number of decimal places is used.

Function types
This section gives further information about some of the function types.

String functions
Some string functions combine both numeric and string arguments. so you must
be particularly careful when using functions that work with string values.
Some string functions treat numerics as string values for example. ASC ( - 1) is
treated as ASC ( " - 1 " ) and LEN ( 123) is treated as LEN ( " 1 23 " ) .

Time functions
Times are stored as seconds after midnight on February 29th OBC, on the false but
useful assumption that the Gregorian ca lendar can be extended back to that time
without irregularity The leap-second at the end of 1987 is ignored.
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Times before the Christian era are represented by negative numbers. If current
estimates of the age of the Universe are roughly right the range of numbers is
sufficient to handle all historical and geological times correctly. Be careful if you
are using data that spans AD and BC, as dates are not well defined for this period
Advance Spreadsheet provides several functions to translate times between
internal format and more common units.
Note: If you want a cell to display a time (or date) you must set the Number format
of the cell to Time (or Date) before you enter the data.

In the description which follows. a 'temporal' is a number which is to be
interpreted as a time. The functions will generate results with any arguments, but
they may not be meaningful.

Trigonometrical functions
You can choose whether the spreadsheet treats numbers as degrees or radians
when using trigonometrical functions. Use the Utilities/Angle mode menu option
to set your preferred mode

Array functions
Array functions are similar to Algebraic functions. except t hat the argument is a
block. not a single number. When using these functions. empty cells are ignored .
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Spreadsheet functions summary
This section only gives a brief description of all the functions available in Advance
Spreadsheet. For a full description. see Appendix G Spreadsheet functions reference on
page 341.

Time functions
DAYNUMBER(temporal)
Returns the week day number contained in a temporal value.
DAYS(temporal)
Returns the month day number contained in a temporal value.
HOURS(temporal)
Returns the hour number contained in a temporal value.
MINUTES(temporal)
Returns the minute number contained in a temporal value.
MONTHADD(temporal)
Adds one month to the temporal value.
MONTHS(temporal)
Returns the month number contained in a temporal value.
NOW()
Returns a temporal value corresponding to the date and time given by the system
clock.
SECONDS(temporal)
Returns the second number contained in a temporal value.
TIME(tempora l)
Returns the date and time equivalent of a temporal value.
TTIME(year.month.day,hor.minute.second)
Returns a temporal value given the date and time.
YEARADD(temporal)
Adds one year to the temporal value.
YEARS(temporal)
Returns the year number contained in a temporal value.
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String functions
ASC(string or number)
ASCII code of the string or number.
CHR(number)
Converts number into ASCII string equivalent.
FIND(string.string)
Finds the occurrence of one string in another.
LEFT(string,number)
The leh most number characters in string.
LEN(string)
The number of characters in string.
LOWER( string)
Converts strings to lower case.
MID(string.start number.finish number)
Extracts characters from string.
RIGHT(string.number)
The right most number characters in string.
UPPER(string)
Converts stri ngs to upper case.

Scientific functions
COSH(number)
Hyperbolic cosine of number.
EXP(number)
The number e raised to the number power.
LN(number)
Natural log of number (ie. base e).
LOG( number)
Log of number. base 10.
SINH(number)
Hyperbolic sine of number.
SORT(number)
Square root of number.
TANH(number)
Hyperbolic tangent of number.
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Trigonometrical functions
ACOS(number)
Arc cosine of number.
ACOT(number)
Arc cotangent of number.
ASIN(number)
Arc sin of number.
ATAN(number)
Two-quadrant arc tangent of number.
COS( number)
Cosi ne of number.
COT( number)
Cotangent of number.
DEG(number)
Converts number (in radians) to degrees.
RAD(number)
Converts number (in degrees) to radians.
SIN( number)
Sine of number.
TAN(number)
Tangent of number.
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Array functions
ALL( block)
Returns+ I if the values in a block are all non-zero.
AVERAGE( block)
Gives the average of values in block.
COUNT( block)
Counts the number of non-zero cells in block.
ESTDEV(block)
Gives the estimated sta ndard deviation of the mean.
MAX( block)
Returns the value of the largest element in block.
MIN(block)
Returns the value of the smallest element in block.
PRODUCT( block)
Multiplies together all elements of block.
STDEV(block)
Standard deviation of all elements of block.
SUM(block)
Arithmetic sum of items in block.

Random functions
GAUSS(numberl, number2)
A random number with gaussian distribution.
RAND(number)
Random number between 0 and number.
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Algebraic functions
ABS(number)
Absolute value of number.
CEIL( number)
Smallest integer greater than or equal to number.
FLOOR( number)
The largest integer less than or equal to number.
INT(number)
The largest integer less than or equal to number.
ROUND(number. integer)
Number rounded to integer decimal places.
SIGN(number)
Returns +I if number positive. -I if negative. 0 if zero
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ABS(number)
Absolute value of number.
Result

Returns the absolute value of the argument The absolute va lue of a number is the
number without its sign.
Examples

ABS ( 5 . 4 )
5.4
ABS( 7 . 8)= 7.8
Related functions
SIGN returns the sign of a number as a value: I (positive).- I (negative). or 0
(zero).

ACOS(number)
Arc-cosine of number.
Result

The inverse cosine of the argument.
Comments

The result is delivered in radians if the current mode is 'radians' ; otherwise
degrees
Related functions

cos returns the cosine of a number.
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ACOT( n urn ber)
Arc-cotangent of numbe r.

Result
The inverse cotangent of the argument.

Examples
ACO~

( 1 ) = 4 5o
AC0~(0 . 5)= 63 . 4349 5°
Comments
The resu lt is delivered i n radians if the current mode is 'radians'; otherwise
degrees.

Related functions

COT returns the cotangent of a number.

ALL(block)
Returns +I if all the values in a block are non-zero.

Result
+I if all the elements are d ifferent from zero; otherwise 0.

Example

ALL(B3><Q7)
Comment
Blank or empty cel ls in the block are treated as containing zero unless the Empty
cell va Iue is configured to be an error. If t he Empty cell va I ue is configured to be an
error. t he cell is flagged with t he error message, Reference Lo undefined

ce ll
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ASC( string)
Returns the numeric ASCII code of the first character in string.
Result

The (integer) ASCII code of the first character in the string argument.
Examples

ASC ( "H" ) = 72
ASC("Hello ")= 72
ASC(l)= 49
Related functions

CHR converts a number into its ASCII character equivalent

ASIN(number)
Returns the Arc-sine of number.
Result

The inverse sine of the argument.
Examples

ASIN(l)= 90.0°
ASIN(O.S)= 30.0°
Comments

The argument must lie in the interval-1 to+ I inclusive.
The result is delivered in radians (in the range -rt/2 to lt/2) if the current mode is
·radians'; otherwise degrees.
Related functions

SIN returns the sine of a number.
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ATAN(number)
Returns the Arc-ta ngent of number.
Result

The inverse tangent of the argument
Examples

ATAN (1} = 45.0°
ATAN(0.5} = 26.56505177°
= 0.4635 rad
Comments

The result is delivered in radians (in the range - 1t/2 to 1t/2) if the current mode is
·radians'; otherwise degrees.
Related functions
TAN returns the tangent of a number

AVERAGE(block)
Gives the average of defined va lues in block.
Result

Gives the mean of all the elements.
Example

AVERAGE (B3><Q6)
Comment

Blank or empty cells in the block are treated as containing 0.
Related functions
SUM adds its arguments together PRODUCT multiplies its arguments together.
COUNT counts the number of non-zero arguments.
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CEIL(number)
Gives the smallest integer greater than o r equal to number.
Result

The smallest integer greater than or equal to the argument.
Examples

CEIL(4 . 7) = 5
CEIL(-5.9)= -5
Related functions

FLOOR and INT return the largest integer less than or equal to numbe r.

CHR(number)
Returns the ASCII character corresponding to number.
Result

A one-character string. The ASCII code of the character is given by the argument.
Examples

CHR(72) = " H"
CHR ( 4 9) = " 1 "
Restriction

The argument may not be negative, 0 or any multiple of 256.
Possible faults

'Argument must be positive'- when CHR ( -5 ) .
'Chr function of null byte'- when CHR (blank cell ) .
Related functions

ASC returns the numeric ASCII code of the first character in a string.
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COS( number)
Returns the cosine of number.
Result

The cosine of the argument. The result lies between -I and l inclusive.
Examples

= 1
COS(45)= 0 .707 10678
COS(45) = 0.525322

COS(O)

argument in radians
argument in degrees
argument in radians

Comments

The argument is taken to be in radians if in 'radians' mode; otherwise degrees
Related functions

ACOS returns the arc-cosine of a number.

COSH(number)
Gives the hyperbolic cosine of number.
Result

The hyperbolic cosine of the argument.
Examples

COSH(O)

=

1

COSH(45)= 1.32461

argument in radians
argument in degrees

Comments

The argument is taken to be in radians if the ·radians· mode is on; otherwise
degrees. The argument (in radians) must be less than or equal to 300.
Related functions

COS returns the cosine of a number.
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COT( number)
Cotangent of number.
Result

The cotangent of the argument.
Examples

COT (l) = 57.28996
COT( 45)= :. . 0

argument in degrees
argument in degrees

Comments

The argument is taken to be in radians if the 'radians' mode is on: otherwise
degrees.
Related functions

ACOT returns the arc-cotangent of a number

COUNT(block)
Counts the number of cells in a block that equate to values other than zero.
Result

The number of elements in the parameter array which are non-zero.
Example

COUNT(Al><T5)
Comment

Count only counts non-empty cells containing numbers, or text that can be
interpreted as a number.
Blank or empty cells in the block are ignored unless the Empty cell value is
configured to be an error. If the Empty cell value is configured to be an error. the
cell is flagged with the error message. Reference to undefined cell.
Related functions

AVERAGE averages its arguments. SUM adds its arguments. PRODUCT
multiplies its arguments.
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DAYNUMBER(temporal)
Returns a number corresponding to a day of the week. The temporal value is the
number of seconds since OBC.
Result

A number which gives the corresponding day of the week, using the code:
Sunday = 0
Monday = I

to

Saturday= 6

Example
DAYNUMBER(62 786932984)= 5

Friday

Related functions

The tempora l functions are: TIME, YEARS, MONTHS, DAYS, HOURS, MINUTES,
SECONDS, YEARADD and MONTHADD.
TTIME takes a date and time as an argument and returns the corresponding
temporal value. NOW returns a temporal value corresponding to the date and time
of the system clock. DAYS ret urns a number corresponding to the day of the

month .

DAYS(temporal)
Returns a number corresponding to a day of the month. The temporal value is the
number of seconds since OBC.
Result

A number which gives the mont h day of the given t ime. in the range I - 31.
Example
DAYS(62786932984)= 20

Related functions

The temporal functions are: TIME, YEARS. MONTHS, DAYS , HOURS, MINUTES,
SECONDS, YEARADD and MONTHADD.
Other related functions are TTIME, NOW and DAYNUMBER.
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DEG( number)
Converts number in radians to degrees.
Result

The equivalent of the argument in degrees.
Example

DEG(l)

57.29578°

Comments

The argument is taken to be in radians (always).
Related functions
RAD converts number in degrees to radians.

ESTDEV(block)
Gives the estimated standard deviation of the parent population from which the
known elements in the block are taken
Result

The best estimate of the standard deviation of the parent population from which
the known elements in the block are taken .
Examples

ESTDEV(Al><Q6)
Comment

Blank or empty cells in the block are treated as containing 0 unless the Empty cell
value is configured to be an error. If the Empty cell value is configured to be an
error. the cell is flagged with the error message, Reference to undefined

cell .
Related functions

STDEV
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EXP(num ber)
The number e raised to the power number.
Result

The exponentia l power of the argument.
Example

EXP(l)= 2.718281828
Comments

The argument must be less than or equal to 300. EXP is the inverse of LN. the
natural logarithm of number.
Related functions

LN returns the natural logari thm (inverse of the EXP function) . LOG returns the
logarithm of a number in base 10.

FIND( string l ,string2)
Finds the occurrence of one string in another.
Result

This function looks for an occurrence of string2 in string!. If it finds one. it
produces the index of the first matching character in string I . Otherwise it produces
-1 . meaning string2 does not occur in string I.
If there are multiple occurrences. only the fi rst one is found.
Examples

FIND(" Transylvania ", "syl"} = 5
FIND ("LOGARITHM", "LN " ) = -1
FIND ("Colin Ross Malone " , "Ro")

7

Comments

If string2 is supplied as a null stri ng, then it always returns I.
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FLOOR( number)
The largest integer less than or equal to a number.
Result

The largest integer less than or equa l to the argument
Examples

FLOOR(4.7)
4
FLOOR ( -5 .9) = - 6
Comments

Equivalent to I NT.
Related functions
CEIL returns the smallest integer greater than or equal to number.

GAUSS(numberl ,number2)
Returns a random number with gaussian distribution.
Result

A random number with gaussian distribution, mean x and standard deviation y.
Examples

GAUSS(10,2)= 7.32456
GAUSS(10,2)= 10.21407
Related functions
RAND - reinitialising the random number generator.

HOURS(temporal)
Returns a number corresponding to an hour of the day. The temporal value is the
number of seconds since OBC.
Result

A number which gives the hour of the given time in the range 0 - 23.
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Example
HOURS(62786932984)= 14
HOURS (NOW ())

Related functions

The temporal functions are: TIME, YEARS . MONTHS, DAYS, HOURS, MINUTES.
SECONDS, DAYNUMBER. YEARADD and MONTHADD. Other related functions are
TTIME, NOW and DAYNUMBER.

INT(number)
The largest integer less than or equal to a number.
Result

The largest integer Jess than or equal to the argument
Examples
INT( 4 .7) = 4
INT( - 5.9) =- 6

Comments

Equivalent to FLOOR.
Related functions
CEIL returns the smallest integer greater than or equal to number.

LEFT( string, number)
Returns the specified number of left-most characters in string
Argument

A string and a positive number (say n).
Result

A string which contains then left-most characters of the first argument. or t he
whole of the first argument if it is fewer than n characters long.
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Examples

LEFT( "Arch irnedes",4 ) = "Arch "
LEFT( "Arc hirnedes",50)= "Archimedes "
Comments

In the special case of number = 0. a nu ll string is returned .
Related functions
RIGHT extracts the right-most characters fro m a text stri ng. Both LEFT and
RIGHT are special cases of MI D. which extracts characters from any part of a
string.

LEN(string)
Gives the number of characters in a st r ing.
Result

An integer wh ich gives you the nu mber of cha racters in a string.
Example

LEN ( "horse" ) = 5
Comment

If you supply the reference to an undefined cell as the argument. you get a value of
one (assu ming Empty cell format is set to zero). since LEN( "O") I .

=

LN(number)
Returns the natural logarithm o f number.
Result

The natural logarithm (log to the base e) o f the argument.
Examples

LN ( 1) = 0
LN(0.03) = - 3 . 50656
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Restriction

The argument must be a positive number
Related functions
F.XP returns e raised to a given power (the inverse of LN) . LOG returns the base

10 logarithm of a number.

LOG( number)
Returns the base 10 logarithm of number.
Result

The common logarithm (log to the base 10) of the argument.
Examples

LOG(l) = 0
LOG(0 . 03) = -1 .52 288
Related functions
LN returns the natural logarithm of number.

LOWER( string)
Changes upper case string to lower case
Result

Turns every upper case letter in a string into lower case
Example
LOWER( "ACORN")= "acorn "
LOWER{ " George")= "george"

Related functions

The function UPPER changes strings to upper case.
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MAX( block)
Returns the va lue of the largest defined element in the block.
Result

The va lue of the largest element
Example
MAX (Al><Z99)

Comment

Blank or empty cells in t he block are treated as conta ini ng 0 unless t he Empty cell
value is configured to be an error. If the Empty cell value is configured to be an
error, the cell is nagged with the error message. Reference to undefined

cell.
Related functions

MIN returns the smallest element

MID(String, start number, finish number)
Extracts characters from any part of a string.
Result

Normally a string, at least one character long. which starts at character p of the
string argument and continues to character q. (Character counting starts at I)
However. there are several special cases:
•

If p > q, t heir values are interchanged.

•

If p

•

If q is greater than the length of the string, the result stops at the end of t he
input string.

=0. the resu lt sta rts at the first character of the input string.

Examples

MID("Archimedes ", 3 , 7) =
MID("Archimedes",3,3)
MID("Archimedes " ,8,4)
MID("Archimedes",7,30)=
MlD("Archimedes",0,4) =

"chime"
"c"
" himed "
"ede s "
" Arch"
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Possible errors

The message Argument must be positive is given for arguments that are
out of range.
Comments

This function does not operate in the same way as the BBC BASIC MID$ function.
If pis greater than the length of the string then the result string starts (and ends)
with the last character.
In the special case of q=O. a null string is returned.
Related functions

RIGHT extracts the right-most characters from a text string. LEFT extracts the
left-most characters from a text string.

MIN(block)
Returns the value of the smallest defined element in the b l ock.
Result

The value of the sma llest element.
Example

MIN(C5><D12)
Comment

Blank or empty cells in the block are treated as containing 0 unless the Empty cell
va lue is configured to be an error. If the Empty cell value is configured to be an
error. the cell is flagged with the error message, Reference to undefined

cell.
Related functions

MAX returns the largest element.
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MINUTES(temporal)
Returns t he minute number contai ned in a temporal value. The temporal value is
the number of seconds since OBC.
Result

A number which gives the minute of the given time in the range 0- 59.
Example
MINUTES(62786932984)=43
MINUTES(NOW())

Related functions

The tempora l functions are: T I ME. YEARS. MONTHS, DAYS. HOURS. MINUTES.
SECONDS, DAYNUMBER, YEARADD and MONTHADD.
TTIME takes a date and time as an argument and returns the corresponding
temporal value. NOW returns a temporal value corresponding to the date and time

of the system clock.

MONTHADD(temporal)
Adds one month to the temporal value. The temporal value i s the number of
seconds since OBC.
Result

A temporal value exactly one month later. except that when a date at the end of a
long month is advanced to a shorter month. the last day of that month is taken. For
example. MONTHADD applied to January 3 1st wou ld give February 28th or
February 29th in a leap year.
Note: to generate a sequence of the last days in each month, use MONTHADD on
the first day and then subtract one day (24 x 60 x 60 seconds).
Related functions

The temporal functions are: TIME. YEARS. MONTHS. DAYS . HOURS. MINUTES,
SECONDS. DAYNUMBER. YEARADD and MONTHADD
TTIME takes a date and time as an argument and returns the corresponding
temporal value. NOW returns a temporal value corresponding to the date and time

of the system clock.
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MONTHS(temporal)
Returns a number corresponding to the month The temporal value is the number
of seconds since OBC
Result

A num ber which gives the month of the given time, in the range I - 12.
Example

XONTh$(62786932984)= 10 (October)
Related functions

The tempora l functions are: TIME. YEARS, MONTHS, DAYS, HOURS, MINUTES,
SECONDS, DAYNUMBER, YEARADD and MONTHADD.
TT I Mr: takes a date and time as an argument and returns the corresponding
temporal value. NOW returns a temporal value corresponding to the date and time
of the system clock. See also MON':'HADD

NOW()
Generates a temporal value which represents the current data and time. The
temporal value is the number of seconds since OBC.
Examples

NOW()
6'1438384665
YEARS(NOW())= 1990
MONTHS(NOW())= 2
Comment

The function brackets are required even though the function takes no arguments
Related functions

The function TTIME returns the temporal va lue of any given time and date.
Functions that use temporal values to return dates and times are: TIME, YEARS,
MONTHS, DAYS, DAYNIJMBER. HOURS, M!NUTES and SECONDS
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PRODUCT( block)
Multiplies together all defined elements of the block.
Result

The product of all the elements when multiplied together.
Examples
PRO:>UCT (Al><H6)

Comments

If any cel l in the block contains a zero or non-numeric text. the result will be zero
Blank or empty cells in the block are treated as containing 0 unless the Empty cell
va lue is configu red to be an error. If the Empty cell va lue is configured to be an
error. the cell is flagged with the error message, Reference to undeL.ned

ce.Ll.
Related functions
AVERAGE averages its arguments. SUM adds its arguments together COUNT

counts the number o f non-zero arguments.

RAD(number)
Converts number (in degrees) to radians.
Result

The equiva lent of t he argument in radtans.
Examples
RAJ(1 . 5)= 0 . 026180 rad

Comments

The argument is taken to be in degrees (always)
Related functions

DEC converts number in radians to degrees.
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RAND( number)
Returns a random number.
Result

A random number with rectangular distribution, in the range between 0 and the
argument.
Examples
RAND(36) ~

12 . 5457

Comments

A new random number is ca lculated each time the spreadsheet is recalculated.
When Advance is started. the random number seed is always preset to the same
value. so that the sequence of random numbers during any run will normally be the
same. However the seed may be reset to a new and unpredictable value (which
depends on data and time) by calling RAND with an argument of 0 (zero).
The same random number generator is used for both RAND and GAUSS.

RIGHT(string,number)
Returns the specified number of right-most characters in string.
Argument

A string and a positive number (say n)
Result

A string which contains then right-most characters of the first argument. or the
whole of the first argument if it is fewer than n characters long.
Examples

RIGHT("Archimedes ", 5 ) = "medes"
RIGHT("Archimedes",50)= "Archimedes"
Related functions

LEFT extracts the left-most characters from a text string. Both LEFT and RIGHT
are special cases of MID. which extracts characters from any part of a stri ng.
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ROUND (number,integer)
Returns the number argument rounded to the number of decimal places indicated
by the integer.
Examples
ROUND(4 . 73 , 0)
5
ROUND ( 4 . 7 3 1 )
4.7
ROUND(-5 .69, 1)= -5 .7
I

Comments

The forma t of the resu lts given are sub ject to the current style setting.

SECONDS(temporal)
Returns t he second number contained in a tempora l value. The temporal value is
the number of seconds since OBC.
Result

A number which gives the second of the given time in the range 0- 59.
Example
SECONDS(62786932984)= 4

Related functions

The temporal functions are: TIME, YEARS. MONTHS, DAYS. DAYNUMBER.
HOURS. MINUTES, SECONDS, YEARADD and MONTHADD.
TTIME takes a date and t ime as an argument and returns the corresponding
temporal value. NOW returns a temporal value corresponding to the date and time

of the system clock.

SIGN(number or string)
Returns the sign of t he number or string.
Result

- I if the argument is negative
+I if the argument is positive (non-zero)
0 if the argument is zero.
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Examples

s:;:GN(-3 .4 )= -1
SIGN(46)= J.
SIGN("Help")= 0
SIGN ( "tex~") = 0
SIGN("2X " )= 1
Related functions
ABS returns the absolute value of a number.

SIN (number)
Returns lhe sine o f number.
Result

The sine of the argument.
Examples

SIN(O)
0
SIN(45)= 0 . 707107
SIN(45)= 0 . 8509

argument in degrees
argument in degrees
argument in radians

Comments

The argument is taken to be in radians if the ·radians· mode is on. otherwise
degrees
Related functions
ASl N returns the arc-sine of a number

SINH(number)
Returns the hyperbolic sine of number.
Result

The hyperbolic sine of the argument.
Examples

SlNd(O) = 0
SINH(45)= 0 . 868671
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Comments

The argument is taken to be in radians if the ·radians' mode is on; otherwise
degrees.
The argument (in radians) must be less than or equa l to 300.

SORT( number)
Returns the square root of number.
Result

The square root of the argument.
Restriction

The argument must be positive.
Examples

SQRT(O}= 0
SQRT(170}= 13.03840
Related functions
EXP raises a number to a power.

STDEV(block)
Gives the standard deviation of all the defined elements in the block.
Result

The standard deviation of all the elements.
Examples

STDEV {Al><Q6}
Comments

The term standard deviation is used with two slightly different meanings.
Sometimes it is taken to mean 'The square root of the variance of all the elements
of the set'. At other times it refers to 'the best estimate of the standard deviation of
the parent population from which samples are taken'. The two version have slightly
different values; the esti mate is always larger by a factor of (..J(n/n-1 )). where n is
the number of elements in the set.
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STDEV gives the standard deviation of the elements in the set. ESTDEV gives the
estimated standard deviation of the mean.
Blank or empty cells in the block are treated as containing 0 unless the Empty cell
value is configured to be an error. If the Empty cel l value is configured to be an
error. the cell is flagged with the error message, Reference to undefined
ce l l.
Related functions

ESTDEV gives the best estimated standard deviation of the parent population.

SUM(block)
Returns the arithmetic sum of items in block.
Result

The su m of all the elements.
Examples

SUM(Al><Q8)
Comment

Blank or empty cells in the block are ignored unless the Empty cell value is
configured to be an error. If the Empty cell value is configured to be an error. the
cell is flagged with the error message, Reference to undefined cell .
Related functions
AVERAGE averages its arguments. PRODUCT multiplies its arguments together.
COUNT counts the number of non-zero arguments.
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TAN(number)
Returns the tangent of number.
Result

The tangent of the argument.
Examples

TAN(l3.4)
0.238234
TAN(13 .4)
1.1043
TAN(-66 . 2)= -2.267 304

argument in degrees
argument in radians
argument in degrees

Comments

The argument is measured in radians if 'rad ians' mode is o n; otherwise degrees.
Related functions

ATAN returns the arc·tangent of a number.

TANH(number)
Returns the hyperbolic tangent of number.
Result

The hyperbolic tangent of the argument
Examples

TANH(O) = 0
TANH(45)= 0.65579

argument in degrees
argument in degrees

Comments

The argument is taken to be in rad ians if t he 'radians' mode is on; otherwise
degrees.
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TIME(temporal)
Returns the date and time equiva lent to a temporal value. The tempora l value is
the number of seconds since OBC.
Result

A string in the form (-)yyyy/mm/dd/hh/mm/ss where HYYYY is the year. A minus
sign implies BC.
mm is the month. in the range 0 I 12
dd IS the day, in the range 0 I 31
hh is the hour. in the range 00- 23
mm is the minute in the range 00- 59
ss is the second, in the range 00 - 59.
Example

TIXE(62786932984)= 1989/10/20/14/43/04
Comment

To get the correct time format 10 your spreadsheet. it may be easier to use one of
the other temporal functions to produce a temporal number. and then convert that
number to a recognisable date and time using Number format
Related functions

The temporal fu nctions are: TIME, YEARS, MONTHS, DAYS, DAYNUMBER,
HOURS, MINU':'ES. SECONDS, YEARADD and MONTHADD.

T,.,IME takes a date and time as an argument and returns the corresponding
temporal value. NOW returns a temporal value corresponding to the date and time
of the system clock.

TTIME(year,month,day,hour,minute,second)
Returns the tempora l equ iva lent of the given date and t ime. The temporal value is
the number of seconds since OBC.
Argument

S1x numbers which give a year. a month . a day. an hour. a number of minutes. and
a number of seconds.
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Month must be 01-12
Day must be 01 - 31
(both these are error-checked and give an error message if wrong numbers are
entered)
Hours. minutes and seconds can be >60 or >24 and will be evaluated correctly All
numbers (except year) must be positive
Result

The temporal value which corresponds to the arguments.
Example

TTIME(1989,10,20,14,43,4) - 62786932984
Related functions

The temporal functions are '"('TME. YEARS. MONTHS. DAYS, DAYNUMBER,
HOURS, MINUTES, SECONDS, YEARADD and MONTHADD.
NOW returns a temporal value corresponding to the date and time of the system
clock.

UPPER( string)
Changes lower case string to upper case
Result

Turns every lower case letter in a string into upper case
Example

UPPER ( "Acorr:" ) = " ACORN"
UPPER("l960")= " 1960 "
Related functions

The function LOWER changes strings to lower case.
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YEARAD D( temporal)
Adds one year to the temporal value. The temporal value is the number of seconds
since OBC
Result

A temporal value exactly one year later, except when an initial date of February
29th will yield February 28th in the following year.
Related functions

The tempo ral functions are. TIME, YEARS, MONTHS, DAYS, DAYNUMBER.
HOURS. MINUTES, SECONDS . YEARADD and MONTHADD.
NOW returns a temporal value corresponding to the date and time of the system
clock. TT I ME takes a date and time as an argument and returns the
corresponding temporal value. See also MONTHADD.

YEARS( temporal)
Returns a number corresponding to the year. The tempora l value is the number of
seconds since OBC.
Result

A number wh ich gives the year of the given time
Examples
YEARS ( 627 86932984) = 1989

Related functions

The tempo ra l functions are· TIME, YEARS. MONTHS, DAYS, DAYNUMBER.
HOURS, MINUTES, SECONDS, Y EARADD and MONTHADD.
NOW returns a temporal value correspond ing to the date and time of the system
clock. T TIME takes a date and time as an argument and returns the

corresponding temporal value.
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Appendix H: Character sets

The ISO Latin1 character set
This is the character set used in Advance with text fonts such as Trinity and
Homerton. Use a character's ASCII number to indicate it in Find/Replace; hold
down Alt and type the number on the numeric keypad to enter it from the
keyboard

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

#
$
%
&
(
)

*

+

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

B

83 s
84 T
85 u
86 v
87 w
88 X
89 y
90 z
91 [

c

92

D
E
F
G

93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

<

=
>
?
@

A

I

72

H

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

73
74
75
76

I
J

77

78
79
80
81
82

K
L

M
N
0
p

Q
R

\
]
1\

a
b
c
d

e
f
g

h

J
k

108
109 m
110 n
111
0
112 p
113 q
114
r
115
s
116
t
117 u
118
v
119 w
120 X
121
y
122
z
123
124
125
126
129 w
130 w
133 y
134 y
140
141 TM

142 %o
143 •
144
145
146
147
148
,
149
150 ,,
151
152
153
154 CE
155 re
156 t
157 :j:
158 fi
159 fl
160
161
j
162 ¢
163 £
164 ll
165 ¥
166
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167 §
168
169 ©
170
171 «
172 -,
173
174 ®
175
176 0
177 ±
178 2
179 3
180
181 11
182 <JI
183
184
185
186 0
187 »
188 1_4
189 V2
190 %
191 (,
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192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216

A.
A
A
A
A
A
IE

s:

E

E
E
E

I
j

'i
D

N

6

6

6
6

b
X

0

217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
24 1

D
(J

0
D

y

I>
B

a
a
a

a

a
0

a
re
~

e
e
e
e
f

1'
i'

0
fi

242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

0
6
6
0
0
~

u
u

a
ti

y
p
y

Character sets

The Selwyn character set
This is the character set used with the Selwyn font Hold down Alt and type the
number of the character on the numeric keypad to enter it from the keyboard.
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t

33
34
35
36
97
39
41
42
43
45
51
98
53
54
99
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

ffi

64

*
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:?<

~

~
"B'

@
)-')
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~

.I

v
X

•
K

+
+
+
~

t
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•
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*
i;(
0

**
*
*
**
•tl
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<£>

0

*
*

**
•0

•
0

70
71
101
73
74
76

0
0
0

77

•

80
81
91
92
102
94
95
96
37
100
72

114
231
108
109
110
II I

...
••!•
T

I

I
I

+

••
~

CD
@
@

®
@

®
®
®
®

103
104
105
115
116
106
I 18
119
120
121
122
168
169
170
17 1
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

®
0

<D

181
182
183
184
185
186
187

8

188

G)

189
190
191
213
214
215
216
217
218
220
226
227
228
229
230
107

@
@)

0
0

0
4ID
)>

+-+

t
-.
~

~

~
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..
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•
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Symbols
%see MOD

A
Accept button l 06
adding rows and columns l II
Adjust button 106
adjusting the size of a Spreadsheet block 114
Advance
icon bar options 16
installing 7
loading 89
loading an existing fil e 15
manuals ix
Project Guide ix
quitting 16. 122
tools I
tools working together 4. 299
algebra
writing mathematical expressions 159
algebraic functions 340
alignment
default in Spreadsheet 182
long text strings 136
text in Database Layout 207
text in Spreadsheet 135
text in Word Processor 31
Alter graphic 61
Alter pages 4 7
AND 327
angle mode 192. 335
default 182
argument 333
arguments 334
in functions 159

arithmetic operators 326
array
as function argument l 60
functions 335 . 339
ASCII text 300
Word Processor 82
aspect ratio of graphics
Database 264
Word Processor 61
AVERAGE 104
average
Database 246
Spreadsheet I 02
axis
scaling 290
setting labels 116
titles 279

8
Backspace key 94
bar charts 284
basic principles
Database 197-198
Spreadsheet 91
block
adjusting size 106. 1'14
as argument in function 333
changing borders 132
copyingformula 141
copying in Spreadsheet 146
defining as part of a formula 113
entering references with the mouse 113
moving in Spreadsheet 150
operations 329
operators 326
protecting 175
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Index

see also select
selecting in Spreadsheet 105. 113
sorting block containing reference 177
bold font
Database 209
Spreadsheet 128
Word Processor 29
borders
around cell or block 132
Database 224
Graph tool 293
paragraph 69
bullets 40

c
Cancel button
leaving Edit mode 155
Spreadsheet 11 0
caret 168
Spreadsheet 109
Word Processor 21
CAT 329
cell 91
altering size 131
background colour 133
block selection I 05
changing borders 132
copying 146
editing data 109
empty cell values 149
entering cell or block references with the
mouse 113
max number allowed in Spreadsheet 87
moving 150
protecting 175
reference 325
reference as function argument 160
reference to another Spreadsheet 164
setting default alignment 182
sorting cell cont<'lining reference 177
use as operand 325
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centring text
Spreadsheet 166
Word Processor 31
character sets 369-371
checking spelling 70-73
Choices 84
setting 16
setting default units 182
choosing menu options x. 22
circular reference 92
clearing
borders in Spreadsheet 132
selection in Database 266
selection in Spreadsheet 127
selection in Word Processor 24
closing
Graph tool 297
Spreadsheet 122
closing see also quitting
colour
background in Database 223
cell colour 133
fields in Database 224
setting default in Spreadsheet
document 182
text in Database 224
text in Spreadsheet 129
text in Word Processor 34
column 91
adding in Spreadsheet 111. 161
altering size in Spreadsheet 97. 110, 131.
162
default units 182
freeing 167
inserting new blank first column 162
key 145. 176
locki ng 167
of text in Word Processor 48
selecting whole column in Spreadsheet 127
compatible file types 300
conditional expressions 159, 170. 171
entering text and special characters 174
rules for construction 172

Index

constants 323
conventions used in th1s Guide x
conversion between types of operand 325
copying
cell or block in Spreadsheet 146
data 141
data between Advance tools 299
data between Spreadsheet files 163
Database text 266
formula 105. 106 1.41
replicating data in Spreadsheet 147
Word Processor text 27
correcting mistakes see editing
creating
a new Advance document 16
Database 196
new document in Spreadsheet 89, 90
CSV files Ill. 183. 300
creating 214
error messages 259
example 76
file format 214
headings 260
importing into Database 214. 253-258
importing into Graph tool 273
importing into Spreadsheet Il l
importing into Word Processor 50
saving 78
saving in Database 260
writing 184
currency
number format in Spreadsheet 134
number type 178
current time and date
date in Report editor 240
date in Word Processor 66
inserting in Spreadsheet 179
cursor
Edit mode in Spreadsheet 165
cursor keys
moving around Database 213
moving arounu Spreadsheet I 00
cutting and pasting

cell or block 148
data between Advance tools 299
Database text 266
Word Processor text 24-25

D
data
copying in Spreadsheet 141
editing 109
entry in Spreadsheet using input block 138
moving between Advance tools 299
Database
al igning text 207
All records window 267
background pictures 220
configu ri ng menu options 313-315
default document 265
deleting records 216
designing 199
editing Layout text 208
ed iting records 266
entering data 2 1 I
functions 26 1
go to record 216
graph ic fields 222
graphs 249-253
guidelines in Layout 265
Layout grid 200
Layouttoolbox 197
Layoutwindow 199-210
moving between records 215
One Record window 21 1-218
printing a record 2 17. 268
pri nting options 269
quitti ng Layout 2 10
Record toolbox 215
Report window see reports
save as CSV file 268
save as Draw file 268
save as Report file 268
save as TSV file 268
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saving layout 206
saving the database 216. 268
scale view 221
search ing records 230-236
sorting records 226-229
text colour 224
text font 209
text size 208
values list 261

dates
changing default format 180
finding in Database 236
inserting a date in the Database 264
inserting current date in Report editor 240
inserting current date in Word Processor 66
inserting in Spreadsheet 179
number type 178
sorting 177
updating 170
default 161
changing time and date default formats in
Spreadsheet 180
default document
Database 265
Graph tool 297
Spreadsheet 182
Word Processor 28. 41-42
default settings see Choices
defining
fixed reference 155
input block 137
definition
database 193
graph tool 271
spreadsheet 87
word processor 17
degrees and radians see angle mode
Delete key
Spreadsheet 94
Word Processor 28
deleting
cell or block from Spreadsheet 148
data from Spreadsheet I 09
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Database text 266
fields in Database Layout 262
graphics 62
likely problem deleting many columns 162
rows and columns 161
Word Processor text 27
deselecting
Word Processor text 24
Draw files 300
save as in Database 268
save as in Graph tool 295
save as in Report editor 248
save as in Spreadsheet 186
save as in Word Processor 83
dyadic 326

E
Edit files 300
Edit mode 102. 103. 153. 165
button 102. 109, 143
entering and leaving 154
ed iting
data in Spreadsheet 94, 109
data or formul~ 153
fields in Database 261-263
graphics in Word Processor 61
graphs in Graph tool 292
records in Database 266
text in graphs 118
text in Word Processor 23-28
Effects
Spreadsheet 128-1 36
Word Processor 29
emboldening text
Database 209
Spreadsheet I 28
Word Processor 29
empty cell values 149, 325
default 182
F.ntPr hutton 94, 102 109. 14'3
leaving Edit mode 155

Index

entering
data in Database 211
data in Spreadsheet 93. 94. 95. 96. I 02. 137
formula 102
text and special characters in conditional
expressions 174
text in Spreadsheet 93
Entry area 94. 105. 109
Error area 92
error marker 149. 323. 325
protected cells I 75
error messages in the Spreadsheet 92. 93
syntax 92
erro r value
as function argu ment 160
examples of Word Processor documents 17
exponent 324
exporting see save as
expressions 323
nesting 332

F
facing pages 48
Fl see IF THEN ELSE
fields
adding new field s 213
background colour 224
boolean fields 263
borders 224
changing position of 204
cha nging size of 203
changing type or 202
colour 223-224
copying in Layout editor 262
creating 200
date fields 264
deleting 262
dragging pictures to graphic fields 225
editing 261
graphic fields 222. 264
integer fields 263

justifying text in 207
li ne spacing 262
moving between 213
real fields 264
renumbering 263
summary fields in Report ed itor 246
text fields 263
types of field 198. 263
file formats
standard 300
file types
compatible 300
CSV Il l, 183
Graph data 119. 296
report 268
TSY 183
find text in Word Processor 57-59
fixed decimal
number type 178
fixed reference 155
use when sorting 177
floppy discs
running Advance from 7
font
bold in Word Processor 29
changing in Database 209
cha nging in Spreadsheet 128
changing size in Word Processor 30
italic in Word Processor 29
setting default in Spreadsheet
document 182
Word Processor 28-30
footers see headers and footers
fo rmatting numbers
Spreadsheet 134
formu la 92. I 0 l. 323
adjusting for position 107
copying 105. 106. 141
replicating 147
rules for combming expressions 158. 323
saving as formulae in Spreadsheet 186
freeing locked rows and columns 167
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function 104, 108. 323 . 330. 333
arguments 159
array 335
format and arguments 333
in Database 246. 261
number as argument in function 333
string 334
string values 334
time 167. 334
Function button I 07. 159
functions 333
ABS 340. 341
ACOS 338, 341
ACOT 338. 342
ALL 339, 342
ASC 337. 343
ASCII 337
ASIN 338. 343
ATAN 338. 344
AVERAGE 108 339. 344
CEIL 340. 345
CHR 337, 345
cos 338, 346
COSH 337, 346
COT 338. 347
COUNT 339. 347
DAYNUMBER 336. 348
DAYS 336. 348
DEG 338. 349
ESTDEV 339. 349
EXP 337, 350
FIND 337, 350
FLOOR 340. 351
GAUSS 339. 351
HOURS 336. 351
INT 333. 340, 352
LEFT 337. 352
LEN 334. 337. 353
LN 337 . 353
LOG 337. 354
LOWER 337. 354
MAX 339. 355
MID 330. 337. 355
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MIN 339. 356
MINUTES 336. 357
MONTHADD 336. 357
MONTHS 168, 336. 358
NOW 168, 179. 336. 358
PRODUCT 339. 359
RAD 338, 359
RAND 339, 360
RIGHT 337. 360
ROUND 340, 361
SECONDS 336. 361
SIGN 340. 361
SIN 338. 362
SINH 337. 362
SORT 159, 323. 330. 337. 363
STDEV 339. 363
SUM 339. 364
TAN 338. 365
TANH 337. 365
TIME 336, 366
TTIME 336. 366
UPPER 337, 367
YEARADD 336. 368
YEARS 336, 368

G
general
number type 178
go to
cell in Spreadsheet 125
page in Word Processor 57
record in Database 216
go to Database wi ndows
Al l records 267
Layout 207
One record window from Layout 210
Report Layout from Report window 238
Report window 238
Report window from Report Layout 241
Search 230
Sort 226

Index

Graph
configuring menu options 315-317
Graph data 296
filetype 119
saving Spreadsheet as 185
Graph tool
bar charts 284
borders 293
chang1ng axis scaling 290
chang1ng axis titles 279
changing graph type 278
changing the window size 294
choosi ng Y data sets 117
ereati ng a graph 273
ed iting text o n a graph 279. 292
grid I 18, 276
grouping 287-289
importing a CSV fi le 273
key 118, 277
linegraph 118, 286
making a graph 3D 275
moving the graph 294
multiple line graphs 276
pie charts 283
plotting Spreadsheet as row or column
data 189
printing 120 280. 296
quitting 297
save as a Draw file 295
save as a Graph data file 296
saving a graph 119
scatter graphs 285
selecting 2D. 3D or Outline 282
selecting the right type of graph 281
stacked bar charts 278
toolbox 274
use grouping option 288
use string optio n 289
usingonaiMBmachine 114
using with Spreadsheet I 14
graphics
background in Database 220
deleting in Word Processor 62

editing in Word Processor 61
fields in Database 222
frames in Word Processor 59-62
importing into Database 22 1. 225
importing into headers and footers 64
importing into Word Processor 59
moving in Word Processor 62
sea I i ng in Word Processor 61
grid 118
Database 200
Graph tool 276
Spreads heet 120. 182
guideli nes in Database Layout 265

H
hard disc
insta lli ng Advance o n 10
headers and footers 48
deleting in Database 247
different in Word Processor 65
editing in Word Processor 65
in Word Processor 63
Main footer in Database 246
Main header in Database 245
Page footer in Database 240
Page header in Database 239
hexadecimal notation 324
Home key 125

icon bar optio ns 16
configuring 309-3 10
IF THEN ELSE 33 1
structure o f conditional expressions 172
im porting
CSV fil es into Database 214. 253-258
CSV fil es into Spreadsheet Ill . 183
graphics into Database 225
graphics into Word Processor 59
TSV files into Spreadsheet 183
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Index

indents 53-54
input block 137
changing 139
filling column by column 140
inserting
any date in Spreadsheet 180
current date in Report editor 240
current time and date in Spreadsheet 179
page number in Database 240
page number in Word Processor 65
the date in Word Processor 66
installing Advance 7
integer 323, 324
number format 165
number type 178
interconnecting spreadsheets 87, 164
ISO Latin I character set 369-370
italic font
Spreadsheet 129
Word Processor 29

J
justifying text
Database 207
Spreadsheet 135
Word Processor 31

K
key 118. 277
row or column in Spreadsheet 145. 176
keyboard short-cuts 319

L
labels 91
selecting whole rows or columns 127
Spreadsheet 120. 182
landscape layout 48
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layout
page 47-49
table 68-69
I i ne graph I 18. 286
line spaci ng
Database 262
Word Processor 32. 56
list
of arguments in function 333
loading
a Word Processor document 20
Advance 19.89
an Advance file 15
an existing Spreadsheet x. 90
Database 196
lock
aspect ratio of graphics 61
rows and columns 167
logical
operations 327
operators 326. 327

M
ma i I merge 75-81
manuals
Advance ix
margins
defining 35-36
first line 53-55
mathematical expressions (formulce) 158. 323
max size for a spreadsheet 87
memory
data transfer on machines with limited
memory 302
errors 92
minimise 16
menu
choosing options x. 22
menu short-cuts 126. 319
MID 330

Index

minimise memory 16
Spreadsheet 186
MOD 326. 330
monadic minus 326
mouse
changing cell size in Spreadsheet 131
entering cell or block references 113
moving
a graphic 62
around a Database document 215
around a Spreadsheet document 125
around a Word Processor document 21. 57
cell or block 150
Word Processor text 23-25
mu ltiple spreadsheets 87. 164

N
naming a ruler 39
negative numbers
displaying in Spreadsheet 179
NEO 327
nested expressions 332
NOT 327
number
as argument in function 333
as function argument 160
changing type 140. 178
currency format in Spreadsheet 134
displaying negative numbers in
Spreadsheet 179
format in Spreadsheet 134
in expressions 159
rea l 324
types in Spreadsheet 92
numbering
page 48
Report editor 240

0
opening
a blank Word Processor document 46
a new Database document 196
a new Spreadsheet document 90
an Advance document 15
an existing Database document 207. 219
an existing Spreadsheet document x. 90
an existing Word Processor document 20
operands 323
cell as operand 325
conversion between types 325
operators
CAT 329
Database 233
logical 327
MOD 326.330
relational 328
Spreadsheet 323. 326
types 326
OR 327

p
page
continuing numbering 65
facing 48
inserting breaks into Word Processor 52
inserting numbers in Word Processor 65
layout in Word Processor 47-49
numbering 48
numbering in Database 240
rulers 85
Word Processor size 48
paragraph
borders 69
pasting
data in Spreadsheet 146
values in Spreadsheet 15 2
Wmd Processor text 25, 27
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pictures
importing into Database 220. 222
importing into Word Processor 59
pie charts 283
plain text 300
plotting graphs
adding a grid 118. 276
adding a key 118. 277
axis titles 279
different Y data sets 117
editing text I 18. 279. 292
from the Spreadsheet I 14-1 19
grouping 287-289
on a 1MB machine 114
row or column data 115, 189
selection from Spreadsheet I I 5
setting axis labels 116
portrait layout 48
precedence
rules of 330
print borders
in Word Processor 41. 85
Spreadsheet 188
printing
Database 269
fitting more than one page on a sheet of
paper 74
Graph tool 296
graphs 120
multiple copies 74
options 74
Report editor 247
selection from Spreadsheet 121
Spreadsheet 120. 187
Word Processor 41. 73
protecti ng cells and blocks 175

Q
quitting
Advance 16,43, 122
Database 218
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Database Layout 210
Graph tool 297
Spreadsheet 122
Word Processor 43

R
radians see angle mode
random functions 339
real number 323, 324
Recalculate sheets 166. 170. 175. 179
records
altering size 270
copyi ng 266
deleting 216
editing 266
moving between 215
printing 217
reference 325
care when sorting 177
entering celt or block references with the
mouse 113
to other Spreadsheets 164
updating 166
Reference area 94. I 05
relational operator 326. 328
replacing text 57
replicate
multiple copies in Spreadsheet 147
reports
Body area 238
creating a full report 243-247
creating a simple report 237-242
deleting headers and footers 247
full report structure 243
inserting page numbers 240
inserting the current date 240
Main footer area 246
Main header area 245
overwriting old Report layouts 248
Page footer r~ rPr~ 240
Page header area 239
printing 247

Index

Report Layout editor 238
Report window 241
saving a report 248
simple report structure 237
summary fields 246
Return key 96
fil ling an input block column by column I 40
leaving Edit mode 155
Spreadsheet 10 1
row 91
add ing 16 1
adding in Spreadsheet II I
alteringsize 97 131.162
default size units 182
freeing 167
inserting new blank first row 162
key 145. 176
locking 167
selecting whole row 127
row or column data
plotting graphs from the Spreadsheet I 15
rulers 37-39, 54
d isplaying 37
naming 39
rules
vertical 48
ru les of precedence 330

s
save as
CSV in Spreadsheet 183
default Spreadsheet document 182
default Word Processor document 42
Draw fi le in Database 268
Draw file in Graph tool 295
Draw file in Spreadsheet 186
Draw file in Word Processor 82-83
formulcc in Spreadsheet 186
Graph data 119. 296
Graph data in SprPaclsheet IR'i
Report file in Database 268

Text file in Spreadsheet 186
text file in Word Processor 82-83
TSV fi le in Database 268
TSV in Spreadsheet 184
saving
existing file in Database 216. 268
existing Spreadsheet I 0 I
graphics from the Word Processor 83
graphs 119
new Database Layout 206
new Spreadsheet 99
selection in Spreadsheet 187
Word Processor document 26
scale view
Database 221
Graph tool 294
Spreadsheet 98
Word Processor 22
scal ing graph ics 61
scatter graphs 285
scientific
number type 178
scientific functions 337
search
Database 230-236
subsets in Database 231
wi ldcards in Database 232
search and replace '57-59
select
adjusting selection in Spreadsheet I 06
block 105
cell 94
clearing selection in Spreadsheet 127
more than one block 113
saving selection in Spreadsheet 187
Select mode in Database 197. 203
whole rows or columns 127
whole Spreadsheet 127. 134
Word Processor text 24
Selwyn character set 371
setting
Choices 16, 182
setting tabs 36-39
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short-cuts 126. 319
sort
by column 145
by row 146
Database 226-229
key row or column in Spreadsheet 145, 176
sorting cel ls containing references 177
Spreadsheet 144- 146. 176- 177
text or numeric in Spreadsheet 177
times and dates 177
spacing
line in Database 262
line in Word Processor 32
spell checker 70-73, 85
creating a User or Ignore dictionary 72
dictionaries 71-73
loading a User or Ignore dictionary 73
Spreadsheet 158, 161. 179,323
Accept button I 06
adding a key and grid to a graph 118
adding rows and columns Ill. 161
adjusting size of selection 106. 114
alignment of text in cells 135
altering size of rows and columns 162
angle mode 192
automatic adjustment of formula: I 07
average I 02
AVERAGE function 104
basic principles 91
block operations 329
blocks in formulae 113
bold text 128
Cancel button II 0
cell 91
cell as operand 325
cell borders 132
cell colour 133
centring text 166
changing row height 97
circular reference see Error area
clearing a selection 127
closing cu rrent window 122
column 91
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conditional expressions 170
configuring menus 3 11 -313
copying a formula 105. 106
copying cell or block 146
copying data between sheets 163
correcting mistakes 94
creating a new document 89. 90
CSV files I II
cut 148
dates 179
default document 182
default time and date formats 180
default units 182
definition of a spreadsheet 87
Delete key 94
deleting 148
Draw files 186
Ed it mode 102. 103, 153, 165
Edit mode button 102. 109
empty cell values 149
Enter button 94, 102
entering cell or block references with the
mouse 113
entering data 93, 94-109
enteri ng text 93
Entry area 94, 105
Error area 92
error marker 149
error messages 92
error messages in cells 93
expressions 323
fixed reference 155
fonts 128
formula 92, 101. 106.3 23
freeing locked rows and columns 167
Function button 107, 159
functions 323
getting in and out of Edit mode 154
Go to cell 125
graphing as row or column data 115
grid 120
hexadecimal notation 324
Home key 125

Index

importing CSV and TSV 183
importing CSV and TSV files Ill
input block 137
insert blank first row or column 162
inserting current lime and date 179
integer- definition 323
interconnecting 87
interconnecting sheets 164
introduction 87
keyroworcolumn 145, 176
labels 91. 120
linegraph 118
locking rows and columns 167
logical operators 327
making text italic 129
maximum size 87
memory errors 92
menu short-cuts 126
moving around with cursor keys 100
moving data ISO
negative numbers 179
number format 134
numbers 92
opening an existing file x. 90
operands 323
operators 323
paste values 152
plotting a selection 115
plotting different Y data sets I 17
plotting graphs I 14-1 19
plotting graphs on a I MB machine 114
print borders 188
printing 120
printing graphs 120
protecting cells and blocks 175
quitting 122
real number- definition 323
Recalculate sheets 166. 170
Reference area 94. 105
relational operators 328
replicating formula 14 7
resizing rows and columns 131
Return key I 0 I

row 91
row or column data to the Graph tool 115
saving a new file 99
saving an existing file 101
scale view 98
select all 127
selecting a block I 05. 113
selecting a cell 94
selecting whole rows or columns 127
setting graph axis labels 116
sorting 144.176
sorting cells containing references 177
special characters in conditional
expressions 174
sta ndard fun ctions I 08
strings 323
Summation button 113
syntax error 92
Tab key 101
text 92
text colour 129
text or numeric sort 177
text size 129
time functions 167
times 180
turning grid and labels on and off 120
updating external references 166
uses 87
using Backspace key 94
using functions I 04
using multiple sheets 87
using the graph tool 114
value (result of formula) 103
widening columns 110
widening columns by dragging 97
Spreadsheets
interconnecting 164
sprite files 300
SORT 330
standard file formats 300
standard functions I 08. 159. 323. 330. 333
standard letters
mail merge 75-77
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Index

string 323
as argument in function 333
constant 324
functions 334. 337
manipulation 329
opera tors 326
subscript 34
Summation button 113
superscript 34
syntax 160
syntax error 92

T
Tab key
filling input block row by row 138
leaving Edit mode 155
moving around records in Database 213
Spreadsheet 95, 101
tables
laying out 68-69
tabs
setting 36-39
setting numerically 39
temporal numbers 335
text
alignment in Database Layout 207
as function argument 160
bold in Spreadsheet 128
centring in Spreadsheet 166
changing alignment in Word Processor 31
changing style in Spreadsheet 128-130
colour in Database 224
colour in Spreadsheet 129
colour in Word Processor 34
editing Database Layout text 208
editing in graphs 118. 292
editing in Word Processor 23-28
font in Database 209
font in Spreadsheet 128
font in Word Processor 28
font size in Word Processor 30
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importing text files into Word Processor 50
in conditional expressions 174
italic in Spreadsheet 129
margins 48
see also font
selecting Word Processor 24
setting default in Spreadsheet
document 182
size in Database 208
size in Spreadsheet 129
Spreadsheet 92
strings in expressions 159
typing Word Processor 27
Text file
saving as in Database 268
saving as in Spreadsheet 186
saving as in Word Processor 82
thousands separator 179
times
changing default format 180
functions 334
inserting in Spreadsheet 179. 180
sorting 177
time functions in Spreadsheet 167
time number type 178
updating 170
toolbox
Graph tool 274
Layout window 197
Record windows 215
tools
Advance I
trigonometrical functions 338
defining angle mode 335
TSV files 184, 300
Database 268
Word Processor 6 7
writing 185
typeface see font
typing text
Word Processor 27

Index

u
underline 34
unils of measurement
setting default 85
Spreadsheet 182
updatmg
references 166
times and dates 170
uses or Spreadsheet 87
using formulre 158. 323

v
value I 03. 323
as argument in function 333
expressions 159
pasting 152
values list as argument in function 333
values list in Database 261
vertical rules 48

w
widening columns 97, 110. 182
wildcards
for searching in Database 232
use in search and replace 58
Word Processor
Alter pages 35
centring text 31
checking spelling 70-73
configu ring menu options 310-3ll
continuing page numbering 65
copying text 27
cutting and pasting 24-25
default document 41-42
defining margins 3'5-36
deleting graphics 62
deleting text 27
Document Descnptton Format (DDF) 82
editing graphics 61

editing text 23-28
Effects 28-34
exporting text and graphics 82-83
fonts 28
headers and footers 48. 63
importing graphics 59
importing text 50
indenting text 53-55
inserting page breaks 52
inserting page numbers 65
inserting the date 66
justifying text 31
line spacing 32
moving a graphic 62
mu lti-colu mn layout 48
open ing a blank document 46
page layout 48
page numbering 48
page rulers 85
page size 48
print borders 41 , 85
printing 41. 73
quitting 43
rulers 37-39
saving document 26
savtng graphtes 83
saving text with Effects 82
scale view 22
search and replace 57-59
selecting text 24
table layout 68-69
text ali gnment 31
text colour 34
text margins 48
text size 30
lypi ng text 27
word cou nt 85
word processor
definition 17

z
zooming see scale view
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Reader's Comment Form
Acorn Advance User Guide
We would greatly appreciate your comments about this Man ual, which will be taken into account for the
next issue:
Did you flnd the Information you wanted?

Do you like the way the Information is presented?

General comments:

If there IS not enough room for your comments, please continue overleaf

How would you classify your experience with computers?

[
FirsHime user

CJ

Used computers before

C

Experienced user

Programmer

Cut out (or pflotocopy) and post to:

Your name and address:

Dept RC, Technical Publications
Acorn Computers Um1ted
Acorn House. Vision Park
Histon. Cambridge CB4 4AE
England

This information Will only be used to get in touch with you in case we wish to explore yourJ
comments further

Acorn Computers Limited: End-User Licence Conditions
Before using tlw softwar e, please r t>ad the End-User Licence Conditions dt>tailed below.
If you do not agree to the terms and conditions of the End-User Licence, please do not
open the 8oftware pack. Repack tbt> unused software and return it to your supplier.
I.

D~ruutioRll

The followin~ .-•pr..-ssions ba,e thr mea nin~s giv..-n her.- :
~\corn~ muns A~orn Computers Limit.-.:1 , hein~ ... ith ... r own .. r of aU inteUeeiUal property rights in tbe
Software. or havin~; the rw11 to ~ant lito·n<·,.• o f the oft ware.
" DI"vo•loper'' meano any third party software dcvrlopt"r who retains copyright in the Software.
"Softwa re" means the programs contained in objC<'Io{'Ode form on the disc(s) supplied in this product.
" Docunwntation" means the printed user dorum<·ntatinn ouppl ied for use with tlw Snftwure, whether
8npplied so·puroto•ly or with this pack.

2. U cen ct"
Acorn grant~ you a pcrsonalnou-transfrrable non -uclusiv .. lirrnce (or sub-licence). as follows:
(I)
You may o•opy the Software for bark up puq>oses, to su pport its use on one stand-alonr Aco rn
computer I)AICm . (Separate provision for sitr licences is made on form A PP 157 available from
)OUr A~orn Authorise<~ Dealer.)
(2)
) ou must rnsuretbat the cop) right notices con tained in the Software are r eproduc.-.:land included
in any rOJ>Y of tht> Software.
You rnay not:
(i) <'OJ>Y o nly part of thP Software; or (ii) mak~ tlw. oft wart> or the Documentation available to any third
party by way of ~ft or loan or hire; (iii) incorpora tt' any 1•art of the Software into otht'r programs
<le,·rloJ>NI or u~t-d hy you (unless individually and I"X J>ressly permi tted in that part of the SoftwarP or in
its Do•·unwntation); or (iv) ropy the Documentation.

3. T••rirt
Thi~ litt•nee remuins in effect unless you termino te it:

(l)
(2)

by <lestroying thl' Software and all copies. and tht' Documentation, or
by failinll to comply with the Co11ditions.

4. Limited "'' a rranty and Disdaime r of LiabWty
( I)

(2)

ANrn "arrants that tbe disc(s) upon which tht' oftwa re is supplied are free from defHt8 in
mat.-rial~ and .. orkmanship undt>r normal u~ for a period of ninety (90) day• from tht- date of
purcha!H', as t'videnced by a copy of you r receipt. Your Acorn Authorised Dealer will rPplacr a
defeeti•e disc or ROM if returned within ninety (90) days of purchase.
Thl' Soft wart' is s upplied "as is"; neither Acorn nor any Developers make any warranty, whether
t'xprf'U or implied, as to the ml'rchantability of the Software or its fitnt>ss for any J>artirular
)JUfJJUSt'.

(3)

In nu eireunutances will Acorn be liable for uny damage, loss of prulits , goodwill or for any
intlirt•t•t or conseq ue ntial loss arising ou t of your use of the Software, or inability to use the
Soft wart', ••vrn if Acorn bas he••n udvi•••fl uf th (• possibility of suc h loss.

5. General
These condition s supersede any prior agreement, oral or wrillen, between you and Acorn relating to the
oftware.
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